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ABSTRACT 

    

   Current human activity is unsustainable in terms of planetary boundaries and citizens 

and governments in industrialised nations, such as Australia, may need to assume 

greater responsibility and shift towards more sustainable behaviours and lifestyles. 

There has been a plethora of research aimed at developing policies which foster more 

sustainable behaviours and consumption. However, the effectiveness of promoting 

specific behaviours has been questioned by some authors who argue that encouraging 

more comprehensive changes in people’s behaviour and time use in the form of 

sustainable lifestyles may provide a more effective approach to achieving ‘sustainability’ 

(Backhaus, Breukers, Mont, Paukovic, & Mourik, 2013; Defra, 2011; Shirani, Butler, 

Henwood, Parkhill, & Pidgeon, 2015; Task Force on Sustainable Lifestyles, 2010).  

   Under the assumption that lifestyle changes may be critical in effecting such a 

transformation, the aim of this research was to identify the key psychological and 

behavioural factors that characterise and influence different lifestyle choices in 

Australian societies.  

   The primary research methodology has been based on an on-line survey. Key 

explanatory variables adopted were drawn from the Theory of Planned Behaviour, Norm 

Activation Model, New Ecological Paradigm scale and from the broader literature on 

sustainable living. The main dependent variable of focus was self-identified commitment 

to sustainable living (measured on a 4-point Likert scale). The sample consisted of 1,002 

participants that were broadly representative of the adult Australian demographic in 

age, gender and living location. 

   The main findings of this work relate to people’s beliefs about sustainable living, social 

identities, social norms, and feelings of moral obligation to live more sustainably. Firstly, 

the notion of a ‘sustainable lifestyle’ is not tied to a fixed definition and can be 

interpreted somewhat differently by different segments in society. This represents an 

opportunity for policy makers to reposition inhibiting beliefs such as ‘sustainable living 

is too expensive or difficult’ towards more ‘attractive’ beliefs about this lifestyle.  
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   Further, sustainable lifestyles have potentially strong ties to social identities. Hence, 

sustainable living may need to be positioned in a manner that minimises inter-group 

conflicts in social identity formation. Minimising inter-group conflicts can be approached 

by influencing social norms related to sustainable living (for instance, by ‘normalising’ 

this lifestyle into a mainstream concept using social marketing techniques). 

   Given the empirical findings of this research, we provide some policy suggestions on 

how to influence social norms and identities so that sustainable lifestyles might become 

more appealing to a wider range of individuals in society. 

   Feelings of moral obligation to live more sustainably were not shown to be correlated 

with the survey respondents’ awareness of worsening environmental conditions. Hence, 

motivational policies – that are guided by a ‘positive psychology’ perspective – may 

represent worthwhile avenues to influencing individuals to feel more responsible and 

morally obliged to (want to) adopt sustainable lifestyles. These ‘motivational policies’ 

may also be actioned via people’s social identities and social norms. For instance, people 

are more likely to be influenced by others in their ‘ingroup’ (e.g. their shared social 

identity group, such as political orientation). Hence, messages aimed at encouraging 

more sustainable living, which originate from other ingroup members (for instance, 

members of the same political identity) have the potential to be more well-received by 

certain segments in society. 

   Lastly, ‘sustainability’ is a broad concept that can be interpreted in different ways. As 

such, to indicate somewhat more narrowly what this study was referring to in 

discussions of ‘sustainability’ and ‘sustainable lifestyles’, the degrowth scenario was 

used as the overarching theoretical platform. Degrowth emphasises the importance of 

reducing material consumption (one of the behaviours investigated in this research) and 

argues that ‘technology fixes’ may be insufficient to achieving a sustainable scenario. 

Degrowth also advocates for a temporary and controlled economic contraction as a 

precursory step to a ‘steady state’ economy. Lastly, the literature on degrowth was used 

in this study to help validate the argument that encouraging a wide-spread adoption of 

sustainable living in Australia (through policy interventions) is a likely ‘necessity’ for 

sustainability.  
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1 STATEMENT OF PROBLEM AND AIMS: AN EXTENDED 

SUMMARY OF THE DISSERTATION 

1.1 INTRODUCTION AND INITIAL FRAMING OF THE RESEARCH 

   This research emerges from the findings of several major studies which suggest that 

current human activity is unsustainable and that citizens and governments in 

industrialised nations, such as Australia, need to assume greater responsibility and 

(among many things) shift towards more sustainable behaviours and lifestyles (Donella 

H. Meadows, Meadows, & Randers, 2005; Steffen, Richardson, Rockström, & Cornell, 

2015; UNEP, 2011b; WWF, 2014). This is not only due to the associated environmental 

benefits of such change, but also in view of global injustices between North and South 

nations regarding natural resource use and distribution (Crompton, 2008; Grubb, 1993; 

Scott, Nilsson, Varnäs, & Siebert, 2009; Task Force on Sustainable Lifestyles, 2010; UNEP, 

2011b; WWF, 2014). 

   There has been a plethora of research aimed at developing policies which foster more 

sustainable behaviours and consumption (Barr, 2003; S. A. Cohen, Cohen, Higham, & 

Reis, 2013; Crompton, 2008; Hobson, 2003; T. Jackson, 2005b; James, 2010; P. C. Stern, 

2000; Terry, Hogg, & White, 1999; Tukker et al., 2008). Such policies are commonly 

aimed at recycling habits, energy use, minimizing food waste, purchasing ethical 

products and so forth. They usually take the form of incremental approaches, with 

piecemeal and partial change in behaviours via informational campaigns, regulatory 

measures or financial incentives; or what is sometimes referred to as ‘carrots, sticks and 

sermons’ approaches (Belin et al., 2014; Marie-Louise, Rist, & Vedung, 1998). A potential 

intended benefit of these methods is that influencing a specific practice may ‘spill over’ 

into other sustainable habits (Barr, Shaw, & Gilg, 2011; Thøgersen, 1999; Thøgersen & 

Crompton, 2009). For example, encouraging an individual to recycle may (as a 

consequence) lead that individual to also avoid excessive packaging.  

   However, the effectiveness of promoting specific behaviours has been questioned by 

some authors who suggest that encouraging more comprehensive changes in people’s 

behaviour and time use in the form of sustainable lifestyles may provide a more effective 

approach to achieving ‘sustainability’ (Backhaus et al., 2013; Barr & Gilg, 2006; Cooper, 
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Green, Burningham, Evans, & Jackson, 2012; Darnton, Verplanken, & Whitmarsh, 2011; 

Defra, 2011; Evans & Abrahamse, 2009; Rakic & Rakic, 2015; Shirani et al., 2015; Shove, 

2004; Spaargaren, 2003; Task Force on Sustainable Lifestyles, 2010)1. Although there is 

a seemingly obvious overlap between sustainable behaviour and sustainable lifestyles, 

there is still “a lack of clarity when it comes to understanding just what ‘sustainable 

lifestyles’ are and how they might operate to foster pro-environmental behaviour and 

sustainable patterns of consumption” (Evans & Abrahamse, 2009, p. 487; see also 

Shirani et al., 2015).  

   Renowned ecological economist, Tim Jackson, believes that “lifestyle choice has often 

been regarded as too subjective, too ideological, too value laden, or simply too 

intractable to be amenable to policy intervention” (as quoted in Task Force on 

Sustainable Lifestyles, 2010, p. 8). Consequently, analysis of lifestyles is often 

“sidestepped” in favour of behavioural studies (Evans & Abrahamse, 2009, p. 487). To 

illustrate, a recent large European study on sustainable living has argued:   

Research on the sociology of consumption indicates the need for a paradigm shift 
in thinking about how to foster changes towards more sustainable lifestyles… 
from a focus on discrete behaviours to a focus on changing entire lifestyles… To 
date,  research priorities have not yet been reconciled with practice with an 
emphasis on the  aspects of people and lifestyles (Backhaus et al., 2013, p. 15). 

   Curiously, even within the growing body of ‘sustainable lifestyle’ research, the majority 

of studies reviewed by this author have not measured any, or extremely few, variables 

that were explicitly about ‘sustainable lifestyles’ (for example, Barr & Gilg, 2006; 

Hedlund-de Witt, de Boer, & Boersema, 2014; Newton & Meyer, 2013; Poortinga & 

Darnton, 2016; Rakic & Rakic, 2015; Task Force on Sustainable Lifestyles, 2010; 

Thøgersen, 1999; Verplanken & Roy, 2016; Whitmarsh & O'Neill, 2010).2 

 
1 A detail distinction between lifestyle and behaviour is provided in Section 2.4. For now, an operational 
definition is provided: A lifestyle is commonly conceived as the summation of patterns of behaviour 
(such as cycling to work and playing guitar) used in identity formation and differentiation from others 
(Giddens, 1991, p. 81) . 
2 To illustrate, even the work completed by ‘Task Force on Sustainable Lifestyles’ only included two 
questions directly referencing sustainable living: ‘for you what makes a way of living “sustainable”?’ and 
‘what would be the first things you could do in your everyday life to make your way of living 
sustainable?’. The rest of the survey were on topics such as ‘what do you like to do when you are at 
home?’, ‘where do you buy food? And why there?’, ‘how do you get from one place to another?’ and so 
on (survey link: http://www.unep.fr/gssl/). This is not to say this is not a worthwhile approach to 
researching sustainable living (by making inferences from related topics). However, we viewed this issue 

http://www.unep.fr/gssl/
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   Instead, inferences about sustainable living are typically made based on findings 

related to the extent that individuals engage in eco-friendly behaviours (especially 

consumption), respondents’ general environmental values or concern (usually 

measured by Dunlap’s (2000) New Ecological Paradigm scale) and their beliefs and 

attitudes towards specific environmental issues like climate change (or a mix of some of 

these approaches).3  

     The current study is aimed at addressing these gaps in the relevant literature through 

a nation-wide quantitative account of sustainable living in Australia that adheres to (as 

much as possible) measuring participants’ opinions and attitudes that are directly 

related to sustainable living. This is proposed as a potentially novel and rewarding 

approach.4 Nonetheless, due to obvious overlaps between the concepts (sustainable 

behaviour and sustainable lifestyle), there are also behavioural questions and questions 

on related sustainability themes (for example, attitudes towards environment groups) 

which add depth to the analysis and allow for comparisons with previous works.  

1.2 WHY FOCUS ON ‘SUSTAINABLE LIFESTYLES’? 

   Few studies have addressed how sustainable lifestyles (from here on ‘SLs’ or ‘SL’ when 

singular) are viewed by individuals in mainstream society and current findings have not 

provided ample consensus. For instance, some reports suggest that SLs are becoming 

‘normalised’ into the mainstream (Defra, 2008; Task Force on Sustainable Lifestyles, 

2010);5 though this view is highly contested (Bedford, Jones, & Walker, 2004; Black & 

Cherrier, 2010; Shirani et al., 2015). Other authors affirm that environmental issues are 

continuing to polarise socially, with sustainability being associated with left-wing 

 
as a gap in the literature and aimed to ask the study sample questions that were directly related to 
sustainable living in an effort to gain a potentially new understanding of how people interpret this 
concept.  
3 We attempted, as best as possible, to include the major quantitative studies that have specifically 
asked their sample about ‘sustainable living or lifestyle’ (and therefore shared similar independent 
variables to our work) and comparisons with these studies are made throughout. However, a number 
the ‘sustainable lifestyle’ research has been qualitative, limiting more ‘exact’ comparisons. 
4 There are important conceptual and methodological differences between asking research participants 
about sustainable behaviours versus sustainable lifestyles, and this distinction will be developed 
throughout this dissertation.  
5 The report by the Task Force on Sustainable Lifestyles only included participants in the 18-35 age 
bracket. Perhaps, it is more common for ‘younger’ people to consider sustainable lifestyles to be 
‘normalising’.  
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political orientation (McCright & Dunlap, 2011; Watkins, Aitken, & Mather, 2016) and/or 

‘alternative’ modes of living (Hards, 2011; Shirani et al., 2015). The possibility that 

sustainable living is considered ‘outside the mainstream’ (Bedford et al., 2004; Black & 

Cherrier, 2010; Shirani et al., 2015) poses a problem as some individuals may not wish 

to behave in ways that are outside the norm (nor want to be viewed by their peers as 

being outside the norm) (Black & Cherrier, 2010; Defra, 2008; Foucault, 1977; Rettie, 

Burchell, & Barnham, 2014; Rogers, 1983).  

   In addition, most studies on sustainable behaviours and lifestyles have not empirically 

investigated what is considered ‘normal’ in relation to sustainable lifestyles and 

associated behaviours (for example, recycling your household plastic or downsizing the 

size of your home). 6  This line of investigation is important because some authors 

contend that normalising ‘light green’ (or weak) versions of sustainable lifestyles could 

lead to a form of social green washing where unsustainable habits remain legitimised 

(Shove, 2004, p. 118). Also, investigating what is perceived as normal, and not-normal, 

is relevant to policy makers and  green social marketers who have expressed concern 

about the ineffectiveness of promoting sustainable lifestyles  as a niche group, because 

it “inhibits social normalisation and mainstream adoption” (Rettie et al., 2014, p. 9). As 

such, exploring the aspects of SLs that are seen as ‘not-normal’ (such as consumption 

practices or social activities) may identify specific ‘target areas’ for the social marketers 

and decision-makers whom wish to remodel, or reposition, those viewpoints in an effort 

to encourage more sustainable lifestyles.7 

   In addition to being seen as outside of the norm, or for ‘left-wing’ voters (McCright & 

Dunlap, 2011; Watkins et al., 2016), some authors contend that sustainable lifestyles are 

 
6 Exceptions are Rettie et al. (2012) and, to a lesser extent, Shove (2003).  
7 Social marketing (Kotler & Zaltman, 1971) is an approach to social behavioural change that aims to 
benefit society (as opposed to, for example, increase the revenue of company such as in traditional 
marketing). It is a broad discipline where some social marketers apply more ‘traditional’ perspectives 
based on neoclassical marketing techniques. While many other social marketers, especially ‘green’ social 
marketers, apply a convergent approach. This approach adopts practices from the fields of psychology 
and sociology in an effort to develop voluntary behaviour change techniques based on diffusion theory 
or social network theory, to name a few (Eagle et al., 2013). Given the policy perspective of this 
dissertation, it is important to note that social marketers may work in conjunction with government or 
the private sector for the purpose of behavioural change (Biroscak, 2018). An example of social 
marketing is billboards on the side of the highway that state ‘slow down, it kills’, combined with a 
strategic visual stimulant. ‘Social marketing’ is a term that is used throughout this dissertation, it is 
important for the reader to keep this description in mind. 
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viewed as a life of sacrifice (Levitt & Moses, 2010; Shirani et al., 2015), or attached to 

negative connotations of being a ‘tree-hugger’ (Bedford et al., 2004). If this is true, it is 

unlikely that people will change their lifestyles in the absence of a more appealing one 

(Bedford et al., 2004; Soper, 2008), and perhaps negative notions about sustainable 

living may be inhibiting the adoption of such lifestyles by a wider range of individuals. 

   Furthermore, there are also instances when individuals who are trying to live more 

sustainably are faced with barriers that constrain a more committed approach to 

sustainability (Alexander, 2012; Blake, 1999; Gifford, 2011; Kalamas, Cleveland, & 

Laroche, 2014). It may therefore be necessary to identify such constraints to more 

sustainable behaviour and lifestyles in an effort to provide information for decision 

makers who wish to address them.      

   The study sample was segmented into four groups according to their ‘level’ of 

sustainable living (these groups are termed ‘lifestyle segment groups’ in the research 

questions below). These groups range from individuals who self-identified as ‘not 

attempting to live a sustainable lifestyle at all’, to individuals who state they are trying 

‘to live as sustainably as they can’ (and two categories in between). The two ‘in between’ 

categories relate to (1) individuals who are not attempting a sustainable lifestyle but 

partake in one or two sustainable behaviours; and (2) to individuals who are somewhat 

attempting to live more sustainably but ‘sustainable living’ is not a major priority in their 

life. Segmenting the sample into comparable groups is beneficial to policy orientated 

(and the social marketing) literature because it facilitates the development of more 

tailored solutions (Darnton, 2013; Defra, 2011; Dietrich, Rundle-Thiele, Kubacki, & 

Ebscohost, 2017). This approach has also been used in previous environmental research 

(Backhaus et al., 2013; Defra, 2011; Newton & Meyer, 2013; Poortinga & Darnton, 2016; 

Rettie, Burchell, & Riley, 2012). 

   There are two sets of explanatory or independent variables that are being assessed as 

influences upon the primary research dependent variable of ‘attempting to live a more 

sustainable lifestyle’.8 First, some variables were drawn from the general literature on 

 
8 The variable ‘attempting to live a more sustainable lifestyle’ relates to the four segment groups 
aforementioned, which were measured on a 4-point scale where 1= ‘no attempt at sustainable living’ 
and 4= ‘very committed attempt at sustainable living’. Most of the findings are discussed in relation to 
this dependent variable and often, for a better flow of discussion, it is referred to as ‘SL choice’.  
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sustainable living and relate to the information already (briefly) discussed above (for 

example, perceptions of what is ‘normal’ in relation to sustainable living, political 

orientation, perceptions of ‘a life of sacrifice’ related to SLs and perceived barriers to 

SLs). In addition to these variables, the study focused upon another set of influences 

based upon the synthesis of three models that are commonly used to help predict and 

explain sustainable behaviours: (1) the Theory of Planned Behaviour (Ajzen, 1991), (2) 

the Norm Activation Model (S. Schwartz, 1977) and (3) the New Ecological Paradigm 

scale (Riley E Dunlap & Van Liere, 1978; Riley E. Dunlap, Van Liere, Mertig, & Jones, 

2000). The inclusion of these models also supports the ‘policy perspective’ of this 

research because the models provide specific variables that are assumed to influence 

an individual’s behaviour (for example, attitudes, personal norms, intentions, awareness 

of consequences and so on). These variables, in turn, represent ‘target areas’ for policy 

development. We describe in later sections how these ‘behavioural’ models have been 

adapted into the ‘lifestyle’ context of this work.  

   Considering the information above, and the assumption that the promotion of 

sustainable lifestyles is a laudable, perhaps necessary, goal for future human wellbeing, 

one of the aims of this research was: (1) to investigate key psychological and behavioural 

factors underlying sustainable lifestyles within Australian society. Based on the findings 

of this work, a range of policy strategies of potential value to decision makers, who wish 

to promote more sustainable living in Australia, are outlined in the final chapters of this 

dissertation. 

   The research was implemented largely via an extensive online sample survey 

consisting of 1,002 adult Australians whose characteristics were representative (as best 

as possible) of the adult Australian population in terms of gender, age, residential 

location and marital status. The survey included mostly closed-ended structured 

questions with some open-ended questions to add depth and clarity to the investigation. 

Some examples of the questions include: ‘how do you define a sustainable lifestyle?’, or 

‘do you consider yourself to be living (or attempting to live) a more sustainable 

lifestyle?’, ‘attempting to live a sustainable lifestyle would involve sacrificing, or giving 

up, habits of my life which I enjoy (7-point disagree-agree)’.  
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   The overarching aim and research questions of this research are described in some 

more detail below: 

Research aim: To identify the key psychological (for example environmental attitudes, 

perceived moral obligations and general understanding) and behavioural (for example 

frequency of ‘recycling’) factors that characterise and influence different sustainable 

lifestyle choices in Australian societies. Based on this information, to suggest policies 

that help encourage and facilitate sustainable lifestyles to different segments of the 

Australian population. 

   To guide the implementation of this aim, the study sought to answer the following 

specific research questions (RQs):  

• RQ1. To what extent are sustainable lifestyles perceived as ‘normal’ in Australia 

(described as ‘something most people generally do’)? What forms of sustainable 

behaviours (for example, voluntarily reducing consumption and insulating your 

home) do the study participants perceive as ‘normal’, and what forms are seen as 

‘not normal’? How these perceptions of ‘normality’ potentially influence people’s 

transitions into more sustainable lifestyles? 

 

• RQ2. What are the potential links between political orientation and environmental 

concern, attitude towards the economy and sustainable lifestyles in Australia? How 

can policies that encourage more sustainable living be shaped in view of political 

orientation? 

 

• RQ3. What are some common beliefs towards sustainable lifestyles held by 

Australians (for example ‘it is a life of sacrifice’ or ‘it is more expensive)? How do 

Australians define a ‘sustainable lifestyle’? How do these beliefs, and perceived 

knowledge about sustainable living potentially influence people’s sustainable 

lifestyle choices?  

 

• RQ4. Which sectors of society (e.g. citizens, businesses, governments and scientists) 
are perceived to be causing the greatest environmental harm? Which of these 
sectors are perceived to hold the greatest responsibility for addressing these 
environmental issues? 
 

• RQ5. What are some perceived barriers of living a more sustainable lifestyle? How 

can these barriers be addressed through policy? 

 

• RQ6. To what extent are the reported sustainable behaviours performed differently 

by the different lifestyle segment groups? 
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• RQ7. To what extent is the intention to live more sustainably influenced by 

environmental attitudes, perceived behavioural control, subjective norms, 

ascription of responsibility, awareness of consequences, personal norms, 

environmental concern and personality traits? 

1.3 DEGROWTH AS THE OVERARCHING FRAMEWORK  

   An important point that needs to be addressed relates to how the broad notion of 

‘sustainability’ is interpreted in the research completed. Authors have criticised the 

vagueness of the concepts of ‘sustainability’ and ‘sustainable development’, and how 

the ambiguities of the terms can lead to research studies, business firms, and the media 

remodelling the concepts to ‘weaker’ forms that bear little consistency with the 

intended notion of sustainability. For a more detailed critique see Pesqueux (2009);  and 

Wooltorton (2012). In an effort to establish a certain ‘tone’ to the current work, and 

indicate somewhat more narrowly what is meant by ‘sustainability’ and ‘sustainable 

lifestyles’, the degrowth scenario (Georgescu-Roegen, 1971; Latouche, 2010) will be 

used as the overarching theoretical platform for the subsequent analysis and discussion.   

   Degrowth can be defined as a “democratically led redistributive downscaling of 

production and consumption in industrialised countries as a means to achieve 

environmental sustainability, social justice and well-being” (Demaria, Schneider, 

Sekulova, & Martinez-Alier, 2013, p. 209). This school of thought has been gaining 

academic attention in Europe and has developed into “an interpretative frame for a new 

(and old) social movement where numerous streams of critical ideas and political actions 

converge” (Demaria et al., 2013, p. 191). Degrowth underpins and helps to justify future 

arguments on the need to draw attention away from technological fixes towards an 

emphasis on culture and ‘re-imagining’ our relationship with each other and nature. This 

research contributes to the degrowth debate by assessing one of the major ways by 

which it might be successfully operationalised to provide sustainable and high levels of 

wellbeing in future societies. However, the primary purpose of degrowth, in the context 

of this research, is to serve as a theoretical platform and the current work is not meant 

to be a detailed contribution to the degrowth literature. 
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1.4 CLOSING REMARKS: A PERSONAL MESSAGE ABOUT SUSTAINABLE 

LIVING VERSUS STRUCTURE CHANGE 

   The final major point that needs to be made, before moving on to the literature review, 

relates to potential limitations of promoting lifestyle change as a means of creating more 

sustainable societies. Proponents of ‘practice theories’, for example, prefer not to make 

a distinction between people’s lifestyles and the various ‘systems’ in society (e.g. 

markets, infrastructures, regulations, cultural meanings and social order) (Shove, 2010; 

Strengers & Maller, 2015). In other words:  

Social practice theories do not subscribe to either individual or structural modes 
of action and being, but instead propose that the world is populated, first and 
foremost, by social practices in which people participate. Social structures and 
technologies do not exist outside or above the individual, but are reproduced 
through the routines enacted by the ‘carriers’ or ‘practitioners’ of social practices 
(Strengers & Maller, 2015, p. 3) 

   From the social practice perspective, discussions about lifestyle change require equal 

attention and importance to be attributed to discussions on changing social systems 

(since structure and individuals are part of the same ‘entity’). We agree that there is an 

important influence from ‘systems’ upon lifestyles and we draw from practice theories 

where relevant. In addition, practice theories propose that policy developers go beyond 

‘behaviour’, and investigate how bundles of activities, emotions, places, technologies 

and ways of thinking are interlinked and can be influenced (Schatzki, 2015; Shove, 2010). 

This is analogous to our justification for investigating ‘lifestyles’, as opposed to 

behaviour. However, we have not adopted practice theories ideologies to a significant 

extent into our theoretical framework. This is due, in part, to fragmentation and within 

this field of work that weaken its ability to act as a supportive framework (Schmidt, 

2018), and – as will be made clearer throughout this dissertation – we uphold that a 

focus on encouraging individuals to be more green is a worthwhile cause. 

   In a similar vein, there are many critics who reprimand efforts that locate the 

responsibility for mitigating environmental degradation on the ‘every day’ citizen (some 

examples are: Alcott, 2008; Fahlquist, 2009; Fudge & Peters, 2011; Johnson, 2003; 

Scavenius, 2018; Shahar, 2016; Sinnott-Armstrong, 2005). A common critique stems 

from the assumption that the environmental damage caused by large organisations is 
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far greater than the ‘plastic straw and coffee cup’ (per se) of the individual. However, 

such arguments often take limited consideration of the fact that the pollution created 

by industry is inextricably linked to consumer demand. The consumer-producer duality 

is not clear-cut.  

   On this topic, degrowth authors have provided different views. One side of the debate 

argues that the responsibility should fall primarily on the structures of society (e.g. 

increasing regulation on industries) (Kallis, 2013); while others have opted for the 

‘promoting sustainable lifestyles’ approach (Alexander, 2012; Alexander & Ussher, 

2012). Importantly, it should be noted that authors from both sides of this debate do 

acknowledge the value of each other’s views.  

   Again, our focus on encouraging sustainable living is not intended to be placed in 

opposition to the ‘structural change argument’. In this research, it is proposed that a 

transition to a degrowth scenario (or something similar) is likely to require both a 

significant restructuring of industry practices (and changes to other systems in society) 

and an increase in the uptake of sustainable lifestyles. However, our main focus was on 

people’s lifestyles. To illustrate this ‘stance’, and to finalise this chapter, we quote from 

an author who concisely expresses this preposition: 

It barely needs stating that a degrowth to steady state economy will never 
emerge voluntarily within societies that are generally comprised of individuals 
seeking ever-higher levels of income and consumption. It follows that any 
transition to such an economy will depend on people in those societies 
transitioning away from consumer lifestyles and embracing a lifestyle of reduced 
and restrained consumption. This may seem like an unlikely cultural revolution, 
and it is, but if it is a necessary cultural precondition on the emergence of a 
degrowth or steady state economy, then it is an issue of critical importance that 
ought to be given due attention. (Alexander, 2012, p. 2). 
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2 A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

   This literature review is composed of four main sections. 

   The first section presents scientific data on the ecological state of our planet. In this 

section, it is argued that humanity is already in an ecological overshoot, with trend 

reports indicating a growth in per capita consumption over the next several decades 

(Wackernagel et al., 2002; WWF, 2014). Given this information, the literature on 

degrowth (Latouche, 2009) is presented as a framework for addressing current 

environmental issues. As mentioned, degrowth is used as a theoretical platform in this 

dissertation that directs data analysis and some discussion on macro-context issues such 

as societies’ economic activities. Degrowth is also used to justify arguments the need for 

a reduction in material consumption, and the inability of technology (alone) to mitigate 

environmental degradation, and the need for a more wide-spread adoption of 

sustainable living. In broad terms, degrowth is used as a normative concept (meaning, it 

suggests how sustainability ought to be approached), thus, removing some of the 

ambiguities and misuse of the concepts of sustainability and sustainable development 

(for a detailed critique see Pesqueux, 2009; Wooltorton, 2012).  

   The second section reviews the literature on how population growth, technology and 

consumption relate to environmental impact. The I=PAT equation (environmental 

impact (I) = population (P), affluence (A), technology (T)) is used to illustrate how 

population growth and technology are important sustainability issues (and require 

attention); however, consumption habits and lifestyle choices (the ‘A’ in IPAT and the 

focus of this research) are actions within ‘immediate’ control of citizens. For instance, 

‘rebound effects’ from technological improvements — in which designing more efficient 

cars results in people driving farther and emitting the same, or more, amount of 

pollutants — may never be overcome if individuals do not make efforts to minimise their 

consumption habits. Thus, the last part of this section reviews literature related to 

material consumption and overconsumption in regard to sustainability. 
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   The third section reviews the literature on some of the key psychological and 

behavioural factors underpinning sustainable lifestyles. The extent that a ‘sustainable 

lifestyle’ is viewed as a life of sacrifice or ‘outside the normal’ is discussed. This issue is 

relevant because negative perceptions about sustainable lifestyles may be hindering the 

adoption of this lifestyle by (many) members of the Australian society. Also, identifying 

what is considered ‘normal’ in relation to sustainable lifestyles and behaviours may be 

relevant due to claims that normalising ‘weak’ versions of sustainability may contribute 

to a form of social green washing. In addition, it has been suggested that political 

orientation may also influence sustainable living and this topic is also reviewed. This 

section finalises with a discussion on the perceived barriers to sustainable living and the 

extent that people engage in different types of sustainable behaviours.    

   The last section reviews the components of the Theory of Planned Behaviour, the 

Norm Activation Theory and the New Ecological paradigm scale. Several explanatory 

variables are outlined drawn from these models. These variables provide the bases for 

future policy suggestions presented in Chapter 5. 

2.2 BUILDING A CASE FOR DEGROWTH 

2.2.1 State of our planet 

   In 1972 the world-famous book Limits to Growth (LTG) by the Club of Rome ignited 

international debate about the potential drawbacks of continuing development in a 

‘business as usual’ scenario. The book’s distressing conclusion was that unless we 

decrease the rate of resource use, economic growth would inevitably and involuntarily 

halt and begin to decline sometime in the mid-21st century (the authors called this the 

‘standard run’ scenario) (Donella H Meadows, Meadows, Randers, & Behrens, 1972). 

The exact consequences of the decline are left to the imagination, but involve a 

significant reduction in population and energy use. Although severely criticised and 

prematurely discredited (primarily by economists) (for a review, see G. M. Turner, 2008), 

observable data from the past 30 years have been strikingly parallel to the original LTG 

‘standard run’ models (Donella H. Meadows et al., 2005; G. M. Turner, 2008).  
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  Consequently, the originally positive tone of the LTG authors has taken a more sombre 

turn as expressed in their most recent work, Limits to Growth: the 30 year update 

(Donella H. Meadows et al., 2005, pp. xv-xvi): 

…the global footprint gets larger day by day. Consequently, we are much more 
pessimistic about the global future than we were in 1972. It is a sad fact that 
humanity has squandered the past 30 years in futile debates and well-intentioned, 
but half hearted, responses to the global ecological challenge. We do not have 
another 30 years to dither.  

   More recently, the Living Planet Report estimated that we are already living beyond 

planetary boundaries stating that 1.5 planets are needed to regenerate the natural 

resources we currently use; this number is expected to rise three planets by 2050 (WWF, 

2014). The report also disclosed a 52% decline in vertebrate species between 1970 and 

2010, describing this as its most alarming conclusion. This decline in biodiversity also 

extends to plants, which have led some scientists to describe our era as the ‘sixth mass 

extinction’ (Barnosky et al., 2011; Leakey & Lewin, 1995). Others, describe this new 

period as the Anthropocene, in reference to humanity’s overpowering influence on the 

ecosystem (Steffen, Crutzen, & McNeill, 2007, p. 614; Zalasiewicz et al., 2008, p. 4). 

   The world renowned Millennium Ecosystem Assessment 2005 (Janetos et al., 2005), 

which was compiled and reviewed by over 2,000 international scientists, has revealed 

equally dire conclusions. The assessment reported (among many things) a 40% loss or 

degradation of coral reefs, a doubling of nitrogen concentration in the atmosphere 

(since 1960), an increase in species extinction rate by over 1,000 times the historical 

norm, and approximately 60% degradation or unsustainable use of vital ecosystem 

services.   

   In Australia, as well, government publications have also not been hopeful in their 

outlook. One recent report stating:   

Australian average temperatures have increased by 1 °C in the past 100 years, 
especially since the 1950s. The year 2013 was Australia’s warmest year on record, 
and the springs of 2013, 2014 and 2015 were Australia’s 3 warmest springs on 
record. Without mitigation, a surface temperature increase of 3.7–4.8 °C above 
1850–1900 temperatures is projected for Australia (Keywood, Hibberd, & 
Emmerson, 2017, p. vii). 
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   Another report, involving 18 expert lead authors and over 500 external contributions, 

concluded: “[t]he main pressures affecting the Australian environment today are the 

same as in 2011: climate change, land-use change, habitat fragmentation and 

degradation, and invasive species. There is no indication that these have decreased 

overall since 2011” (W. Jackson et al., 2017). 

   Finally, In 2009, the planetary boundary (PB) concept was introduced which aimed to 

“define a safe operating space for human societies to develop and thrive, based on our 

evolving understanding of the functioning and resilience of the Earth system” (Steffen 

et al., 2015, p. 737). The PB concept has been especially valuable to decision-makers 

because it establishes buffer zones that allow time for society to react to approaching 

global thresholds. Although the concept is still evolving, its advocates have suggested 

that two out of its nine overarching criteria (termed earth systems) have passed the 

buffer zone and are at high risk (these criteria are ‘biochemical flows’ and ‘genetic 

diversity’). While two others, ‘climate change’ and ‘land-systems change’, are in a critical 

buffer zone of ‘increasing risk’.  

   It is increasingly clear that humanity is going through a sustainability crisis. A crisis, it 

will be argued, that current techno-fix and green growth discourses have not been able 

to mitigate. This suggests that more comprehensive shifts in lifestyles, coupled with 

committed structural change from governments and institutions, are required for 

effectively achieving sustainability.  

2.2.2 Why degrowth?  

   This crisis has not been created equally by all however. Large disparities in economic 

power between nations have led to disproportionate pressures being exerted on the 

environment with disproportionate distribution of benefits and losses from natural 

resource extraction and use. There are approximately 1.2 billion people living in poverty 

(on less than USD$1.25 per day) in developing countries who do not partake in many of 

the damaging activities performed by the developed nations (World Bank, 2013, p. 53). 

North America and Western Europe, home to 12% of the world’s population, accounts 

for 60% of private consumption spending, while the one-third living in South Asia and 

sub-Saharan Africa accounts for only 3.2% (Nierenberg, Halweil, & Starke, 2011). If we 

are to live within planetary boundaries, developed nations need to (significantly) reduce 
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natural resource use in order to liberate resources for developing nations to meet their 

basic needs (Donella H. Meadows et al., 2005; WWF, 2014). Sadly, the notion of reducing 

current levels of material consumption appears to be far removed from mainstream 

economic, political and societal thought.  

   In response to growing environmental and social issues, an advancing school of 

thought, broadly termed degrowth, has emerged as a potential new framework from 

which to guide future economic, social and environmental discourse. The term 

‘Décroissance’ (French for degrowth) was first used (with explicit reference to macro-

economic activity) in France in the early seventies (see Georgescu-Roegen, 1971). 

Degrowth can be defined as a “democratically led redistributive downscaling of 

production and consumption in industrialised countries as a means to achieve 

environmental sustainability, social justice and well-being” (Demaria et al., 2013, p. 

209). Degrowth laid relatively dormant until it was re-ignited by European activists in 

2001 and officially established as an academic research area in the first International 

Conference on Degrowth in Paris in 2008 (Demaria et al., 2013). It has moved beyond 

being ‘solely’ an economic concept and is now considered a broad social movement 

challenging various facets of the dominant neoliberal capitalist discourse; for example, 

by criticising the current lack of transparency in democracy, the substantial mass 

concentration of wealth, the flawed measure of GDP as a nation’s wellbeing, the 

malicious manipulation of consumer demand, and contradictions in the ‘consumption 

equals happiness’ relationship (Demaria et al., 2013).  

   While the more specific school of thought associated with ‘degrowth’ is relatively new, 

critiques of economic growth are not, and have been deliberated in seminal works such 

as Thoreau’s Walden (written in 1854), Gabraith’s The Affluent Society (1958), 

Theobald’s The Challenge of Abundance (1961), Mishan’s The Cost of Economic Growth 

(1967), Schumacher’s Small is Beautiful (1973), Daly’s Towards a steady state economy 

(1973), and more recently in Australia, by Hamilton’s Growth Fetish (2003); to name but 

a few. These works and other ‘post-growth’ literature, such as Steady-State Economics 

(Daly, 1996), new economics of prosperity (T. Jackson, 2009; Simms, Johnson, & Chowla, 

2009) and ‘A-growth economics’ (van den Bergh, 2011) overlap with many aspects of 

the degrowth model. For instance, they share the underlying notion that uncontested 

economic growth is environmentally disastrous and impossible; that GDP is not an 
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adequate measure of societal wellbeing; that economic crises are multi-dimensional 

containing embedded social and ecological issues; and that happiness does not increase 

proportionally with consumption (after a certain level of comfort is achieved) (T. 

Jackson, 2009; Schneider, Kallis, & Martinez-Alier, 2010; van den Bergh & Kallis, 2012). 

However, perhaps the most distinguishing characteristic of the degrowth approach, 

setting it apart from the other post-growth literature, is its more explicit (and 

deliberately provocative) plea for a temporary and controlled economic contraction 

(‘temporary’ because economic contraction would halt after a certain lower level is 

reached) (Kallis, 2013). 

2.2.3 How does degrowth influence this project? 

   Having established background information on the general concept of degrowth, this 

section re-emphasises, in more specific terms, how the degrowth literature influences 

the current research.  

   Firstly, degrowth, as an interpretative framework, establishes a desired ‘tone’ to this 

dissertation and guides future discussion and analysis in the thesis. It has been included 

due to findings that suggest that the vagueness of ‘sustainability’ and ‘sustainable 

development’ can lead to research studies, business firms, and the media remodelling 

the concepts to ‘weaker’ forms that bear little consistency with the intended notion of 

sustainability (Pesqueux, 2009; Wooltorton, 2012). Although the degrowth literature 

does not provide exact explanations of what constitutes ‘sustainable lifestyles’, there is 

a general consensus that degrowth behaviour requires more than “retrofitting light 

bulbs or driving [a] Prius” (Kallis, 2013, p. 95). Degrowth entails a reduction in material 

consumption, and essentially, ‘going a step further’ in regard to recycling, composting, 

transportation, energy use and so on. Although any form of more sustainable behaviour 

or lifestyles should be encouraged, it is through the degrowth lens that the future 

analyses are discussed.  

   Secondly, Degrowth diverts attention from technological ‘fixes’ as a means of 

mitigating environmental degradation towards an emphasis on culture and ‘re-

imagining’ our relationship with each other and nature (Kallis & March, 2015). The 
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theoretical underpinnings of degrowth provides the basis for more philosophical 

debates (per se) about ‘us’ as a species, our values and how we attain well-being. 

   Lastly, In the broadest sense, the arguments put forth by the degrowth authors 

(outlined above) helps to justify the overall need for the research completed here. 

Through the degrowth literature we attempt to validate the argument that encouraging 

wide-spread adoption of sustainable living in Australia (through policy interventions) is 

a likely ‘necessity’ for sustainability.  

2.3 TECHNOLOGY AND POPULATION GROWTH: MAKING A CASE FOR THE 

IMPORTANCE OF SUSTAINABLE LIFESTYLES  

   This project now turns to justifying why a focus on sustainable lifestyles is seen as an 

effective approach to realising a degrowth scenario. To illustrate the logic of the 

following section, the I=PAT equation is used (Ehrlich & Holdren, 1972). This equation 

states that environmental impact (I) can be expressed as a result of increasing 

population growth (P) (more people, more consumption), affluence (A) (more income, 

more consumption), and technology (T) (more ability to extract resources and more 

consumption). In broad terms, an increase in any one of the three variables (P, A, or T), 

may lead to an increase in environmental impact unless there is a decrease in another 

variable. For instance, if affluence increases (A), environmental impact would increase 

unless followed by a decrease in population, and/or improvements in ‘green’ technology 

(such as renewable energies), or a decrease in the production and use of ‘harmful’ 

technologies (T). 

   In the following discussion, the benefits and limitations of technology, as a 

sustainability measure, are outlined. After, a case is made that population growth is 

indeed a problem, however, it is a problem that adds importance to the notion that 

individuals in industrialised nations need to assume greater responsibility and adopt 

more sustainable lifestyles of reduced material consumption. This section finalises with 

comments on the need to reduce consumption patterns and why sustainable living is 

central to this approach. 
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2.3.1 Technology 

   In 1996, American scientist and Harvard graduate, Jesse Ausubel, optimistically 

concluded that “[t]he message from history is that technology, wisely used, can spare 

the earth. You can click on it.”  (Ausubel, 1996, p. 175). Considering that environmental 

degradation appears to be increasing, either (1) we have not used technology wisely, (2) 

Ausubel was incorrect, or (3) he is correct, but we have yet to spare the earth through 

technology. Whatever the case, green technologies should not be neglected as they play 

a pivotal role in mitigating some of the damage (such as pollution) that has already been 

done to the planet, to name but one example.  

   Technology is both one of the major causes of, and solution to, our environmental 

problems; however, it is value laden, and requires greater caution and responsibility. 

Technology has brought us renewable energy and atomic bombs, and it has deforested 

landscapes and reforested them, there are countless examples throughout the literature 

which analyse the good and bad ecological impacts of technology. However, the point 

of this section is not to defend or promote technology, it is to outline reasons why we 

should approach technology with greater foresight, and to defend the logic that we must 

first address culture and our lifestyles as a prerequisite to developing responsible 

sustainable technology.  

    Techno-optimism, in relation to sustainability, relates to the idea that continuous 

technological innovation will be able to mitigate all of our environmental problems (M. 

Huesemann & Huesemann, 2011). As already stated, scientific data from the past 40 

years have put this proposition into question. One reason to be wary about techno-fixes 

is because technology has both planned and unplanned consequences; it involves risk, 

and this risk is not sufficiently assessed prior to development. This is illustrated by a 

critical review of 1,995,405 peer reviewed articles on technological innovation studies, 

in which the researchers disclosed that only 1 in 1,000 articles took into consideration 

the unintended effects of their innovations (Sveiby, Gripenberg, Segercrantz, Eriksson, 

& Aminoff, 2009). A ratio that has not changed since the 1960s (see Rogers, 1983).  

   The reason behind this, the authors suggest, is due to the dominance of ‘pro-

innovation bias’ in the research field, in which there exists an unquestioned assumption 

that “innovation is good”, or, ‘innovation for the sake of innovation’ (Sveiby et al., 2009, 
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p. 14). Consequently, innovation bias often equates to insufficient consideration about 

the impacts of a new technology and, thus, increases the risk of unwanted 

consequences. Unintended outcomes can be either positive or negative of course, but 

when they are negative the effects can be severe. One (of the many) examples is the 

classic case of chlorofluorocarbons created by Dupont in 1928, which was heavily 

regulated and phased down only after it was discovered it was breaking down the ozone 

layer (Murray, 2011).  

   Another reason to reconsider techno-optimism is that it can act both as a distraction 

and as a scapegoat to engaging in more sustainable behaviour (Murray, 2011; Taylor & 

Taylor, 2007). This can be discernibly exemplified by the universally acknowledged 

‘rebound effect’ (also referred to as ‘Jevon’s Paradox’) (Alcott, 2005, p. 10). This paradox 

is a major point of debate in critiques of technology by the degrowth literature and has 

been termed to be one of the “founding thesis” of degrowth (Kallis, 2013, p. 95; 

Schneider et al., 2010).  Proponents of this phenomenon explain that technological 

improvements, which increase the efficiency of a product, do not lead to the same level 

of decrease in ecological impacts, since demand or use of that product (and other goods 

and services), will consequently go up with the extra income received from the increased 

efficiency (Greening, Greene, & Difiglio, 2000, p. 289).  

   For example, when more efficient cars are made, people desire to drive further 

consuming the same amount of petrol (in other words, the ‘A’ in IPAT increases). 

Alternatively, the impacts can be indirect if, for example, the money saved on fuel 

consumption is redirected towards the purchase of other goods. On a macro level, the 

rebound effect often results in the demand surpassing the efficiency improvements, 

thus, increasing the ecological impact compared to prior (Alcott, 2005; Polimeni & 

Polimeni, 2006). Although the rebound effect makes a strong case against techno-

optimism, and has been vigorously tested (Holm & Englund, 2009), sadly, it may not be 

as widely recognised outside academia (Polimeni & Polimeni, 2006). Moreover, relying 

on technology to offset environmental impacts, in order to maintain consumption 

habits, assumes there is a connection between current levels of consumption and well-

being. As will be discussed later, this may not be the case.  
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   Other research has extensively argued against the ability of technology to solve our 

ecological crisis, suggesting that addressing the social and economic structures that 

underpin unsustainable societies should receive higher priority (Arvesen, Bright, & 

Hertwich, 2011; Beder, 1994) . However, this section concludes with the work of the 

German philosopher, Oswald Spangler, as it is the most relevant to the ‘lifestyle’ 

approach of this dissertation. In 1932, Spangler’s Man and Technics pleaded for us to 

think more deeply about our relationship with technology suggesting our analysis “must 

start with the soul, and that alone.” (p. 9, original emphasis). Spengler, in various ways, 

argued that technology is a mere reflection of ourselves, and that unless we understand 

the essence of technology (which he refers to as human nature or culture), humanity 

would place itself against nature and become ‘slaves’ to our new technological 

creations. As the philosopher describes, “[t]echnics in man’s life is conscious, arbitrary, 

alterable, personal, inventive. It is learned and improved. Man has become the creator 

of his tactics of living — that is his grandeur and his doom. And the inner form of this 

creativeness we call culture” (Spengler, 1932, p. 18 original emphasis).  

   Currently, innovation bias coupled with the dominant culture of growth may indeed 

be guiding technology to our doom. However, if we are to “spare the earth” through 

technology as Ausubel (1996, p. 175) suggests, we may need to revert attention away 

from technology and focus on the ‘drivers’ of technology. To expand on Spangler’s 

comments, we may need to direct attention to ourselves, our lifestyles, and our souls.  

2.3.2 Population: a sensitive topic 

   Population growth is undeniably an important issue to be addressed in relation to 

sustainability, it is also an extremely sensitive topic. In the last 12 years, global 

population has risen by approximately one billion (bringing the total to 7.4 billion) and 

is expected to continue rising to 9.7 billion by 2050 (DESA, 2015). These figures are 

alarming and place greater pressure on technology and consumer habits to help mitigate 

ecological impacts (the T and A of the IPAT equation). Although natural resource use 

rate is significantly lower in developing countries, population growth rates are 4.6 times 

higher in developing countries than in developed countries, 1.4 and 0.3 percent per 

annum respectively (DESA, 2015). Africa’s growth rate is especially high, and it is 
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estimated that out of the additional 2.4 billion people to be added to the global 

population between 2015 and 2050, 1.3 billion will be added in Africa (DESA, 2015).  

   This complicates the ‘population topic’ even further as we are required to eventually 

(somehow) convince developing nations that they should not pursue continuous 

growth, as we have, since the planet’s biophysical systems would most certainly be 

unable to cope. The only moral avenue by which to achieve this, it is argued here, is for 

developed nations to initiate the change by decreasing overall resource consumption 

and lead by example.  

   Lastly, while global population is certainly a concern, growth in per capita consumption 

(A in the IPAT) is expected to expand eight to twelve times faster than population growth 

(Maniates, 2002). If we assume that governments and multinational corporations show 

little desire to end the pursuit of growth, as has been argued (Alexander, 2013; Hardt & 

Negri, 2000; Heinberg, 2011), perhaps citizens in the developed nations may need to 

assume greater responsibility and decrease our consumption habits (and, as some 

authors argue, also engage in public behaviours aimed at structural reforms). Based on 

the degrowth literature, it is likely that this process of ‘reducing consumption’ might also 

make us happier.  

   The next part of this review focuses on the ‘A’ in IPAT (affluence), which is closely 

related to consumption behaviour (Chertow, 2000, pp. 16-17) and, as will be explained, 

may be inextricably linked to the lifestyle choices we make.  

2.3.3 The issue of ‘consumption’ and ‘overconsumption’  

   In the most basic of terms, consumption relates to the expenditure on goods (e.g. a 

car) and services (e.g. a tour on a boat) for final and personal use. There are authors who 

relate to consumption as engaging in various forms of social ‘practices’ that involve 

resource consumption (e.g. taking a shower or using air conditioning) (Røpke, 2009; 

Shove, 2004; Spaargaren, 2003). It will be made clear in the instances where 

consumption relates to practices, but otherwise ‘consumption’ is presumed to imply 

‘purchased goods and services’. Overconsumption is less well defined in the literature. 

A qualitative content analysis of the term ‘overconsumption’ in the Web of Knowledge 

database (N=21; years 2010 to 2012) revealed that it can be described as “bringing harm, 
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both physical and psychological, to the individual consumer” (Håkansson, 2014, p. 697). 

Surprisingly, only five of the 21 studies analysed discussed overconsumption in relation 

to environmental harm (albeit the sample size is small). In the current study, 

overconsumption is broadly defined as excessive consumption that creates harm to both 

individuals and the global environment. The intricacies of what constitutes ‘excessive’ 

and ‘harm’ are developed throughout the dissertation.  

   It is now common knowledge that overconsumption is a major driver of environmental 

degradation. However, only since the early 1990’s has there been a distinct focus on the 

consumption-environment relationship (Røpke, 2005). Before then, discussions about 

sustainability revolved around technological efficiencies in production (that is, reducing 

pollution), population growth, or redesigning economic models (Princen, Maniates, & 

Conca, 2002; Røpke, 2005). Nowadays, consumption takes a more central role in 

discussions about sustainability and sustainable behaviour. Unfortunately, such 

discussions frequently revolve around ‘green’ consumption, and the benefits of 

purchasing recycled products (Princen et al., 2002, p. 2). Seldom do governments, 

mainstream media and the business sector (in Australia and elsewhere) focus on, or 

openly advocate for, consuming less (Alexander & Ussher, 2012). The term ‘unfortunate’ 

is used because a number of research have supported the theorem that, after a certain 

level of material consumption is reached, material acquisition will stop contributing to 

overall wellbeing (Boujbel & d'Astous, 2012; K. W. Brown & Kasser, 2005; T. Jackson, 

2005a; Layard, 2006; Purdy, 2005), or may begin contributing towards ‘unhappiness’ 

(Lane, 2000). The consumption-happiness doctrine is so prevalent in mainstream society 

that changing this ideology may well be one of the biggest barriers to sustainable 

lifestyles and to realising any realistic notion of a ‘sustainable scenario’  (T. Jackson, 

2005b, p. 20). 

   Consumption is a major focus of degrowth and much of the literature on sustainable 

behaviours and lifestyles. The results of the work completed here also provide further 

claim about its importance and highlight potential links to people’s identities and 

‘lifestyles’. We will return to this issue for a more in-depth analysis in Chapter 5.  
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2.3.4 Concluding remarks: moving on to ‘sustainable lifestyles’ 

   Chapter 2 has thus far discussed the environmental ‘state of the planet’, stating that 

human socio-economic activity has already surpassed the carrying capacity of the 

planet. Consequently, it was argued that degrowth may represent a framework that can 

act as a ‘moral compass’ that is able to guide a more committed approach to 

sustainability. To achieve a degrowth scenario, wide-spread adoption of sustainable 

living may be required by members of industrialised nations. The justification for 

encouraging sustainable lifestyles stems, in part, from the IPAT logic, and from the 

convincing logic of degrowth authors who argue that wide-spread adoption of 

sustainable living is a necessary cultural precondition to sustainability. 

   The next section of this chapter reviews the literature on the psychological and 

behavioural factors that characterise and potentially influence sustainable living. The 

factors identified represent ‘target areas’ for policy makers and social marketers whom 

wish to facilitate transitions into more sustainable living. These ‘factors’ also represent 

the independent variables that were included in this research.  

2.4 THE PSYCHOLOGICAL AND BEHAVIOURAL FACTORS OF SUSTAINABLE 

LIFESTYLES 

   This section is divided into four major parts. The first part reviews the literature on the 

psychological factors related to sustainable lifestyles (SLs). From this review, some of 

the independent variables that were included in this study are identified. These variables 

relate to RQ1 to RQ5. For now, three examples include: perceptions of how ‘normal’ 

sustainable living is in Australia, political orientation, and perceived barriers to 

sustainable living. To remind the reader, the dependent variable is the person’s 

perception as ‘attempting to live a more sustainable lifestyle’. This was measured on a 

4-point scale representing the four segment lifestyle groups adopted as the focus of the 

study. This dependent variable is often referred to as ‘SL choice’ throughout the 

remainder of this work. 

   The second part reviews previous work by the UK’s Department for Environment, Food 

and Rural Affairs (Defra). Some of the questions and general approach used in Defra’s 

research were adopted by this dissertation. These are introduced in Section 2.4.8. 
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Following the review of Defra’s works, the third section is focused upon sustainable 

behaviours (RQ6). There are, of course, important overlaps between sustainable 

behaviours and lifestyles which are also discussed. 

   The last section (2.5) reviews the literature on the theories and models that have been 

used as a framework to guide part of the content and survey structure – namely, the 

Theory of Planned Behaviour, the Norm Activation Model and the New Ecological 

Paradigm scale. These theories and models provided: (1) additional independent 

variables that were relevant to this study (RQ7 of this research); (2) a guideline on how 

to measure the different variables in this dissertation (e.g. the type of measurement 

scales to use); and (3) a theoretical framework for discussing the basis for selecting the 

underlying factors (independent variables) that potentially influence people’s attempt 

at more sustainable lifestyles (dependent variable).  

2.4.1 Distinguishing sustainable lifestyle from sustainable behaviour  

   Not uncommonly, policy efforts to stimulate ‘sustainability’ are aimed at changing or 

influencing specific sustainable behaviours such as recycling habits, energy use, 

minimizing food waste, purchasing ethical products and so forth (Barr, 2003; S. A. Cohen 

et al., 2013; Crompton, 2008; Hobson, 2003; T. Jackson, 2005b; James, 2010; P. C. Stern, 

2000; Terry et al., 1999; Tukker et al., 2008). These policies usually take the form of 

incremental approaches, with piecemeal and partial change in behaviours via 

informational campaigns, regulatory measures or financial incentives (such as subsidies 

for solar panels). These are sometimes referred to as ‘carrots, sticks and sermon’ 

approaches (Belin et al., 2014; Marie-Louise et al., 1998). One of their potential intended 

benefits is that influencing a specific practice may ‘spill over’ into other sustainable 

habits (Barr et al., 2011; Thøgersen, 1999; Thøgersen & Crompton, 2009). For example, 

encouraging an individual to recycle may (as a consequence) lead that individual to also 

avoid excessive packaging.  

   However, the effectiveness of promoting specific behaviours has been questioned by 

some authors who argue that encouraging more comprehensive changes in people’s 

behaviour and time use in the form of sustainable lifestyles may provide a more effective 

approach to achieving ‘sustainability’ (Backhaus et al., 2013; Barr & Gilg, 2006; Cooper 

et al., 2012; Darnton et al., 2011; Defra, 2011; Evans & Abrahamse, 2009; Rakic & Rakic, 
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2015; Shirani et al., 2015; Shove, 2004; Spaargaren, 2003; Task Force on Sustainable 

Lifestyles, 2010). Although there is an obvious overlap between sustainable behaviour 

and sustainable lifestyles, there is still “a lack of clarity when it comes to understanding 

just what ‘sustainable lifestyles’ are and how they might operate to foster pro-

environmental behaviour and sustainable patterns of consumption” (Evans & 

Abrahamse, 2009, p. 487; see also Shirani et al., 2015). Renowned ecological economist, 

Tim Jackson, believes that “lifestyle choice has often been regarded as too subjective, 

too ideological, too value laden, or simply too intractable to be amenable to policy 

intervention” (as quoted in Task Force on Sustainable Lifestyles, 2010, p. 8). 

Consequently, attention to lifestyles is often “sidestepped” in favour of piecemeal 

behavioural policy (Evans & Abrahamse, 2009, p. 487). To illustrate, a recent large 

European study on sustainable living has argued:   

[S]ustainable lifestyles as such are still a relatively new concept in the sustainable 
consumption and production domain. So far, work has mainly focussed on 
sustainable production or on sustainable consumption, or on single aspects of 
sustainable ways of living – what sustainability means for daily living has not yet 
received the equal attention. A comprehensive research agenda and supporting 
policy strategy for sustainable lifestyles is to date absent. (Backhaus et al., 2013, 
p. 116). 

   As opposed to behaviour, an individuals’ lifestyle “encompasses everything they do 

from the moment they wake up to the moment they go to sleep (and even while they 

are asleep!)” (Task Force on Sustainable Lifestyles, 2010, p. 23). A lifestyle is the 

summation of patterns of behaviour (such as cycling to work and playing guitar) used in 

identity formation and differentiation from others (Giddens, 1991, p. 81). While 

sustainable lifestyles are “not necessarily consistently sustainable across all social 

practices, [they] indicate an effort to live and consume sustainably” (Shirani et al., 2015, 

p. 58 [original emphasis]). Sustainable lifestyles are presumed to include a more 

extensive range of activities and meanings than sustainable behaviour, for example, 

social interaction and ways of thinking about life (Backhaus et al., 2013; Giddens, 1991; 

UNEP, 2011b). At the broadest level: 

Sustainable consumption is related to the purchase, use and disposal of products 
and services. Sustainability in lifestyles is a broader concept and includes 
activities such as interpersonal relationships, leisure activities, sports and 
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education as well as, but not limited to, material consumption (Backhaus et al., 
2013, p. 9).  

   In summary, lifestyles may have more entrenched connections to self-identity than 

behaviour, for instance, they are more indicative of with whom we associate, who we 

think we are, and how we interact (Task Force on Sustainable Lifestyles, 2010; UNEP, 

2011b). This distinction will become particularly important in future discussions on the 

psychological factors that influence more sustainable lifestyles. 

   Importantly, the phrases ‘attempting to live a more sustainable lifestyle’ and ‘living a 

sustainable lifestyle’ are used somewhat interchangeably in this work. As Shirani et al. 

(2015) indicated above, SLs may not be consistently sustainable across every aspect of 

an individuals’ life, but they indicate an attempt at sustainable living. Part of the reason 

for this definition by Shirani and her associates, it can be assumed, is that it is too 

ambiguous to assert that someone is ‘actually’ living sustainably (because of the 

complexities involved with measuring ‘sustainability’).  

   Therefore, in the survey used in this dissertation, and in the discussions that follow, 

the use of the phrase ‘living a sustainable lifestyle’ should be interpreted as a conscious 

attempt at more sustainable living (the words ‘attempting’ are omitted in some 

instances to improve the flow of the discussion). To clarify this ambiguity to the research 

participants of this work, they were provided with the following explanation at the 

beginning of the survey: 

The term ‘sustainable lifestyle’ is often used in this survey. It is defined - broadly 
- as a conscious attempt at an ‘environmentally friendly’ lifestyle – which is a 
lifestyle composed of a range of activities such as reducing water and energy use 
and so on. 

Whether or not such lifestyle changes can actually be sustainable is a matter of 
debate. Therefore, the terms 'sustainable lifestyle' and 'more sustainable 
lifestyle' are used interchangeably in this questionnaire. 

2.4.2 Distinguishing attitude from perception  

   Given the relevance of the terms for the research completed here, ‘attitude’ and 

‘perception’ need to be discussed and defined for the study purposes. Firstly, attitude 

can be defined in different ways (Ajzen, 2005; Alice H. Eagly & Chaiken, 2007). For 

instance, “a summary evaluation of an object of thought” (Bohner & Wänke, 2002, p. 5), 
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or “a disposition to respond favourably or unfavourably to an object, person, institution, 

or event” (Ajzen, 2005, p. 3). In the context of the current research, attitude is assumed 

to be an antecedent to behaviour (Ajzen, 2005; Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980; T. Jackson, 

2005b; Murray, 2011). In other words, the way people think and feel (thus their attitude) 

about sustainable lifestyles is an antecedent for the intention (or lack of) to act, or not 

act, in more sustainable ways (T. Jackson, 2005b, p. 49; Murray, 2011, p. 86). 

Alternatively, ‘perception’ can be defined as “the way that you notice or understand 

something using one of your senses” (Merriam-Webster, n.d).  

   Attitude and perceptions are often seen to influence each other in a sort of dialectical 

relationship (Alice H. Eagly & Chaiken, 2007). For example, some authors state that 

“attitudes do not exist at all until an individual perceives an attitude object” (Alice H. 

Eagly & Chaiken, 2007, p. 584). Alternatively, “strong attitudes influence or bias 

perception and judgement of information relevant to the attitude object” (Ajzen, 2005, 

p. 59). In summary, this research will use ‘perception’ to indicate the way a person 

understands something (for instance, how they define a sustainable lifestyle), and 

‘attitude’ to indicate how they feel about something (for instance, ‘I like or dislike the 

notion of a sustainable lifestyle’).   

2.4.3 Perceptions of ‘normality’ in relation so sustainable lifestyles   

(RQ 1) 

   Studies have suggested that perceptions about sustainable lifestyles (SLs) are 

normalising into mainstream society (Defra, 2008; Task Force on Sustainable Lifestyles, 

2010).9 In other words, sustainable living may be becoming accepted as ‘something that 

most people do’. This view is highly contested (Backhaus et al., 2013; Bedford et al., 

2004; Black & Cherrier, 2010; Hards, 2011; Shirani et al., 2015) and some authors affirm 

that environmental issues are continuing to polarise socially, with sustainability 

attributed to left-wing political orientation (McCright & Dunlap, 2011; Watkins et al., 

2016) and/or ‘alternative’ modes of living (Hards, 2011; Shirani et al., 2015). It has also 

been proposed that it is not sustainable lifestyles that are becoming normalised but 

 
9 The report by the Task Force on Sustainable Lifestyles only included participants in the 18-35 age 
bracket. Therefore, it might be more accurate to state that younger people consider sustainable 
lifestyles to be ‘normalising’.  
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specific sustainable behaviours (for instance, recycling or thrift-shopping) (Shirani et al., 

2015; Shove, 2004).  

   If it were presumed that sustainable lifestyles are in fact ‘normalising’ into a more 

mainstream concept (Defra, 2008; Task Force on Sustainable Lifestyles, 2010), it is 

important to reflect on what exactly is being considered ‘normal’. There is currently no 

fixed definition of sustainable lifestyle (Evans & Abrahamse, 2009; Shirani et al., 2015), 

and some authors contend that normalising ‘light green’ (weaker) versions of SL and 

behaviours could lead to a form of social green washing where unsustainable habits 

remain legitimised (Shove, 2004, p. 118).  

   To illustrate, a recent UK study indicated that while recycling was seen as normal by 

its research participants, even basic sustainable behaviours such as purchasing organic 

foods are seen as outside the norm and less likely to be practiced (Rettie et al., 2014). 

The reason they are less likely to be practiced, it is argued, is because people may be 

“influenced by what they think most people do” (Rettie et al.; 2014, p. 14; see also 

Cialdini, Reno, & Kallgren, 1990; and Rivis & Sheeran, 2003). Therefore, if SLs and 

behaviours continue to be promoted as a ‘green niche’ (that is, reserved for a particular 

demographic) as some authors argue is more common (Grant, 2007; Mont et al., 2014; 

Peattie & Crane, 2005; Pickett-Baker & Ozaki, 2008), then mainstream adoption is less 

likely to take place (Backhaus et al., 2013; Mont et al., 2014). Thus, identifying what is 

perceived as outside the norm may be crucial if effective shifts towards more SLs are to 

be facilitated through policy initiatives and social marketing techniques that seek to 

‘normalise’ sustainable living and related behaviours.   

   The theoretical support for this hypothesis, that people are more likely to engage in a 

behaviour they perceive as ‘normal’, can be found in the Focus Theory of Normative 

Conduct (Cialdini, Reno, & Kallgren, 1990) and more recently in the revised Theory of 

Planned Behaviour (TPB) (Fishbein & Ajzen, 2010). Cialdini et al.’s (1990) theory suggests 

that there are two types of norms – descriptive and injunctive – and that these norms 

act in conjunction to motivate, or discourage, certain behaviours.  Descriptive norms 

relate to what people do (or what people think other people normally do) and injunctive 

norms relate to what ought to be done (or what people think they ‘should our should 

not’ be doing to gain acceptance from others) (Real & Rimal, 2007). Originally, the 
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Theory of Planned Behaviour only included injunctive norms in their behavioural model 

(Ajzen, 1991), but the TBP authors have since added descriptive norms to the TPB 

(Fishbein & Ajzen, 2010). This distinction and the importance of ‘norms’ on behaviour 

will be made clearer in sections below in the review of the Theory of Planned Behaviour. 

   Given the information presented above, this dissertation measured the extent that SLs 

are considered ‘normal’ in Australia. In addition, to identify (more specifically) what is 

being considered ‘normal’ (Rettie et al., 2014), participants were also asked to rate a 

range of behaviours in regard to their ‘normality’. It was hypothesised that ‘SL choice’ 

(e.g. attempting to live a more sustainable lifestyle) would be positively associated with 

perceptions of ‘normal’. These topics relate to ‘RQ 1’ (see Section 1.2).     

2.4.4 Political orientation and sustainable living (RQ 2) 

   In regards to comments above – that more sustainable living may be attributed to left-

wing political orientation (R. E. Dunlap, Xiao, & McCright, 2001; McCright & Dunlap, 

2011; Watkins et al., 2016) – a number of quantitative studies have put this hypothesis 

to the test. Regression analysis by Lang (2011) revealed that liberal students scored on 

average 1.694 (p < .001) points higher on the ‘New Ecological Paradigm’ scale (Riley E. 

Dunlap et al., 2000) than conservative students (when controlling for other variables in 

their model).10 

   Cross-tabulations in the often cited work by R. E. Dunlap et al. (2001) revealed that 

63.5% of democrats (this was an American sample) self-identified as ‘environmentalists’ 

compared to 42.1% of republicans (p < .05). Democratic voters were also found to have 

more positive attitudes towards the environmental movement with 84.5% agreeing that 

it does ‘more good than harm’ compared to 69.8% of republicans (p < .05). Although this 

difference was statistically significant, the high percentage of ‘agree’ responses from 

both parties should be acknowledged. 

   One of the largest studies on political orientation and environmental beliefs was 

completed by Neumayer (2004) and includes data from over 40,000 individuals in 45 

 
10 Lang (2011) used a 4-point rating scale to measure the NEP items (1= strongly disagree, 4=strongly 
agree). The New Ecological Paradigm scale was also used to measure environmental concern in this 
dissertation. This is a widely used scale and is described in more detail in Section 2.5.3 below.  
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different countries.11 The study tested the effect of political ideology on environmental 

beliefs, attitudes and self-reported behaviour (through regression modelling). Political 

ideology had a statistically significant effect on ‘prioritising environment over growth’ (p 

< .05), ‘contributing to environmental organisations’ (p < 0.1), ‘willingness to pay higher 

taxes for environmental protection’ (p < .001) and a few other pro-environmental 

variables.  This led the author to conclude that environmental initiatives are “more likely 

to be supported by left-wing political parties and individuals than their right-wing 

counterparts” (Neumayer, 2004, p. 174).  

   In an Australian context, Unsworth and Fielding (2014) conducted a study that 

investigated changes in people’s belief statements about climate change when: (1) 

political orientation was made salient (e.g. questions about political orientation were 

asked early in the survey) and (2) when they were not made salient. Based on a sample 

of 646 Australians, their results showed that – when political orientation was not made 

salient – right-wing voters revealed a lower belief in anthropogenic climate change 

(44.7%) compared to left-wing voters (64.7%). Interestingly, when political orientation 

was made salient, belief in anthropogenic climate change dropped (significantly) for the 

right-wing voters (36.0%) and increased for the left-wing voters (67.0%). Because of this 

potential (biased) effect of political orientation on people’s survey responses, we 

reserved questions about voting preferences to the end of our survey.  

   Some of the reasons why ‘left-wingers’ may be more environmentally friendly include 

a potentially more ethical “moral foundation” (Watkins et al., 2016, p. 143). That is, 

some ‘left-wingers’ believe that the less advantaged members of society are more 

affected by the consequences of environmental degradation and, as a result, they 

attempt to address these consequences through more sustainable behaviours. Also, 

individuals who are conservative (right-wing) may be less open to social change (such as 

a large scale adoption of SLs), and they may also prioritise pro-business values over 

sustainability (K. B. Lang, 2011). The suggestion that right-wing voters prioritise the 

economy over the environment has been proposed by the seminal work of Neumayer 

(2004). Similar arguments were also made in the highly influential paper by Brulle, 

 
11 The data used by Neumayer (2004) were drawn from Manifesto Research Group (see Budge & 
Klingemann, 2001), Swank (2002) and the World and European Values Surveys (Inglehart, Basanez, Diez-
Medrano, Halman, & Luijkx, 2000). Neumayer synthesised their data for the purposes of his research.    
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Carmichael, and Jenkins (2012) whom suggested that public concern about climate 

change is negatively influenced when concerns about the economy increase.  

   Given this information, possible links between ‘political orientation’ and ‘attitudes 

towards the economic consequences of sustainable living’ (for example, it will harm the 

economy versus benefit the economy) were also investigated in this dissertation.  

   Political orientation is considered a psychological construct in this dissertation because 

of evidence suggesting that values underpin political thought (Forgas & Jolliffe, 1994; 

Tranter, 2011; Watkins et al., 2016). Potential associations between political orientation, 

environmental values (K. B. Lang, 2011) and self-identification with sustainable living (R. 

E. Dunlap et al., 2001) are investigated through chi-square tests of independence. This 

information may be valuable to policy makers because there is a potential for 

environmental policy initiatives to be more effective if tailored according to political 

ideology (Dharshing, Hille, & Wüstenhagen, 2017; Neumayer, 2004). Also, no study has 

specifically investigated links between political orientation and self-identified 

sustainable lifestyles (e.g. ‘SL choice’) (work by Dunlap et al., 2001 is the most similar, 

however, they investigated self-identified ‘environmentalists’).   

2.4.5 Level of understanding and beliefs about sustainable lifestyles 

(RQ 3) 

   A major multinational study by UNEP (2011b) revealed that information about 

sustainability originates predominantly from environment groups, and that this 

information can be disapproving and patronising. As a result, environment groups, in 

some instances, may be turning people away from sustainability (UNEP, 2011b). The 

potential ineffectiveness of promoting SL for environmental reasons (which is a common 

approach of environment groups), has led some researchers to explore the benefits of 

endorsing the ‘self-serving’ aspects of sustainable living (K. W. Brown & Kasser, 2005; 

Defra, 2011; Soper, 2008). For example, by emphasising that it may ‘save you money’ or 

‘make you happier’ (K. W. Brown & Kasser, 2005; Soper, 2008). As Soper (2008, p. 571) 

explains “[a]n anti-consumerist ethic and politics should…appeal not only to altruistic 

compassion and environmental concern but also to the more self-regarding 

gratifications of consuming differently: to a new erotics of consumption or hedonist 

‘imaginary’”.  
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   This line of reasoning parallels existing concepts of remodelling the ‘Good Life’ 

(Gerasimo, 2009). The underlying rationale is that people are more likely to change their 

lifestyle in exchange for one they perceive as better (obviously!) (Bedford et al., 2004; 

Soper, 2008; UNEP, 2011b). If, as some authors have suggested, sustainable lifestyles 

are perceived as a life of sacrifice (Levitt & Moses, 2010; Shirani et al., 2015) or attached 

to negative connotations of environmentalism, for example, by its association with 

hippies (Bedford et al., 2004), then sustainable living may never gain the level of 

adoptability that some of its proponents argue is required for sustainability (Alexander 

& Ussher, 2012).  

   Based on the arguments above, there are a number of questions aimed at measuring 

the respondents’ beliefs about SL in this dissertation (for example, that it is too 

expensive or that it requires too much personal sacrifice). As will be detailed below, 

beliefs about a behaviour influence the development of a more general attitude towards 

that behaviour (Ajzen, 1991). As such, repositioning beliefs that may be creating 

negative attitudes towards sustainable lifestyles can represent a valuable approach to 

facilitating transitions into SLs.  

   In addition to this inquiry, RQ3 also investigated the ‘perceived knowledge’ that the 

different segment groups of the sample have about SLs (more on the segment groups 

later). The justification for measuring people’s ‘perceived knowledge about SL’ stems 

from the policy perspective of this work. Although informational campaigns are not an 

end-goal solution to changing behaviour, they are a necessary first step for influencing 

the less informed (J. Gardner, Szatow, Horn, & Quezada, 2009, p. 20; also T. Jackson, 

2005b). Taking this into consideration, questions about the extent that people are 

unclear about SLs and the degree that this poses as a perceived barrier to ‘SL choice’ 

were included in this work. Through this inquiry, it was hoped to identify the segments 

of Australian society that are the least informed about SLs and who, consequently, could 

benefit most from informational campaigns.  

   Lastly, because there are no fixed definitions of sustainable lifestyles (Backhaus et al., 

2013; Evans & Abrahamse, 2009; Shirani et al., 2015; Task Force on Sustainable 

Lifestyles, 2010), participants were asked, in open question format, to define SLs. The 
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open question was also included to identify any potential response patterns that were 

unique to the different segment groups. 

2.4.6 Perceived Barriers to SL (RQ5): Introduction 

   “If so many people are concerned about climate change, the environment, and 
sustainability, why are more of us not doing what is necessary to ameliorate the 
problems?” 

   This was a question posed by Robert Gifford (2011, p. 290) in his often-cited work titled 

‘Dragons of Inaction: Psychological Barriers That Limit Climate Change Mitigation and 

Adaptation’. The answer to this question is complex of course. To an extent, inaction 

stems from structural impediments that constrain people’s ability to live more 

sustainably (Blake, 1999; Redclift & Benton, 1994; Schor, 2001; Thøgersen, 2005). For 

example, lack of access to recycling schemes provided in your neighbourhood, lack of 

availability of ‘green’ jobs (Alexander, 2012), or, more broadly, complex power 

imbalances in the capitalist system that result in large organisations pressuring 

governments to write policies that encourage unsustainable economic growth (Hardt & 

Negri, 2000).  

   Structural impediments are without a doubt an important issue to be discussed. 

However, the complexities appropriately measuring them in research are outside the 

scope of this dissertation (e.g. it would be extremely difficult to gather data on ‘actual’ 

public transport availability in this Australia-wide study). The focus of the work 

undertaken here was on the perceived barriers to sustainable living since “many 

psychological barriers remain for individuals who do not face stiff structural barriers” 

(Gifford, 2011, p. 298).12  

   Further, in developed countries like Australia, it is questionable how many individuals 

are not acting more sustainably solely because of structural impediments or because of 

psychological barriers (Blake, 1999; Kalamas et al., 2014). To quote Robert Gifford (2011, 

p. 290) again: 

 

 
12 The reader should also take note that, following arguments by Ajzen (1991; 2012) which will be 
discussed in Section 2.5.1.3 below, ‘perceived’ barriers may (to a reasonable extent) represent ‘actual’ 
(structural) impediments; thus, acting as a proxy for structural barriers.  
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…for almost everyone who is not severely restricted by structural barriers, 
adopting more pro-environmental choices and behaviours is possible, but this 
adoption is not occurring to the extent necessary to stem the increasing flow of 
greenhouse gases and other environmental damage. 

   Nonetheless, it is acknowledged that there is an overlap between ‘perceived’ barrier 

(psychological construct) and ‘actual’ (structural) barrier to SL (Ajzen, 2005; Blake, 1999; 

Lorenzoni, Nicholson-Cole, & Whitmarsh, 2007). For instance, a respondent may state 

that he or she strongly believes that ‘there is not enough public transport so live more 

SL’. However, this statement can be interpreted in different ways: (1) the person may 

genuinely, though incorrectly, believe that there is not enough public transport 

(psychological barrier), when in fact there is an abundance of public transport available; 

alternatively, (2) this individual could simply be too lazy (psychological barrier) to take 

public transport and deflects the responsibility towards ‘there not being enough’ public 

transport (Blake, 1999; Kalamas et al., 2014; Lorenzoni et al., 2007); on the other hand, 

(3) there could actually be an insufficient amount of public transport available and this 

constraint therefore relates to a structural barrier (Backhaus et al., 2013; Gifford, 2011). 

   Future discussions acknowledge the potential overlap between psychological and 

structural barriers in the participants’ responses. This is an issue that has been expressed 

by previous work that stated “the reasons  why  people  do  not  engage  in  pro-

environmental  action  will  not  always fall  into  such  neat  categories [structural versus 

psychological barriers]” (Blake, 1999, p. 268). Nonetheless, the independent variable 

being measured here is ‘perceived barriers to living more sustainable lifestyles’ since it 

is the respondent’s opinions we are measuring; however, we address the fact that this 

issue may not be so ‘clear cut’.  

   The following section outlines the barriers that were included in the survey of this 

dissertation. It should be noted that the justification for this topic stems from the policy 

perspective of the current work. Put simply, identifying potential links between ‘SL 

choice’ and ‘SL barriers’ may contribute towards strategies for the decision makers 

whom wish to address these barriers in order to facilitate people’s uptake of SLs 

(Alexander, 2012).  
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2.4.7 Perceived barriers to SL: Review of the barriers included in this 

study  

Insufficient knowledge  

   Insufficient knowledge about the environment has been cited as a barrier to acting 

more sustainably (Axon, 2017; Gifford, 2011; Robelia & Murphy, 2012). More 

specifically, a lack of knowledge about the negative environmental consequences of 

one’s actions, or about climate change issues, or about ‘sustainability’ in general have 

been shown to constrain environmental behaviour (Macnaghten & Jacobs, 1997; 

Robelia & Murphy, 2012). The reasoning behind this is that unless an individual is aware 

of the environmental issues at hand, he or she is unlikely to take any action (De Groot & 

Steg, 2009).  

   Insufficient knowledge can also relate to a lack of skills about how to behave more 

sustainably (Axon, 2017; Gifford, 2011). For example, sustainable living may require a 

particular set of behaviours not commonly practiced by the majority (such as 

composting or growing a vegetable garden), therefore, a lack of knowledge about how 

to engage in such activities may constrain the transition into SL for some. This can be 

illustrated by Axon’s (2017, p. 16) focus group participants who stated “[i]t's great to live 

sustainably, but that doesn't mean a thing if people don't know what they're supposed 

to be doing, when, how, and why!” and “[i]nitially people need to know what to do. They 

need to know how to do these things, when they need to do them, how frequently and 

how it benefits them”.  

   In this dissertation, the extent that individuals are ‘unclear’ about what constitutes a 

‘sustainable lifestyle’ and the extent that they feel they ‘do not have the knowledge’ on 

how to live a more sustainable lifestyle were measured.  

Insufficient time  

   A perceived ‘lack of time’ can also act as barrier to environmental behaviour (Schor, 

2001). Time constraints may also be intertwined with ‘insufficient knowledge’ 

constraints. For example, in regards to the individuals who are unclear about what 

sustainable living is, they may have to spend time researching and planning how to live 

a more SL, which may be discouraging for some (Gifford, 2011). This may also apply to 

those who “already hold positive attitudes towards sustainable living, [but] are not 
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willing to spend time to find out specific actions they could undertake and how to do 

them” (Axon, 2017, p. 16).  

   Interpreted this way, time constraints become a psychological barrier to SL. However, 

convincing arguments have also been put forth for ‘time constraints’ as a structural 

barrier. Harvard economist Juliet Schor (1998, 2001) has suggested that unsustainable 

levels of consumption is the result of a ‘cycle of work and spend’. Structural biases in the 

common work structure creates a ‘lock in’ effect, which enforces higher amounts of 

work hours, not allowing the employees to choose their hours of work, resulting in 

increased affluence and, in turn, more consumption and less leisure. As she explains, “if 

there is not a freely functioning market in hours, and employers inhibit hours’ 

reductions, then there is no sense in which one can describe the quantity of 

consumption as optimal” (Schor, 2001, p. 7). Longer working hours are also attributed 

to overconsumption because an individual feels more deserving of his/her goods after a 

stressful work week (Schor, 2001). Reducing working hours is also a policy focus of the 

degrowth (Kallis, 2013; Schneider et al., 2010) literature. Some findings presented in 

Chapter 4 suggest there may indeed be links between ‘lack of time’ and ‘lack of 

knowledge’ to live more sustainably. How this relates to reducing work hours and 

sustainability will be discussed further in Chapter 5.  

Difficulty breaking unsustainable habits  

   Another barrier investigated in the current work was ‘difficulty breaking unsustainable 

habits’. Habits “allow us to perform routine actions with a minimum of deliberation and 

often only limited awareness” (T. Jackson, 2005b, p. 114). Many of the unsustainable 

behaviours that humans possess (and therefore, need to be changed) are habitual 

(Aarts, Verplanken, & Knippenberg, 1998; B. Gardner, 2009; Han, Hwang, Kim, & Jung, 

2015; Thøgersen, 2012; Verplanken & Roy, 2016). From a degrowth perspective, this is 

unfortunate because changing habits may be more difficult than changing non-habitual 

behaviour (T. Jackson, 2005b; Verplanken & Roy, 2016). Unsustainable habits have been 

identified as an environmental barrier in a number of seminal works, hence its inclusion 

in this dissertation (Darnton, 2008; Darnton et al., 2011; Defra, 2008; Gifford, 2011; T. 

Jackson, 2005b; P. C. Stern, 2000).  
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Perceived high costs of green products 

   Perceived high costs of green’ products is another potential barrier to sustainable 

(Dangelico & Pujari, 2010; Eckhardt, Belk, & Devinney, 2010; E. L. Olson, 2013; Rakic & 

Rakic, 2015; Shaw & Newholm, 2002). Studies suggest consumers are often forced to 

make trade-offs between their environmental values and price (E. L. Olson, 2013), and 

it is not yet clear how frequently individuals choose the environment over paying a 

higher price for a more sustainable product (Eckhardt et al., 2010; Nath, Kumar, Agrawal, 

Gautam, & Sharma, 2014). To illustrate the extent of this barrier, in Rakic & Rakic’s 

(2015) study, 87% of individuals  (in Serbia) stated they do not feel like they have the 

income to buy sustainable products. 

  Not surprisingly, personal circumstances (e.g. income) can influence people’s 

perception of how ‘expensive’ green products are (Martínez-Carrasco, Brugarolas, 

Martínez-Poveda, & Ruiz-Martínez, 2015). One study shows that older women with high 

incomes are more willing to buy green products than younger males with lower incomes 

(Martínez-Carrasco et al., 2015). Taking this into consideration, future analysis related 

to the perceived costs of green products included the participants’ socio-demographical 

characteristics to identify potential links between socio-demographical characteristics 

and ‘SL barriers’. For clarification, there are numerous products that can be classified as 

‘green’. Nonetheless, it is generally accepted that when discussing ‘green’ products 

individuals relate to the broad concept of ‘environmentally friendly’ products (Peattie & 

Crane, 2005). To minimise ambiguity, the survey questions of this work that were related 

to ‘green’ products included a description of what was meant. 

Perceived lack of green products  

    Limited availability of green products is another potential barrier to more sustainable 

living (for example, lack of ‘alternative fuel’ cars and organic or local foods) (J. D. Brown 

& Wahlers, 1998; Byme, 2001; Nath et al., 2014). Although production and innovation 

of green products are on the rise (Dangelico & Pujari, 2010), some authors suggest green 

products are still much less available than their ‘non-green’ counterparts (Barbarossa & 

Pastore, 2015). Thus, this may act as a constraint for those that are attempting to live 

more sustainably because they are forced to use less sustainable products (Shaw & 

Moraes, 2009).  
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Insufficient public transport  

    Mobility issues have also been considered a barrier to sustainable living. In Alexander 

& Ussher’s (2012) study ‘suitable transport’ was found to be the second most cited 

challenge to more sustainable living (the most cited was ‘lack of suitable housing’, which 

is a complex structural constraint that is outside the scope of the work completed here). 

The authors postulated this could be due to a lack of public transport or safe bike lanes 

that, in some instances, coerce people into driving (Alexander & Ussher, 2012, p. 81).  

   A number of participants in Lorenzoni et al.’s (2007) UK-based focus groups also stated 

that a lack of public transport available in their region was a barrier to engagement with 

more sustainable living. Lorenzoni et al. (2007, p. 449) expressed difficulties categorising 

“perceived unavailability” of public transport as either psychological or structural 

barrier. Ultimately, public transport was considered a structural constraint to be 

addressed through government (as opposed to influencing the public’s knowledge or 

attitude towards public transportation) (Lorenzoni et al., 2007, p. 453).  

   Public transport, in Australia, has also been considered a structural issue with one 

government report stating: 

Lack of public transport services at the right time and complete lack of services 
continue to be the main reasons why people in Australia do not use public 
transport. In 2009, over one half (52%) of people not taking public transport cited 
either of these reasons (Pink, 2010, p. 15). 

   Unsurprisingly, public transport is more commonly perceived as a barrier for those 

who live further from urban areas (Alexander, 2012; Bekin, Carrigan, & Szmigin, 2005). 

As such, the living location of the participants of this sample have been taken into 

consideration in future analysis.  

Insufficient government support  

   Lastly, lack of government support (for example, subsidies for solar panels, 

informational campaigns, financial incentives and so on) was another barrier assessed 

in the survey completed for this dissertation. Kalamas et al. (2014, p. 13) indicate that 

people “may lack motivation to engage in [pro-environmental behaviours] because they 

ascribe ecological responsibility to powerful others, specifically government”. Focus 

group members in Axon’s (2017) study also complained about government inaction in 
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facilitating sustainable behaviour. Axon (2017, p. 19) considered this a “long-term” 

barrier because continual government support may be required to ensure sustainable 

living endures in the future. For comparison purposes, a ‘short-term’ barrier was 

discussed as a lack of knowledge about SL, since “knowledge [is] required before further 

lifestyle changes [can] be made” (Axon, 2017, p. 16). The issues surrounding 

‘government support’ are further deliberated below.  

2.4.8 Defra study – locating the findings of this dissertation within the 

broader literature 

   Some of the questions used in the survey used in this research were adopted from a 

longitudinal study by the UK’s Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs 

(Defra). This was to situate some of the results within existing, related research. The 

Defra study also constructed some questions in a similar manner suggested by the 

behavioural theories and models that were used in this dissertation (described in 

Section 2.5 below). In addition, Defra asked some questions that were specifically 

directed at sustainable lifestyles (as opposed to behaviours) which, as mentioned, has 

been a less common approach taken by previous research studies on sustainable living.    

   There were four publications by Defra that were relevant to this dissertation. One is 

titled ‘A Framework for Pro-Environmental Behaviours’ (Defra, 2008), which is, in part, 

informed by findings from a 2007 survey (Defra, 2007) consisted of a representative 

sample of approximately 3,600 individuals in England (this report is also based on 

findings from earlier qualitative work). Another report is titled ‘Survey of Public 

Attitudes and Behaviour Towards the Environment’ (Defra, 2009), which reports on data 

from a very similar 2009 survey consisted of 2,009 adults aged  16  and  over  in  England. 

Also, there is ‘The Sustainable Lifestyle Framework’ (Defra, 2011), which is a report that 

synthesised much of Defra’s previous works. Lastly, Defra published the results of a 2010 

omnibus survey (Defra, 2010), which included a number of the same survey questions 

used in the 2007 and 2009 surveys. The 2010 survey was based on a sample of 1,712 

adults aged 16 and over in England. Unfortunately, the department did not publish a 

report with a discussion about the findings of this survey. The only information available 

were data tables illustrating the results.  
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   In Chapter 4, wherever possible, the findings from the 2010 study are compared with 

the findings of the current work (because that dataset is the most recent); while most 

of the discussion about the meaning of Defra’s findings are based on information from 

the 2008, 2009 and 2011 reports.13 

    Below we highlight the most relevant findings from Defra that will provide the basis 

for future discussions.  

Influence from public organisations’ environmental performance (RQ 4) 

   Section 2.4.3 above discussed how individuals may be influenced by their perceptions 

of other people’s actions and what is considered ‘normal’ (Rettie et al., 2014). Defra 

(2011, p. 20) supports this argument stating that “people’s behaviour follows the 

behaviour of others” and that this is a “key area” for policy intervention. More 

specifically, Defra’s (2010) findings suggest that there may be room for policy 

intervention in this area (in England), with 36% of the participants stating that ‘being 

green’ is an alternative concept (‘not for the majority’) and less than half (44%) 

disagreeing with that notion. Alternatively, 74% of their sample disagree with the 

statement ‘it would embarrass me if my friends thought my lifestyle was purposefully 

environmentally friendly’. From a policy perspective, these results are promising 

because although green living is not perceived as ‘normal’ by the majority, individuals 

(in England) do not feel embarrassed to be seen as ‘green’. This is a topic that is 

discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.   

   In addition, Defra (2011) extends the concept of what ‘others’ are doing beyond the 

citizen to include government agencies and businesses. Defra’s research suggests that 

 
13 Although Defra has a history of publications on ‘sustainability-related themes’ (for example, 
sustainable development and natural resource protection), it was not until their 2011 report, ‘The 
Sustainable Lifestyle Framework’ (Defra, 2011), when the concept of sustainable lifestyles became a 
more explicit focus in their work (for a more detailed review see Eppel, Sharp, & Davies, 2013). 
Stemming from this shift towards SLs, Defra funded the (now inactive) Sustainable Lifestyle Research 
Group (SLRG), which was under the direction of renowned author Tim Jackson (Eppel et al., 2013).  The 
SLRG was a policy-oriented research group that focused on identifying factors associated with 
sustainable lifestyles. However, SLRG opted for the approach taken by most SL studies and investigated 
a range of sustainable lifestyle related themes (for example, energy use and sustainable food 
consumption). Therefore, many of the findings of the SLRG publications were not comparable with the 
findings of this dissertation and Defra’s work remains the most applicable. Nonetheless, some of the 
SLRG publications are discussed and referenced throughout the work completed here. A list of the SLRG 
publications can be found at: http://www.sustainablelifestyles.ac.uk/publications. 

http://www.sustainablelifestyles.ac.uk/publications
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individuals may be more willing to act ‘sustainably’ if they believe that large public 

groups (such as businesses and government) are already leading by example. In their 

words, “people need to see exemplification – governments and businesses should act 

first” (Defra, 2011, p. 20). To illustrate, 59% of Defra’s sample state that they would ‘do 

more’ to tackle climate change if their government did more as well (Defra, 2009).14 

While 58% state that they would ‘do more’ to tackle climate change if businesses did 

more as well. Other research has also suggested that perceptions about the 

environmental performance of public organisations and businesses affects people’s 

willingness to act more sustainably (Axon, 2017; Backhaus et al., 2013; Kalamas et al., 

2014; Thøgersen, 2005). Thøgersen (2005, p. 168), for instance, has suggested that it 

may be more important for governments to “let their actions speak” than to attempt to 

influence citizens through motivational campaigns. In addition, research by Kalamas et 

al. (2014, p. 13, [added emphasis]) has suggested that people “may lack motivation to 

engage in [pro-environmental behaviours] because they ascribe ecological responsibility 

to powerful others, specifically government”. 

   Part of the reason the behaviour of public organisations is important is because some 

citizens perceive government and business practices to be far more environmentally 

damaging than their own behaviour. Therefore, individuals may feel unmotivated to act 

more ‘green’ because their actions are perceived as ineffective by comparison (Axon, 

2017; Kalamas et al., 2014). Following this line of reasoning, questions directed at 

people’s perceptions of the environmental performance of public organisations and 

businesses were also included in this dissertation. This line or questioning relates to RQ4 

of this work.    

‘What’s in it for me?’, self-serving motivations for SLs (RQ3) 

   Defra’s research also investigated people’s self-serving motivations for adopting more 

environmentally friendly lifestyles (previously discussed in Section 2.4.5 above) (Soper, 

2008). Defra’s (2011) ‘The Sustainable Lifestyle Framework’ suggests that some 

individuals may act more ‘sustainably’ primarily to save money or simply to feel better. 

In Defra’s (2011, p. 20) terms, “what’s in it for me [the consumer]” is another key area 

 
14 This question was not asked in the 2010 survey. Most recent data come from the 2009 survey.  
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that policy makers should be focusing on. 48% of their sample agreed with the 

statement ‘any changes I make to help the environment need to fit in with my lifestyle’, 

while only 27% disagreed and 24% were unsure (Defra, 2009). More optimistically, 

however, 60% of individuals disagreed with the statement ‘it’s only worth doing 

environmentally friendly things if they save you money’, while only 22% agreed and 16% 

were unsure. Future analysis of the findings of this dissertation will, in part, refer to 

these Defra’s results for comparison purposes. 

Sample Segmentation 

   One important aspect that the current work shares with Defra is sample segmentation. 

Defra (2008) segmented their sample into seven cluster groups according to a range of 

attitudinal variables (for example, agree/disagree statements such as ‘if things continue 

on their present course we will soon experience a major environmental disaster’ and 

‘people who fly should bear the cost of the environmental damage that air travel 

causes’). Defra’s seven lifestyle segments ranged from ‘honestly disengaged’ about the 

environment (people who are the least willing to act and low potential to do more), to 

‘positive greens’ (people who are actively engaged in more sustainable living). Defra’s 

justification for this is described as follows:  

The [segmentation] model takes forward our understanding of how environmental 
attitudes, values, current behaviours and motivations and barriers are packaged 
together for defined segments of the population. It has implications for policy and 
communications development, as well as identifying areas for further research. It 
provides opportunities for our work with other organisations, across public and 
private sectors. Current plans include investigating how this model can work 
alongside existing public sector and commercial models to increase our collective 
understanding of, critically, whom we can motivate to live a greener life and how we 
could do this. 

  Given the benefits that sample segmentation can provide to policy development (see 

also Backhaus et al., 2013; Poortinga & Darnton, 2016; Rettie et al., 2012), and in order 

to conduct a more comprehensive analysis, the sample of the work completed here was 

also segmented into groups. Contrary to Defra, however, the segmentation of the 

sample was based on self-identification (a more detailed justification for the self-

identification approach is provided in the methodology section).  
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   Adopting Defra’s segmentation methodology was not possible because Defra’s study 

had different aims and asked a number of different questions (hindering the possibility 

for a compatible ‘clustering’ methodology). In addition, Defra segmented their sample 

into seven groups. For the sake of parsimony and for greater clarity of the discussion, 

the current study segmented the sample into four groups.  

   Lastly, Defra’s segmentation approach has been criticised for providing “only limited 

information about its rationale and development, making it difficult to determine in 

what way the different segments differ from one another and thus how they should be 

approached to achieve the greatest behavioural change” Poortinga and Darnton (2016, 

p. 222). Their approach has also been criticised for relying too heavily on pro-

environmental motivations (Darnton, 2013). Taking these arguments into consideration, 

we opted for a different segmentation approach in this dissertation.  

2.4.9 Sustainable behaviours (RQ6) 

   ‘Sustainable behaviours’ are broadly defined in this study as “a range of behaviours 

that benefit the natural environment, enhance environmental quality, or harm the 

environment as little as possible” (Larson, Stedman, Cooper, & J. Decker, 2015, p. 113). 

In line with previous arguments about sustainable lifestyles, the term sustainable 

behaviour does not assume behaviours that are ‘actually’ sustainable, but indicate an 

effort to act more sustainably. Therefore, the terms sustainable behaviours and more 

sustainable behaviours are also used interchangeably in discussions.     

   There are, of course, significant overlaps between sustainable behaviours and 

sustainable lifestyle, and the reasoning for including RQ6 in this dissertation is relatively 

straightforward (to assess the extent that the different segment groups of this study 

engage in sustainable behaviours). The behavioural categories included were drawn 

from the works of (Defra, 2011; Markle, 2013; P. C. Stern, 2000). An attempt was made 

to include a spectrum of behaviours from the more abstract (e.g. researching ethical 

investments of banks) to the more common (e.g. recycling). These were: 

1. Deciding not to buy something because it has too much packaging. 

2. Purchasing from local retailers and suppliers. 

3. Minimising consumption to use less resources and create less waste. 

4. Taking public transport instead of driving. 
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5. Turning off the lights when leaving the room. 

6. Refusing to use non-biodegradable plastic products like straws, balloons, plastic 

water bottles, takeaway coffee cups, disposable utensils, and coffee pods. 

7. Recycling items rather than throwing them away. 

8. Looking into the operation of bank, insurance provider, mortgage provider and/or 

super fund to see if their investment practices are ethical and/or environmentally-

friendly. 

2.5 INTRODUCTION TO THE MODELS USED TO HELP MEASURE AND 

DISCUSS THE PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS BEHIND SUSTAINABLE 

LIFESTYLES (RQ7) 

   The previous section introduced some of the explanatory variables that were included 

in this study to help explain SL adoption. These variables were: the extent that SLs and 

associated behaviours are considered ‘normal’ in Australian societies, political 

orientation and links to SL, beliefs and knowledge about SLs, perceived barriers to SLs 

and sustainable behaviours.  

   The following section introduces the theories and models that helped guide the 

investigation of the psychological factors underpinning sustainable lifestyles: namely, 

the Theory of Planned Behaviour (Ajzen, 1991), the Norm Activation Model (S. Schwartz, 

1977) and the New Ecological Paradigm scale (Riley E Dunlap & Van Liere, 1978; Riley E. 

Dunlap et al., 2000). As will be detailed below, these models are useful because they 

provide a consistent empirical and conceptual base and a derivative range of 

independent variables (in addition to the ones outlined in the previous section), which 

are commonly used to predict and explain an individual’s intention to perform many 

forms of behaviours. The variables relate to RQ7 of this study. 

   The inclusion of these models also underpins the ‘policy perspective’ of this research 

because they provide specific variables that are assumed to influence an individual’s 

behaviour (some examples: attitudes, personal norms, intentions and awareness of 

consequences). These variables, in turn, represent ‘target areas’ for policy development.  

   Furthermore, these models also provide guidelines for constructing and properly 

wording survey questions in research studies (e.g. the types of ‘bipolar adjective scales’ 

a researcher can use). As such, a number of the variables outlined in the previous section 

were measured using the methodology suggested by these models. 
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   The following section reviews the main defining features of models. A review of how 

the models have been applied to previous research is also presented. There are 

important points raised in this section that relate to the methodology of this work, and 

these are highlighted with commentary throughout. At the end of this section, a diagram 

and synthesis of the overall logic and description of the explanatory variables extracted 

from these models is provided.  

   Lastly, there are no established theories known to this author that are specifically 

designed to predict or explain sustainable lifestyle choices. Therefore, we had to use 

more general behaviour theories and adapt them to the current context. Although there 

are differences between behaviour and lifestyles, there are conceptual overlaps. 

Importantly, the author of the Theory of Planned Behaviour Icek Ajzen has indicated that 

“general attitudes and personality traits do in fact predict behavioral aggregates much 

better than they predict specific behaviors” (Ajzen, 1991, p. 181). If a sustainable 

lifestyle is, in part, an aggregation of behaviours, then the general attitudes and 

personality traits that have been investigated by this study may provide a fairly accurate 

account of sustainable living.  

2.5.1 Theory of Planned Behaviour 

   Perhaps the most widely used theories to explain or predict social behaviour (Darnton, 

2008, p. 12; T. Jackson, 2005b, p. 46) have been Fishbein & Ajzen’s (1975) Theory of 

Reasoned Action (TRA), and its revised version, the Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB) 

(Ajzen, 1985, 1991). The underlying assumption of these theories is that people are 

rational and will evaluate available information before taking action (Ajzen, 2005). These 

types of ‘rational’ models parallel standard neoclassical economic theories, which state 

that people tend to maximize the benefits to themselves when making decisions 

(Darnton, 2008). It is worth noting, for future discussions, that ‘rational’ does not equate 

to relying on correct or unbiased beliefs when making a behavioural decision (Geraerts 

et al., 2008; Loftus, 2005). Put simply, people can develop an attitude towards a 

behaviour based on a set of beliefs that may be based on incomplete and inaccurate 

information (e.g. they may believe a certain type of food is healthy when in fact it is not). 

The theories are rational, or reasoned, in the sense that even inaccurate or biased beliefs 
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still “produce attitudes, intentions and behaviours consistent with these beliefs” (Ajzen, 

2011, p. 1116, emphasis added). 

The Theory of Reasoned Action’s basic premises can be stated as follows: 

   A person’s beliefs about and the evaluation of an outcome (of a behaviour) leads to an 

attitude towards that behaviour. This attitude is further influenced by the person’s 

subjective norms (Hale, Householder, & Greene, 2002, p. 270), that is “[his/her] 

perception that most people who are important to [him/her] think [he/she] should or 

should not perform the behaviour in question” (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980, p. 57). 

Ultimately, attitude and subjective norms influence the intention to perform a 

behaviour. Intention is assumed to be the closest antecedent to performing a behaviour 

(Ajzen, 2005; Gollwitzer, 1993). However, intention does not always lead to action; this 

is referred to as the ‘attitude-behaviour gap’ (Boulstridge & Carrigan, 2000; Petty, 

Wegener, & Fabrigar, 1997).  

   The TRA is useful for explaining a wide variety of social behaviours, but has been 

criticised for only explaining voluntary behaviours and omitting behaviours that are 

outside an individual’s complete volitional control (Hale et al., 2002; Sheeran, Trafimow, 

& Armitage, 2003, p. 394). In other words, the theory is useful for predicting behaviours 

that possess no (or very little) constraints to engagement (for example, brushing your 

teeth), but neglects instances where the individual may have limited control over the 

behaviours (for example, taking public transport to work every day).15  

   In response, Ajzen (1985, 1991) developed the Theory of Planned Behaviour as an 

extension to the TRA. The TPB added ‘perceived behavioural control’ (PBC) to the TRA 

model, which is used to measure the perception of how easy or difficult it is to perform 

a behaviour (Ajzen, 2002, p. 665). 

   As a general summary, the TPB assumes that people are more likely to perform a 

behaviour when “they evaluate it positively [attitude], when they experience social 

pressure to perform it [subjective norm], and when they believe that they have the 

means and opportunities to do so [perceived behavioural control]” (Ajzen, 2005, p. 118). 

Figure 1 illustrates the rationale of the theory. Note that, in the context of the work 

 
15 To be clear, an individual may not have control over taking public transport if, for instance, public 
transport does not operate near his or her place of work.  
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completed here, the behavioural outcome illustrated in the diagram below is 

‘attempting to live a more sustainable lifestyle’. 

Figure 1. Theory of Planned Behaviour 

 

Source: (Ajzen, 2005, p. 118) 

   The sections below describe each of the components of the TPB and how they affect 

the research design and future discussion. 

2.5.1.1 Attitudes, beliefs, personality traits and the ‘principle of compatibility’ 

Attitude and beliefs 

   Ajzen (2005, p. 3) describes an attitude as “a disposition to respond favourably or 

unfavourably to an object, person, institution, or event”. Attitude is a hypothetical 

construct, which complicates an attempt at obtaining objective measurements in 

research studies (Alice Hendrickson Eagly & Chaiken, 1993). Attitude in the TPB is, thus, 

commonly inferred from measurement scales that range from ‘something’ negative to 

‘something’ positive, or vice versa (for example, unpleasant-pleasant, like-dislike, good-

bad and so on). To illustrate, if a researcher wants to measure an individual’s attitude 

towards the people living sustainable lifestyles he may state: ‘what is your opinion of 

the people living a more sustainable lifestyle’ and ask the individual to rate this on a 

scale (usually a 7-point scale) ranging from ‘very bad’ to ‘very good’.  

   According to Ajzen and Fishbein (1980), there are two underlying constructs, or 

antecedents, of an attitude. These are (1) the beliefs about the likely attributes of an 

object (for example, I ‘strongly’ believe that sustainable living is for hippies), and (2) the 

evaluation of those attributes (for example, my opinion of hippies is ‘strongly’ negative). 

The strength of the different beliefs about an object’s attributes, combined with the 

strength of the evaluations of these attributes, is assumed to underpin a person’s overall 

attitude towards the object. Note that the use of the term ‘object’ from hereon is 
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adopted from Bohner and Wänke (2002) and can relate to either concrete (e.g. a 

computer) or abstract (e.g. sustainable living) things.  

The attitude equation can be represented as follows: 

A α ∑ bᵢeᵢ 

where A is the attitude that is directly proportional to the strength of the belief (b) that 

the object possesses attribute i, multiplied by the strength of the evaluation (e) of 

attribute i, and the sum is the overall attributes (Ajzen, 2012, p. 12). Although people 

are likely to have many beliefs about a particular object (Ajzen, 1985), they are assumed 

to resort to only a small number of beliefs (that are readily accessible to memory) when 

making a decision (G. A. Miller, 1956). These are commonly referred to as ‘salient’ beliefs 

in the model.  

   In the context of the current work, several beliefs were measured in relation to 

sustainable living (RQ3). For example, that SLs requires too much effort, or that they are 

for ‘hippies’, or that they are for people with ‘left-wing’ political orientation, to name a 

few. However, only through extensive qualitative pilot work based on a representative 

sample can a comprehensive list of beliefs be elicited (that more accurately represent a 

populations’ salient beliefs) (Ajzen, 2005). The beliefs measured in the work completed 

here were drawn from the literature review and provide a rudimentary explanation as 

‘why’ individuals in the current study have a positive or negative (or neutral) attitude 

towards SLs.   

   To measure the respondents’ attitude towards sustainable lifestyles (which is assumed 

to be the outcome of the underlying beliefs), the respondents were presented with the 

statement ‘I consider sustainable lifestyles to be’. This statement was rated on a 7-point 

scale where 1= worthless and 7=valuable.  

The principle of compatibility 

   Importantly, attitudes correlate with behaviour when they both refer to the same 

action (e.g. smoking), target (e.g. cigarettes), context (e.g. at work) and time frame (e.g. 

on a daily basis). If a researcher asks about one’s attitude towards ‘smoking cigarettes 

at work on a daily basis’, he or she should not later inquire about this person’s intention 

to ‘smoke cigarettes at home on a daily basis’. This has been termed ‘the principle of 
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compatibility’ (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1977). However, correlating action, target, context and 

time frame is only relevant when discussing specific attitudes towards specific 

behaviours. As has been argued in previous sections, this study is not concerned with 

attitudes towards a specific behaviour, but towards the broader notion of a ‘sustainable 

lifestyle’, which specifies only the target (that is, sustainable lifestyle). In these 

instances, survey questions relating to attitude can be equally as general as long as they 

refer to the same target (Ajzen, 2012). As Ajzen (2012, pp. 15-16) explains: 

According to the principle of compatibility, general attitudes predict broad 
patterns or aggregates of behavior... When we aggregate different behaviors 
directed at a target, we generalize across actions, contexts, and time elements, 
thus ensuring compatibility with equally broad attitudes toward the target in 
question. Thus, attitudes toward religion and the church, though largely 
unrelated to individual behaviors in this domain, were shown to correlate 
strongly with broad patterns of religious behaviour. 

   In the context of the current work, as long as the variables included in the TPB related 

to the target of ‘sustainable lifestyles’ they were assumed to meet the principle of 

compatibility.      

   Lastly, discussions about attitude are sometimes confusing “[b]ecause almost any 

conceptualization of attitude …  has introduced a different taxonomy, and unfortunately 

often used different terms for the same concept or different terms for the same 

concept” (Bohner & Wänke, 2002, p. 6). In order to avoid unnecessary confusion, the 

current study will adhere to the conceptualisation of attitude as provided by the authors 

of the TPB: that attitude is evaluative in nature (good-bad, like-dislike) and that this 

influences the intention to perform a behaviour (in the context of this study, the 

behaviour is attempting to live a more sustainable lifestyle). 

   This evaluative characteristic of attitude is supported by influential work (Bem, 1970; 

Alice Hendrickson Eagly & Chaiken, 1993; Alice H. Eagly & Chaiken, 2007; Edwards, 1957; 

Osgood, Suci, & Tannenbaum, 1957), and provides the foundation for future discussion 

on the attitudes towards sustainable living.  

Personality traits 

   A personality trait can be defined as “a characteristic of an individual that exerts 

pervasive influence on a broad range of  trait-relevant responses” (Ajzen, 2005, p. 2). 
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Examples of trait-relevant responses include a person who tends to become aggressive 

in situations that they perceive to be discomforting (these individuals may also be more 

likely to oppose policies that they believe goes against their values); alternatively, a ‘trait 

response’ may also include being open to new experiences when making decisions (this 

may translate to being open to re-valuating your values and being more accepting of 

environmental policies) (Farizo, Oglethorpe, & Soliño, 2016).    

   Although ‘personality trait’ is not a variable that is included in the in the TPB model, 

Ajzen has extensively discussed the influence that personality has on behaviour (2005). 

In addition, the influence of personality characteristics on behaviour is the subject of a 

growing body of environmental studies that have identified links between certain types 

of personalities and pro-environmental behaviours (Arbuthnot, 1974; Busic-Sontic, 

Czap, & Fuerst, 2017; Farizo et al., 2016; Gifford, 2014; Hirsh, 2010; Kvasova, 2015; Luchs 

& Mooradian, 2012; Markowitz, Goldberg, Ashton, & Lee, 2012; Milfont & Sibley, 2012). 

Personality traits are also considered to be fairly unchanging over long periods of time 

(Cobb-Clark & Schurer, 2012; Robert R McCrae & Costa Jr, 1999; Robert R. McCrae & 

Costa, 1990). From a policy perspective this is beneficial because they can be a stable 

input in decision making (Cobb-Clark & Schurer, 2012).  

   In the work completed here, personality traits have been included to investigate 

potential links to self-identified ‘sustainable lifestyles’, which, to our understanding, has 

not been done in the literature.  

   A popular way of measuring personality traits has been through the ‘Big-Five’ scale 

(John M. Digman, 1990; John, 1990; Robert R McCrae & Costa Jr, 1999). Recent analytical 

studies have suggested that it reliably measures personality traits when compared to 

larger scales (Gosling, Rentfrow, & Swann, 2003; Hee, 2014; F. R. Lang, John, Lüdtke, 

Schupp, & Wagner, 2011). It has been found to be extremely robust across 

measurement domains (John M Digman & Takemoto-Chock, 1981), across different 

cultures and languages (Isaka, 1990), and across gender and generation (John, 1990). 

This scale measures five components: ‘openness to experiences’, ‘extraversion’, 

‘agreeableness’, ‘conscientiousness’ and ‘emotional stability’ (emotional stability is 

sometimes measured by its polar opposite ‘neuroticism’ and reverse coded). 

Importantly, the ‘Big Five’ does not infer that all personality characteristics are able to 
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be condensed into five items. Rather, “these five dimensions represent personality at 

the broadest level of abstraction, and each dimension summarizes a large number of 

distinct, more specific characteristics” (John & Srivastava, 1999, p. 105). The 

characteristics of the five traits are described in Table 1 below.     

Table 1. 'Big Five' personality traits 

Personality Trait Characteristics 

Openness to experiences 
Enjoy learning new things, imaginative, intellectual 

curiosity, re-examines own values 

Extraversion Talkative, assertive, energetic, friendly towards 

others 

Agreeableness Altruistic, trusting, eager to help, cooperative 

Conscientiousness Orderly, responsible, dependable, goal oriented 

Emotional stability  Calm, not easily upset, tendency to feel satisfied 

Source: Compiled from Farizo et al. (2016), John and Srivastava (1999) and Luchs and Mooradian (2012). 

   Thus far, the personality traits most commonly associated with pro-environmental 

behaviour and environmental concern are ‘openness to experience’ and ‘agreeableness’ 

(Hirsh, 2010; Luchs & Mooradian, 2012; Markowitz et al., 2012; Milfont & Sibley, 2012; 

Nisbet, Zelenski, & Murphy, 2009); however, ‘extraversion’, ‘conscientiousness’ and 

‘neuroticism’ have also been (less frequently) cited as a significant contributor (Hirsh, 

2010; Kvasova, 2015). 

2.5.1.2 Subjective norms 

   The basic premise of subjective norms is that people are influenced by other people 

when developing behavioural intentions; or more formally, it can be defined as 

“perceived social pressure to perform or not to perform the behaviour” (Ajzen, 1991, p. 

188). Original descriptions of this construct were ‘injunctive’ (relating to perceptions 

that important referents want you to do something). To illustrate, researchers would 

present to their respondents with ‘agree/disagree’ statements such as ‘I feel social 

pressure to [perform ‘X’ behaviour]’ or ‘most people who are important to me think I 

should [perform ‘X’ behaviour]’ (Bamberg & Schmidt, 2003; Manstead & Van Eekelen, 

1998; Sparks & Shepherd, 2002).      
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   However, perhaps due to mounting empirical evidence suggesting that descriptive 

norms may also influence behaviour (Cialdini et al., 1990; Forward, 2009; Manning, 

2011; Norman, Clark, & Walker, 2005; Okun, Karoly, & Lutz, 2002; Rivis & Sheeran, 

2003), the TPB authors formally included descriptive norms as an additional dimension 

to the subjective norm construct (Fishbein & Ajzen, 2010). Descriptive norms relate to 

an individual’s perception about what people normally do. For research purposes, 

descriptive norms can be measured through statements such as ‘most people who are 

important to me [perform ‘X’ behaviour]’ (measured on an ‘agree/disagree’ scale) 

(Manning, 2011), or ‘how many people close to you [perform ‘X’ behaviour]’ (measured 

on an ‘almost nobody/ almost everybody’ scale) (de Nooijer, Onnink, & van Assema, 

2010).  

   The investigation of subjective norm in the work completed here, however, was more 

closely aligned with injunctive norms. The statements used to measure this construct 

were worded in a similar manner as the injunctive norm statements presented above 

(e.g. ‘I feel I am under social pressure to live a sustainable lifestyle’ and ‘most people 

who are important to me think I should live a sustainable lifestyle’).  

   Regarding descriptive norms, this dissertation used a similarly worded statement: 

‘attempting to live a more sustainable lifestyle is considered 'normal' in Australia’ 

(measured on an agree/disagree scale). This statement was drawn from the literature 

reviewed in Section 2.4.3, especially the work by Rettie et al. (2014) and their discussion 

about ‘normality’ and sustainable behaviours. However, upon further reflection, this 

statement was not considered to be sufficiently aligned with the TPB guidelines to allow 

it to be treated as ‘subjective descriptive norm’ in the analysis. That is because 

perceptions of what is considered to be ‘normal’ (the statement used in this research) 

and perceptions that most people are performing a behaviour (the commonly used 

statement to measure descriptive norm in TPB studies) may not represent exactly the 

same construct.  

2.5.1.3 Perceived behavioural control 

   The logic behind perceived behavioural control (PBC) is that a behaviour is more likely 

to take place if the individual has a certain degree of confidence that he or she can 

genuinely carry out the behaviour (Kraft, Rise, Sutton, & Røysamb, 2005).  
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   Somewhat confusingly, PBC is said to affect behaviour both indirectly and directly 

(hence the direct link illustrated in Figure 1 above) (Aarts et al., 1998; Ajzen, 2005). It 

affects behaviour indirectly through the mediating role of intention; that is, it may act 

as motivator (or de-motivator) in forming behavioural intentions. For instance, if a 

person has a positive attitude about a behaviour and feels influenced to perform this 

behaviour (subjective norm), he or she is less likely to develop strong behavioural 

intentions if the person perceives that the behaviour to be outside of their control and 

ability (for example, running 15kms in one day).  

   Secondly, PBC may also affect behaviour directly as long as it correctly reflects actual 

behavioural control (Ajzen, 2005; Sheeran et al., 2003). What this means is that a 

behaviour will not always be guided by motivating factors (that is, intentions, attitudes 

and subjective norms) “but also [by] adequate control over the behavior in question at 

the very moment the behavior has to be exhibited” (Aarts et al., 1998, p. 1357). In other 

words, depending on the behaviour, the ‘real’ impediments to this behaviour will 

ultimately decide whether or not that behaviour will occur, regardless of how strong the 

intention is (Armitage & Conner, 2001). In these instances, PBC is said to act as a “proxy 

for actual control and contribute to the prediction of behaviour” (Ajzen, 2012, p. 18).  

   However, this logic is based on the premise that the individual’s perception of control 

is accurate, in the sense that it corresponds to the ‘actual behavioural control’ (Sheeran 

et al., 2003). Of course, measuring actual behavioural control is often times unrealistic 

because there are too many intermingled external factors (such as financial barriers, 

living locality and time-constraints) and internal factors (such as knowledge, mental 

health and physical strength) that need to be taken into consideration (Ajzen, 1991). 

Nonetheless, Ajzen (2005, p. 111) maintains that the perception of how much control 

you have over the behaviour is generally reflective of actual control. As the author 

explains: 

…the theory of planned behaviour does not deal directly with the amount of 
control a person actually has in a given situation; instead, it considers the possible 
effects of perceived behavioural control on achievement of behavioural goals. 
Whereas intentions reflect primarily an individual’s willingness to try enacting a 
given behaviour, perceived control is likely to take into account some of the 
realistic constraints that may exist. To the extent that perceptions of behavioural 
control correspond reasonably well to actual control, they should provide useful 
information over and above expressed intentions. 
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   These and other intricacies surrounding PBC has generated some discussion in the 

literature about how this construct should be defined and used in the theory (Ajzen, 

2002; Hagger & Chatzisarantis, 2005; Kraft et al., 2005; Manstead & Van Eekelen, 1998; 

Sheeran et al., 2003; Trafimow, Sheeran, Conner, & Finlay, 2002; Zolait, 2014). A major 

criticism (Kraft et al., 2005; Trafimow et al., 2002) is that PBC should be treated as a 

multi-dimensional construct consisting of perceived control (that is, perceptions of how 

much control you have over a behaviour) and perceived difficulty (that is, perceptions 

of how difficult it is for you to perform a behaviour). One of the reasons for making this 

distinction is because some studies have demonstrated low internal consistencies in 

multiple-item scales that included both ‘how difficult’ questions and ‘how much control’ 

type questions (see Trafimow et al., 2002 for a review).   

   Empirical research on this topic is lacking (Kraft et al., 2005) and no specific guideline 

has been agreed upon by prominent TPB researchers. For the purposes of the current 

work, the intricacies of these distinctions did not pose a major influence because PBC is 

not the main focus of this work (it is one of the many constructs investigated). Therefore, 

the arguments put forth by Ajzen (2002, p. 680) that PBC is the “overarching, 

superordinate construct that is comprised of two lower-level components: self-efficacy 

and controllability” will suffice, and PBC was investigated with the often used statement: 

‘my [behaviour] is completely up to me’ (agree-disagree) (more details are provided in 

the methodology section). 

2.5.1.4 How the TPB has been applied to previous work 

   The Theory of Planned Behaviour is considered a ‘general’ theory of social action and 

has been used in research in a variety of ways (for instance, qualitatively and 

quantitatively), in different fields (in consumer behaviour and in health behaviour) and 

for different research purposes (to develop policies and to explain behaviour) (T. 

Jackson, 2005b, p. 47). In relation to quantitative studies, it has been used to explain or 

understand ethical behaviour by psychologists (Ferencz-Kaddari, Shifman, & Koslowsky, 

2016) and walking behaviour (Sun, Acheampong, Lin, & Pun, 2015); to identify key beliefs 

underlying pro-environmental behaviours (de Leeuw, Valois, Ajzen, & Schmidt, 2015) 

and chlamydia testing intentions (Booth, Norman, Harris, & Goyder, 2015); to evaluate 

the effectiveness of behavioural interventions programs (Bamberg & Schmidt, 2001; 
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Brijs, Brijs, Cuenen, Ruiter, & Wets, 2014); to predict behaviours such as completing 

substance abuse treatments programs (Zemore & Ajzen, 2013) and fruit consumption 

(Brug, de Vet, de Nooijer, & Verplanken, 2006); and to measure attitudes towards a 

range of environmental topics (Defra, 2008). 

   In addition, it has also been used as a heuristic framework to provide structure and 

guide questions raised in qualitative research. For example in studies that sought to 

investigate the links between attitudes, subjective norms and PBC, and beverage 

consumption choices (Zoellner et al., 2012); to explain differences in university teachings 

(Renzi & Klobas, 2008); to understand the reasons influencing school choices (Goh, 

2009); and to explore motivating factors behind studying abroad (Kelleher, FitzGerald, 

& Hegarty, 2016). Essentially, the TPB also provides qualitative work with independent 

variables that help bring focus and structure to the investigation.  

   Given this wide application of the theory, there is an equally wide range of approaches 

to gathering, analysing and interpreting the data derived from TPB studies; and its main 

author has explicitly stated that ‘there is no standard TPB questionnaire… the items 

employed in previous research and the items shown in the sample questionnaire may 

not be appropriate for your behaviour, population, or time period’.16  

   This has resulted in some studies excluding the elicitation of data concerning the 

underlying beliefs (such as normative beliefs and behavioural beliefs) and including only 

the main components of the theory (attitudes, subjective norms and PBC) (Kraft et al., 

2005; Manstead & Van Eekelen, 1998); or excluding beliefs, attitude and subjective 

norm but expanding on PBC (Sheeran et al., 2003); or eliciting beliefs from a literature 

review as opposed to pilot work (Zolait, 2014). Further, most studies use multiple-item 

scales to measure each of the variables in the model (Bamberg & Schmidt, 2001; 

Boldero, 1995; de Leeuw et al., 2015), however, some researchers have used single-item 

measurements for some of the variables in their model as well (Sparks & Shepherd, 

2002).  

   In regards to data analysis, a common approach is to use multiple or hierarchical 

regression (see Ajzen, 1985; Sparks & Shepherd, 2002 for examples) or structural 

 
16 Quote taken from Icek Ajzen’s personal website, under ‘frequently asked questions’ section: 
http://people.umass.edu/aizen/faq.html.  

http://people.umass.edu/aizen/faq.html
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equation modelling (see de Leeuw et al., 2015; Hagger & Chatzisarantis, 2005 for 

examples). However, this varies with the aim of the research, and some work, like Defra 

(2008), have included the independent variables provided by the TPB, but analysed the 

data more descriptively.  

   The information provided above is presented to provide a justification for the 

methodological application of the TPB to the current work. In brief, the TPB (and the 

models that will be described below) provided independent variables that were 

analysed descriptively to describe – in more detail – the characteristics of the 

psychological factors (e.g. independent variables) that characterise the different 

segment groups of this dissertation; but also, the TPB was used in conjunction other 

models in a multiple regression analysis against the variable ‘intention to live a more 

sustainable lifestyle’ (this is described in more detail in Chapter 3).   

2.5.1.5 Criticisms of TPB  

   Before moving on to the next sections, there are important limitations and criticisms 

of the TPB that need to be reviewed. Firstly, the TPB does not account for the influence 

of behaviour upon attitude (e.g. the theory states attitude precedes behaviour). Clinical 

studies indicate that when psychologists encourage their patients to perform 

behaviours that they do not enjoy (but is beneficial to the patient), they often adapt to 

their new behaviour by gradually changing their attitude (Kelly, 1991). This is in line with 

cognitive dissonance theory (Festinger, 1962), which states that people frequently 

perform behaviours that conflict with their attitudes (e.g. a smoker who believes it is 

unhealthy). In an effort to reduce the cognitive conflict, the individual may change their 

attitude to match behaviour – instead of changing the behaviour itself.  

   Behavioural influence upon attitude is commonly (if not always) measured by 

controlled experiments from the field of psychology (for a list of previous studies see (J. 

Olson & Stone, 2005)). Properly conducting such an experiment is outside the scope of 

this dissertation. In addition, the ‘behaviour’ investigated in the work completed here 

relates to people’s self-identified attempts at sustainable lifestyles. As the literature 

reviewed above indicates, lifestyles are the summation of patterns of behaviour used in 

identity formation and differentiation from others (Giddens, 1991, p. 81). Although 

there is plenty of studies on the effects of cognitive dissonance on particular behaviours 
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(especially health behaviours), it is not clear the extent that cognitive dissonance relates 

to lifestyles.   

   Further, the TPB has been successfully used in a range of behaviours, with meta-

analytic reviews suggesting that it explains between 39% and 42% of the variance in 

intentions (Armitage & Conner, 2001; Godin & Kok, 1996; Sheeran & Taylor, 1999). 

Nonetheless, there is a considerable variance in intention that is still unexplained by the 

theory. This has led some authors to criticise the TPB for its parsimony (Gifford, 2014; 

Hagger & Chatzisarantis, 2005; Sniehotta, Presseau, & Araújo-Soares, 2014). As a result, 

the inclusion of additional variables to the model has become increasingly popular 

among researchers.  

   Some examples include testing for the influence of ‘habits’ along with the TPB model 

(Aarts et al., 1998), or adding morality to the model (Bamberg, Hunecke, & Blöbaum, 

2007; Ferencz-Kaddari et al., 2016; Rivis, Sheeran, & Armitage, 2009; Sparks & Shepherd, 

2002), or self-identity measures (Fielding, McDonald, & Louis, 2008), or ethical values 

(Rex, Lobo, & Leckie, 2015). In recent times, the use of additional variables to the TPB 

has become so pervasive that some authors are beginning to affirm that “[i]n practice, 

the field has already moved on. Scientists now use ‘extended’ forms of the theory, add 

self-regulatory behaviour change strategies to their interventions and elaborate around 

the theory” (Sniehotta et al., 2014, p. 4). 

   Because the research undertaken here investigates a broad behavioural aggregate 

such as ‘sustainable lifestyles’ (that has no fixed definition), it seemed appropriate to 

include additional explanatory variables, and additional theoretical models, to 

supplement the basic TPB structure. As such, two variables drawn from the literature 

reviewed above – ‘knowledge about sustainable lifestyles’ and the variable ‘normal’ – 

were also included in the multiple regression model of this work. More information 

about this is provided in Section 4.10, when the regression model is run (and after the 

reader has become more familiar with these variables in Chapter 4). As for the additional 

models, that extended the TPB,  these were the Norm Activation Model (S. Schwartz, 

1977) and New Ecological Paradigm (Riley E Dunlap & Van Liere, 1978; Riley E. Dunlap 

et al., 2000). These models are described in the next sections.  
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2.5.2 Norm Activation Model 

   Schwartz’s (1977) Norm Activation Model (NAM) “remains one of the most widely 

applied models of moral behaviour” (T. Jackson, 2005b, p. 54). It has been used in a 

variety of studies from the environment domain (see De Groot & Steg, 2009, p. 426 and; 

Harland, Staats, & Wilke, 2007, p. 324 for a list of examples), particularly because the 

main goal of the model is to explain behaviours that benefit society (T. Jackson, 2005b). 

There are three main components in the NAM: awareness of consequences (AC), which 

can be defined as “whether someone is aware of the negative consequences for others 

or for other things one values when not acting pro socially” (De Groot & Steg, 2009, p. 

426); ascription of responsibility (AR), or “feelings of responsibility for the negative 

consequences of not acting pro socially” (De Groot & Steg, 2009, p. 426); and personal 

norms (PN), defined as a “moral obligation to perform or refrain from specific actions” 

(Shalom H Schwartz & Howard, 1981, p. 191). 

   Figure 2 below illustrates the three most common interpretations of the model: the 

mediator models and the moderator model. 

Figure 2. Norm Activation: Mediator models and moderator model 

 
Source: Compiled from (De Groot & Steg, 2009, p. 427; Zhang, Liu, & Zhao, 2018, pp. 122-123)   

   The moderator model suggests that the ‘PN – behaviour’ relationship is moderated by 

AR and AC (Onwezen, Antonides, & Bartels, 2013). In this model, personal norms is less 
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likely to affect behaviour when AC and AR are low, because when individuals reject the 

problem and responsibility for an action, they will likely reject the moral obligations that 

they may feel.    

   The mediator model A states that AC and AR affect prosocial intentions and behaviours 

only indirectly, via PN. More precisely, “PN is assumed to mediate the relationship 

between AR and prosocial intentions and behaviours, and AR is assumed to mediate the 

relationship between AC and PN” (De Groot & Steg, 2009, p. 427). This model suggests 

a sequential logic where an individual must first be aware of the consequences of their 

actions before they feel responsibility for them and, consequently, if their feelings of 

responsibility are strong enough, they may develop moral obligations to perform or not 

perform a behaviour. 

   The mediator model B also suggests that AC and AR affect prosocial intentions and 

behaviours via PN. Unlike model A, however, AC and AR are mediated by PN 

simultaneously (Zhang et al., 2018). 

   The differences in these models has been the topic of debate among some authors (De 

Groot & Steg, 2009; de Ruyter & Wetzels, 2000; Han & Hwang, 2015; Zhang et al., 2018) 

because both the moderator model (Hopper & Nielsen, 1991; P Wesley Schultz & 

Zelezny, 1998; Shalom H. Schwartz & Howard, 1980)  and the mediator models 

(Bamberg & Schmidt, 2003; Paul C. Stern, Dietz, Abel, Guagnano, & Kalof, 1999) have 

both been successfully applied to social behaviour studies.  

   While more research is needed to better understand the relationship among these 

variables, comparative studies have suggested that mediator model A (De Groot & Steg, 

2009) and mediator model B (Zhang et al., 2018) provide more consistent results in 

explaining social behaviour. In addition, it may be more theoretically conceivable that 

awareness of consequences has to predate feelings of responsibility and personal 

norms. As De Groot and Steg (2009, p. 443) explain: 

It is difficult to feel responsible for acting prosocially or to think about the 
effectiveness of possible actions without knowing whether not acting prosocially 
is a problem. Subsequently, acting in accordance with PN seems unlikely when 
one does not feel personally responsible for the problems or for its solution. 
Therefore, problem awareness and responsibility play important roles in the 
development of PN in the first place, and only when these conditions are met will 
PN affect prosocial intentions in accordance with these norms. 
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   The reason it is important to identify which interpretation is more ‘correct’ is because 

policy interventions will differ depending on the model. For instance, in the mediator 

model A, policies aimed at influencing awareness of consequences first would most 

likely (but not always) be a more effective approach. In the moderator model, 

influencing responsibility alone may, in some cases, be a satisfactory approach (De Groot 

& Steg, 2009). 

   Due to convincing research (De Groot & Steg, 2009; Han et al., 2015; Paul C. Stern et 

al., 1999) and the attractive logic that one must first be aware that there is a problem 

before he or she will develop a moral ethic to act upon this problem, the current work 

adopted the mediator model A in future discussions and data analysis. Figure 3 bellow 

illustrates the NAM in the context of this work. Section 3.7.7.2 in Chapter 3 provides 

more detail on how the variables AC, AR and PN were measured.  

Figure 3. Norm Activation Model in the context of this dissertation 

 

2.5.2.1 Awareness of consequences and ascription of responsibility: conflicts 

in the literature 

   Before moving on, it is critical to distinguish clearly between current 

conceptualisations of awareness of consequences (AC) and ascription of responsibility 

(AR) because this will be relevant to this dissertation’s methodology and results. AC and 

AR are often described in reference to one’s actions. For example:   

• “Influencing initial activation is the tendency to become aware of  the  
consequences of one's behaviour for others…The more likely individuals are to 
perceive situations in terms of the consequences their own behavior has for 
others, the more likely are such individuals to attend to those of their values and 
norms” (S. Schwartz, 1977, p. 229) 
 

• “Whether someone is aware of the negative consequences for others or for other 
things one values when not acting prosocially… ascription of responsibility (AR),is 
described as feelings of responsibility for the negative consequences of not acting 
prosocially”. (De Groot & Steg, 2009, p. 426) 
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• “awareness of the consequences of one’s actions and an acceptance of the 
personal responsibility that one holds for these consequences” (T. Jackson, 2005b, 
p. 55) 

   A number of research studies, nonetheless, have interpreted AC as being the 

awareness of the consequences of general actions by industry or groups, or, aware of 

environmental issues in general. The following are some examples of the statements 

(based on ‘agree-disagree scales) used to measure AC by previous works:  

• Do you think that climate change will be a very serious problem for the country as 
a whole, somewhat of a problem or won't really be a problem for the country as a 
whole? (Paul C. Stern et al., 1999, p. 96). 
 

• “The hotel industry causes pollution, climate change, and exhaustion of natural 
resources” (Han et al., 2015, p. 106).  

 

• “Continued use of fossil fuels is a problem” (Dalvi-Esfahani, Ramayah, & Rahman, 
2017, p. 592). 

   Although not explicitly indicated by these and other studies, these interpretations are 

similar to Stern’s (1999, p. 85) version of AC, described as the “belie[f] that 

environmental conditions pose threats to other people, other species, or the 

biosphere”. The current study will adhere to the original interpretation of AC and 

measure it in relation to a person’s awareness about the consequences of their 

behaviour and lifestyle.  

2.5.2.2 NAM in the context of this study 

   There were a few different influences of the Norm Activation Model (NAM) on this 

study. Firstly, it brought structure to some of the survey questions. That is, the NAM 

literature provides suggestions for the methodological approach that can be used in 

designing survey questions for the investigations of AR, AC and PN and how these relate 

to concept of sustainable living. Secondly, in a similar vein, studies that have used the 

NAM are therefore comparable due to methodological similarities. This is the case 

between the current work and some questions of the Defra study discussed above. 

Thirdly, the NAM provides independent variables (AC, AR and PN) that offer a 

conceptual framework for discussing people’s attempt at more sustainable living; thus, 
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providing some consistency and logic to future discussions. In other words, policy 

suggestions on how to encourage more sustainable living in Australia can be supported 

by the NAM rationale.  

2.5.3 New Ecological Paradigm scale 

   Section 2.5.1 introduced the Theory of Planned Behaviour and discussed how attitude, 

perceived behavioural control and subjective norms influence a person’s intention to 

act. After, the literature on the Norm Activation Model was reviewed. This model 

describes how behavioural ‘intention’ is influenced by ‘awareness of consequences’, 

‘ascription of responsibility’ and ‘personal norms’. The following section reviews the 

literature on the New Ecological Paradigm scale (NEP) (Riley E. Dunlap et al., 2000), 

which has been a widely used scale for environmental concern. As will be discussed in 

greater detail below, the NEP has been used in conjunction with the NAM and TPB in 

previous work (T. Jackson, 2005b; Paul C. Stern et al., 1999) and, therefore, was a 

suitable addition to this dissertation.  

2.5.3.1 New Ecological Paradigm scale 

   The NEP scale (Riley E. Dunlap et al., 2000) is a measure of environmental concern that 

relies on a 15-item survey instrument. The scale includes statements such as humans 

are seriously abusing the environment and the so-called “ecological crisis” facing 

humankind has been greatly exaggerated (these statements are then ranked on an 

agree/disagree scale). Although there is no unanimously agreed upon means of 

measuring general environmental concern, the NEP has been considered “the most 

widely used measure” by recent studies (Amburgey & Thoman, 2012, p. 236; Hawcroft 

& Milfont, 2010, p. 150).  

   The NEP was originally called the new environmental paradigm and included 12 

questions (see Riley E Dunlap & Van Liere, 1978). It was later revised to make the new 

ecological paradigm scale more balanced in regards to the proportion of positive versus 

negative statements and to remove outdated terminologies such as mankind (instead 

of humans) (Riley E. Dunlap, 2008; Hawcroft & Milfont, 2010).  The revised NEP (from 

hereon, simply ‘NEP’) investigates five facets (1) limits to growth, (2) anti-

anthropocentrism, (3) balance of nature, (4) exemptionalism from ecological 
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constraints, and (5) the likelihood of an eco-crisis (Riley E. Dunlap et al., 2000; Pienaar, 

Lew, & Wallmo, 2015).  

   The scale is in opposition to what was termed the dominant social paradigm (DSP) 

(Pirages, 1977). The DSP “emphasized traditional American values of individualism and 

self-interest that often contradicted or rejected proenvironmental actions” (Amburgey 

& Thoman, 2012, p. 253). These values are believed to have originated in an early era 

where natural resources were abundant. They have been transferred between 

generations via shared customs, beliefs and wisdom (Pirages, 1977). However, due to 

changes in ecological conditions, the DPS has come into conflict with the new 

environmental realities of the current era (Catton, 1980; Riley E. Dunlap & Kent, 1984). 

An individuals’ commitment to the DSP, it is assumed, may result in support for policies 

and behaviours that are environmentally destructive.  As such, a new paradigm may be 

needed, hence the development of the NEP (Riley E. Dunlap & Kent, 1984).  

   The scale is not without criticism and there is some debate as to whether the NEP 

should be treated uni-dimensionaly (that is, by treating the overall responses as single 

general measure) or multi-dimensionaly (that is, by creating subscales for the different 

facets and interpreting the results accordingly) (Albrecht, Bultena, Hoiberg, & Nowak, 

1982; Amburgey & Thoman, 2012; Riley E. Dunlap, 2008; Hawcroft & Milfont, 2010).  

   The original intention was for the different facets of the scale to be treated uni-

dimensionaly (Riley E Dunlap & Van Liere, 1978). In the revised version of the NEP, the 

authors also deemed it “appropriate” to treat the facets as a single variable (Riley E. 

Dunlap, 2008; Riley E. Dunlap et al., 2000, p. 435). Factor analyses, however, have 

suggested that the scale should be treated multi-dimentionaly (Albrecht et al., 1982; 

Amburgey & Thoman, 2012; Geller & Lasley, 1985; Zhu & Lu, 2017).  

   Dunlap (2008, p. 13) maintains that factor analyses to a 12 or 15 item scales are very 

likely to produce more than one factor, and that a “more realistic measure of a scale’s 

utility is its degree of internal consistency” (which is frequently found to be satisfactory 

for the NEP). In addition, the author has suggested that it is up to the researcher to 

decide. That is because the scale is used worldwide and may be sample-specific. In other 

words, there are potential cases where a population will vary in the degree of 

consistency of the NEP beliefs. In these instances, the researcher may find it more 
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appropriate to treat the NEP as multidimensional (Riley E. Dunlap, 2008, p. 13; Riley E. 

Dunlap et al., 2000, p. 435). 

   In the current work, the NEP is treated as a unidimensional concept because only five 

of the 15 items in the scale were measured. This is not unusual, a meta-analytic review 

of the NEP illustrated that at least 20 previous works have used a reduced version of the 

scale (Hawcroft & Milfont, 2010).  

2.5.3.2 NEP in the context of this study 

   The NEP is useful for assisting scholars, scientists and policy makers who wish to better 

understand and/or monitor the changes in a populations’ general views and concerns 

about the environment (Anderson et al., 2007; Harraway, Broughton-Ansin, Deaker, 

Jowett, & Shephard, 2012).  

   For instance, the Defra studies described above used a 5-item version of the NEP and 

revealed that 38% of their sample agreed that ‘the so-called ‘environmental crisis’ facing 

humanity has been greatly exaggerated’ (Defra, 2010). This is a marked increase from 

2007 when 28% agreed with the same statement. While, in 2010, 19% disagreed with 

the statement ‘we are close to the limit of the number of people the earth can support’, 

compared with 14% in 2007. Lastly, in 2010, 57% agreed with the statement ‘if things 

continue on their current course, we will soon experience a major environmental 

disaster’, compared with 63% in 2007. These results indicate that environmental 

concern in England, for whatever reason, seems to have decreased in 2010 compared 

to 2007 (at least in regard to these specific NEP scale items). In Chapter 4, we compare 

these findings with the findings of this dissertation.  

   Lastly, the NEP was also used in the regression analysis of this dissertation as one of 

the explanatory variables tested against ‘intention to live a more sustainable lifestyle’. 

The use of the NEP in regression modelling to investigate various types of environmental 

behaviour is common in the literature (Hawcroft & Milfont, 2010; Hunter & Rinner, 

2004; Pienaar et al., 2015; Paul C. Stern et al., 1999; Widegren, 1998). It was speculated 

that NEP would have a significant effect on the intention to live a more sustainable 

lifestyle.  
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2.5.4 Behavioural models: a summary and flow diagram 

   In summary, and to reinstate the key points, the theory and models described above 

provided a framework that guided the construction of the survey questions and helped 

bring coherency and logic to future discussions. They were helpful for providing 

explanations about the potential factors that characterise and influence sustainable 

lifestyle choices for the participants in this sample. Most importantly, they provided a 

‘policy focus’ to the current research. In other words, these models are ‘aids to thinking’ 

about the main psychological factors that can influence people’s potential transition to 

SLs, and they allow the researcher to quantify the relationships between these factors; 

based on this information, more strategic policy development is facilitated. 

   However, the models are not assumed to be comprehensive or highly accurate 

(Jackson 2005; Darton 2008). There are many complex influences that need to be 

accounted for in order to predict someone’s behaviour, let alone their lifestyle. The 

models do, nonetheless, cover some of the most important influences on behaviour, 

and they have been validated by extensive empirical research and ongoing 

development.   

   To finalise this section, we have included a diagram (Figure 4 below, pg. 66) which 

synthesises the explanatory variables of the TPB, NAM and NEP into the context of this 

dissertation. The diagram can be interpreted as follows: 

• The beliefs a person has about sustainable lifestyles (RQ3) underpin a person’s 

attitude towards sustainable living (e.g. I believe sustainable living is healthier, I like 

to be healthier – therefore – this belief favourably influences my attitude towards 

sustainable living).  

• Attitude, subjective norms (perceived social influence to live more sustainably) and 

perceived behavioural control (the extent that a person thinks sustainable living is 

within their control and not constrained by external forces) are direct antecedents 

to developing the intention to live more sustainably. These explanatory variables are 

drawn from the Theory of Planned Behaviour. 

• Another influence on people’s intention to live SLs stems from the degree of their 

‘environmental concern’ (e.g. ‘I think we will soon experience a major environmental 
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catastrophe; therefore, I will make more a committed attempt to live more 

sustainably’). Environmental concern is measured by the NEP scale.   

• The Norm Activation Model states that people’s awareness about the negative 

consequences that their lifestyle inflicts upon the environment (awareness of 

consequences), may develop into feelings of responsibility to live more sustainably 

(ascription of responsibility). Awareness of consequences and ascription of 

responsibility, consequently, underpin personal norms (e.g. a level of moral 

obligation that a person has for attempting to live more sustainably). Personal norms 

is another direct antecedent to the intention to live a more sustainable lifestyle.  

• Lastly, intention is presumed to be the strongest and most direct antecedent to the 

behavioural outcome (e.g. attempting to live a more sustainable lifestyle).  

Figure 4. TPB, NAM and NEP: a synthesis of the models in the context of this 
dissertation 
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3 RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

   Chapter 2 reviewed the literature on the ‘state of the planet’, building the argument 

that, among other things, current levels of resource use are damaging the environment. 

A case was made for adopting a ‘degrowth’ scenario as a means of addressing and 

potentially reverting unsustainable levels environmental degradation. One of the means 

to transition into a degrowth scenario, it was argued, is to encourage a wide-spread 

adoption of more sustainable lifestyles through tailored policies and social marketing 

strategies. Thus, several independent variables, related to the psychological and 

behaviour factors underpinning sustainable lifestyles (SLs), were identified in Chapter 2. 

These variables may represent ‘target areas’ for policy makers and social marketers 

whom wish to encourage SL, and they formulate the research questions of this 

dissertation (which will be restated below). 

   The current chapter explains the approach and methodology used to address our 

research questions about sustainable living. The chapter is divided into three sections. 

The first section restates the research aims and research questions, along with a 

description of the general research methods and paradigm (e.g. ‘moderate’ critical-

positivist social research). The second section focuses on the collection of the data (e.g. 

online survey) and a description of the sample (e.g. professional online panel). This 

section also includes a discussion and justification for the sample segmentation 

approach that was used. After, the survey questions are summarised in a table and the 

methods used to develop these questions are described. In the last part of this chapter, 

an outline of the statistical analyses is provided along with some of the study’s limitation 

and ethical considerations.  
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3.2 RESEARCH AGENDA    

Section 1.1 introduced the overarching aim of the work completed here, which was:  

• Research aim: To identify the key psychological and behavioural factors that 

characterise and influence different sustainable lifestyle choices in Australian 

societies. Based on this information, to suggest policies that help encourage and 

facilitate sustainable lifestyles to different segments of the Australian population. 

   Given this aim, Chapter 2 reviewed the literature on sustainable lifestyles and the 

associated behaviours of this lifestyle. The Theory of Planned Behaviour, Norm 

Activation Model and the New Ecological Paradigm scale were also discussed in relation 

to sustainable living. In this review, some key research topics (such as perceived barriers 

to sustainable living, beliefs about SLs and attitudes towards SLs) were identified which 

contributed to the development of the following research questions of this study:  

• RQ1. To what extent are sustainable lifestyles perceived as ‘normal’ in Australia 

(described as ‘something most people generally do’)? What forms of sustainable 

behaviours (for example, voluntarily reducing consumption and insulating your 

home) do the study participants perceive as ‘normal’, and what forms are seen as 

‘not normal’? How these perceptions of ‘normality’ potentially influence people’s 

transitions into more sustainable lifestyles? 

 

• RQ2. What are the potential links between political orientation and environmental 

concern, attitude towards the economy and sustainable lifestyles in Australia? How 

can policies that encourage more sustainable living be shaped in view of political 

orientation? 

 

• RQ3. What are some common beliefs towards sustainable lifestyles held by 

Australians (for example ‘it is a life of sacrifice’ or ‘it is more expensive)? How do 

Australians define a ‘sustainable lifestyle’? How do these beliefs, and perceived 

knowledge about sustainable living potentially influence people’s sustainable 

lifestyle choices? 

 

• RQ4. Which sectors of society (e.g. citizens, businesses, governments and scientists) 
are perceived to be causing the greatest environmental harm? Which of these 
sectors are perceived to hold the greatest responsibility for addressing these 
environmental issues? 
 

• RQ5. What are some perceived barriers of living a more sustainable lifestyle? How 

can these barriers be addressed through policy? 
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• RQ6. To what extent do the different lifestyle segment groups engage in sustainable 

behaviours? 

 

• RQ7. To what extent is the intention to live more sustainably influenced by 

environmental attitudes, perceived behavioural control, subjective norms, 

ascription of responsibility, awareness of consequences, personal norms, 

environmental concern and personality traits? 

   To remind the reader about the reasoning and theoretical support from the literature 

underpinning each of these research questions, the findings of this study (Chapter 4) are 

organised according to these research questions. The introductory section for each of 

the section of that chapter summarises the main arguments supporting the rationale for 

each RQ. In the current chapter, it is the methods that were used to address the RQs 

that are explained in Section 3.7 below.  

3.3 GENERAL RESEARCH METHOD 

   This research was predominantly quantitative and can be considered descriptive and 

explanatory. The term ‘predominantly’ is used because, as will be described in more 

detail below, an exploratory approach – based of qualitative data – helped deepen the 

analysis of how Australians define sustainable lifestyles. 

   Descriptive methodology focuses on the “how things are” (Neuman, 2014, p. 30). This 

dissertation is partly descriptive because it measures a range of variables derived from 

previous works and uses this information to describe ‘how’ the general characteristics 

of the sample are distributed. For example, (1) the level of environmental concern (as 

measured by the New Ecological Paradigm scale) of the sample; (2) the percentage of 

the sample that considers SLs to be ‘normal’ in Australia; (3) the socio-demographical 

characteristics of the respondents, and so on.  

   The descriptive approach relied largely on univariate analyses (Walter, 2010), such as 

frequency distributions, which were reported on bar graphs illustrating the percentages 

of responses for a given variable. This was also a common approach used in the Defra 

studies (2009, 2011). Another univariate analysis that was used in this dissertation was 

measures of central tendency, which reported the means of the responses for a given 

variable (Bryman, 2016; Walliman, 2006).  
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   A substantial part of the analysis involved comparing the four sustainable lifestyle 

groups. Initial comparisons between these groups were done descriptively, by analysing 

which groups ‘agreed’ more or revealed a higher ‘mean’ response for performing ‘[X] 

behaviour’ (for example). To identify significant differences between the responses of 

these groups, Kruskal-Wallis testing (Kruskal & Wallis, 1952) was used and will be 

described in more detail below.  This initial descriptive approach was useful for getting 

a better ‘feel’ for the data (Bryman, 2016; Neuman, 2014). In addition to being 

descriptive, this research was better informed by adopting an explanatory approach.  

   Explanatory methodology differs from descriptive because it seeks to understand 

‘why’ (instead of ‘how) something occurs. While descriptive research quantifies the 

independent variables, explanatory methodology tests potential cause-and-effect, or 

associations, between these variables to ‘explain’ changes in the dependent variable 

(Neuman, 2014).  The models used in this research, the Theory of Planned Behaviour, 

Norm Activation Model and New Ecological Paradigm scale, provide ‘cause-and-effect’ 

hypotheses that benefit from an explanatory approach.17  

   For example, following Ajzen’s model (1991, 2005), it can be hypothesised that positive 

attitudes towards sustainable lifestyles, and ‘high’ levels of subjective norms and 

perceived behavioural control (PBC) about SLs, will be positively associated with the 

‘intention’ to live more sustainably. Also, that changes in attitude, subjective norms and 

PBC may have links to the intention to live more sustainably (dependent variable). There 

were three explanatory analyses used in this research: chi-square test of independence, 

Kendall’s tau, and multiple regression analysis. These are explained in more detail in 

Section 3.8.  

   Lastly, an exploratory approach was required for open questioning about how people 

define a ‘sustainable lifestyle’. Exploratory methodology focuses on discovering new 

ideas or insights as opposed to collecting statistically accurate data (Bryman, 2016). 

Because there are no fixed definitions of ‘sustainable lifestyles’, open questioning was 

used to explore how the participants define this concept. However, exploratory 

methodology also does not provide ‘conclusions’ to research questions (Bryman, 2016; 

 
17 However, we have been careful in interpreting any findings as causal in this research. The terms 
‘potential links to’ or ‘potential associations with’ are commonly used in the results and discussion 
chapters. 
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Sarantakos, 2005). The open responses related to the definitions of sustainable living 

should be interpreted as suggestions about their meanings; which may be useful for 

increasing knowledge and guiding future quantitative work (Sarantakos, 2005).  

   In summary, the current research is methodologically ‘mixed’, in the sense that it is 

descriptive, explanatory and (to a much lesser extent) exploratory. This is not 

uncommon and it is now largely agreed that often times social research may be (or 

benefits from being) pluralistic (Howe, 2003, p. 81; Sarantakos, 2005, p. 11; Walter, 

2010, p. 11).  

3.3.1 Research Paradigm:  A ‘moderate’ critical-positivist social 

research perspective 

   A research paradigm can be described as “the basic belief system or worldview that 

guides the investigator, not only in choices of method but in ontologically and 

epistemologically fundamental ways” (Guba & Lincoln, 1994, p. 105). Because of the 

significant influences of the theory (Ajzen, 1991) and models (Riley E. Dunlap et al., 2000; 

S. Schwartz, 1977) on this research, which are based on empirical ‘cause-and-effect’ 

structures for discussing social phenomena, and that require deductive reasoning to 

explain these structures (e.g. attitude influences behaviour, his/her attitude is positive, 

therefore he/she is more likely to engage in that behaviour), this research naturally 

‘leans towards’ a realist ontology and objectivist epistemology; these are commonly 

associated with a ‘positivist social science’ paradigm (Aliyu, Bello, Kasim, & Martin, 2014; 

Neuman, 2014). Positivist social science (PSS), as defined by Neuman (2014, p. 97), is 

“an organized method for combining deductive logic with precise empirical observations 

of individual behaviour in order to discover and confirm a set of probabilistic casual laws 

that can be used to predict general patterns of human activity”.  

   Because most of the research questions (RQs) (quantitatively) investigated 

associations between independent variables and dependent variables, a PPS approach 

is appropriate. For example, ‘to what extent does attitude, perceived behavioural 

control, subjective norm, predict the intention to live a more sustainable lifestyle?; ‘to 

what extent are responses to perceptions of ‘normality’ and sustainable lifestyle choice 

(e.g. the segment groups) associated?’. Another key facet of PSS is hypothesis testing 

(Aliyu et al., 2014; Guba & Lincoln, 1994). Based on the assumptions of the behavioural 
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models influencing this work, there were several premises that were investigated in this 

study. For instance, that attitude towards the environment would be positively 

correlated with sustainable lifestyle choice, or that perceived behavioural control would 

be positively correlated with sustainable lifestyle choice, and so on.  

   Although PSS provides important belief systems that support the conduct of this 

research, there were some drawbacks that complicated a full adherence to this 

paradigm by this dissertation. Research based on PSS generally treats the data fairly 

objectively (Aliyu et al., 2014; Lee, 1991; Neuman, 2014; Sarantakos, 2005). In these 

instances, the researcher remains “neutral” in his examination of this supposedly 

objective data (Neuman, 2014, p. 102). To give an example, if the results of regression 

modelling show that ‘subjective norm’ explains the largest variance in the ‘intention to 

live a sustainable lifestyle’ (dependent variable), and that ‘attitude’ and ‘perceived 

behavioural control’ do not have a significant effect on that dependent variable, a strict 

adherence to PSS (which treats the data more ‘objectively’) may have limited a more 

critical analysis of potential hidden meanings behind these results.        

   To make such a claim, the researcher would also have to assume that the methods for 

gathering data were accurately measuring an objective ‘reality’. As was discussed 

previously, the Theory of Planned Behaviour and the Norm Activation Model have been 

criticised for their parsimony (Darnton, 2008; Alice Hendrickson Eagly & Chaiken, 1993; 

Alice H. Eagly & Chaiken, 2007; T. Jackson, 2005b) and should not be interpreted as an 

exhaustive account of human behaviour. These models do, nonetheless, cover some of 

the most important influences on behaviour, and they have been validated by extensive 

empirical research and ongoing development (which allows for the PSS deductive 

reasoning and hypothesis testing). Regardless, full adherence to the PSS paradigm may 

have constrained a more critical evaluation of the findings, which may be necessary for 

the broad (and yet undefined) concept of sustainable lifestyle.   

   Because of these limitations of the PSS paradigm – in the context of the study 

undertaken here – some aspects of ‘critical social science’ paradigm (CSS) (Neuman, 

2014, p. 110) were synthesised with the PSS to enhance the analysis. Like PSS, CSS is also 

founded on the assumption that a reality ‘exists’ and can be quantitatively measured 

(Aliyu et al., 2014; Neuman, 2014). However, reality is “imperfectly apprehensible 
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because of basically flawed human intellectual mechanisms and the fundamentally 

intractable nature of phenomena” (Guba & Lincoln, 1994, p. 110). In other words, CSS is 

‘critical’ about quantified accounts of reality and discussions about the findings of this 

work take into consideration possible shortcomings of the behavioural models.  

   Lastly, CSS was not adopted in full because of diversions in a few key areas. For 

example, CSS has a political ‘tone’ in its discussions and aims to change structures in 

society as opposed to influencing individuals (Neuman, 2014). This conflicts with the 

policy perspective of this dissertation, which uses behavioural theories to identify 

strategies for influencing citizens. With that said, the political approach of CSS was also 

not discredited in this work, and comments aimed at structure change are also 

developed in future discussions. That is partly because the degrowth literature also 

places some emphasis on structure change. However, addressing societal structures (for 

example, capitalist market systems or government) was not the main aim of this work, 

but this topic is included to provide a more comprehensive analysis.  

   The results of this synthesis can be thought of as a ‘moderate critical-positivist 

paradigm’, with aspects from both, but not fully adhering to either. Quantitative data is 

subjected to statistical analyses that suggest causal relationships (PSS), however, the 

‘reality’ of the results, in some instances, are treated with critical thought (CSS).  

3.4 METHODOLOGY 

   The following sections describe the methodology that was used to answer the research 

questions detailed above. The key points of the methodology have also been 

summarised in Table 2 below.  
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Table 2. Summary of data collection, sampling approach and data analysis 

Categories Description 

Data collection 

Online survey administered by professional online 

panel 

Sampling frame Living in Australia and over 18 

Final sample 1,002 participants proportional to adult Australian 

demographic in age, gender and living location 

Questionnaire 52 closed questions and four open questions 

Data analysis and 

presentation 

Bar graphs illustrating percentages of responses 

Line graphs illustrating means of responses. 

Kruskal-Wallis test showing statistical differences in 

responses between segment groups. 

Chi-square test of independence and Kendall’s tau 

testing as measures of association.  

Multiple regression analysis. 

3.5 DATA COLLECTION: INTRODUCTION 

   A large online survey was the main data collection method undertaken in this research. 

Semi-structured interviews were also conducted during the pilot stage of this study. No 

data were collected in the pilot stage. The purpose of the interviews was to improve the 

quality of the questionnaire and to deepen the researcher’s understanding of subtle 

aspects of the research. The survey was created with the LIME software provided by 

Griffith University.  

   The following sections describe the general content of the survey, how the survey was 

distributed, and the final sample size.  

3.5.1 Why use an online survey? 

   Surveys can provide accurate, reliable, and valid data, but require ‘fine tuning’ and a 

lot of effort to make sure the questions are not vague, incomplete, or collecting the 

wrong information (Neuman, 2014, p. 309). Other common issues include asking 

double-barrelled questions where two or more questions are asked simultaneously, or 

using jargon that people are unfamiliar with (Neuman, 2014). Because of these and 
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other potential complications, large surveys normally include a pilot-testing period 

where a small group of relevant respondents are asked to comment on the clarity of the 

questions, length of the survey and on how they interpreted the data (Neuman, 2014). 

The pilot-testing stage is described in more detail in the next section. 

   A benefit of using a survey is the ability to test various hypotheses and measure them 

against other researchers’ survey questions (provided similar questions and response 

variables are used) (Neuman, 2014). Additionally, the benefits of a self-administered 

Web survey (where an interviewer is not present and anonymity is kept) include the fact 

that they are generally more cost-effective and produce fast responses. More 

importantly, they may minimise the effect of ‘social desirability bias’ (defined as the 

tendency of survey respondents to answer questions in a manner that will be viewed 

favourably by others) (Bryman, 2016, p. 217). Without the presence of an interviewer, 

it is more likely that questions relating to the respondents’ sustainable behaviours, 

personal opinions and attitudes, level of income, or what he/she considers normal 

sustainable behaviours will not be over-stated as an effort to ‘appear more desirable’.  

   Some disadvantages of a self-administered Web survey include the fact that the 

interviewer cannot clarify a response when a respondent does not understand 

something, nor probe a respondent to elaborate on an answer, nor can the survey ask 

too many questions as it may reduce the response rate (Bryman, 2016, p. 224). 

Measures such as running a thorough pilot-testing phase, providing an attractive 

invitation letter and clear presentation to improve the response rate, minimising the use 

of salient questions, avoiding the overuse of open questions (respondents do not like to 

write!), ordering the questions of the survey questions a suitable manner (boring 

questions last), and careful planning of which response variables to use (and how they 

will be coded), are but some of the measures that can be taken to improve the quality 

of a survey (Bryman, 2016; Neuman, 2014; Sarantakos, 2005). In short, lots of planning 

and effort is required, but Web surveys can provide a large amount of timely and 

potentially less biased responses.  

3.5.2 Pilot interviews and development of survey 

   Pilot testing for this study had the goal of discovering the weaknesses, inadequacies, 

ambiguities, and overall problems of the research before actual data collection took 
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place (Sarantakos, 2005, p. 256). The pilot stage included a round of 12 semi-structured 

interviews. In addition, the survey was emailed to personal networks of the researcher’s 

supervisory team who provided detailed feedback. A total of 19 feedback responses (12 

from interviews and 7 from emails) were received. This process took place during 

August, 2017.  

   The pilot interviewees were through personal networks, such as work colleagues and 

fellow researchers. An attempt was made to procure a wide-range of individuals who 

were relevant to the study; meaning, individuals whom were likely to be attempting to 

live a more sustainable lifestyle and those that were not interested in sustainable living 

(the reasoning for this is explained in Section 3.6). The interviewees were notified that 

the survey was in the developing stages and that the primary goal of the interview was 

for feedback on the general content, clarity and length of the survey design. Hence, their 

responses were not included in, nor were relevant to, the data analysis.  

   Paper-based drafts of the survey guided the interview process. However, open 

questioning and impromptu commentary were also present in the process, hence the 

‘semi-structured’ nature of the interviews. Because the responses were not relevant to 

data analysis, the interviews were not electronically recorded and all corrections and 

comments were made on the paper-based surveys.    

   Feedback from the interviewees, and from the personal networks of the researcher’s 

supervisors, revealed two major criticisms of the original structure of the survey: the 

length (25-30 mins) and the tiresome repetition of similar questions. Regarding the 

latter, there are guidelines to using the Theory of Planned Behaviour and the Norm 

Activation Model which suggest that different questions should be very similarly worded 

(e.g. do you think sustainable living is ‘healthier’?; followed by, do you like lifestyles that 

are ‘healthier’?). Due to the feedback received, which uniformly critiqued this aspect of 

the survey, revisions had to be made. A detailed description of these revisions is 

provided in Section 3.7 where the more specific content of the survey is discussed.  

   After several revisions to the questionnaire, the final version was shortened to 18 mins 

(average) and included 57 questions (see Appendix A). The self-administered online Web 
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survey included 52 closed questions, and four open questions for topics that required 

further exploration (Neuman, 2014).18        

3.5.3 Sourcing the respondents: an introduction to online research 

panels  

   The sampling frame for this study was wide and the general requirements for 

participation included: be aged 18 or older (to make the results more comparable with 

most of the sustainable lifestyle research), be living in Australia, and have access to the 

internet and the ability to use a computer (may have excluded some in the ‘older’ 

demographic).  

   However, perhaps the most challenging criterion was that the research had to be 

equally appealing to individuals who are not interested in sustainable lifestyles, as to 

those who are already ‘greenies’ (and everything in between). In other words, due to 

the nature of the study, which involves attitudes towards sustainability-related themes, 

a key concern was that the response rate would be heavily biased towards individuals 

who already possess positive opinions about the environment (and who are therefore 

more likely to complete a ‘sustainability’ survey). 

   This was a concern because the current project was also interested in mainstream 

individuals, who may be wealth and/or consumption-oriented and have little or no 

concern about, or may even be opposed to, sustainable living. Their responses are 

especially important because they may represent the group that is of particular interest 

to policy makers whom wish to encourage more sustainable living.  

   Originally, a purposive sampling approach was going to be utilised. This approach 

allows the researcher to seek participants in a strategic manner, so only those deemed 

relevant to the study are included (Bryman, 2016, p. 408). In the case of the 

‘mainstreamers’, email invitations were going to be sent to brokerage firms, students at 

MBA courses, business groups and universities in the hopes that these individuals are, 

 
18 The number of questions each participant answered depended on their answers. To give some 
examples, if someone stated ‘no’ to ‘attempting to live a more sustainable lifestyle’, they were omitted 
from questions regarding ‘influencing others’. Also, individuals who stated they had children, were 
omitted from answering if they were ‘planning on having children’. If they answered ‘no’ to providing 
suggestions to promote SL, they were omitted from question 59 (open question). Although there were 
57 questions in total, the number of questions any individual could answer varied between 48 and 55 
questions.  
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perhaps, more wealth orientated and less likely to share attributes with committed 

greenies.  In the case with those committed to sustainability, invitations were going to 

be sent to online communities associated with sustainable living.  

   However, this approach also potentially increased the chances of including a 

disproportionate number of individuals at both extreme ends of the spectrum (not 

‘green’ at all or very committed ‘greens’); and this research was interested in the whole 

‘spectrum’ of individuals. In fact, a major drawback of purposive sampling is that it limits 

the extent to which findings can be generalised to a population (Neuman, 2014), and 

the current study was trying to maintain representativeness as best as possible. As such, 

it was decided to contract an organisation that has access to a large professional online 

survey panel.  

   Professional online survey panels consist of individuals who take part in surveys on a 

semi-regular basis in return for some financial gain. These individuals are commonly 

termed ‘professional respondents’, although what constitutes a professional 

respondent is contested in the literature because researchers use different criteria to 

describe the term (for instance, minimum amount of surveys one has to complete per 

month and so on) (Hillygus, Jackson, & Young, 2014). 

   Some of the advantages of an online panel include the speed of data collection, access 

to participants on a nation-wide basis, ability to include low-incidence groups, and ability 

to run background data collection (Hillygus et al., 2014; Matthijsse, De Leeuw, & Hox, 

2015). 

   The major apprehension towards professional respondents, however, relates to data 

quality. Authors have expressed concern that these respondents may incite 

measurement error by not taking the survey seriously, providing fraudulent responses 

and/or rushing through the survey (Baker et al., 2010; Toepoel, Das, & Soest, 2008). 

Professional respondents may also experience ‘panel conditioning’. This is when 

respondents become so used to the survey process that they may “act less and less like 

the general public they are intended to represent” (Chang & Krosnick, 2009, p. 648).  

   To investigate such claims (and due to the increasing popularity of online panels), 

quantitative research on professional respondents has been growing and the results are 

promising. For instance, Hillygus et al. (2014) conducted a study to compare the efficacy 
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of professional respondents against non-professional respondents (total matched 

sample size was 55,400 individuals). The study concluded (Hillygus et al., 2014, p. 233): 

In contrast to some expectations, we did not find consistent evidence that more 
professional respondents gave less thoughtful responses to the questionnaire. 
On the contrary, frequent survey-takers spent more time completing the 
questionnaire, were less likely to attrite, were less likely to straight-line, and 
reported putting more effort into answering the survey. 

   In another study, which included 17 online panels (total sample size of 76,310 

respondents), wide variations were found between an online sample and the 

representative population in relation to smoking behaviours, cell phone ownership and 

willingness to recommend certain products (R. Walker, Pettit, & Rubinson, 2009). 

However, in their final analysis the researchers concluded that there was not enough 

evidence to suggest that there was a statistical difference between the online panels to 

the non-professional respondents.  

   In addition, Matthijsse et al. (2015) conducted a latent class analysis of online 

respondents from 19 different online panels (total sample size was 9,461 respondents). 

The researchers wanted to investigate whether different types of respondents exist in 

these panels (and how they differ), and whether these respondents provide data of 

lower quality.            

   Their results suggest that online panels are made up of both professional and ‘non-

professional’ members (individuals who take the surveys infrequently and do so for 

altruistic motives). The professional respondents, or frequent survey takers, are more 

motivated by financial incentives. However, “incentive alone is not enough motivation 

for the professional respondent, since ‘‘fun’’ also proved to be an important factor for 

participation” (Matthijsse et al., 2015, p. 86). More importantly, in their final analysis 

the authors state, “[w]e could not find much empirical support for the common belief 

that professional respondents pose a threat to the quality of survey data” (Matthijsse et 

al., 2015, p. 86). Similar findings are also reported by Chang and Krosnick (2009) and De 

Wulf and Berteloot (2007).  

   In addition, psychological research has provided some evidence that cognitive tasks 

improve with repetition (E. R. Smith, Branscombe, & Bormann, 1988), which may also 

result in enhancing the accuracy of professional respondents who become familiar with 
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a range of topics and with the survey taking process in general (Chang & Krosnick, 2009). 

This phenomenon, called ‘socratic effect’, was vigorously tested by Jagodzinski, Kühnel, 

and Schmidt (1987) in survey panel research, in which the authors concluded that 

consistency of responses increased as respondents gained more experience on the 

survey topics.  

   Hence, after a review of the ‘online panel’ literature, and the growing popularity of 

this approach, it was decided that a non-probability online survey panel would best 

satisfy the goals of the current study. That is because it was hoped that a large nation-

wide sample would increase the likelihood of obtaining a representative account of the 

Australian population.  

3.5.4 Development of the survey: Pureprofile, data quality control and 

representativeness of sample 

   The company selected to provide the online survey panel was ‘Pureprofile’. This was 

due to a reputable history of customer reviews (mostly researchers and marketers) and 

because of the strict data quality measurements which the company have set in place.19  

For instance, their users are sent only 4-5 surveys per month in an effort to avoid 

overburdening their respondents. There are also IP address matching measures in place 

to ensure users are responding from the countries they say they are. Furthermore, there 

are various measures in place to identify ‘straight lining’ (when users choose the same 

point on a scale five times in a row), ‘speeders’ (respondents who complete the survey 

within 30% of the estimated survey length) and ‘nonsensical respondents’ (users who 

provide invalid or unacceptable answer to open ended response). Individuals who are 

caught engaging in these behaviours are excluded from the panel.   

   In addition to these measures, the survey included a ‘tripping question’ to filter out 

disengaged respondents. The question was ‘If you are paying attention, please select 

number ‘2’ (presented on a 5-point scale), individuals who did not choose number 2 

were excluded from the survey.   

   Lastly, another reason Pureprofile was selected was because they have a large 

participant base distributed across Australia. This enabled the sample of this research to 

 
19 For a more detailed account of PureProfile’s data quality control visit:  
https://business.pureprofile.com/quality-control. 

https://business.pureprofile.com/quality-control
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match the Australian population in the distribution of gender, age, education and living 

location. The main limitation – which potentially affected the results – was that the 

sample provided by Pureprofile included a larger proportion of ‘unemployed’ individuals 

with slightly lower income than the Australian average. This may be because a number 

of individuals from ‘professional online panels’ may be in-between jobs and making 

‘extra cash’ via the online panels in the meanwhile. In Appendix B, tables are provided 

that illustrate and the representativeness of the sample in regard to the adult Australian 

population.   

3.5.5 Cover letter and introduction to the survey 

   To attract a wide range of individuals, with diverse attitudes towards sustainable 

lifestyles, it was critical that the ‘tone’ of the cover letter be made as neutral as possible 

to avoid over-representation of individuals with positive views about the environment 

or, conversely, to prematurely deter individuals who do not like to discuss 

environmental issues. Hence, efforts were made to make the cover letter appealing to 

a wide range of individuals from diverse attitudinal backgrounds. In Appendix C, an 

illustration of the cover letter is provided.  

3.5.6 The participants 

   Initially, a total of 1, 035 completed responses to the survey were obtained. Of these, 

33 respondents were excluded in subsequent analysis using a data cleaning process 

where the researcher used box plots to identify outliers, which were individually 

analysed to identify whether they had genuinely completed the survey, or whether they 

had ‘fast-clicked’. This data cleaning stage relied on the researcher’s own subjective 

discretion and expertise in identifying inconsistent patterns in the responses. A genuine 

effort was made to identify potential frauds in the sample. This process went over a 

period of one and a half months. In the end, there were a total of 1,002 participants in 

the survey. As the online survey was stopped once a predetermined number of 

respondents were reached, technically a response rate cannot be calculated.  
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3.6 SAMPLE SEGMENTATION: INTRODUCTION 

   Previous sections have thus far made references to the importance of sampling a 

spectrum of individuals from a range of attitudinal and behavioural backgrounds. In 

other words, this research attempted to obtain a representative account of the 

proportion of individuals in Australia whom have negative or positive attitudes (and 

everything in between) towards sustainable lifestyles. This section discusses the 

methodology used to identify the individuals along this ‘spectrum’ and how this 

influences future data analysis.  

   This section provides a description of the sampling methodology used for identifying 

the different ‘levels’ of sustainable living.     

3.6.1 Identifying levels of ‘sustainable lifestyles’: a self-identity 

approach 

   Sample segmentation has been regarded as an effective approach to the policy and 

social marketing orientated literature (Backhaus et al., 2013; Defra, 2011; Poortinga & 

Darnton, 2016; Rettie et al., 2012). This approach helps researchers and decision makers 

better understand the characteristics that can be (more narrowly) attributed to different 

subgroups of the population. As a result, policies and strategies can be tailored for these 

subgroups. There are, however, limitations to the practical implementation regarding 

how to segment the public. For instance, if the segments are not defined by socio-

demographical characteristics, some sort of ‘screening tool’ may be needed (Poortinga 

& Darnton, 2016). This is a common issue with this methodology and – once more 

information has been provided – we discuss this topic in more detail in Section 5.10.  

   In this dissertation, self-identification was chosen as the method for identifying the 

various ‘degrees of sustainable living’ in the sample (further explanation below). The 

respondents were asked: “Do you consider yourself to be living (or attempting to live) a 

more sustainable lifestyle?” (to remind the reader, the results to this question will 

frequently be referred to as the variable ‘SL choice’ in future discussions). Possible 

responses were:20 

 
20 A description of what was meant by a ‘sustainable lifestyle’ was provided prior to this question. See 
Appendix A, question 1, for details.  
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(1) Yes – I am very committed to living a more sustainable lifestyle and make daily efforts 
to live as sustainably as I can. 

(2) Somewhat yes – I am somewhat committed to living a more sustainable lifestyle, 
though it is not a major priority in my life. 

(3) Somewhat no – I am not attempting to live a more sustainable lifestyle, though I 
sometimes engage in one or two sustainable behaviours such as recycling and/or 
composting. 

(4) No – I am not attempting to live a sustainable lifestyle at all.  

 
   These four response categories represent the four main groups that are discussed in 

Chapters 4 and 5. Throughout the remainder of this work, these groups above have been 

re-named as follows: those who answered ‘yes’ to the question above will be referred 

to as ‘SL4’. The ‘somewhat yes’ respondents will be renamed ‘SL3’. The ‘somewhat no’ 

respondents will be referred to as ‘SL2’, and the ‘no’ respondents will be referred to as 

‘SL1’. To minimise future confusion, the groups have been arranged in numerical order 

from SL1 (least committed to a sustainable lifestyle) to SL4 (most committed to a SL).  

3.6.2 Justification for the self-identity approach used to segment the 

sample  

   The use of self-identification was supported by a number of studies that have 

considered self-identity to be a significant contributor to a person’s attitudes, intentions 

and behaviour (Biddle, Bank, & Slavings, 1987; Gecas, 1982; K. Hamilton & M. White, 

2008; Mannetti, Pierro, & Livi, 2004; Stets & Biga, 2003; Stryker, 1987; Whitmarsh & 

O'Neill, 2010). For example, Stets and Biga (2003) used structural equation modelling to 

identify the extent that environmental behaviour was influenced by environmental self-

identity, environmental attitudes, gender and political ideology. The authors concluded 

“environment identity has the strongest significant effect, relative to the other effects, 

on environmental attitudes (β= .45,p <.05; β= .35, p <.05)… and [sustainable] behaviour 

(β= .31, p< .05)” (Stets & Biga, 2003, p. 416).  
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   Research that specifically used the Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB) as part of their 

methods have also found self-identity to be an reliable contributor to explaining and/or 

predicting behaviour (Carfora, Caso, Sparks, & Conner, 2017; Fielding et al., 2008; K. 

Hamilton & M. White, 2008; Paquin & Keating, 2017; Rise, Sheeran, & Hukkelberg, 2010; 

Terry et al., 1999; Whitmarsh & O'Neill, 2010). Terry et al. (1999, p. 239 [emphasis 

added]) added self-identity to the TPB in an inquiry into recycling behaviour and 

concluded that “self-identity emerged as an independent predictor of intention [β= .21, 

p< .001]”. Whitmarsh and O'Neill (2010) used regression modelling to test the effects of 

supplementing the TPB with self-identity in predicting a range of sustainable behaviours. 

The authors’ concluded that “pro-environmental self-identity was a significant predictor 

for several of these categories of behaviours, namely waste reduction, regular water and 

domestic energy conservation, and eco-shopping and eating” (Whitmarsh & O'Neill, 

2010, p. 311).21 

   Identity theory, as well, suggests that self-identity can predict behaviour (Stryker, 

1987; J. C. Turner, Oakes, Haslam, & McGarty, 1994). Part of the reason is that 

individuals may, to a large extent, perceive themselves as social constructs instead of 

distinct psychological ‘beings’ (Mead & Morris, 1934; Stryker, 1968). Consequently, 

individuals will carry out the expected roles associated with their social construct 

identities (Stryker, 1968; J. C. Turner, 1986; J. C. Turner et al., 1994). This logic is can be 

explained as follows: 

…when the salient basis for self-conception is a specific social identity, an 
individual's behaviour will become group-based and guided by the norms of that 
social category or group. The process of categorising oneself in terms of a 
particular social identity results in an accentuation of similarities between the 
self and other in group members and differences between the self and outgroup 
members. Thus, the behaviour and expectations of other group members will 
act as a guide for appropriate behaviour (Fielding et al., 2008, p. 319). 

 
21 These studies measured environmental self-identity through the statements: ‘I think of myself as an 
environmentally-friendly consumer’, (Carfora et al., 2017; Whitmarsh & O'Neill, 2010) ‘I think of myself 
as someone who is very concerned with environmental issues’, ‘I would be embarrassed to be seen as 
having an environmentally friendly lifestyle’ (Whitmarsh & O'Neill, 2010), ‘to engage in household 
recycling is an important part of who I am’ (Terry et al., 1999), ‘I am an advocate of the natural 
environment’ (Stets & Biga, 2003), and ‘I think of myself as an environmental activist’ (Fielding et al., 
2008). Whereas the current research was more ‘specific’ in asking about ‘sustainable lifestyles’ more 
directly.  
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   In the context of this study, it was expected that those who self-identified on a scale 

from one (not living sustainably at all) to four (living very sustainably) would also (to an 

extent) carry out expected roles and possess attitudes proportional to their level of self-

identification. The results of this study, which consistently provided distinct and pre-

determined traits that were characteristic of each group (such as levels of attitude 

towards sustainability-related themes, sustainable behaviours and types of opinions), 

provide some indication that people are consistent in their responses when they self-

identify, on a 4-point rating scale, as ‘attempting to live a more sustainable lifestyle’. 

   The self-identification question presented above was going to be one of the many 

items applied to a clustering process; and some preliminary (two-step) clustering 

analyses were run. In these analyses we included the participants’ responses about their 

sustainable behaviours, environmental attitudes, personal norms, NEP scale and a mix 

of several other variables (discussed in detail below). However, the complexity of this 

approach proved unnecessary because once data analysis commenced, the results 

indicated that the self-identity question (above) was consistently ranked as the 

strongest predictor. When the sample was divided according to the four self-identified 

groups, we found that they provided adequately distinct and consistent response 

patterns. For example, the individuals who answered ‘no’ to ‘attempting to live a more 

sustainable lifestyle’ (SL1), also demonstrated they generally had more negative 

attitudes, engaged in sustainable behaviours less frequently and had lower moral 

obligations to live more sustainably than the individuals from the SL2, SL3 and SL4 

groups, in that order. This is an important finding in itself, which we discuss in relation 

to the importance of social identities in later sections. 

   Socio-demographical characteristics were not taken into account in this group 

segmentation process since they have not been considered predictors of sustainable 

lifestyles (Defra, 2008). In support of this, there has been a plethora of conflicting results 

the literature about what socio-demographics should be associated with ‘pro-

environmental behaviours and attitudes’ (Bucic, Harris, & Arli, 2012; Gilg, Barr, & Ford, 

2005; Harraway et al., 2012; Hines, Hungerford, & Tomera, 1987; Kent & Dunlap, 1980; 

Martínez-Carrasco et al., 2015; Rakic & Rakic, 2015; Roberts, 1996; Roper & Wax, 1990; 

Straughan & Roberts, 1999). We will outline some of these demographical 

characteristics, along with the results of the work completed here, in Chapter 4. 
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   Lastly, a potential limitation of this approach is that it excludes individuals who may 

not be consciously attempting to live more sustainably, but still engage with several 

sustainable habits. Given the nature of this study, which measures constructs such as 

‘intentions’ and ‘moral obligation’ to live more sustainably, we were interested in 

individuals who are aware of their green living attempts (or lack of attempt). Influential 

literature on sustainable living discusses this concept as some form of conscious 

attempt, or effort (Backhaus et al., 2013; Evans & Abrahamse, 2009; Shirani et al., 2015). 

Based on these previous works, it could be argued that the people who unconsciously 

engage with sustainable living represent a minority of individuals and the exclusion of 

these individuals may not affect our findings to a significant extent.  

3.7 SURVEY QUESTIONS USED TO ADDRESS THE OVERARCHING AIM AND 

RESEARCH QUESTIONS OF THIS STUDY: INTRODUCTION 

   This section presents the methods and general approach used to develop the research 

questions. Critical to note is that, in Chapter 4, these questions are restated along with 

discussions outlining their theoretical basis for inclusion in the research. The discussion 

that follows focuses on methodological aspects of measuring the relevant variables. 

Lastly – to facilitate an understanding of the questions used in this work – a table 

summarising the questions presented below (and a brief description of their content 

and purpose) has also been provided in Appendix D.  

3.7.1 Questions related to RQ1 

RQ1: To what extent are sustainable lifestyles perceived as ‘normal’ in Australia 

(described as ‘something most people generally do’)? What forms of sustainable 

behaviours (for example, voluntarily reducing consumption and insulating your home) 

do the study participants perceive as ‘normal’, and what forms are seen as ‘not normal’? 

How these perceptions of ‘normality’ potentially influence people’s transitions into 

more sustainable lifestyles? 

   Three statements used to address RQ1 were: (1) ‘attempting to live a more sustainable 

lifestyle is considered ‘normal’ in Australia’, (2) ‘I would feel embarrassed if my friends 

thought my lifestyle was purposefully environmentally friendly’ (both statements were 

measured on 7-point disagree-agree scales), and (3) ‘rate the extent that you think 
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[these behaviours] are ‘normal – not normal’ in Australian society’ (measured on a 4-

point ‘not normal’ to ‘normal’ scale). 

   The questions used to investigate ‘normal’ were derived from the work of Rettie et al. 

(2012) (e.g. we adopted their scale from ‘not normal’ to ‘normal’). Most of the 

behaviours that were assessed for RQ1 were extracted from the Defra (2008) study, 

which presented a list of 30 sustainable behaviours the authors deemed ‘important’ (the 

behaviours are presented in Chapter 4). Interestingly, none of the behaviours outlined 

by Defra’s government report included reducing material consumption. Nonetheless, 

reducing consumption has been added to the current project due to the importance 

degrowth places on this practice. The statement related to feelings of ‘embarrassment’ 

was also adopted from Defra’s (2009) work. However, they used a 5-point scale in their 

analysis whereas a 7-point scale was used here.  

3.7.2 Questions related to RQ2 

RQ2: What are the potential links between political orientation and environmental 

concern, attitude towards the economy and sustainable lifestyles in Australia? How can 

policies that encourage more sustainable living be shaped in view of political 

orientation? 

   RQ2 was assessed via two statements: (1) ‘which of the following political parties are 

you most likely to vote for?’ (13 response categories were provided), and (2) ‘wide-

spread adoption of more sustainable lifestyles would:’ (measured on a 7-point ‘harm the 

Australian economy’ to ‘benefit the Australian economy’). 

   Statement ‘1’ (above) was purposely left to the end of the questionnaire due to 

evidence that an earlier inclusion this question may have influenced other attitudinal 

responses (Unsworth & Fielding, 2014). The political parties chosen are outlined in 

Chapter 4 and they represent Australia’s major political parties. Attitude towards 

economic consequences of SLs (statement ‘2’), was measured using a bipolar adjective 

scale (e.g. something is ‘bad’ versus something is ‘good’). This is a suggested measure 

for ‘attitudes’ according to the TPB guidelines (Ajzen, 2005).  
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3.7.3 Questions related to RQ3 

RQ3: What are some common beliefs towards sustainable lifestyles held by Australians 

(for example ‘it is a life of sacrifice’ or ‘it is more expensive)? How do Australians define 

a ‘sustainable lifestyle’? How do these beliefs, and perceived knowledge about 

sustainable living potentially influence people’s sustainable lifestyle choices? 

   Beliefs about SLs were investigated with the statement ‘in my opinion, living a more 

sustainable lifestyle would (measured on a 7-point ‘strongly disagree’ to ‘strongly 

agree’):’ 

a. Involve giving up habits in my life which I enjoy. 

b. Involve left wing political inclination. 

c. Be more expensive than a non-sustainable lifestyle. 

d. Be a ‘hippie’ lifestyle. 

e. Be a healthier lifestyle 

f. Require too much effort. 

   These beliefs were drawn from the works of from Shirani et al. (2015), Bedford et al. 

(2004), McCright and Dunlap (2011) and Gifford (2011). 

   Perceived knowledge was measured with the statement ‘I am unclear about what a 

‘more sustainable’ lifestyle actually means (measured on a 7-point ‘strongly disagree’ to 

‘strongly agree’). In future regression analysis, this statement represents the variable 

‘knowledge about SL’. 

   Open questioning was also used to assess this RQ, with the question ‘using 5 or less 

descriptive words or a couple of short phrases, how do you describe a ‘sustainable 

lifestyle’?’. This question was used to gain a better understanding of how people define 

sustainable living.  

   Lastly, attitude towards environment groups was measured with ‘I find the information 

provided by environment groups to be (measured on a 7-point ‘annoying’ to ‘useful’). 

Beliefs about environment groups’ performance was investigated with ‘do you think that 

environment groups do an adequate job at promoting more sustainable behaviours and 

lifestyles? (measured on a 7-point ‘definitely not’ to ‘definitely yes’). To clarify the 

difference, according to the TPB logic, an individual could have a positive attitude 

towards environmetn groups, but disagree that they are doing ‘an adequate job’ (e.g. 

their belief). 
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3.7.4 Questions related to RQ4 

RQ4: Which sectors of society (e.g. citizens, businesses, governments and scientists) are 

perceived to be causing the greatest environmental harm? Which of these sectors are 

perceived to hold the greatest responsibility for addressing these environmental issues? 

   This RQ was assessed with the questions, (1) ‘who do you think contributes the most 

to environmental damages?’ and (2) ‘who do you think holds the greatest responsibility 

for addressing environmental issues?’. Possible answers included: (a) large businesses, 

(b) citizens and their everyday habits, (c) governments and (d) science and technology 

(each category was ranked on a 7-point ‘strongly disagree’ to ‘strongly agree’ scale).  

   The categories included in these questions (e.g. citizens, governments, large 

businesses and science and technology) were drawn from Defra’s work and the 

degrowth literature. In Chapter 4, we restate the theoretical explanation (derived from 

Section 2.4.8) for ‘why’ these questions have been included in this dissertation.  

3.7.5 Questions related to RQ5 

RQ5: What are some perceived barriers of living a more sustainable lifestyle? How can 

these barriers be addressed through policy? 

   The challenges (used interchangeably with ‘barriers’) to sustainable living were 

investigated with the question, ‘how often do you feel like (measured on a 7-point ‘very 

infrequently’ to ‘very frequently’): 

a. There are not enough 'green' products to enable you to live more sustainably? 

b. 'Green' products are too expensive for you to live more sustainably? 

c. You do not have the knowledge to live more sustainably? 

d. You do not have enough government support to live more sustainably (e.g. 

subsidies for solar panels, informational campaigns, financial incentives, etc.)? 

e. You do not have enough time to live more sustainably? 

f. There is not enough public transport for you to live more sustainably? 

g. Your 'unsustainable habits' are too hard to break for you to live more 

sustainably? 

   These items were all drawn from the literature reviewed in Section 2.4.7. The approach 

used for measuring this construct – using the ‘perceived frequency’ that people 

experience a constraint – is similar to investigating the beliefs underpinning ‘perceived 

behavioural control’ in the TPB (Conner & Sparks, 2005). In fact, there are conceptual 
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links between ‘perceived behavioural control’ and ‘perceived barriers’ (Conner & Sparks, 

2005). However, ‘perceived barriers’ is not analysed as PBC in the regression model due 

to a lack of empirical evidence confirming it can be treated as such. This question is, 

therefore, discussed under the general concept of ‘perceived barriers to sustainable 

living’.  

3.7.6 Questions related to RQ6  

RQ6: To what extent are the reported sustainable behaviours performed differently by 

the different lifestyle segment groups? 

   Sustainable behaviours were measured on a frequency ‘never – always’ as a previous 

review of the literature has found that “[m]ost existing PEB [pro-environmental 

behaviours] instruments” have used these types of scales (Larson et al., 2015, p. 121). 

The behavioural categories included were drawn from the works of (Defra, 2011; 

Markle, 2013; P. C. Stern, 2000). As mentioned, an attempt was made to include a 

spectrum of behaviours from the more abstract (e.g. researching ethical investments of 

banks) to the more common (e.g. recycling). The list of behaviours is presented once 

more in Chapter 4. 

   Also included under ‘sustainable behaviours’ was dietary habits. The focus of this 

question was primarily on the amount of vegetarians and vegans in the sample (due to 

the potential environmental benefits incurred from a minimising meat consumption on 

a wide-scale). We discuss this further in Chapter 4.  

3.7.7 Questions related to RQ7 

RQ7: To what extent is the intention to live more sustainably influenced by 

environmental attitudes, perceived behavioural control, subjective norms, ascription of 

responsibility, awareness of consequences, personal norms, environmental concern and 

personality traits? 

   This section is dived into three parts. First, questions related to the Theory of Planned 

Behaviour are discussed, followed by the Norm Activation Model questions, before 

finalising with a presentation of the items used in the New Ecological Paradigm scale.  
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3.7.7.1 Question related to the Theory of Planned Behaviour 

Subjective norms 

   Subjective norms were investigated with two statements that were similarly worded 

to previous works (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980; Bamberg & Schmidt, 2003; Manstead & Van 

Eekelen, 1998; Sparks & Shepherd, 2002). These statements were: (1) ‘most people who 

are important to me think I should live a sustainable lifestyle’; and (2) ‘I feel I am under 

social pressure to live a sustainable lifestyle’ (both statements were measured on a 7-

point ‘strongly disagree’ to ‘strongly agree’ scale). As mentioned in Section 2.5.1.2, these 

questions are representative of ‘injunctive’ norms (perceptions that relevant others 

want you to do something). Descriptive norms (perceptions that most relevant others 

are doing something), is a relatively new addition to the TPB (Fishbein & Ajzen, 2010).  

   Originally, both statements presented above were going to be used as the ‘subjective 

norms’ construct in the regression analysis. However, the internal consistency of these 

items, measured using Cronbach’s alpha (Cronbach, 1951), was quite low (α= .531). This 

is an issue that has been identified in previous work and resulted in those authors 

adopting only statement ‘1’ (e.g. most people who are important to me think I should 

perform [X] behaviour) as their measure of subjective norms (Sparks & Shepherd, 2002).  

   In the presentation of the results in Chapter 4, both items were analysed as ‘subjective 

norms’ in the more descriptive analyses. This is to provide a better understanding of the 

differences between ‘feeling pressure’ and the perception that ‘most people think you 

should do ‘something’. However, regression analysis only includes statement ‘most 

people who are important to me think I should live a sustainable lifestyle’ as a measure 

of subjective norms. 

Perceived behavioural control 

   Perceived behavioural control (PBC) was measured with the statement ‘in general, do 

you think that living a sustainable lifestyle is ultimately up to you, or do you think that 

there are too many external barriers that get in the way (e.g. lack of affordable products, 

infrastructure, government support, etc.)?’ (measured on a 7-point: ‘living sustainably is 

completely beyond my control’ to ‘living sustainably is completely up to me’).  
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   In Section 2.5.1.3 it was discussed how PBC may be better conceptualised as a multi-

dimensional construct and statements related to ‘difficulty’ (in addition to statements 

about ‘control’) may add depth to its measurement. In hindsight, inclusion of 

‘difficulty/easy’ statements would have been useful to gain a better understanding of 

the multi-dimensional properties of this construct. However, due to a lack of established 

guidelines for investigating the multi-dimensionality of PBC, we adopted Ajzen’s often 

used question and will consider PBC the “overarching, superordinate construct that is 

comprised of two lower-level components: self-efficacy and controllability” Ajzen (2002, 

p. 680). Nonetheless, the reader should keep in mind that, perhaps, the question used 

is simply a measurement of the unidimensional construct of control and not a (potential) 

multi-dimensional conceptualisation of PBC.  

Attitude 

   Attitude is commonly measured on a bipolar adjective scale (e.g. something ‘bad’ 

versus something ‘good’). The statement used to investigate this construct was ‘I 

consider sustainable lifestyles to be:’ (measured on a 7-point ‘worthless’ to ‘valuable’ 

scale). The choice of the scale values – from ‘worthless’ to ‘valuable’ – originated from 

the information provided on Icek Ajzen’s website and from a previous TPB study (Carfora 

et al., 2017).  

Intention 

   Behavioural intention was measured through two questions: (1) ‘I intend to continue 

living a more sustainable lifestyle?’ and (2) ‘I intend to live a more sustainable lifestyle?’ 

(both measured on a 7-point ‘extremely unlikely’ to ‘extremely likely’).  

   Question ‘1’ was only introduced to individuals who self-identified as attempting to 

live a more sustainable lifestyle, and question ‘2’ was only introduced to those who did 

not self-identify as such. To remind the reader, in Section 3.6.1 we presented the 

question used for categorising people who self-identified as ‘attempting to live a more 

sustainable lifestyle’. This question was measured on a 4-point scale from ‘no’ to ‘yes’ 

(refer to that section for clarification). Therefore, those who answered ‘yes’ or 

‘somewhat yes’ were omitted from answering question ‘2’ above. 
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   The reason for the two separate intention questions was purely grammatical (it would 

be illogical to ask someone who is already stated they are attempting to live a more 

sustainable lifestyle if they intended to live a more sustainable lifestyle). Nonetheless, 

both the questions are still relating to the same target of ‘sustainable living’. In addition, 

the concept of time is equally broad to both because no specific time frame is provided; 

therefore conforming to the principle of compatibility. The responses to both these 

statements were combined and treated as a single variable of ‘intention’. 

Personality traits 

   Personality traits were measured using the ‘Big-Five’ scale (Robert R McCrae & Costa 

Jr, 1999), which is an established scale and the guidelines were followed accordingly. 

Each personality trait consists of two of the items (measured on a 7-point ‘strongly 

disagree’ to ‘strongly agree’) and their scores were combined to create a single 

construct. These items were: 

a. Extraverted, enthusiastic 
b. Critical, quarrelsome. 
c. Dependable, self-disciplined. 
d. Anxious, easily upset. 
e. Open to new experiences, complex. 
f. Reserved, quiet. 
g. Sympathetic, warm. 
h. Disorganized, careless. 
i. Calm, emotionally stable. 
j. Conventional, uncreative. 

   Each of the personality traits were measured as follows: 

- Extraversion: item ‘a’ (extraverted) and reversed coded item ‘f’ (reserved). 

- Agreeableness: reverse coded item ‘b’ (critical) and item ‘g’ (sympathetic). 

- Conscientiousness: item ‘c’ (dependable) and reverse coded item ‘h’ (disorganised). 

- Emotional stability: reverse coded item ‘d’ (anxious) and item ‘I’ (calm). 

- Openness to experiences: item ‘e’ (open to new experiences) and reverse coded 

item ‘j’ (conventional).   
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3.7.7.2 Questions related to the Norm Activation Model and NEP 

   The questions below were adopted in a similar fashion to previous works that have 

used the constructs of the Norm Activation Model (NAM) (Bamberg et al., 2007; Dalvi-

Esfahani et al., 2017; Han et al., 2015; Paul C. Stern et al., 1999).  

Awareness of consequences 

   In order to measure the extent that an individual is aware of the consequences of his 

or her behaviours and lifestyle, the following question was used:  ‘I believe my lifestyle, 

and the daily behaviours associated with it, are damaging the environment’ (measured 

on a 7-point ‘strongly disagree’ to ‘strongly agree’ scale). This form of measurement for 

AC is aligned with the work of Bamberg et al. (2007) and original depictions of the AC 

construct (S. Schwartz, 1977). 

Ascription of responsibility 

   Ascription of responsibility was measured with the statement ‘it’s only worth doing 

environmentally-friendly things if the government, businesses and other people do it too’ 

(measured on a 7-point ‘strongly disagree to ‘strongly agree’). Another common 

statement used to measure this construct is ‘I feel jointly responsible for [environmental 

problem]’ (De Groot & Steg, 2009). This statement was avoided because ‘jointly 

responsible’ was considered too vague.  

Personal norms    

   Personal norms (PN) was assessed with the often-used concepts of feeling ‘morally 

obliged’ and a ‘sense of guilt’ (Dalvi-Esfahani et al., 2017; De Groot & Steg, 2009; Han et 

al., 2015). The two statements used were ‘I feel morally obliged to adopt a more 

sustainable lifestyle, regardless of what others do’ and ‘I sometimes feel guilty about 

doing things that harm the environment’ (both measured on a 7-point ‘strongly disagree’ 

to ‘strongly agree’ scale). The responses to these statements were combined to give a 

single measure for PN, which was used in multiple regression analysis. Internal 

consistency was acceptable, as determined by Cronbach’s alpha (α= .762).  

New Ecological Paradigm scale 

   In order to make the survey more user-friendly and shorter, five items (instead of 15) 

were used to assess people’s New Ecological Paradigm scale (NEP) attributes. This is not 
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unusual, a meta-analytic review of the NEP illustrated that at least 20 previous works 

have used a reduced version of the scale (Hawcroft & Milfont, 2010). The items of the 

NEP (measured on a 5-point ‘strongly disagree’ to ‘strongly agree’ scale) included in this 

study were:  

a. We are approaching the limit of, or have already surpassed, the number of 
people the Earth can support. 

b. Technology will ensure that we do not make the Earth unliveable. 
c. Humans are seriously abusing the environment. 
d. The so-called “ecological crisis” facing humankind has been greatly exaggerated. 
e. If things continue on their present course we will soon experience a major 

ecological catastrophe. 

   These items were combined to give a single score for the NEP. Internal consistency 

(measured using Cronbach’s alpha) was low but acceptable (α= .710). However, the 

squared multiple correlation value for the item ‘technology will ensure that we do not 

make the Earth unliveable’ was very low (.070) (anything lower than 0.3 should are a 

cause for concern). Therefore, this item was removed and the internal consistency of 

the item scale increased to α= .759.  

   Regression analyses discussed in the results chapter will be based on a 4-item NEP 

scale, which omits the ‘technology’ statement.  

3.8 STATISTICAL APPROACHES 

   Data analysis involved a series of steps: (1) first, bar graphs illustrating the percentages 

of responses and line graphs illustrating the means of the responses were analysed; then 

(2) Kruskal-Wallis with post hoc testing were used to examine any significant differences 

in the groups’ responses, after, (3) Kendall’s tau and chi-square test of independence 

were used to measure associations between the variables and finally, (4) a standard 

multiple regression model was used to identify the most significant explanatory 

variables. A thorough explanation and justification underlying each of these approaches 

is provided in Appendix E.  
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3.9 LIMITATIONS OF SINGLE-ITEM SCALE FOR CONSTRUCT MEASUREMENT 

AND SUMMARY OF OTHER LIMITATIONS PREVIOUSLY MENTIONED 

   Due to concerns about the length of the original survey, some compromises had to be 

made. Originally, all constructs were measured via multi-item scales. However, many of 

the key constructs (such as, attitude, PBC, attitude, AC and AR) were shortened to a 

single-item. This was due to the need to balance a wider inclusion of topics versus 

construct validity.22  

   Critics have questioned the validity of single-item scales for their vulnerability to 

random measurement errors such as misinterpretation of the question or biases 

(Churchill, 1979; Jacoby, 1978; Kamakura, 2015). In addition, an important benefit of 

multi-item scales is that they allow for the correction of measurement instruments for 

random measurement errors (Kamakura, 2015). Still, the single-item scales are favoured 

due to benefits such as reduced research costs and more user-friendly surveys 

(Hoeppner, Kelly, Urbanoski, & Slaymaker, 2011).  

   In order to assess the validity of single-item scales, several recent studies have begun 

comparing the two scales and, thus far, have tended to validate the single-item 

approach. These studies were in the fields of substance abuse (Hoeppner et al., 2011), 

marketing (Bergkvist, 2015; Bergkvist & Rossiter, 2007), personality traits (Spörrle & 

Bekk, 2014),  sexual behaviour (Wilkerson, Noor, Galos, & Rosser, 2016), death anxiety 

(Abdel-Khalek, 1998), quality of life (Bush et al., 2010) and management (Nair, Ataseven, 

Habermann, & Dreyfus, 2016), to name but a few. 

   However, caution should be used when assessing single-item scales. It has been 

recommended that these scales be used for larger sample sizes (above 50) and for 

unidimensional ‘concrete’ constructs that are well established in terms of known 

internal consistencies (Diamantopoulos, Sarstedt, Fuchs, Wilczynski, & Kaiser, 2012). 

Regarding the latter, constructs such as attitudes, AC, AR, are unidimensional and have 

been adopted from theories and models with decades of empirical support. These 

constructs have demonstrated reliable internal validity in previous works, and it seems 

reasonable that the current research adopt single-item measures in its investigation. 

 
22 Construct validity is a "type of measurement validity that uses multiple indicators” (Neuman, 2014, p. 
531). 
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Lastly, due to the large sample size used in this dissertation, there is an increased chance 

that potential misinterpretations of the single-item constructs by some individuals did 

not have a significant effect on the general mean of the sample.  

   We make no claim that this approach is without limitations however, and the results 

of the single-item constructs should be interpreted with care.  

   Lastly, other limitations of this work have been outlined throughout this chapter. To 

remind the reader, Section 3.6.2 discussed the potential benefits and limitations of the 

‘self-identity’ approach to sample segmentation. The main argument against such an 

approach is its potentially over-simplistic nature. However, there is extensive empirical 

support validating the statistical strength of self-identification in explaining different 

types of sustainable behaviours. In addition, social identity theory also provides – what 

we consider to be – a satisfactory theoretical justification for the self-identity approach 

in ‘lifestyle’ research.  

   Furthermore, in Section 3.5.4 we discussed the use of ‘professional online survey 

panels’ and the potential issues stemming from the frequency of the respondent’s 

survey writing. Again, we noted promising empirical support in attempt to justify and 

validate these types of samples (along with Pureprofile’s strict control measures).  

   The pilot study of this work may also be prone to limitations. The main issue is that the 

12 participants of the pilot may not be representative of the paid online sample. They 

were not paid to do the study and consisted mostly of academics. Nonetheless, the 

primary goal of the interview was for feedback on the general content, clarity and length 

of the survey design. Previous academic knowledge on ‘what works’ in regard to survey 

development was seen as a strength rather than a limitation. 

   As with all other cross-sectional studies, there are limitations to this approach that can 

affect the validity of the findings. A major issue is that measurement errors can be 

overlooked if, for instance, the respondents consistently misinterpret a question that 

was confusing or poorly presented. It is also more difficult to detect response biases in 

cross-sectional work. In regard to the former, this type of issue is difficult to avoid, but 

we hope that the pilot study and the strong theoretical underpinning from previous 

studies (Ajzen, 1991; Riley E. Dunlap et al., 2000; S. Schwartz, 1977) helped to mitigate 

this issue (that is, the wording of the questions were adopted from such works).     
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   In regard to the latter, ‘sustainability’ research may be particularly vulnerable to social 

desirability biases (e.g. people want to be seen as ‘doing the right thing’). In response it 

was discussed how online surveys may be less susceptible to this form of bias (without 

an interviewer present) and how our cover letter was designed to set the a neutral ‘tone’ 

describing that the research was not about promoting sustainable living, but 

investigating Australian’s opinions on the matter (see Appendix C). There is no fail-proof 

way of addressing this issue, and it may be likely that our sample is composed of a higher 

proportion of ‘sustainable livers’ than the Australian norm. Nonetheless, as will be 

illustrated below, there were still 226 individuals who did not consider themselves to be 

‘attempting to live more sustainably’. Although the proportion of the sustainable living 

individuals may not be representative, there are still many individuals in this study who 

may have been less affected by this bias (e.g. they willing to admit they are not 

attempting to be green) and their responses provide viable information.  

3.10    ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

   This research received ethical clearance from Griffith University’s Human Research 

Ethics Committee department prior to any data being collected by the researcher 

(ethical reference number - GU Ref No: 2016/280). The data have been stored 

electronically on a password protected computer throughout the research process and 

will continue to be stored electronically for a period of five years or more.  
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4 FINDINGS 

4.1 INTRODUCTION  

   This chapter presents the findings of the study. Some of the results are compared with 

existing research, especially the (Defra, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010) studies described in 

Section 2.4.8. This is to provide some relevance and context to the findings. Note that, 

the information in this chapter is intended to highlight the key findings. Although 

preliminary commentary about the meaning of the results is provided, a more critical 

analysis of how the findings relate to the overarching aim of this study, and the 

degrowth framework, is reserved for Chapter 5.  

   The findings below have been organised according to the primary research questions 

guiding this study. However, due to the range of themes investigated, which in some 

cases overlap with other topics, there are instances when data relevant to two separate 

RQs were analysed in the same section. To give an example, political orientation (RQ2) 

was more effectively analysed with ‘environmental concern’ (one of the variables in 

RQ7) in order to explore potential links between these variables. 

   The data underpinning the extensive use of bar graphs were based on information 

gleaned from 7-point Likert scales (e.g. ‘strongly disagree’, ‘disagree’, ‘somewhat 

disagree’, ‘neither disagree or agree’, ‘somewhat agree’, ‘agree’ and ‘strongly agree’). 

However, the graphs have been condensed into 3-point (e.g. ‘disagree’, ‘neutral’ and 

‘agree’) because 7-point graphs were found to be too complex to interpret and thus 

hindered the flow of the analysis. 

   For instance, when the four sustainable lifestyle (SL) groups were compared (see 

footnote ‘23’ below), long-winded statements had to be made such as ‘34% of the SL1 

members ‘strongly agreed’, 24% ‘agreed’ and 10% ‘somewhat agreed’.23 Alternatively, 

25% of the individuals in the SL2 group ‘strongly agreed’, 12% ‘agreed’ and 5% 

‘somewhat agreed’’. These long descriptions, especially when made between four 

 
23 As a reminder, these groups were (in order from ‘least’ interested in sustainability to ‘most’): SL1, SL2, 
SL3 and SL4 (refer to Section 3.6.1, pg. 82, for more details). They represent the different levels of 
‘sustainable lifestyles’ in the analyses. 
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segment groups, became convoluted and lost meaning. Nonetheless, multiple 

regression and non-parametric analyses benefited from the more detailed data 

provided by the 7-point scales. 

   Kruskal-Wallis testing (KWt) is frequently used throughout this chapter. This analysis 

identified statistically significant differences between the responses of the ‘SL segment 

groups’; thus, highlighting variables that were of particular interest. Post hoc testing, 

based on Dunn’s (1964) procedure for pairwise comparisons, was performed with KWt 

to identify ‘where’ the significantly different responses were to be found. This post hoc 

procedure was followed by Kendall’s tau tests, which revealed the strength of 

associations between two variables. Importantly, KWt uses ‘mean ranks’ (e.g. non-

parametric tests’ equivalent of means) to illustrate the ranking of the participants’ 

responses. Mean ranks are frequently mentioned below. Further clarification about the 

value and interpretation of this information can be found in Appendix E. 

   There are many variables and findings presented below. For ease of interpretation, a 

summary of the findings is outlined and presented in a table in the final section of this 

chapter. Each section, as well, concludes with a short summary of the findings for 

clarification. Lastly, most of the information presented below is based on the 1,002 

completed responses. It will be made clear in the instances where a question was not 

applicable to the whole sample.  

4.2 INTRODUCING THE FOUR ‘SUSTAINABLE LIFESTYLE’ SEGMENT 

GROUPS, THEIR WILLINGNESS TO ACT AND SOCIO-DEMOGRAPHIC 

DATA 

   Sections 2.4.9 and 3.6 described how sample segmentation in sustainability studies is 

beneficial to policy developers and social marketers in creating more tailored strategies 

(Backhaus et al., 2013; Defra, 2011; Poortinga & Darnton, 2016; Rettie et al., 2012). In 

addition, it was also described how the current sample used a ‘self-identity’ approach 

for this segmentation process. This self-identification question was: ‘are you attempting 

to live a more sustainable lifestyle?’ (refer to Section 3.6 for full discussion). The 

responses to this question are illustrated in Table 3 below. This question measured the 
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dependent variable ‘SL choice’, which is a term frequently used throughout this 

chapter.24 

Table 3. Description of the four ‘sustainable lifestyle’ segments: introducing the 
dependent variable ‘SL choice’  

Group 

‘Code’ 

Response to self-identifying question: ‘Are you attempting to live 
a more sustainable lifestyle?’ 

% of responses 
and group size 

SL1 No – I am not attempting to live a sustainable lifestyle at all 
3.3% 

(33 participants) 

SL2 
Somewhat no – I am not attempting to live a more sustainable 
lifestyle, though I sometimes engage in one or two sustainable 
behaviours such as recycling and/or composting 

19.3%  

(193 participants) 

SL3 
Somewhat yes – I am somewhat committed to living a more 
sustainable lifestyle, though it is not a major priority in my life 

55.1% 

(552 participants) 

SL4 
Yes – I am very committed to living a more sustainable lifestyle and 
make daily efforts to live as sustainably as I can 

22.4%  

(224 participants) 

 

   For comparison purposes, Defra (2010, p. 54) posed a similar question stating “which 

of these would you say best describes your current lifestyle?”. Defra’s results are 

presented in Table 4 below. 

Table 4. Responses to the lifestyle question in Defra's (2010) study 

Defra’s responses to ‘which of these would you say best describes your 

current lifestyle?’ 

% of responses 

I don’t really do anything that is environmentally-friendly 3 

I do one or two things that are environmentally-friendly 19 

I do quite a few things that are environmentally-friendly 45 

I’m environmentally-friendly in most things that I do 26 

I’m environmentally friendly in everything that I do 6 

Don’t know 1 

   Although not directly comparable (but very similar), the participants in the work 

completed here provided similar responses to the respondents in Defra’s (2010) 

England-based research. Most of the individuals in both samples (roughly 77% of 

participants in each study) are making at least some effort to ‘live a more sustainable 

 
24 A definition of a ‘sustainable lifestyle’ was provided in the beginning of the questionnaire. See 
Appendix A, question 1, for details.  
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lifestyle’ or to do ‘environmentally-friendly’ things. While, in both studies, only about 

3% of individuals are ‘not attempting to live more SLs at all’ or doing ‘anything’ that is 

environmentally friendly. Also, 19% of respondents in both samples state that they only 

engage with ‘one or two’ sustainable behaviours.  

   Similar results were also reported by Rettie et al. (2012). Out of a representative 

sample of 1,000 UK individuals, 73.5% of individuals rated themselves as either ‘green’ 

or ‘very green’ in response to the question “to what extent do you see yourself as 

green?” (Rettie et al., 2012, p. 430). Based on data from these three representative adult 

samples (e.g. this dissertation, the work from Defra and the study by Rettie and her 

associates), roughly three-quarters of individuals from the UK and Australia have 

considered themselves, at least to some extent, to be ‘green’, ‘environmentally-friendly’ 

or ‘attempting to live a more sustainable lifestyle’. 

   In addition to this question, the respondents were also asked how they ‘feel about 

their current lifestyle and the environment?’. Table 5 below presents the results.  

Table 5. Respondents' willingness to 'do more' - Comparison between segment groups 

Responses to the question ‘which one of these 
best describes how you feel about your current 
lifestyle and the environment?’ 

SL groups and % of responses 

SL1 SL2 SL3 SL4 

I’m happy with what I do at the moment 69.7 37.3 28.3 38.4 

I’d like to do a bit more to help the environment 18.2 46.1 60.9 44.2 

I’d like to do a lot more to help the environment 0 10.4 9.4 17.4 

Don’t know 12.1 6.2 1.4 0 

 

   This question was included as to provide some indication regarding people’s potential 

‘willingness to do more’ for the environment. These findings above show that the only 

group that is notably disinterested in doing more to help the environment is SL1 (the 

least committed to SL) with almost 70% of individuals stating that they are ‘happy’ with 

what they currently do at the moment. These results are promising, nonetheless, 

because the majority of respondents from all other groups are willing to do at least ‘a 

bit more’ for the environment. Of special interest are groups SL2 and SL3 who indicate 

that they are not yet ‘attempting to live as sustainably as they can’ (like SL4) but possess 
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the motivation to do more. The relevance of these findings will be addressed in more 

detail in Chapter 5. 

4.2.1 Socio-demographic characteristics of the SL groups: Introduction 

   Before moving on to discussing the results related to the RQs, socio-demographic data 

between the four SL groups are compared. A chi-square test of independence was used 

to guide this analysis. The chi-square tables have been included in Appendix F. The brief 

discussion that follows was intended to highlight the key findings only. This information 

is beneficial for policy developers, and also, for future researchers interested in the links 

between sustainable living and socio-demographics.  

Gender 

   Chi-square testing revealed no statistical association between gender and ‘SL choice’’ 

groups χ2(3)= 3.632, p= .304. Although not statistically different, it is worth pointing out 

that the proportion of females gradually increases from SL1 (42.4%) to SL4 (54%) (e.g. 

percentage of females increases with more sustainable living). Again, Appendix F 

illustrates the chi-square tables with these results.  

Age 

   In order to meet the assumption that no more than 20% of the cells of the contingency 

table have expected frequencies of five or less and that no cells have expected 

frequencies less than one (Cochran, 1954), the data for the variable ‘age’ were 

condensed into three categories:  ‘younger’ (18 to 35 years), ‘middle-aged’ (36 to 59 

years) and ‘older’ (60 years and above). Chi-square test results show no statistical 

association between these age groups and ‘SL choice’, χ2(6)= 8.362, p= .213. Although 

the association is not statistically significant, there is notably higher proportion of 

younger respondents in the SL4 group (the most committed to sustainable living) 

compared to the SL1 group (40.2% versus 24.2% respectively). To test the validity of 

these results a bit further, this relationship was also tested using eta-squared (η2) 

correlation coefficient. This approach is useful for measuring correlations between 

nominal and continuous variables. To run this procedure the 13 response categories for 

the variable ‘age’ was treated as continuous (see Appendix B for more detail). P-values 
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are not relevant to eta-squared, but a value of 1 represents a perfect correlation and 0 

represents no correlation. Our η2 was 0.002, suggesting nearly no correlation.  

Income 

   In order to meet the assumption that no more than 20% of the cells of the contingency 

table have expected frequencies of five or less and that no cells have expected 

frequencies less than one (Cochran, 1954), the variable ‘income’ was condensed into 

four groups (reduced from eight). The answer options ‘I don’t know’ and ‘rather not say’ 

were removed since they are irrelevant to this analysis, resulting in 852 usable 

responses. Chi-square test results show no statistical association between ‘income’ and 

‘SL choice’ χ2(12)= 19.189, p= .084. Contrary to some previous work (Bucic et al., 2012; 

Martínez-Alier, Pascual, Vivien, & Zaccai, 2010; Rakic & Rakic, 2015; Roper & Wax, 1990), 

higher income does not seem to be associated to more committed efforts towards 

sustainability.  

Education 

   Chi-square test results show no statistical association between ‘education’ and ‘SL 

choice’,  χ2(9)= 13.057, p= .160. Perhaps surprisingly, the highest percentages of post-

graduate degrees were in the two opposing groups, SL1 and SL4. Surprising, that is, 

because previous studies have suggested that pro-environmental behaviour and 

attitudes may be associated with higher levels of education (Riley E. Dunlap et al., 2000; 

Hines et al., 1987; Kent & Dunlap, 1980; Rakic & Rakic, 2015; Roberts, 1996; Roper & 

Wax, 1990).  

4.3 RQ1: SUSTAINABLE LIFESTYLES AND BEHAVIOURS, WHAT 

AUSTRALIANS CONSIDER TO BE ‘NORMAL’: INTRODUCTION 

   This section presents the findings on what Australians perceived to be ‘normal’ in 

relation to SLs and behaviours; this topic relates to RQ1 of this dissertation. Previous 

sections discussed how ‘people are more likely to do things they perceive as normal’ 

(Rettie et al., 2014; Rettie et al., 2012). Consequently, it was hypothesised that 

individuals who self-identify as ‘attempting to live a more sustainable lifestyle’ (groups 

SL3 and SL4) would also consider SLs and associated behaviours to be more ‘normal’ 
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than individuals who are not making committed attempts at living green (groups SL1 and 

SL2).  

   In a similar vein, authors have suggested that mainstream adoption of sustainable 

lifestyles are less likely to take place if SLs are perceived to be some form of a ‘niche’ 

group (Grant, 2007; Mont et al., 2014; Peattie & Crane, 2005; Pickett-Baker & Ozaki, 

2008). Thus, measuring the extent that individuals perceive SLs to be outside the 

mainstream may represent an opportunity for policy intervention that aims to 

‘normalise’ these perceptions. To remind the reader, the use of the term ‘normal’ here 

is similar, though not used interchangeably, with what some authors describe as 

‘descriptive norms’ (Cialdini et al., 1990) (refer to Section 2.4.3 for a discussion). 

   Lastly, the findings related to the extent that individuals feel ‘embarrassed’ about 

other people thinking their lifestyle is sustainable is also presented here. Defra (2009), 

as well, included this question as part of their investigation and their results are also 

presented below. The reason for this added inquiry was to provide more depth to the 

concept of ‘normal’ and, also, due to the policy perspective of this work (e.g. do the 

participants think SLs are normal but are nonetheless less likely to adopt SLs because of 

they feel embarrassed about them?).  

4.3.1 Are SLs considered ‘normal’ in Australia? Do people feel 

embarrassed about living SLs? 

Measuring perceptions that ‘SLs are normal’ in Australia  

   The responses to the statement ‘attempting to live a more sustainable lifestyle is 

considered ‘normal’ in Australia’ are presented in Figure 5 below (pg.106). These results 

are divided according to the SL groups. As mentioned in the introduction of this chapter, 

this information was measured on a 7-point ‘disagree-agree’ scale but reduced to 3-

points for ease of presentation.  
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Figure 5. Percentage of each SL group who agree that sustainable living is ‘normal' in 
Australia? 

 

   There is a notable difference in the responses of the SL groups; while 62.1% of SL4 and 

58.2% of SL3 agree that ‘sustainable living is normal in Australia’, only 37.8% of SL2 and 

18.2% of SL1 share this sentiment.  

   When the whole sample was analysed (without segmentation), 53.8% of the 1,002 

respondents agreed that SLs are normal in Australia, while 27.6% disagreed. Compared 

to Defra (2010), who posed a similar question, 36% of their participants agreed that 

‘being green’ is an alternative concept (‘not for the majority’) and less than half (44%) 

disagreed with that notion. This indicates that, in Australia, SLs may be perceived as 

more ‘normal’ than in England (albeit Defra’s data is from eight years ago).  

   To test whether there were statistically significant differences between the responses 

of the SL groups, a Kruskal-Wallis test (KWt) was run. The test revealed that the 

distribution of scores were significantly different between the groups, χ2(3)= 50.903, p 

< .001 (e.g. this indicates that at least one of the SL groups’ responses was statistically 

different from another).25 

   To identify, more precisely, which groups’ responses were significantly different, 

pairwise comparisons were performed using Dunn's (1964) procedure with a Bonferroni 

correction for multiple comparisons. This test revealed statistical differences in the 

responses of all groups, except between SL1-SL2 and between SL3-SL4. This indicates a 

‘divide’ in responses between the two less sustainable segments with the two ‘more’ 

 
25 This information is presented as χ2 (df) = H-statistic, p = p-value. 
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sustainable groups (e.g. the SL3 and SL4 groups are statistically more likely to think SLs 

are ‘normal’ than the SL1 and SL2 individuals).26 

   To determine if there was a statistically significant association between ‘SL choice’ and 

‘perceptions of normality’ a Kendall’s tau correlation (Kendall, 1938) was run. There was 

a weak, positive association between ‘SL choice’ and ‘perception that SLs are normal’ in 

Australia, which was statistically significant, τb= .184, p < .001. However – and 

importantly – the reader should keep in mind that Kendall’s tau coefficients are more 

ambiguous to interpret because they are generally smaller than Pearson coefficients and 

Spearman’s rho (Croux & Dehon, 2010, p. 506; Laerd Statistics, 2016, p. n.p; Sheskin, 

1997, p. 628; Siegel, 1956, p. 221) (see Appendix E for detailed discussion). 

Summary 

   Bar graph results, along with the Kruskal-Wallis and Kendall’s tau tests, provide some 

indication that perceiving SL as ‘normal’ may be one of the influences related to ‘SL 

choice’. In other words, there is a potential that perceiving SLs to be ‘normal’ may 

influence some individuals to adopt more sustainable lifestyles. Whether there is an 

opportunity for policy intervention regarding this topic is discussed in Chapter 5. Also, 

to explore this topic further, future regression analysis will include this variable in the 

model (presented as ‘SLs are normal’). This is discussed in Section 4.10 below.  

Measuring ‘embarrassment’ about SL    

   Feelings of ‘embarrassment’ about sustainable living, was measured with the 

statement: ‘I would feel embarrassed if my friends thought my lifestyle was purposefully 

environmentally friendly’. This was rated on a 7-point ‘agree-disagree’ scale. The results 

to this statement are presented in Figure 6 below (pg. 108), along with a comparison 

with Defra’s (2009) results. Note that the item ‘total’ relates to the responses from the 

whole sample of this dissertation (without segmentation).  

 
26 Mean ranks were:  SL1 (314.35), SL2 (408.35), SL3 (517.06) and SL4 (571.00). The sequential increase 
in mean ranks from SL1 to SL4 also suggests an increasing propensity to agree that sustainable living is 
more ‘normal’ as an individual attempts to live more sustainably. Importantly, in this first analysis, we 
provide a more comprehensive depiction of the statistical reasoning underlying our interpretations. 
These analyses will become somewhat less detailed below to avoid unnecessary confusion due to large 
amounts of data.   
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Figure 6. Percentage of each SL group that would feel embarrassed about living 
sustainably 

 

   Feelings of embarrassment from friends thinking one’s lifestyle is purposively 

environmentally friendly was not a dominant sentiment for any of the groups. The 

highest ranked ‘agree’ percentage was found in the SL1 group, with only 15.2% of ‘agree’ 

responses. The responses from the DEFRA study were nearly identical to the results of 

this study. Neither samples indicating they would feel embarrassed about living more 

sustainably.  

   Kruskal-Wallis test revealed that the distribution of scores were significantly different 

between the groups, χ2(3)= 23.408, p < .001. However, pairwise comparisons showed 

that the only significantly different responses were between the SL4 group and all other 

groups.27 Further, Kendall’s tau testing revealed a statistically significant, though weak, 

negative association between ‘SL choice’ and ‘feelings of embarrassment about living 

sustainably’, τb= -.123, p < .001.  

Summary 

   The SL1 and SL2 groups perceive SLs to be less ‘normal’ and they are more likely to feel 

embarrassed about living sustainably (than the two ‘greener’ groups). However, feelings 

of embarrassment are not particularly strong for any of the groups, which is an 

 
27 P-values were: SL4-SL1 (p= .002), SL4-SL2 (p= .001), and SL4-SL3 (p= .002).   
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optimistic finding from a policy perspective. This is discussed in more detail in Chapter 

5.  

4.3.2 What relevant behaviours are considered ‘normal’ in Australia? 

   The participants were also presented with a list of behaviours and asked to indicate 

the extent that they thought these behaviours are ‘normal’ in Australia. Some authors 

posit that it is not sustainable lifestyles that are becoming normalised into the 

mainstream, but light green behaviours (Shirani et al., 2015; Shove, 2004). Thus, a range 

of behaviours were introduced to the respondents to gain a better understanding of the 

types of behaviours that are most ‘normal’. The underlying logic is, if there is a 

sustainable behaviour that is largely perceived to be ‘not normal’, then, there may be 

an opportunity for policy and social marketing to reposition these views (alternatively, 

if there is a unsustainable behaviour that is viewed as normal, then this perception can 

be repositioned as ‘not normal’) (Rettie et al., 2014; Rettie et al., 2012). These 

behaviours were drawn from the works of Rettie et al. (2014) and Defra (2008), they 

were: 

• Insulating your home. 

• Generating own energy (e.g. installing solar panels). 

• Driving a 4X4. 

• Repairing goods instead of replacing (e.g. furniture, clothes and appliances). 

• Going on foreign holidays. 

• Attending environmental protests. 

• Sharing knowledge/skills about living more sustainably. 

• Minimizing consumption, purchasing only necessities. 

• Taking public transport instead of driving. 

   Figure 7 (pg. 110) illustrates the responses to the statement ‘rate the extent that you 

think [these behaviours] are ‘normal – not normal’ in Australian society’. This statement 

was rated on a 4-point scale where 1= not normal and 4= normal. 
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Figure 7. Behaviours considered 'not normal' or ‘normal' by the sample 

 

   The behaviours that were ranked as the least “normal” were ‘attending environmental 

protests’ and ‘minimising consumption, purchasing only necessities’. Out of this list, 

these are arguably the most relevant behaviours to the degrowth framework of this 

dissertation. Degrowth authors advocate for ‘active’ citizens whom engage in 

behaviours aimed at structure change (e.g. attending protests, volunteering with NGOs 

and joining political parties) (D'Alisa, Demaria, & Cattaneo, 2013; Latouche, 2009). Also, 

reducing current levels of household consumption, on a wide-scale, is one of the 

necessary measures to achieve a degrowth scenario. We will return to this finding in 

Chapter 5 for a more detailed discussion.  

   In general, however, the sample perceives most of the pro-environmental behaviours 

as at least ‘somewhat normal’.  

   In regards to the less sustainable behaviours (‘going on foreign holidays’ and ‘driving a 

4X4’), these results indicate that they are also perceived as ‘normal’; suggesting a 

potential for social marketing to reposition these views as ‘not normal’ (Rettie et al., 

2012).  
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   To investigate this topic further, comparisons of perspectives on ‘normal’ behaviours 

were made between the four SL groups. Contrary to most of the descriptive analysis that 

is presented in this chapter, which illustrates results on bar graphs showing the 

percentage of responses, the data for this topic are presented on a line graph illustrating 

the means of the responses (Figure 8 below). The means are based on a 4-point scale 

where ‘one’ represents ‘not normal’ and ‘four’ represents ‘normal’. 

   The use of a line graph was chosen due to the numerous behaviours that were 

compared across the four groups. A line graph enabled for a clearer interpretation of 

these comparisons. Bar graphs that show the percentages of responses are located in 

Appendix H. Figure 8 below presents the results of the SL groups’ perceptions of ‘normal’ 

behaviours.  

Figure 8. Perceptions of 'normal' behaviours - Comparison of SL groups 

 

   The figure above shows that, with the exception of ‘insulating your home’, the SL4 

group ranks highest in all of the sustainable behaviours, followed by the SL3 group. 
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Hence, as expected, the ‘greener’ segment groups (SL3 and SL4) tend to perceive 

sustainable behaviours as being more ‘normal’ than the SL1 and SL2 groups.  

   Kruskal-Wallis testing revealed that the distribution of scores (measuring differences 

across the SL groups’ responses) were significantly different only in regards to ‘attending 

environmental protests’, χ2(3)= 41.934, p < .001; ‘minimising consumption’, χ2(3)= 

22.461, p < .001; ‘sharing skills/knowledge about SL’ χ2(3)= 37.620, p < .001; and 

‘generating own energy’, χ2(3)= 21.150, p < .001. These same variables were also the 

only ones to show a statistically significant, though weak, positive association to ‘SL 

choice’ (results were: ‘attending environmental protests’, τb= .180, p < .001; ‘minimising 

consumption’, τb= .128, p < .001; ‘sharing skills/knowledge about SL’, τb= .171, p < .001; 

and ‘generating own energy’, τb= .130, p < .001).  

Summary 

   Based on the KWt and Kendall’s test results, the behaviours that are more likely to be 

beneficial to policy interventions are (1) attending environmental protests, (2) 

minimising consumption, (3) sharing skills/knowledge about SL and (4) generating own 

energy. That is because the less sustainable groups (SL1 and SL2) perceive these to be 

significantly less normal than the SL3 and SL4 groups. We discuss this further in Chapter 

5. Also, a more detailed discussion of the somewhat ambiguous concept of ‘normal’, and 

its potential for influencing social behaviour change, is presented in that chapter.  

4.4 RQ2: POLITICAL ORIENTATION AND LINKS TO SLS: INTRODUCTION 

   Section 2.4.4 discussed how left-wing political orientation might be linked to pro-

environmental behaviours, a higher environmental concern and a higher agreement 

that humans contribute to climate change (than right-wing political orientation) (R. E. 

Dunlap et al., 2001; McCright & Dunlap, 2011; Unsworth & Fielding, 2014; Watkins et 

al., 2016). In addition, it was also argued that part of the reason right-wing voters have 

less positive attitudes towards the environment may be due to the belief that 

sustainability-related initiatives (such as renewable energies) incur negative economic 

consequences (Brulle et al., 2012; Neumayer, 2004). Based on this, RQ2 of this research 

inquired into potential links between ‘political orientation’ and ‘environmental values’, 

‘attitude towards the economy’, ‘attitudes towards the people living SLs’ and ‘SL choice’ 
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in Australia. The benefit of identifying links between political orientation and different 

facets of SLs is that environmental policies may be more effective if framed according to 

the political ideology of different segment groups of society (Jessani & Harris, 2018; 

McCright & Dunlap, 2011; Neumayer, 2004).  

   The following section presents most of results related to RQ2 of this dissertation. 

Findings related to political orientation and connections to environmental concern are 

presented in Section 4.9.13 (where the New Ecological Paradigm scale is discussed).  

4.4.1 Political orientation and sustainable living 

   The range of political parties were clustered into: (1) ‘left-wing’, which includes the 

Australian Greens and the Australian Labour party; (2) ‘right-wing’, which includes 

Liberal Party of Australia, National Party of Australia, Liberal National Party and Pauline 

Hanson's One Nation; and (3) ‘neither left or right wing’, which includes Nick Xenophon 

Team and Liberal Democrats.28 Only 17 out of the 1002 respondents chose the ‘other’ 

category, voting for parties such as Australian Conservatives and the Liberal Democrats. 

The answer options were clustered in this manner since it is the political orientation 

(‘left’, ‘centre’ and ‘right’) that was of interest to this study.  

   The political parties labelled ‘centre’ have explicitly stated on their websites that they 

do not consider themselves either left or right wing. All other parties were labelled into 

‘left’ or ‘right’ after careful reading of their policies and statements and, in many cases, 

through explicit statements indicating their orientation on their websites. When explicit 

statements about their ‘left-right’ orientation were not made, the researcher made an 

honest attempt to make inferences as impartially as possible.   

   Figure 9 below shows the percentages of the different types of voters in the sample.  

 
28 Nick Xenophon Team changed its name to Centre Alliance in April, 2018, after Nick Xenophon left the 
party. This event happened after the data was collected for this study.  
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Figure 9. Political orientation of the sample 

 

   There are more left-wing (35.5%) than right-wing (26.5%) voters in the sample. A 

number of individuals (29.1%) stated they ‘rather not say’, ‘don’t know’ or ‘depends on 

the issue’. 

   To investigate whether there was a statistical association between ‘SL choice’ and 

‘political orientation’, a chi-square test of independence was run. The only individuals 

included in this investigation were the voters (divided into ‘left’, ‘right’ and ‘centre’). 

Measuring links to ‘non-voters’ was not the focus of this analysis.  

   Chi-square measures show a statistical association between ‘political orientation’ and 

‘SL choice’, χ2(6) = 15.119, p = .019 (based on 649 responses). This association was weak 

with Cramér’s V= .108. Table 6 below (pg. 115) illustrates the results. 
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Table 6. Chi-square test of independence: SL choice and political orientation 

Frequency 
Political Orientation  

% within SL group  
% within Politics Left-wing Right-wing Centre Total 

SL1 6 16 2 24 

 25.0% 66.7% 8.3% 100.0% 

 1.7% 6.0% 7.4% 3.7% 

SL2 68 52 6 126 

 54.0% 41.3% 4.8% 100.0% 

 19.1% 19.5% 22.2% 19.4% 

SL3 186 150 12 348 

 53.4% 43.1% 3.4% 100.0% 

 52.2% 56.4% 44.4% 53.6% 

SL4 96 48 7 151 

 63.6% 31.8% 4.6% 100.0% 

 27.0% 18.0% 25.9% 23.3% 

Total 356 266 27 649 

 54.9% 41.0% 4.2% 100.0% 

 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%  
 

   As expected (R. E. Dunlap et al., 2001; McCright & Dunlap, 2011; Watkins et al., 2016), 

SL4 is predominantly ‘left-wing’ (63.6%) and SL1 is predominantly ‘right-wing’ (66.7%). 

However, unexpectedly, SL3 has a marginally lower ‘left-wing’ political orientation than 

SL2 (53.4% and 54% respectively).  

Summary 

   Although there is a statistical association between ‘SL choice’ and ‘political 

orientation’, this association only appears to be relevant to those who are either very 

committed (SL4), or not committed at all (SL1). The majority of the sample (SL2 and SL3) 

provided very similar responses. Therefore, framing policies (that are aimed at 

encouraging more sustainable living) according to political orientation may only be 

beneficial to individuals in society that are similar to the SL1 and SL4 groups of this study. 

This is discussed further in Chapter 5.  

4.4.2 Political orientation and attitudes towards economic 

consequences of SLs 

   As mentioned (Section 2.4.4), right-wing voters may have more negative attitudes 

towards the environment due to the belief that a pro-environment focus incurs negative 
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economic consequences (Brulle et al., 2012; Neumayer, 2004). Therefore, participants 

in this study were presented with the statement ‘wide-spread adoption of more 

sustainable lifestyles would:’ and asked to rate on a 7-point scale ranging from 1= ‘harm 

the Australian economy’ to 7= ‘benefit the Australian economy’. The responses are 

presented in Figure 10 below and have been grouped according to the three voting 

groups. 

Figure 10. Attitude towards economic consequences of SLs - Comparison of voter 
groups 

 

   The results show that all voting groups have notably positive attitudes about the 

economic consequences of (a hypothetical) wide-spread adoption of sustainable living. 

Only 13.9% of right-wing voters stated that SLs would ‘harm the economy’, compared 

to 8.1% of left-wing voters and 11.1% of the ‘centre’ group. Kruskal-Wallis testing (KWt) 

was run with the three voting groups as the dependent variable, and ‘attitude towards 

economy’ as the independent variable.  

   Results revealed that the distribution of the data was significantly different between 

the voting groups, χ2(2)= 25.090, p < .001. Pairwise comparisons, revealed statistically 

significant differences between groups the left-wing and right-wing (p < .001) voters 

only (e.g. not between the ‘centre’ voters and the other groups). Mean ranks are 

presented from lowest to highest (low score represents a more negative attitude): right-

wing voters (284.77), centre voters (291.26), left-wing voters (357.62).  
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Summary 

   The left-wing and right-wing voters provided significantly different answers, and mean 

ranks showed that the right-wing voters have more negative attitudes about the 

economic consequences of wide-spread SL. However, only 13.9% of right-wing voters 

think SLs will harm the economy. Based on the fact that both left-wing and right-wing 

voters revealed somewhat ‘high’ positive attitudes on this topic, it may be reasonable 

to state that policies which emphasise the economic benefits of SLs may prove to be 

effective to both voting groups. This is discussed further in Chapter 5. 

4.5 RQ3: BELIEFS, LEVEL OF KNOWLEDGE ABOUT SLS AND ATTITUDES 

TOWARDS ENVIRONMENT GROUPS    

   Section 2.5.1 discussed how beliefs are the antecedents of attitudes. That is, how a 

person perceives and understands a behaviour (e.g. ‘I think a sustainable lifestyle is too 

expensive’) may lead to that individual develop an attitude towards that behaviour (e.g. 

‘I don’t like to spend extra money, therefore, this negatively influences my attitude 

towards SLs’); to remind the reader, attitude is an important contributor to the intention 

to perform a behaviour (Ajzen, 1991; Fishbein & Ajzen, 2010). Based on this argument, 

we investigated a range of beliefs SLs (which were drawn from the literature reviewed 

in Chapter 2) that may affect people’s attitudes towards. 

   In addition, in Section 2.4.5, we discussed how information about sustainability 

originates predominantly from environment groups, and that these groups commonly 

promote SLs and behaviours via altruistic motives (e.g. SLs will decrease pollution or 

increase biodiversity). This approach by environment groups (of promoting SLs via 

altruistic motives) is sometimes perceived as disapproving or patronising, which may be 

turning people away from sustainability (UNEP, 2011b). A more efficient approach to 

encouraging SLs, according to some authors, is to move away from promoting SLs for 

their altruistic benefits, towards a focus on the self-serving benefits of these lifestyles 

(e.g. it will make you happier and save you money) (Bedford et al., 2004; Soper, 2008). 

Therefore, results related to ‘attitudes towards the information provided by 

environment groups’ are also presented below. This inquiry will be relevant to future 
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discussions about the effectiveness of environment groups as a source of information 

dissemination and influencing ‘beliefs’ about SLs.  

   Because there is no fixed definition of a ‘sustainable lifestyle’, open questioning was 

used to explore how people define and understand this term. The open question was 

included in an effort to identify any potential response patterns that would indicate how 

differently the SL groups understand ‘sustainable lifestyles’.  

   Lastly, part of the aim of RQ3 was to measure people’s perceived knowledge about 

SLs. This information was included because ‘informational campaigns’ were assumed to 

be a fairly straight forward policy approach. However, as will be discussed in Chapter 5, 

‘informational campaigns’ are a fairly broad concept and we take into consideration 

different approaches that can affect people’s knowledge about SLs. 

4.5.1 Knowledge about what a ‘sustainable lifestyle’ means and links 

to SL choice 

   Figure 11 below illustrates the responses to the statement ‘I am unclear about what a 

more 'sustainable lifestyle' actually means’; we term this variable ‘knowledge about SLs’ 

from hereon. 

Figure 11. Percentage of each SL group who is ‘unclear’ about meaning of SLs 

 

   Members of the SL4 group were the most knowledgeable about sustainable lifestyles 

with 73.7% ‘disagreeing’ that they are ‘unclear’ about what sustainable lifestyle actually 

means. SL3 members were ranked second with 58.3% ‘disagreeing’ with the statement, 

followed by 51.5% of SL1 individuals. The SL2 group that was most ‘unclear’ about what 

a sustainable lifestyle is, with less than half (45.6%) ‘disagreeing’ with the statement.  
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   Interesting to note is that SL1 individuals were not ranked last. However, given other 

findings that will be presented below, there is reason to believe that it is not a ‘lack of 

understanding’ about SLs that may influence the SL1 group, but a general lack of interest 

towards sustainable living. This will be discussed in more detail in future sections.  

   Kruskal-Wallis testing (KWt) revealed that the distribution of the data was significantly 

different between the groups, χ2(3)= 61.525, p < .001. Pairwise comparisons revealed 

statistically significant differences between groups SL2 and SL3 (p < .001), SL2 and SL4 

(p < .001) and SL4 and SL3 (p < .001). Mean ranks were also differed on a non-sequential 

scale, they are presented from lowest (most knowledgeable about SL) to highest (most 

‘unclear’): 389.80 (SL4), 491.23 (SL1), 510.97 (SL3) and 605.82 (SL2). Kendall’s tau test 

revealed a statistically significant, but weak, negative association between ‘SL choice’ 

and ‘knowledge about SL’, τb= -.197, p < .001 (note that the statement was negatively 

worded, therefore a negative association means that ‘knowledge about SLs’ increases 

with ‘SL choice’).  

Summary 

   With the exception of SL1 (a segment group that may be less affected by informational 

campaigns), ‘knowledge about SLs’ increased with ‘SL choice’ in our study. Importantly, 

the individuals in society who are not attempting to live more sustainably but engage in 

a couple of sustainable behaviours (the SL2 group), may be the most vulnerable to 

informational campaigns. That is, not only are these individuals the most ‘unclear’ about 

what a SL ‘actually is’ (Figure 11), but other findings of this study, related to attitudes 

and level of environmental concern, provide some evidence that the SL2 group may be 

‘susceptible (and perhaps even willing) to change’. This is an argument that will become 

clearer once more information has been presented. Lastly, to explore this topic further, 

future regression analysis will include this variable (termed ‘knowledge about SLs’) in 

the final model. This is discussed in Section 4.10 below. 

4.5.2 Open responses to ‘how people define a sustainable lifestyle’ 

   The participants were then asked to use ‘5 or less descriptive words, or a couple of 

short phrases, to describe a ‘sustainable lifestyle’?. There were 822 responses provided. 

Perhaps not surprisingly, the most cited responses (used between 70-222 times) related 
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to more generic terms such as ‘recycling’, ‘using less resources’ (electricity and water in 

particular), renewable energy related themes (e.g. having ‘solar panels’, being 

‘environmentally-friendly’, living ‘green’ or ‘greenie’, ‘reusing’ resources, reducing 

‘waste’ (or ‘wasting less’), and other broad comments related to ‘helping the 

environment’, ‘doing what you can’, ‘minimising impact’ and ‘protecting’ the 

environment/planet.  

   Less cited (used 21-69 times) were terms such as ‘walking’ or ‘taking public transport’, 

‘growing food/vegetables’, being ‘self-sufficient’, being ‘healthier’, reducing ‘carbon 

footprint’, ‘green/local/recycled products’. 

   The least cited terms (cited between 3-20 times) were on topics that could be 

interpreted as ‘darker green’ (that is, they represent more committed actions towards 

sustainability) such as ‘repairing’ items, minimising ‘consumption’, ethical-diets and 

food purchasing (e.g. ‘vegetarian’, ‘buying local’), ‘composting’, being ‘mindful’ or 

‘mindfulness’, ‘respecting’ others or the planet, living ‘off the grid’ or ‘off the land’, and 

a ‘happier’ or more ‘content’ lifestyle. Also, 14 respondents stated ‘not sure’ or ‘I don’t 

know’.29 

   Finally, there was a range of single, or very infrequent, responses provided that did not 

represent any particular patterns. For example, being ‘altruistic’ or ‘community based’. 

   Lastly, when the four segment groups were analysed independently, a pattern was 

found. The more committed groups (SL3 and SL4) used ‘darker green’ descriptions more 

often than the less committed groups (not surprisingly), but still predominantly 

described sustainable living using mainstream concepts (e.g. recycling, reducing waste, 

minimising impact and so on). In this study, the majority of the respondents’ general 

understanding of ‘sustainable lifestyles’ seems to be associated with ‘light green’ 

concepts. 

4.5.3 Beliefs Australians hold about SLs 

   This section presents the findings on the beliefs that this study sample has related to 

sustainable lifestyles. First, the ‘self-serving’ beliefs (discussed above) are presented and 

 
29 Although the term ‘consumption’ was used by a number of respondents, it was frequently used in 
conjunction with less consumption of ‘electricity’, or ‘water’ or ‘natural resources’. Consumption, in 
specific relation to the purchase of goods, was infrequently cited.  
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comparisons are made between the SL groups. After, beliefs related to ‘left-wing 

political orientation’ (McCright & Dunlap, 2011) and ‘hippies’ (Shirani et al., 2015) are 

discussed.  

General beliefs about sustainable living 

   Figure 12 below presents the results to the statement ‘in my opinion, living a 

sustainable lifestyle would: (a) involve giving up habits I enjoy; (b) be more expensive 

than a non-sustainable lifestyle; (c) be a healthier lifestyle; (d) require too much effort’.  

Figure 12. Beliefs about sustainable lifestyles – SL group comparisons 

 

 

   These results suggest that individuals who are not attempting (or making little efforts) 

to live a more sustainable lifestyle (e.g. SL1 and SL2) appear more likely than the SL3 and 

SL4 individuals to associate SLs with (a) sacrificing habits they enjoy, (b) higher costs, (d) 

requiring too much effort.  
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   While there is also a marked difference in responses related to (c) the health benefits 

of SLs, it should be noted that all groups generally agreed with the statement (the lowest 

agree percentage was 51.5% from SL1).  

   Kruskal-Wallis tests (KWt) revealed a significant difference in the distribution of scores 

for all four beliefs (all p < .001). Mean ranks also increased (or decreased) in their 

hypothesised sequential order. For example, in regards to ‘sacrificing enjoyable habits’ 

the highest mean rank started with the SL1 members (representing a higher agreement 

that ‘SLs invovle sacrificing enjoyable habits), and decreased sequentially to the SL4 

members (least likely to agree with that sentiment). Kendall’s tau revealed also revealed 

a statistical association between ‘SL choice’ and all four beliefs (all p < .001). Coefficients 

were: Sacrificing enjoyable habits, τb= -.111; SLs are more expensive than non-SLs, τb= -

.229; SLs are a healthier lifestyle, τb= .296; and SLs require too much effort, τb= -.298.  

Summary 

   These findings provide some support to the argument that, individuals who are less 

committed to sustainable living, are more likely to hold potential ‘inhibiting’ beliefs 

about SLs (e.g. SLs are more expensive). It is suggested, therefore, that there may be 

some benefits incurred from developing strategies that seek to influence the beliefs 

outlined above. More precisely, repositioning SLs away from being ‘more expensive’, 

‘less enjoyable’, ‘too effortful’ may encourage the adoption of more sustainable living 

by individuals who are similar to the SL1 and SL2 members of this study. The belief that 

‘SLs are healthier’ also revealed statistically significant results. However, bar graphs 

showed that most individuals from all SL groups already hold this view. As such, 

influencing this belief may deliver less effective results because there is ‘less room for 

change’ per se. We will return to this finding in Section 4.10.2 (below) when the results 

of the multiple regression are presented.  

   Lastly, we acknowledge that merely altering these beliefs may represent an overly 

simplistic approach to encouraging SLs. A point that is introduced here, and developed 

further in Chapter 5, is that encouraging more sustainable living is likely to require 

integrated policy solutions. One of the goals of integrated policies is to improve the 

efficacy of a particular approach with the inclusion of a complementary, and mutually 

beneficial, strategy (e.g. an informational campaign highlighting the low-cost benefits of 
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SLs may be more effective if low-cost behaviours, such as purchasing second-hand 

clothes, are also promoted as ‘normal’, among other things). Integrated policy programs 

might also benefit the variable ‘perceived behavioural control’ (this is briefly discussed 

below). We describe and discuss integrated policies in more detail in Chapter 5.  

Beliefs about political orientation and ‘hippies’ 

   The TPB guidelines suggest that studies should first measure the respondents’ beliefs 

about the outcome of a behaviour (e.g. ‘I beliefe sustainable lifestyles are healthier’), 

then, measure whether their attitude towards that outcome is positive or negative (e.g. 

‘I think a healthier lifestyle is a good thing’). However, this approach was considered too 

irritating by the participants in the pilot stages of this dissertation. Ajzen has also 

recognised that this approach is potentially annoying for the respondents (2005).  

Therefore, beliefs that were considered less ambiguous to interpret in regards to their 

positive or negative attributes were omitted from this follow up question (such as the 

four beliefs presented above). However, there were two beliefs that required this follow 

up inquiry: ‘SLs involve left-wing political orientation’ and ‘SLs are a ‘hippie’ lifestyle’. 

The results for these variables is presented below. 

   When asked whether SLs involve left-wing political orientation, the responses were 

fairly similar among the four segment groups (statement ‘a’ in Fugure 13 below). 

However, SL1 respondents (the least sustainable group) were more likely than the other 

groups to associate SL with left-wing politics, with 33.3% indicating this sentiment. In 

regards to ‘hippies’, 42.4% of SL1 state sustainable living is ‘likely’ associated with a 

‘hippie lifestyle’ compared to only 23.2% of SL4.  
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Figure 13. Beliefs about sustainable lifestyles: variations across political orientation and 
'hippies' 

 

   The participants were then asked to indicate their attitude towards ‘left-wing political 

orientation’ and ‘hippies’ on a 7-point scale (1= very negative to 7= very positive). Figure 

14 below shows the results. Again, to be clear, the reasoning for this follow up question 

is because it would otherwise be difficult to discuss how these beliefs may influence a 

person’s general attitude towards SL (e.g. is associating ‘hippies’ with SLs a positive or 

negative attribute?). 

Figure 14. Evaluation of beliefs about left-wing political orientation and 'hippies' 

 

   Statement (a) shows that roughly 50% of individuals in groups SL2, SL3 and SL4 have 

‘neutral’ attitudes towards ‘left wing’ political orientation. In general, however, attitude 

becomes more positive from SL1 (most negative) to SL4 (most positve).  

   Refering back to Figure 13, it was seen that all groups share similar beliefs about 

whether sustainable living involves ‘left-wing political orientation’. This is confirmed by 
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χ2(3)= 6.080, p= .108. In summary, although the different groups share different 

attitudes about ‘left-winger and SL’, none of the groups seem to think that sustainable 

living is associated with left-wing political orientation; suggesting that this belief may 

not be linked to the development of their general attitude to an important degree 

(Ajzen, 1991).  

   With regards to the belief that sustainable living is for ‘hippies’ (Bedford et al., 2004), 

groups SL1 and SL2 have more negative attitude towards hippies (Figure 14) and they 

are more likely to believe that sustainable living is a ‘hippie’ lifestyle (Figure 13). Krustal-

Wallis testing also revealed a statistical difference in the distribution of the scores for 

the groups in relation to the the statement ‘an SL is a hippie lifestyle’; χ2(3)= 25.282, p 

< .001. Mean ranks are presented from highest (more likely to agree SL’s are for hippies) 

to lowest (less likely): 626.35 (SL1), 561.02 (SL2), 498.15 (SL3) and 440.08 (SL4). Further, 

Kendall’s tau testing revealed a statistically significant, though weak, negative 

association between ‘SL choice’ and the belief ‘SLs is a hippie lifestyle’, τb= -.133, p < 

.001.  

Summary 

   These results provide some indication that individuals who are less committed to 

sustainable living in this sample are more likely to believe that ‘SLs are for hippies’, and 

that ‘being a hippie’ is a negative condition. Left-wing political orientation, on the other 

hand, was not found to be statistically associated with ‘SL choice’.  

   Previous authors have suggested that one of the factors hindering a wider uptake of 

sustainable living is the negative connotations attached to SLs of ‘hippies’ and ‘tree-

huggers’ (Bedford et al., 2004; Shirani et al., 2015). Part of the issue with this, is that it 

locates sustainable living as some form of non-mainstream, or alternative, concept. 

These findings indicate that repositioning SLs away from ‘hippie’ connotations may 

influence some members of society to be more amenable to adopting sustainable 

lifestyles. However, the link between these variables does not seem to be (statistically) 

very strong.  
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4.5.4 Respondents’ attitudes towards environment groups 

   It was discussed earlier how environment groups may be turning some people away 

from sustainability due, in part, because of a focus on promoting ‘altruistic’ information 

that is may be perceived as patronising, or potentially annoying (UNEP, 2011b). 

Therefore, ‘attitudes towards the information provided by environment groups’ was 

measured in this study. This inquiry will be relevant in future discussions about the 

effectiveness of environment groups as a source of information dissemination and 

influencing ‘beliefs’ about SLs.  

   Two statements were included that were related to this topic: (1) ‘I find the 

information from environment groups to be’ measured a 7-point scale, 1= annoying to 

7=useful; and (2) ‘do you think that environment groups do an adequate job at 

promoting more sustainable behaviours and lifestyles?’ also measured on a 7-point 

scale, 1= ‘definitely not’ to 7= ‘definitely yes’. Figure 15 below illustrates the results.  

Figure 15. Attitude towards environment groups - SL group comparisons 

 

   With respect to (a) ‘information from environment groups’, 69.7% of the individuals in 

SL1 find this information to be ‘annoying’. Whereas, 67.4% of the SL4 group find this 

information ‘useful’. On the whole, the bar graph illustrates a notable difference 

between the groups’ responses. However, there is a more pronounced difference 

between the responses of the less sustainable groups (SL1 and SL2) and the greener 

groups (SL3 and SL4). This is represented by the large ‘jump’ in agree responses from 

SL2 (28%) to SL3 (52.2%). KWt results were statistically significant, χ2(3)= 130.171, p < 

.001; and Kendall’s tau testing revealed a moderate positive association, τb= .300, p < 

.001.  
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   Similar results were found shown on the bar graph for (b) environment groups 

promote SLs well. KWt results were also significant χ2(3)= 41.080, p < .001; however, 

Kendall’s tau testing revealed a weaker positive association, τb= .166, p < .001.  

Summary 

   The less sustainable individuals revealed (statistically) more negative attitudes 

towards the information provided by environment groups. The SL1 and SL2 individuals 

are also less confident about environment groups’ ability to promote SLs. In summary, 

it may be the case that attempting to influence the beliefs of the less sustainable 

segments of society via environment groups may not be an effective approach. How 

environment groups can potentially change their ‘image’ (in order to become more 

appealing to the less sustainable segments of society) is discussed in Chapter 5.    

4.6 RQ4: THE EXTENT THAT THE SL GROUPS ATTRIBUTE THE ‘BLAME 

AND RESPONSIBILITY’ TO OTHER SECTORS OF SOCIETY: 

INTRODUCTION 

   We have argued, thus far, that individuals may be influenced by their perceptions of 

other people’s actions (Cialdini et al., 1990) and what is considered ‘normal’ (Rettie et 

al., 2014). Further support for this argument came from Defra’s research (2011, p. 20) 

which stated that “people’s behaviour follows the behaviour of others” and that this is 

a “key area” for policy intervention. Further, Defra (2011) extends the concept of 

‘others’ beyond the everyday citizen to include government agencies and businesses. 

This is in line with findings from previous studies which suggest that people may be 

influenced by the actions of public organisations (e.g. ‘if they don’t do it, why should I?’) 

(Axon, 2017; Defra, 2011; Kalamas et al., 2014; Thøgersen, 2005). To illustrate, Kalamas 

et al. (2014, p. 13, [added emphasis]) has stated that people “may lack motivation to 

engage in [pro-environmental behaviours] because they ascribe ecological responsibility 

to powerful others, specifically government”; while Thøgersen (2005, p. 168) has 

suggested that it may be more important for governments to “let their actions speak” 

rather than to attempt to influence citizens through motivational campaigns. 

   On these grounds, RQ4 inquired into Australians’ perceptions about the extent that 

large businesses, citizens, governments and science and technology are damaging the 
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environment; and the extent that each of these groups are responsible for addressing 

environmental issues. 

   The aim of this inquiry was to investigate links between the SL groups and how they 

attribute the ‘blame and responsibility’ for environmental degradation and mitigation. 

For instance, do the less sustainable groups potentially lack the motivation to engage 

with more sustainable living because they ascribe the responsibility externally (e.g. to 

governments instead of citizens)? (Kalamas et al., 2014). Alternatively, do the less 

sustainable groups perceive the environmental damage of public organisations to be 

much higher (compared to their own behaviours), hence, this lowers their motivation to 

be green? (Axon, 2017). 

4.6.1 Who the respondents think do the most environmental damage?  

   Figure 16 below illustrates the means of the responses to the question ‘who do you 

think contributes the most to environmental damage?’. Possible answers were ‘large 

businesses’, ‘citizens and their everyday habits’, ‘governments (through a lack of ‘green’ 

policies)’ and ‘science and technology’. The responses were rated on a 7-point scale 

where 1= strongly disagree and 7= strongly agree. Commentary about the percentages 

of responses is also provided below, though, bar graphs that illustrate the percentages 

are in Appendix E. Again, this information was presented on a line graph to facilitate for 

a visual comparison of the groups.  
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Figure 16. SL groups’ opinions about which groups in society do the most environmental 
damage? 

 

   ‘Large businesses’ was the highest ranked category for all of the SL groups. Agree 

percentages were 66.7% (SL1), 74.6% (SL2), 81.0% (SL3) and 81.7% (SL4). ‘Governments’ 
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groups. 30  Kendall’s tau testing, for ‘science and technology’, was also statistically 

significant, but showed a very weak and dubious positive association, τb= .071, p < .008. 

The variable ‘large businesses’ also showed a very weak and dubious association to ‘SL 

choice’, τb= -.084, p= .002.  

 Summary 

   There is a greater tendency for the greener groups (SL3 and SL4) of this study to ascribe 

‘blame’ for environmental damage to governments, citizens, large businesses and 

science and technology. However, statistical results suggest that – out of the variables 

investigated – influencing people’s perceptions about the extent that ‘citizens’ 

contribute to environmental damage has the strongest links to ‘SL choice’.  

4.6.2 Who should assume responsibility for addressing environmental 

harm? 

   Figure 17 below illustrates the means of the responses to the question ‘who do you 

think holds the greatest responsibilities for addressing environmental issues?’. Possible 

answers were ‘the business community’, ‘citizens’, ‘governments’ and ‘scientists’. The 

responses were rated on a 7-point scale where 1= strongly disagree and 7= strongly 

agree. Commentary about the percentages of responses is also provided below (again, 

bar graphs that illustrate the percentages are in located in Appendix H). 

 
30 It is not uncommon to have a statistically significant KWt result, but no statistical differences between 
the groups in the post hoc analysis. That is because a statistically significant KWt result indicates that not 
all the groups come from the same ‘type’ of distribution (Laerd Statistics, 2015a). Dunn’s (1964) post 
hoc procedure asks slightly different questions. In basic terms, the relatively high p-value (p= .037), 
combined with no statistical differences between the groups, indicates a (very) weak link between 
‘science and technology do most damage’ and ‘SL choice’. 
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Figure 17. SL groups’ opinions about which groups in society hold the greatest 
responsibility for addressing environmental issues 

 

   Whilst large businesses were ranked as the biggest contributors to environmental 

damage, governments were ranked as the most responsible for environmental 

mitigation. 48.5% of SL1 members ‘agree’ that governments should ‘clean up’, 
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tendency for the ‘greener’ lifestyle groups to ascribe the responsibility to ‘others’, 

including citizens. This is contrary to arguments by previous authors, which suggested 

that people who attribute the responsibility to powerful others are less likely to act 

sustainably (Kalamas et al., 2014). In this study, it is the green groups that are the most 

likely to expect powerful others to assume environmental responsibility.  

   However, while the highest ranked variable is ‘governments’, the strongest statistical 

link was once again between ‘citizens’ and ‘SL choice’. KWt results for ‘citizens’ was 

χ2(3)= 98.857, p < .001 and Kendall’s tau was τb= .257, p < .001. This was also the only 

variable where pairwise compassions revealed a significant difference between all of the 

groups’ responses. The second strongest statistical association was between 

‘governments’ and ‘SL choice’ (τb= .198, p < .001). 
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Summary 

   There is a greater tendency for the greener groups of this study to ‘ascribe 

responsibility’ for environmental mitigation to governments, citizens, large businesses 

and scientist. However, statistical results suggest that – out of the variables investigated 

– influencing people’s perceptions about the extent that ‘citizens’ are responsible for 

environmental mitigation might represent the more effective policy approach. We 

discuss this in more detail in Chapter 5.  

4.6.3 Do Australian governments promote SLs well? 

   Based on the importance that previous works have attributed to people’s perceptions 

of governments’ environmental performance (Axon, 2017; Defra, 2011; Kalamas, 

Cleveland, & Laroche, 2014; Thøgersen, 2005), the participants were asked ‘do 

Australian governments do an adequate job at promoting sustainable behaviours and 

lifestyles?’. This was ranked on a 7-point scale where 1= ‘strongly disagree’ and 7= 

‘strongly agree’. Figure 18 illustrates the results. 

Figure 18. Do Australian governments do an adequate job at promoting sustainable 
behaviours and lifestyles? – SL group comparison 

 

   Australian governments did not rank very highly in regard to ‘doing an adequate job at 

promoting sustainable behaviours and lifestyles’ by any of the SL groups. The SL4 group 

exhibited the highest percentage of people who agreed with the statement (23.7%) and 

SL1 presented the lowest percentage (12.1%). Kruskal-Wallis test revealed no 

statistically significant differences in the groups’ responses, χ2(3)= .596, p= .897.  
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Summary 

   All of the SL groups appear to be equally dissatisfied with Australian governments’ 

performance at promoting sustainable behaviours and lifestyles. Combined with the 

findings to be presented below, it seems that – at least from the citizen’s perspectives – 

Australian governments may need be ‘doing more’ to facilitate and encourage 

sustainable living.  

4.7 RQ5: PERCEIVED BARRIERS TO SUSTAINABLE LIVING: 

INTRODUCTION 

   The following section presents the results on the perceived challenges to sustainable 

living.  The objective of this inquiry was to identify potential links between SL choice and 

SL barriers in an effort to contribute strategies for the policy makers that wish to address 

these barriers. Links between socio-demographic and economic characteristics and 

perceived barriers are also investigated because personal circumstances (such as 

income) may influence people’s perceived barriers to SLs (Alexander, 2012; Martínez-

Alier et al., 2010).   

4.7.1 Perceived barriers to sustainable lifestyles 

   The respondents were presented with the statement ‘the following are some common 

barriers to living more sustainably. On a scale from 1 to 7, please indicate how often you 

feel like:’ (1= ‘very infrequently’ and 7= ‘very frequently’). They were then introduced to 

the following questions: 

1. There are not enough 'green' products to enable you to live more sustainably?31 
2. 'Green' products are too expensive for you to live more sustainably? 
3. You do not have the knowledge to live more sustainably? 
4. You do not have enough government support to live more sustainably (e.g. 
subsidies for solar panels, informational campaigns, financial incentives, etc.)? 
5. You do not have enough time to live more sustainably? 
6. There is not enough public transport for you to live more sustainably? 
7. Your 'unsustainable habits' are too hard to break for you to live more sustainably?    

  Figure 19 below illustrates the responses. 

 
31 The following examples were provided to exemplify ‘green' products: energy efficient appliances, 
products made from recycled materials, biodegradable products, reusable bags and cups, and 'earth-
friendly' chemical cleaners. 
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Figure 19. Barriers to sustainable living of the whole sample (no group segmentation) 

 

   The three most frequently experienced barriers in the figure above can be considered 

as ‘external’ to the respondent (e.g. as opposed to ‘lack of knowledge’ and ‘breaking bad 

habits’ which are somewhat within the individual’s control). These barriers were the cost 

of ‘green’ products (67% ‘frequent’ responses), lack of government support (56.6%) and 

lack of public transport (42.8%). These findings illustrate the importance of the ‘external’ 

support that is needed to live sustainably. 

   Socio-demographic and economic characteristics and ‘barriers to SL’ 

   To investigate whether perceived high cost of green products was linked to (lower) 

household income (Martínez-Carrasco et al., 2015), Kruskal-Wallis test (KWt) was used. 

The sample was divided into five annual household income brackets (total sample size 

n= 852):  

1. Less than $20,000 (n= 64) 
2. $20,001 - $40,000 (n= 185) 
3. $40,001 - $75,000 (n=234) 
4. $75,001 - $100,000 (n= 142) 
5. Over $100,001 (n= 227) 

   KWt results showed no significant difference in the distribution of the scores between 

the ‘income brackets groups’ in regard to the ‘perceived high cost of green products’, 

χ2(4)= 5.745, p < .219. However, when KWt was used to investigate all other barriers, 
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with income as the dependent variable, the only variable to reveal a statistically 

significant result was ‘lack of time to live more sustainably’, χ2(4)= 23.265, p < .001. 

More specifically, mean ranks suggested that ‘lack of time’ constraints may be linked to 

higher income (that is, higher incomes may be associated with less time available time 

to live SLs). The income bracket ‘$20,000- $40,001’ was the least likely to state ‘lack of 

time’ as a constraint (mean rank= 355.81) and individuals in earning ‘$100,001 or more’ 

were the most likely to experience this barrier (mean rank= 462.61). Kendall’s tau test 

also revealed a statistically significant positive association between ‘income’ and ‘lack 

of time to live more sustainably’, however, this association was weak, τb= .112, p < .001. 

   In a similar vein, links between ‘work hours’ and perceived ‘time constraints’ to live 

more sustainably were also analysed (Alexander, 2012; Schor, 2001). In brief, it has been 

suggested that overwork may lead to unsustainable levels of consumption (Schor, 2001). 

In addition, time constraints may also be intertwined with ‘insufficient knowledge’ 

barriers because individuals may not have time to learn about how to live SLs (refer to 

Section 2.4.7, pg. 35) (Axon, 2017; Gifford, 2011).    

   The variable ‘work hours’ was divided into six categories:32  

1. 1-29 hours (per week) (n=207) 
2. 30-40 hours (per week) (n=334) 
3. 41-50 hours (per week) (n=83) 
4. 51 or more hours (per week) (n= 15) 
5. Unemployed (n=214) 
6. Retired (n=125) 

   As predicted, the only two barriers to show significant differences in responses among 

the ‘work hour’ groups were ‘insufficient time to live SL’ χ2(5)= 63.496, p < .001 and ‘lack 

of knowledge to live SL’ χ2(5)= 15.769, p= .008. The ‘retired’ group was the least likely 

to state ‘lack of time’ as a barrier (mean rank= 333.69) and the individuals who worked 

‘41-50 hours per week’ were the most likely to state ‘lack of time’ as a barrier (mean 

rank= 579.31). 

   These results provide some support to claims that longer working hours may have links 

to individuals perceiving that they have insufficient time to live more sustainably. 

 
32 Other income brackets combinations were also analysed. For example, (1) 1-20 hours, (2) 21-29 hours, 
(3) 30-40 hours, (4) 41 hours and above, (5) unemployed, (6) retired. The results were essentially 
unchanged.  
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However, further information was required to investigate whether ‘lack of time’ and 

‘insufficient knowledge’ were themselves correlated (the suggestions about these links 

were put forth by Axon, 2017; Gifford, 2011). Kendall’s tau results revealed a statistically 

significant, somewhat moderate positive correlation between the barriers ‘lack of time’ 

and ‘insufficient knowledge’, τb= .298, p < .001. This relationship, between longer 

working hours, time constraints and lack of knowledge to live sustainably, is discussed 

in detail chapter five. 

   Lastly, and in relation to public transport, it was suggested that individuals who live 

further away from urban areas may be more likely to experience this as a barrier 

(Alexander, 2012; Bekin et al., 2005). The findings of this sample provide some support 

to this argument. KWt results showed statistically significant differences in the 

distribution of the scores between different types of living location (measured by ‘rural’, 

‘suburban’ and ‘urban’, see question 28 of the survey for details) with reference to 

‘public transport barrier’: χ2(2)= 10.553, p= .005. Mean ranks show a sequential increase 

from, the lowest, urban (467.86), to suburban (497.10) then to rural (568.02). Also, post 

hoc analysis shows statistically significant responses between ‘rural’ and ‘urban’ (p= 

.004), and between ‘rural’ and ‘suburban’ (p= .027); but not between ‘suburban’ and 

‘urban’.  

Summary 

   The most frequently cited ‘barriers to SL’ were attributed to what we interpret to be 

more ‘external’ sources (expensive green products, lack of government support and lack 

of public transport). Contrary to expectations, lower incomes were not associated with 

the perception that ‘green products are too expensive’. However, higher income earners 

and individuals who work longer hours are significantly more likely to experience ‘a lack 

of time to live SL’ as a barrier. In addition, people who work longer hours also experience 

‘a lack of knowledge about SL’ as a barrier. Based on these findings and the literature 

reviewed in Section 2.4.7, discussions about the need for structural shifts in the common 

work hour system are outlined in Chapter 5. Lastly, insufficient time and insufficient 

knowledge were found to be positively statistically associated. Based on the literature 

reviewed in Chapter 2 (pg. 35), increasing knowledge about how to live more sustainably 
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might also help address perceived time constraints to sustainable living. This is a 

complex issue that is explored in more detail in Chapter 5.   

4.7.2 Barriers to SL: comparisons of the four lifestyle segment groups 

   Comparisons between the SL groups and their responses to the ‘perceived barriers to 

SLs’ are presented on a line graph below (Figure 20). Bar graphs illustrating the 

percentages of the responses can be found in Appendix H.  

Figure 20. Barriers to sustainable living: Mean responses for SL groups 

 

   Post hoc analysis (pairwise comparisons) showed that the largest differences in 

responses (as represented by significant differences in mean ranks) were found in the 

barriers ‘breaking unsustainable habits’, ‘a lack of knowledge’, ‘a lack of green products’ 

and ‘green products are too expensive’. However, most of the mean ranks were not 

ordered in a sequentially increasing or decreasing scale. Hence, statistical associations, 

as represented by Kendall’s tau coefficients, were mostly weak: ‘breaking unsustainable 

habits’ was the highest (τb= -.213, p < .001), followed by ‘a lack of knowledge’ (τb= -.182, 

p < .001) and a ‘lack of time’ (τb= -.126, p < .001). The largest deviations in responses 

were provided by the SL4 group (who experienced the barriers: ‘habits’, ‘time’, 

‘knowledge’ and ‘high cost of green products’ less frequently than the other groups) and 

the SL1 group (who experienced the barriers: ‘a lack of green products’ and ‘lack of 
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government support’ less frequently than the other groups). Interestingly, the SL2 

members were the highest ranked for the three variables we interpret to be more 

‘internal’ to the respondent (e.g. habits, knowledge, perceived time). In general, 

however, the groups (but especially the SL2 and SL3 members) provided somewhat 

equal responses.  

Summary 

   Kendall’s tau coefficients were weak for all the barriers included in this study. The 

strongest coefficients were found in: ‘hard to break unsustainable habits’ (τb= -.213), a 

‘lack of knowledge’ (τb= -.182) and a ‘lack of time to live SL’ (τb= -.126). The SL4 members 

were particularly less likely to experience these three barriers, while the SL2 members 

were the highest ranked for these barriers. With the exception of ‘breaking 

unsustainable habits’ and ‘lack of knowledge’ there was a tendency for the SL2 and SL3 

members to provide somewhat equal responses. We return to these findings in Chapter 

5.  

4.8 RQ6: SUSTAINABLE BEHAVIOURS AND ‘SL CHOICE’ 

   The following section presents the results on the sample’s sustainable behaviours. The 

list of behaviour below includes ‘lighter green’ behaviours (such as recycling) and ‘darker 

green’ behaviours (such as minimising consumption). Comparisons between the four SL 

groups are made and future discussions will, in part, revolve around the types of 

behaviours that characterise the different groups of this study.  

   To measure their behaviours, the participants were asked to rate on a 6-point scale 

(never- always) how often they:  

1. Decide not to buy something because it has too much packaging? 

2. Make an effort to buy things from local retailers and suppliers? 

3. Make an effort to buy less things in order to use less resources and create less waste? 

4. Take public transport instead of driving (average from the past year)? 

5. Turn off the lights when leaving the room? 

6. Refuse to use non-biodegradable plastic products like straws, balloons, plastic water 

bottles, takeaway coffee cups, disposable utensils, coffee pods, etc.? 

7. Recycle items rather than throwing them away? 
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8. Look into the operation of your bank, insurance provider, mortgage provider and/or 

super fund to see if their investment practices are ethical and/or environmentally-

friendly? 

   The data have been presented on a line graph showing the means and of the responses 

(Figure 21 below). Bar graphs that illustrate the percentages can be found in Appendix 

H. Commentary about the percentages is also included in the discussion that follows.  

Figure 21. Sustainable behaviours - SL group comparison 

 

   The figure above shows a sequential increase from SL1 (lowest ranked) to SL4 (highest 

ranked) in almost all the behaviours. This indicates, as expected, a link to ‘SL choice’. The 

most frequent behaviours overall are light green behaviours. These were ‘turning off 

lights when leaving the room’ and ‘recycling’. More specifically, 83.1% of SL4 members 

‘very frequently’ or ‘always’ turn off the lights, compared to 54.5% of SL1 individuals.  

   The most infrequent behaviours are ‘researching ethical bank investments’ and 

‘avoiding packaging’. Only 18.7% of SL4 individuals look into the ethical investments of 

their banks or superfunds ‘very frequently’ or ‘always’, compared to 0.0% of the SL1 

members and 1.5% of SL2 members. 
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   KWt results revealed statistically significant differences in responses to all of the 

behavioural questions. All behaviours also showed a weak to moderate, statistically 

significant positive association. The SL4 group was the only group to show a significantly 

different response to all other groups in every behaviour (representing a significantly 

higher mean rank) except for turning off the lights. However, bar graphs show that 

59.9% of SL4 members either ‘never’, ‘rarely’ or ‘sometimes’ refuse to buy something 

due to excessive packaging; also 71.5% either ‘never’, ‘rarely’ or only ‘sometimes’ 

considers the ethical or environmental investments of their bank, insurance provider, 

mortgage provider and/or super fund. The relevance of this is that, although this 

segment group states they ‘make daily efforts to live as sustainably as they can’, results 

show there is room for improvement in some respects. 

   The biggest difference between the groups’ responses is in ‘minimising consumption’. 

This behaviour also showed the highest Kendall’s tau coefficient, τb= .356. This 

behaviour is an important aspect of degrowth and is discussed further in Chapter 5.  

   Other behaviours that are of particular interest, considering the pairwise comparisons 

and Kendall’s tau results, are: ‘avoiding biodegradables’ (τb= .331, p < .001), ‘avoid 

packaging’ (τb= .291, p < .001), ‘researching bank investments’ (τb= .296, p < .001) and 

‘buying local’ (τb= .220, p < .001).  

Summary 

   As expected, all of the sustainable behaviours showed statistical associations to ‘SL 

choice’. Post hoc testing revealed that the SL4 group was the only group to provide 

statistically higher-ranking responses to all behaviours except for ‘turning off the lights’. 

However, for a group that indicates they are ‘living as sustainably as they can’, bar 

graphs (Appendix H) suggest that there is room for improvement in some regards. Based 

on KWt and Kendall’s tau results, the behaviours with the strongest links to ‘SL choice’ 

are minimising consumption, avoiding biodegradables, avoiding packaging, researching 

bank investments and buying local (in that order). Minimising consumption is an 

important behaviour that is discussed in the degrowth and the broader ‘sustainability’ 

literature. This was also the variable with the strongest statistical association to ‘SL 

choice’. As such, we provide a more in-depth analysis on this topic in Chapter 5. 
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Dietary habits: a form of sustainable behaviour 

   The participants were also asked about their dietary habits. The motive for this 

question was primarily related to meat consumption. It is generally accepted that meat 

consumption is more damaging to the environment (and, to some, it is also considered 

more cruel) (Tilman, Tilman, & Clark, 2014; VVSQ, 2010). Therefore, dietary choice was 

analysed as a type of sustainable behaviour in this study.  

    A chi-square test of independence was used to measure whether there was an 

association between ‘SL choice’ and ‘dietary choice’. The assumption that no more than 

20% of the cells have expected frequencies of five or less (Cochran, 1954) was not met. 

In this case, 25% of cells had expected cell frequencies of less than five. Results should 

be interpreted with this in mind. Chi-square test results show a statistical association 

between ‘dietary choice’ and ‘SL choice’ χ2(12)= 61.199, p < .001, but the association 

was weak, Cramér’s V = .144.33  

   The largest percentage of ‘vegetarian’ and ‘vegans’ were found in the SL4 group (7.7% 

and 2.3% respectively), followed by SL3 (3.5% and 1.5% respectively). There was 

sequential decline in the percentages of individuals who possess a ‘typical diet’ with the 

SL1 group ranked highest (83.9%) and SL4 ranked lowest (47.3%). There was also a linear 

difference in the percentage of individuals that ‘try to eat unprocessed foods’, with the 

SL4 group being the highest ranked (36.0%) and SL1 the lowest (6.5%).  

   An attempt was made to compare these findings with the Australian average, but that 

proved to be difficult because large studies have yielded different results. A study based 

on a sample of 243,096 adults aged 45 and over in Australia found that 0.63% of their 

respondents were vegetarians, and 0.46% ate fish, but were otherwise vegetarian 

(Mihrshahi et al., 2016); vegans were not identified in that study and the age of the 

sample complicates comparisons. Another Australian study, based on 14,380 adults 

aged 18 and over found that 11.2% of people stated that the food they eat is all, or 

almost all, vegetarian (Morgan, 2016); again, these results are not directly comparable 

since they do not relate to strict vegetarians. Lastly, an Australia-wide study based on 

 
33 The items ‘vegetarian’ and ‘vegan’ were originally condensed into one construct in order to meet 
Cochran’s assumption. Results were essentially unchanged: χ2(9)= 60.160, p < .001. Therefore, we kept 
‘vegetarian’ and ‘vegan’ separated to provide a more detailed analysis.  
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1202 adults (18 and over), revealed that 5% of Australians stated they were vegetarian 

and 1% said they were vegan (VVSQ, 2010). Interestingly, upon further screening 

questions, that study also discovered that only 2% of individuals were actually 

vegetarian and 0.06% (one person) was actually vegan. The authors attributed this to 

the fact that people have incorrect definitions of the terms ‘vegetarian’ and ‘vegan’. 

Taking this argument into consideration, it is possible that the findings of this research, 

related to the percentages of vegetarians and vegans, are overstated since no 

definitions of the terms were provided in the survey.  

Summary 

   There appears to be links between ‘SL choice’ and ‘dietary choice’. The greener 

lifestyle groups, but the SL4 members in particular, have a more environmentally 

friendly diet (based on lower meat consumption). Unfortunately, comparison with the 

Australian average was not possible to methodological differences between previous 

studies. 

4.9 RQ7:  VARIABLES FROM THE TPB, NAM AND NEP MODELS: 

INTRODUCTION 

   The following section is divided as follows. First, the results of the questions 

concerning the Theory of Planned Behaviour (Ajzen, 1991) and the ‘Big-Five’ personality 

traits scale (Robert R McCrae & Costa Jr, 1999) are presented. After the components of 

the Norm Activation Model (S. Schwartz, 1977) are outlined. In the last part of this 

section, the items included in the New Ecological Paradigm scale (Riley E. Dunlap et al., 

2000) are discussed and, then, combined to form a single construct.  

4.9.1 Theory of Planned Behaviour: Introduction 

   Section 2.5.1 reviewed the main components, or variables, of the Theory of Planned 

Behaviour (TPB). These were ‘intention, attitudes, subjective norms and perceived 

behavioural control’. Adapting the TPB into the context of this dissertation, it can be 

stated that: a person’s ‘attitude’ towards sustainable lifestyles, ‘subjective norms’ about 

sustainable living (e.g. influence from important others to live more sustainably) and 

‘perceived behavioural control’ (e.g. how much control a person thinks he or she has 

over sustainable living) may influence his or hers ‘intention’ to live a more sustainable 
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lifestyle. Intention, thus, is assumed to be the closest antecedent to performing a 

behaviour (Ajzen, 2005; Gollwitzer, 1993); the behaviour, in this case, is ‘attempting to 

live a more sustainable lifestyle’.  

   The literature reviewed in Section 2.5.1 also suggested that certain personality traits 

may have links to environmental behaviour (Arbuthnot, 1974; Busic-Sontic et al., 2017; 

Farizo et al., 2016; Gifford, 2014; Hirsh, 2010; Kvasova, 2015; Luchs & Mooradian, 2012; 

Milfont & Sibley, 2012). In addition, Icek Ajzen, one of the TPB creators, has proposed 

that investigating personality traits can benefit studies that use the TPB (2005). 

   On that note, the section below first presents the findings on the respondents’ 

attitudes, subjective norms, perceived behavioural control (PBC) and intentions in 

relation to sustainable living. After, the findings related to personality traits are also 

presented.  

4.9.2 Intention 

   Section 3.7.7.1 described how the variable ‘intention’ was measured with two similar 

questions that were combined to produce a single construct. Intention was measured 

on a 7-point ‘extremely likely’ to ‘extremely unlikely’ scale. Figure 22 below illustrates 

the results. 

Figure 22. Percentage of each group who intend to live (or continue living) a more 
sustainable lifestyle 

 

   As expected (Ajzen, 1991; Fishbein & Ajzen, 2010), the responses from the groups are 

quite different in regards to the variable ‘intention’. Although not illustrated here 

(because the 7-point scale was reduced to 3-points), 56.7% of the SL4 group stated it 
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was ‘extremely likely’ (e.g. the highest ranking) to continue living an SL, compared to 

16.5% of the SL3 group. Alternatively, 42.4% of the SL1 members stated it was 

‘extremely unlikely’ that they would attempt to live a more sustainable lifestyle. These 

percentages, although not shown on the graph in this greater detail, are intended to 

highlight the strength of this variable.  

   Kruskal-Wallis testing revealed that the distribution of scores were significantly 

different between the groups, χ2(3)= 248.618, p < .001. Pairwise comparisons showed a 

significant difference in responses between all groups. All p-values were p < .001. 

‘Intention’ also demonstrated the largest sequential increase in mean ranks in this study. 

Kendall’s tau test revealed a statistically significant, strong, positive association between 

‘SL choice’ and ‘intention to live SL’, τb= .559, p < .001. 

Summary 

   As expected, there is a strong association between the ‘intention to live a sustainable 

lifestyle’ and ‘SL choice’. These findings are important to keep in mind because the 

multiple regression of this study uses ‘intention to live SL’ as the dependent variable 

(hence, these findings illustrate the extent that the variable ‘intention’ is representative 

of ‘SL choice’). A more detailed discussion about this variable is provided in Section 

4.10.3 below.  

4.9.3 Attitude 

   Attitude was measured with the statement ‘I consider ‘sustainable lifestyles’ to be’, 

which was presented on a 7-point bipolar adjective scale according to the guidelines of 

the TPB (1= worthless and 7= valuable). The responses to this statement are shown in 

Figure 23 below.  
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Figure 23. Attitude towards sustainable lifestyles - SL group comparison 

 

   There are notably positive responses from groups SL4 and SL3 (especially), and also 

from group SL2. Only 0.9% of SL4 individuals (2 out of 224 respondents) stated negative 

attitudes towards sustainable living, compared to 2.0% in SL3 and 8.8% in SL2. 

Alternatively, 45.5% of SL1 participants had negative attitudes about sustainable 

lifestyles. Perhaps the most significant finding, however, relates to the SL2 group. These 

individuals (a partially large segment of Australian society) have a positive attitude 

towards sustainable living and, referring back to Section 4.2, 56.5% of people in this 

group state they would like to do ‘a little’ or ‘a lot’ more to help the environment. In 

other words, these individuals, who state that they only ‘engage with one or two 

sustainable behaviours’, may be particularly susceptible to policy intervention. There 

are, of course, many other factors to consider when making this claim and Chapter 5 

combines several of the findings that were presented here to build this argument.  

   Kruskal-Wallis testing revealed that the distribution of scores were significantly 

different between the groups, χ2(3)= 248.618, p < .001. Pairwise comparisons showed a 

significant difference in responses between all groups. All p-values were p < .001. 

Kendall’s tau test revealed a statistically significant, somewhat strong, positive 

association between ‘SL choice’ and ‘attitude towards SL’, τb= .430, p < .001. 

Summary 

   Attitude towards sustainable living has demonstrated strong links to ‘SL choice’. When 

the results of the multiple regression analysis are presented below, we will return to 

these findings.  
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4.9.4 Subjective Norms 

   The basic premise of subjective norms is that people’s intention to perform a 

behaviour is influenced by others (e.g. if other people think I should live sustainably, I 

am more likely to live sustainably). There were two statements used to measure 

subjective norm: (a) ‘I feel I am under social pressure to live a sustainable lifestyle’ and 

(b) ‘most people who are important to me think I should live a sustainable lifestyle’. 

Figure 24 below illustrates the results.  

Figure 24. Subjective norms - SL groups comparison 

 

   The SL4 group are the least likely to feel social pressure to live sustainably. However, 

these individuals are the most likely to perceive that ‘important others’ think they 

should live sustainably. This is potentially because, as mentioned in the literature 
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behaviour is that SLs are more indicative of whom we associate with and how we 

interact (Task Force on Sustainable Lifestyles, 2010; UNEP, 2011b). It is conceivable, 

therefore, that SL4 individuals will have other ‘sustainable living’ people in their social 

network that (it can be assumed) want them to continue living this way.  

   In a similar vein, this may also explain the higher ‘disagree’ percentages for the SL1 

and SL2 groups (in regard to ‘(b) important others’). That is, these individuals may be 

less likely to have ‘green’ peers who influence them to act more sustainably.  

   Feeling ‘social pressure’ showed very weak links to ‘SL choice’. Although KWt results 

were significant (χ2(3)= 16.498, p= .001), pairwise comparisons revealed statistically 
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different scores between groups SL3 and SL4 only. Kendall’s tau test also revealed a 

statistically significant, but very weak (dubious), negative association, τb= -.061, p= .021.   

   Alternatively, influence from ‘important others’ showed stronger links to ‘SL choice’. 

KWt results were significant (χ2(3)= 78.536, p < .001) and pairwise comparisons 

disclosed statistically different scores between all groups except for groups SL1 and SL2 

(all p-values were p < .001 except for differences in groups SL1-SL3 which was p= .024). 

Kendall’s tau test revealed a statistically significant, somewhat weak, positive 

association, τb= .238, p < .001.  

Summary 

   There was no statistical association between perceived ‘social pressure’ to live more 

sustainably and ‘SL choice’. Alternatively, influence from ‘important others’ showed 

stronger links to ‘SL choice’. These findings contribute to future arguments about the 

potential influence that social identity exerts upon sustainable lifestyles. That is, the 

extent that individuals with similar ‘sustainable living’ identities overlap in their social 

networks and how differences and similarities in social identities can hinder or facilitate 

SLs. We discuss this in more depth in Chapter 5.    

4.9.5 Perceived behavioural control 

   To remind the reader, the logic behind perceived behavioural control (PBC) is that a 

behaviour is more likely to take place if the individual has a certain degree of confidence 

that he or she can genuinely carry out the behaviour (e.g. ‘if I don’t think I can do it, then 

why bother?’) (Kraft et al., 2005). The question used to measure PBC was: ‘in general, 

do you think that living a sustainable lifestyle is ultimately up to you, or do you think 

that there are too many external barriers that get in the way (e.g. lack of affordable 

products, infrastructure, government support, etc.)?’. This was measured on a 7-point 

scale; 1= ‘living sustainably is out of my control’ and 7= ‘living sustainably is completely 

up to me’. Figure 25 illustrates the responses. 
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Figure 25. Percentage of each SL group’s perception that sustainable living is ‘within 
their control’ 

 

   There is a tendency for PBC to increase as commitment to sustainable living increases. 

However, the percentages for PBC in the ‘less committed’ groups (SL1 and SL2) are still 

relatively high. In SL1, 45.5% of participants stated that sustainable living is ‘within their 

control’, compared to 54.4% of SL2 individuals who share that sentiment.  

   KWt results revealed that the distribution of scores were significantly different 

between the groups, χ2(3)= 63.518, p < .001. Pairwise comparisons disclosed statistical 

differences between the scores of all groups except between SL1 and SL3 and SL1 and 

SL2. Kendall’s tau test revealed a statistically significant, somewhat weak, positive 

association between ‘SL choice’ and ‘PBC about SLs’, τb= .238, p < .001.   

Summary 

   There are weak to moderate links between PBC and ‘SL choice’. This finding provides 

some indication that increasing people’s perceptions that SLs are ‘within their control’ 

can contribute to an increased commitment to SLs. However, due to the potentially 

weak links between PBC and ‘SL choice’, ‘PBC policies’ may be more effective if included 

in an integrated policy program (that is, along with other variables that work in 

conjunction to increase each other’s efficacy). We will discuss integrated policies in 

more detail in Chapter 5.    

4.9.6 Personality Traits 

   One approach that researchers have taken to measure broad personality traits has 

been through the ‘Big-Five’ scale (Gosling et al., 2003; Hee, 2014; F. R. Lang et al., 2011; 
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Robert R McCrae & Costa Jr, 1999). This scale measures five components: openness to 

experiences, extraversion, agreeableness, conscientiousness and emotional stability 

(emotional stability is sometimes measured as its polar opposite ‘neuroticism’ and the 

scale ratings are reversed). Each of these components was measured with two items 

(refer to Section 3.7.7.1, pg. 93, for clarification) and rated on a 7-point scale (1= 

disagree and 7=agree). The scores for the two items were combined to produce an 

overall score for each personality trait. Therefore, the means presented in Figure 26 

below can range from two to 14. 

   To remind the reader, research suggests that the personality traits most commonly 

associated with ‘pro-environmental behaviour’ and ‘environmental concern’ might be 

openness to experience and agreeableness (Hirsh, 2010; Luchs & Mooradian, 2012; 

Markowitz et al., 2012; Milfont & Sibley, 2012; Nisbet et al., 2009); however, 

extraversion, conscientiousness and neuroticism have also been (less frequently) cited 

as significant contributors (Hirsh, 2010; Kvasova, 2015). 

Figure 26. Personality traits - SL groups comparison 
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SL1 6.94 9.15 9.70 8.70 8.06

SL2 6.80 9.58 10.31 8.35 8.62
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   Interestingly, the graph illustrates a tendency for groups SL1 and SL2 to score lower 

than SL3 and SL4 on every personality trait measured. That is to say, the ‘green’ groups 

are (slightly) more extraverted, more agreeable, more conscientious, more emotionally 

stable and more open to new experiences. However, the only statistically important link 

to ‘SL choice’ was with the ‘openness to experiences’. KWt results showed significant 

differences in responses (χ2(3)= 86.202, p < .001) and pairwise comparisons revealed a 

significant difference between the scores of all groups except SL1 and SL2 (in relation to 

‘openness’). Kendall’s tau coefficient was also the highest for this trait (τb= .242, p < 

.001). All other personality traits revealed Kendall’s tau coefficients lower than ‘.1’ and 

pairwise comparisons showed significant differences in responses between zero to two 

pairs of SL groups only. The trait ‘emotional stability’ revealed particularly weak links to 

‘SL choice’.  

Summary 

   With the exception of ‘openness to experiences’, personality traits – as measured by 

the ‘Big-Five’ scale – did not demonstrate notable links to ‘SL choice’. Critical to note is 

that, the significantly lower scores from the SL1 and SL2 groups – in relation to the trait 

‘openness’ – may represent a potential challenge for policy makers. That is because 

individuals who are less ‘open to experiences’ might also be less willing (and less 

‘flexible’) to change (DeYoung, Peterson, & Higgins, 2005). This argument is developed 

further in Chapter 5.  

   Most previous studies (referenced in the introduction of this section) used regression-

type analyses that predict the influence of personality trait on sustainable behaviours 

and sustainability-related themes. Therefore, the results of the regression analysis of 

the current study, which will be presented below, may be more comparable with 

previous findings. Also, their dependent variable was different than this dissertation’s. 

It is conceivable that sustainable lifestyles will have slightly different links to the ‘Big-

Five’.  

4.9.7 Norm Activation Model: Introduction 

   Section 2.5.2 described the main components of the Norm Activation Model (NAM) (S. 

Schwartz, 1977): ‘awareness of consequences’ (AC), ‘ascription of responsibility’ (AR), 
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‘personal norms’ (PN) and ‘intention’.34It was also discussed that there are different 

interpretations of how these variables influence each other, and that this dissertation 

adopted a ‘sequential’ interpretation of the NAM (‘mediator model A’ described in 

Section 2.5.2, pg. 58).  In the context of this study this model can be understood as: 

having ‘awareness of the negative consequences’ that your lifestyle inflicts upon the 

environment may influence you to ‘feel responsible’ for addressing those negative 

consequences. Consequently, these feelings of responsibility may develop into a certain 

level of ‘moral obligation and guilt’ (personal norms), which results in the ‘intention’ to 

live more sustainably (the behavioural outcome).  

   In this section, the findings related to AC, AR and PN are presented through bar graphs, 

and Kruskal-Wallis and Kendall’s tau tests. After, these variables are included in multiple 

regression models for further testing. 

4.9.8 Awareness of consequences and ascription of responsibility 

   Awareness of consequences (AC) was measured with the statement ‘I believe my 

lifestyle, and the daily behaviours associated with it, are damaging the environment’. 

Ascription of responsibility (AR) was measured with: ‘It’s only worth doing 

environmentally-friendly things if the government, businesses and other people do it 

too’. Both statements were rated on a 7-point ‘strongly disagree-strongly agree’ scale. 

Note that, the variable ‘AR’ is negatively worded and a ‘disagree’ response represents a 

higher ‘AR’. 

   Also included in the analysis below is a comparison to Defra’s (2009, 2010) findings. 

Defra’s (2009) statement for ‘awareness of consequences’ was: ‘I don’t believe my 

everyday behaviour and lifestyle contribute to climate change’. The slight conceptual 

differences in the statements should be acknowledged, but it was hoped that there was 

enough overlap to compare the two AC statements. Also, Defra’s results were reverse 

coded to match the responses of this dissertation.  

 
34 Depending on the study the variable ‘intention (to perform a behaviour)’ is omitted for ‘behaviour’ 
(e.g. self-reported behaviours). Studies that combines the NAM and TPB models, however, typically 
include ‘intention’ as an antecedent to behaviour.  
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   Defra’s (2010) statement for ‘ascription of responsibility’ was: ‘it’s not worth me doing 

things to help the environment if others don’t do the same’. Again, there is a slight 

difference in the two AR statements that should be taken into consideration.  

   Figure 27 below illustrates the responses for both AC and AR, and makes comparisons 

between the ‘total’ responses of the current study (the whole sample) and Defra’s work.  

Figure 27. Awareness of consequences and ascription of responsibility: Comparison 
between SL groups and with Defra's study 

 

   In regard to AC, with the exception of SL1, the results are unexpected. According to 

the NAM, higher AC (e.g. more people ‘agreeing’ with the statement) is assumed be 

associated with higher pro-environmental behaviour. In this case, there is a slight 

decrease in agreement that ‘your lifestyle damages the environment’ in order from SL2 

(42.0% agree), then SL3 (40.9%) and SL4 (37.1%); equally relevant is the increase in 

‘disagree’ responses between these groups. Kendall’s tau results (τb= -.031, p= .251) 

also revealed a non-significant association between AC and ‘SL choice’. In addition, the 

SL2 members showed the highest mean rank while the SL1 individuals revealed the 

lowest. For reasons discussed in Chapter 5, this particularly higher ranking for 

‘awareness of consequences’ from the SL2 members has not translated into a more 

committed effort to live SLs.  

   The responses related to ‘ascription of responsibility’ (AR) show a more anticipated 

pattern with an increase in ‘disagree’ responses from SL1 to SL4 (as a reminder, 

‘disagree’ is a positive response in this context). Kendall’s tau tests also revealed a 
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statistically significant, though weak, positive (after reverse coding) association between 

‘AC’ and ‘SL choice’, τb= .154, p < .001. These results indicate an expected and positive 

relation between AR and ‘SL choice’.  

   In reference to the whole sample (without segmentation) 39.6% ‘agreed’ with the AC 

statements, compared to 48% of Defra’s sample. One of the reasons for this discrepancy 

may be that Defra referenced their AC statement in relation to ‘climate change’ which 

has somewhat different connotations than ‘damaging the environment’.    

Summary 

   A non-significant association was found between awareness of consequences and ‘SL 

choice’. Contrary to expectations, the SL2 group was the most ‘aware’ about the 

negative consequences of their lifestyle to the environment – however – this has not 

translated into a more committed SL effort by these individuals. Alternatively, as 

expected, ascription of responsibility was positively associated with ‘SL choice’. 

Referring back to Section 4.6.2 above (pg. 131), the variable ‘citizens should assume the 

greatest responsibility for addressing environmental issues’ was also found to have the 

strongest links to ‘SL choice’ (out of the four variables investigated).  

   Based on these, and other findings to be discussed below, we suggest that sustainable 

living policies may benefit from attempting to increase people’s sense of responsibility 

via motivational campaigns, as opposed to (or at least in addition to) ‘blame-based’ 

awareness campaigns that emphasise people’s unsustainable behaviours. The 

difference between policies that motivate versus policies that rely on pressure and guilt 

are discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.   

4.9.9 Personal norms 

   Personal norms (PN) was measured through two often used statements: (a) ‘I 

sometimes feel guilty about doing things that harm the environment’ and (b) ‘I feel 

morally obliged to adopt a more sustainable lifestyle, regardless of what others do’. Both 

statements were combined to give a single measure for PN in future regression analysis. 

For now, each statement is discussed to gain a better understanding of the PN construct. 

Results are compared with the Defra (2009) study, which also used the statement, ‘I 
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sometimes feel guilty about doing things that harm the environment’, in their 

investigation. Figure 28 illustrates the results. 

Figure 28. Personal norms: Comparison of SL groups and with Defra study 

 

   Both statements show a similar pattern where the SL groups, starting with SL1, provide 

increasingly positive PN responses. Notably, only 12.1% of SL1 members agree to feeling 

either ‘guilt’ or ‘moral obligation’ in relation to the environment or sustainable living. 

Pairwise comparisons revealed that, for both statements, there was a significant 

difference between all of the groups’ responses; and that their responses increased in a 

sequential order (suggesting links to ‘SL choice’). Kendall’s tau results also revealed a 

significant association between ‘SL choice’ and both statements. However, ‘moral 

obligation’ had a much higher coefficient (τb= .434, p < .001) than ‘feelings of guilt’ (τb= 

.261, p < .001). 

   Lastly, respondents from this Australian-based study expressed more ‘guilt’ than in 

Defra’s (2009) England-based work (67.3% and 55% ‘agree’ responses, respectively). A 

speculative reason for this may stem from the fact that Defra’s results are nearly a 

decade older than this dissertations’. Perhaps, environmental issues have been gaining 

more attention and are increasingly influencing people’s personal norms.  

Summary 

   ‘Guilt’ and ‘moral obligation’ (which combined represent ‘personal norms’ in the NAM) 

were both shown to have links to ‘SL choice’. Pairwise comparisons revealed that all 
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groups’ responses, to both statements, were significantly different (and mean ranks 

increased in a sequential order). Importantly, ‘moral obligation’ revealed a much higher 

Kendall’s tau coefficient than ‘guilt’. This is relevant because, ‘guilt’ is associated with 

negatively-based emotions, while ‘moral obligation’ is more tied to positive emotions 

(Han, 2014; Onwezen et al., 2013; S. Schwartz, 1977). In other words, this finding relates 

to our previous ‘summary’ (above) that sustainable living policies may benefit from 

attempting to increase people’s sense of responsibility via motivational campaigns, as 

opposed to ‘blame-based’ campaigns that emphasise people’s unsustainable 

behaviours. This finding also puts into question the extent that ‘personal norms’ can be 

treated uni-dimensionally when constructed via ‘guilt’ and ‘moral obligation’; as has 

been done in previous work (Dalvi-Esfahani et al., 2017; De Groot & Steg, 2009; Han et 

al., 2015). We will discuss this further in Chapter 5. 

4.9.10 New Ecological Paradigm: Introduction 

   In Section 2.5.3 we discussed how the New Ecological Paradigm scale (NEP) (Riley E. 

Dunlap et al., 2000) is a measure of environmental concern that can be useful for 

assisting scholars, scientists and policy makers whom wish to better understand and/or 

monitor the changes in a populations’ general views and attitudes towards the 

environment. It was also discussed how the current study used a shortened five-item 

version of the NEP. The five statements used were:  

1. Technology will ensure that we do not make the Earth unliveable. 

2. We are approaching the limit of, or have already surpassed, the number of 

people the Earth can support. 

3. The so-called “ecological crisis” facing humankind has been greatly exaggerated. 

4. If things continue on their present course, we will soon experience a major 

ecological catastrophe. 

5. Humans are seriously abusing the environment. 

   To maintain consistency with the large majority of studies that use the NEP, these 

questions were measured on a 5-point ‘strongly disagree to strongly agree’ scale 

(instead of the 7-point scales that were more common in this research).  

   As with some previous sections, the results of NEP are presented on a line graph 

illustrating the means of the responses. Commentary about some of the ‘agree versus 
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disagree’ percentages are made throughout to highlight key points. Bar graphs with 

these percentages are found in Appendix H.  

4.9.11 NEP and links to ‘SL choice’ 

   Figure 29 below illustrates the responses to the NEP statements. Note that the 

statements have been abbreviated to fit the table. For clarification, they are presented 

in the figure in the same order that they were outlined above. Also, the statements 

related to ‘population’ (see statement 2 above) and ‘ecological catastrophe’ (statement 

3 above) have been reverse coded.  

Figure 29. New Ecological Paradigm: Comparison of means of the SL groups 

 

   All of the NEP items except ‘technology fix’ showed a sequential increase in means 

with SL1 as the lowest ranked, then SL2, SL3 and SL4, in that order. This suggests a 

positive link between NEP and ‘SL choice’. The lowest ranked items were ‘technology fix’ 

and ‘overgrown population’ (representing the lowest level of ‘concern’ in these regards). 

However, all of the groups except for the SL1 provided generally ‘positive’ NEP 

responses to most items. Put simply, ‘environmental concern’ is already somewhat 

‘high’ for most of the groups. 

   To illustrate, bar graphs (Appendix H) showed that for question five (humans are 

abusing the environment) ‘agree’ responses were 36.4% (for SL1), 67.9% (SL2), 81.0% 

(SL3), and 82.1% (SL4). In regard to ‘looming ecological catastrophe’, ‘agree’ responses 

were 21.2% (SL1), 46.1% (SL2), 60.1% (SL3) and 72.3% (SL4).  
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   For the lowest ranked item, ‘technology fix’, disagree responses were 27.3% (SL1), 

37.8% (SL2), 32.8% (SL3) and 39.3% (SL4) (reverse coded item, disagree means a positive 

NEP response).  

   The strongest link to ‘SL choice’, based on KWt, post hoc analysis and Kendall’s tau, 

was with the item ‘looming catastrophe’ (τb= .208, p < .001). This was the only item to 

show significant differences between all of the groups’ responses (in post hoc analysis). 

Three other variables showed weak, but still significant, links to ‘SL choice’. They are 

presented in order from highest to lowest statistical association: ‘abusing environment’ 

(τb= .195, p < .001), ‘exaggerated crisis’ (τb= .162, p < .001), and ‘overgrown population’ 

(τb= .098, p < .001). The item ‘technology fix’ did not demonstrate statistical links to ‘SL 

choice’ in either the KWt results (χ2(3)= 2.046, p= .563) or Kendall’s tau (τb= .024, p < 

.388). 

   When the scale was combined to include the four relevant items, KWt results showed 

significantly different responses, χ2(3)= 54.936, p < .001. Pairwise comparisons revealed 

statistical differences between the scores of all groups, except between SL1-SL2. 

Kendall’s tau tests showed a statistically significant, somewhat weak, positive 

association between ‘NEP’ and ‘SL choice’, τb= .183, p < .001. In general, NEP, which 

represents the ‘environmental concern’ of the sample, appears to have some links to ‘SL 

choice’, but they were not as strong as expected. Regression analysis will investigate this 

topic further.35  

Summary 

   The lowest ranked item (representing a lower level of concern about these 

environmental issues) was ‘technology fix’. The degrowth literature has also warned 

against too much dependence on green ‘techno-fixes’ (e.g. suggesting that this 

approach is insufficient to achieve a sustainable scenario). In our study, the majority of 

all SL groups were ‘unsure’ about techno-fix solutions, and about one quarter of each 

group ‘agrees’ that technology can help sustain our lifestyles. We will return to these 

findings in our discussion of degrowth in Chapter 5.   

 
35 As a reminder, only four of the five items were used to measure the NEP construct. This was due to 
very low squared multiple correlation value for the item ‘technology  fix’, which was omitted from this 
analysis (refer to Section 3.7.7.2, pg. 95, for details). 
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   The strongest link to ‘SL choice’ was with the item ‘humans will soon experience an 

ecological disaster’. However, in general – and contrary to expectations – the items of 

the NEP scale did not reveal particularly important links to ‘SL choice’. Once the results 

of the regression model are presented below, we will return to these findings.  

4.9.12 NEP and comparisons with Defra 

   In this section we present the results of the NEP – without segmenting the sample – 

and comparison are made it with the Defra (2010) study. One of the uses of the NEP has 

been to assist scholars, scientists and policy makers who wish to better understand 

and/or monitor the changes in a populations’ general views and concerns about the 

environment (Anderson et al., 2007; Harraway et al., 2012). Therefore, we compare our 

results with Defra’s to help locate our findings within the broader literature, and, for the 

interest of future researchers who may benefit from a comparison with our findings. 

    There were three NEP questions that were also asked by Defra: 

1. The so-called “ecological crisis” facing humankind has been greatly exaggerated 

2. If things continue on their present course, we will soon experience a major 

ecological catastrophe. 

3. We are approaching the limit of, or have already surpassed, the number of 

people the Earth can support. 

   Figure 30 below illustrates the results.  
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Figure 30. New Ecological Paradigm scale - Comparisons with Defra 

 

   The respondents in Defra’s (2010) study revealed a slightly greater concern about a 

future ecological catastrophe (25% agree), than the respondents in our sample (18.3% 

agree). Defra’s sample also showed a greater concern about the growing population 

(53% agree) compared to our sample (47.3%); while both samples demonstrated fairly 

equal responses to the item ‘the ecological crisis has been exaggerated’.  

   The majority our responses compared with Defra throughout this chapter were very 

similar to our work. This also included the proportions of self-identified sustainable 

livers. In other words, the Australian and English samples have shown fairly similar 

attitudes and perceptions about a range of environmental topics.  

4.9.13 NEP and political orientation 

   Now that the reader has a better understanding of the NEP construct, we return to 

previous comments concerning associations between political orientation and 

environmental concern (see Section 4.4 above) (R. E. Dunlap et al., 2001; McCright & 

Dunlap, 2011; Watkins et al., 2016). To run this analysis, the groups are again divided 

into ‘left-wing’, ‘centre’ and ‘right-wing’, and Kruskal-Wallis testing was used. Note, 

Kendall’s tau testing was not possible because the ‘voting groups’ do not represent an 
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ordinal scale. Also, this analysis was based on the same four-item NEP construct as 

described above. 

   KWt results showed a significant difference in the groups responses, χ2(2)= 42.813, p 

< .001. Pairwise comparisons also revealed statistical differences between the ‘left-wing’ 

and ‘right-wing’ voters only (p < .001). Mean ranks were lowest for right wing voters 

(representing lower environmental concern) and highest for ‘left-wing’ voters.  

Summary 

   Revisiting the results from Section 4.4 above, ‘political orientation’ was statistically 

associated with ‘SL choice’, however, differences in responses were only found between 

the SL1 and SL4 groups. The majority of the sample (SL2 and SL3) were equality divided 

according to their ‘left and right’ political preferences. 

   A sentiment that was hypothesised to be associated with political orientation was 

‘attitude about the economic consequences of sustainable lifestyles’. KWt results 

showed statistical differences between the responses of the ‘left and right’ voters in this 

regard (e.g. left-wing voters having more positive attitudes). However, it should be taken 

into consideration that only 13.9% of the right-wing voters think ‘SLs will harm the 

economy’. This is promising, from an environmental policy perspective, because policies 

that emphasise the economic benefits of SLs may prove to be somewhat equally 

effective to both voting groups. 

   In this section, it was revealed that ecological concern was statistically different 

between the ‘left and right’ voters (left-wing voters demonstrating a higher NEP score). 

This illustrates a potential benefit from developing policies that are aimed at 

repositioning right-wing voters’ perceptions of issues such as ‘human’s environmental 

abuse’. In Chapter 5, when a synthesis of the results is provided, we will return to these 

findings and provide a final assessment of the potential influence that political 

orientation exerts on people’s sustainable lifestyle choices.  

4.10    RQ7: MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS: INTRODUCTION 

   This section outlines the results of the regression analyses. This section is divided into 

three parts. First, we analyse the variables that underpin ‘personal norms’ (through a 
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linear regression), which is an important variable in the Norm Activation Model. After, 

the ‘beliefs’ that were investigated in Section 4.5 (e.g. ‘SLs require too much effort) are 

regressed against ‘attitude’. This was done to enhance the understanding of the 

underlying attributes of the variable ‘attitude’ (Ajzen, 2005). In the last part of this 

section, the main multiple regression model (with all the major variables) is presented.   

4.10.1 Personal Norms 

   The Norm Activation Model suggests there are three antecedents to a behavioural 

‘intention’. These are, ‘awareness of consequences’ (AC), ‘ascription of responsibility’ 

(AR) and ‘personal norms’ (PN). In addition, Section 2.5.2 discussed how there were two 

‘mediator’ models used to explain the relationship between AC, AR, PN and ‘intentions’. 

These models are illustrated in Figure 31 below: 

Figure 31. Mediator models of the NAM 

 

   In this study, mediator model ‘A’ was adopted because of convincing empirical support 

(De Groot & Steg, 2009) and the attractive reasoning that one must first be aware of the 

consequences of his/her actions before developing a sense of responsibility for these 

actions (and eventually developing personal norms). These variables, in this 

interpretation, are assumed to be positively associated. 

   However, our analysis (described below) did not support mediator model ‘A’, only 

mediator model ‘B’. Firstly, it should be noted that, in a similar manner to De Groot and 

Steg (2009), the identification of a mediating variables is based on Baron and Kenny’s 

(1986) methodological approach, which can be summarised as: 
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[t]here must be a direct relationship between (a) the independent variable and 
the mediator, (b) the independent variable and the dependent variable, and (c) 
the mediator and the dependent variable; in addition, (d) the direct effect of the 
independent variable should weaken substantially or even disappear when the 
mediator is included into the model (De Groot & Steg, 2009, p. 430). 

   In the current context, PN is supposed to mediate the relationship between AR and 

intention, and AR is supposed to mediate the relationship between AC and PN. Linear 

regression results revealed that, although there was a direct (statistically significant) 

relationship between ‘AC’ and ‘PN’: F(1, 997) = 139.942, p < .001, adj. R2= .114. There 

was no relationship between AC and AR: F(1, 1,000) = .014, p= .906 (therefore violating 

the requirement that the independent variable ‘AC’ has a direct relationship with the 

mediator variable ‘AR’). However, when both AC and AR were entered in a regression, 

with PN as the dependent variable, the results were significant, F(2, 994) = 129.601, p < 

.001, adj. R2= .205. 

   In this regression, both AC (β= .355, p < .001) and AR (β= .285, p < .001) (after reverse 

coding) contributed significantly to variances in PN.36 According to Baron and Kenny 

(1986), the inclusion of AR was supposed to ‘weaken substantially’ or make 

‘insignificant’ the effects of AC. This was not the case and both variables added to the 

variance explained of PN; therefore, supporting mediator model ‘B’.  

Summary 

   In further support of arguments in Sections 4.9.8 and 4.9.9, these findings suggest that 

the individuals in this study might not feel ‘responsible to live green’ primarily because 

they are aware that their lifestyle damages the environment. There may be other latent 

variables influencing ascription of responsibility. On the other hand, feelings of 

responsibility and awareness of the negative consequences of one’s lifestyle – together 

 
36 All assumptions were met to run this regression. There was independence of residuals, as assessed by 
a Durbin-Watson statistic of 1.945. There was homoscedasticity, as assessed by visual inspection of a 
plot of studentized residuals versus unstandardized predicted values (see appendix F). There was no 
evidence of multicollinearity, as assessed by tolerance values greater than 0.1. There were no 
studentized deleted residuals greater than ±3.3 standard deviations (five cases were deleted to meet 
this assumption), no leverage values greater than 0.2, and values for Cook's distance above 1. The 
assumption of normality was met, as assessed by a P-P plot and histogram (see Appendix I). 
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– significantly predicted personal norms. These findings will become more relevant in 

future discussion about policy strategies. 

4.10.2 Attitude 

   Section 2.5.1.1 (pg. 47) discussed how attitudes are underpinned by beliefs. One 

method for eliciting a populations’ salient beliefs is through pilot interviews and open 

questioning. However, it should be noted that the beliefs investigated in this research 

were drawn from the literature. To identify the extent that these ‘beliefs about SLs’ can 

predict the general concept of ‘attitude towards SLs’ a multiple regression was run. 

Investigating the links between the beliefs and attitudes is common in TPB studies 

because this information helps describe ‘what’ the attitudes may be based upon (Ajzen, 

2005). This is especially relevant for policy orientated research as it provides more 

specific policy ‘targets’ when devising interventions for attitudinal change (e.g. the 

policy targets can be interpreted as the beliefs that explain the greatest variance in the 

dependent variable). Based on the TPB rationale, Figure 32 below illustrates how beliefs 

indirectly influence ‘SL choice’ via attitude and intention.  

Figure 32. Beliefs and attitudes in the context this dissertation 

 
   The regression below used ‘attitude towards SLs’ as the dependent variable. The 

explanatory variables were the ‘beliefs’ that were discussed in Section 4.5.3. They were 

measured with the statement, ‘in my opinion, sustainable lifestyles would’: 

1. Involve giving up habits I enjoy. 
2. Be more expensive than a non-sustainable lifestyle.  
3. Be a healthier lifestyle.  
4. Require too much effort. 
5. Involve left-wing political orientation. 
6. Be a hippie lifestyle.  
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   All assumptions were met to run this regression (same as described in previous 

footnote ‘36’, see Appendix E for details). The multiple regression model significantly 

predicted ‘attitude towards SLs’ F(6, 986) = 93.535, p < .001, adj. R2 = .359. Regression 

coefficients and standard errors can be found in Table 7 below. 

Table 7. Multiple regression on attitudes towards SLs from beliefs about SLs 

Variable B SEB β 

Intercept 3.83 0.22 
 

Give up enjoyable habits -0.01 0.02 -0.01 

Expensive lifestyle -0.08 0.02 -0.11** 

Healthier lifestyle 0.51 0.03 0.50** 

Requires too much effort -0.10 0.02 -0.12** 

Left-wing lifestyle -0.01 0.02 -0.01 

Hippie lifestyle -0.05 0.02 -0.06* 

Note. *p < .05, ** p < .001; B = unstandardized coefficient; SEB = Standard error of the 

                       coefficient; β = standardized coefficient. 

 

Summary 

   The beliefs measured in this dissertation account for 35.9% of the variation in ‘attitude 

towards SLs’. The belief that ‘SLs are healthier’ was the highest predictor (β= 0.50), 

followed by ‘SLs require too much effort’ (β= -0.12), ‘SLs are expensive’ (β= -0.11), and 

‘SLs are for hippies’ (β= -.06). These results, and the results from Section 4.5 (when these 

beliefs were analysed via Kruskal-Wallis and Kendall’s tau tests), indicate that these 

beliefs may provide a satisfactory explanation about some of the underpinning 

influences of our sample’s ‘attitudes towards sustainable living’. One key point deserves 

attention however.  

   The belief that ‘SLs are healthier’ was shown to be an important contributor in the 

multiple regression, and KWt and Kendall’s tau also revealed links between this variable 

and ‘SL choice’. However, the majority of all groups already hold this belief (see Figure 

12, pg. 121), suggesting that there may less ‘room for change’ in this regard. This is an 

issue that has been debated by Ajzen (2006, pp. 3-4) and, in his conclusion, it is 

recommended that this variable still be considered a relevant ‘policy target’ due to the 

multiple regression results. As such, we interpret that influencing people’s perceptions 
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that ‘SLs are healthier’ may indeed be an effective policy intervention, but perhaps less 

likely to be effective than influencing people’s perceptions that ‘SLs are too expensive’ 

and ‘SLs require too much effort’.  

   Lastly, now that the variables ‘personal norms’ and ‘attitude’ have been explained in 

more detail, the section below reports on the main multiple regression analysis of this 

study.  

4.10.3 Variables used in the multiple regression analysis 

   The dependent variable used in the regression model was ‘intention to live SLs’. 

Running a logistic ordinal regression, with ‘SL choice’ as the dependent variable 

(measured on a 4-point scale), was another option for analysis. However, the data did 

not meet important assumptions of the ordinal logistic regression, such as the 

assumption of proportional odds. In addition, it is (perhaps ‘more’) common for studies, 

that are based on the TPB and/or NAM, to use ‘intention’ as their dependent variable 

(usually measured on a 7-point scale) (Ajzen, 1991; Han et al., 2015; He & Zhan, 2018; 

Rex et al., 2015; Sparks & Shepherd, 2002; Trafimow et al., 2002; Zoellner et al., 2012). 

Given the strong links demonstrated between ‘intention’ and ‘SL choice’ in Section 4.9.2 

(pg. 144), it may be reasonable to assume that the explanatory variables included in the 

regression below, provide a somewhat accurate account of the prediction of the ‘SL 

choice’ variable itself.  

   The variables in the regression were: ‘attitude’, subjective norms’ and ‘perceived 

behavioural control’ (from the TPB); ‘personal norms’ (from the NAM); the NEP 

construct; the ‘Big-five’ personality traits; and the statements related to ‘sustainable 

living is normal in Australia’ and ‘I am unclear about that a sustainable lifestyle actually 

is’ were also included. These statements represent the variables ‘SLs are normal’ and 

‘knowledge about SL’ in the model, respectively. Note that ‘knowledge about SL’ was 

reverse coded to make the coefficient easier to interpret (e.g. positive means more 

knowledge about SL). 

   Including further explanatory variables, in addition to the ones provided by the TPB, 

NAM and NEP is a very common (if not superior) approach (Darnton, 2008; T. Jackson, 

2005b; Kollmuss & Agyeman, 2002; Sniehotta et al., 2014). The reason that personality 
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traits were included is because of the potential influence that they exert of behaviours 

(refer to Section 2.5.1.1, pg. 52) and because they are considered fairly unchanging over 

long periods of time (Cobb-Clark & Schurer, 2012; Robert R McCrae & Costa Jr, 1999). 

From a policy perspective, their stability is beneficial because they can be a reliable input 

in decision making (Cobb-Clark & Schurer, 2012). 

   ‘Knowledge about SLs’ was included because this represents a somewhat straight-

forward policy approach (e.g. informational campaigns) and we felt the addition of this 

variable was of some value. Lastly, the variable ‘normal’ was included due to previous 

research that has suggested it is an important variable in relation to sustainable 

behaviours and lifestyles (Rettie et al., 2012). Also, repositioning objects or general 

concepts into ‘normal’ or ‘not normal’ is another fairly straight-forward policy and social 

marketing strategy. This will be discussed further in Chapter 5. Figure 33 (below) 

illustrates the structure and variables used in the multiple regression analysis.  

   Lastly, demographical data such as age and gender were also considered for this 

analysis. However, previous analyses revealed non-significant associations between 

these attributes and our variable of highest interest, ‘SL choice’ (see Section 4.2.1). To 

avoid overfitting the model (which already contained 13 items), we aimed to include 

variables that had strong theoretical support from the literature and that had shown 

statistical associations in our previous analyses. In addition, although the variable 

‘political orientation’ showed a statistical (but very weak) association to ‘SL choice’, only 

622 individuals fit in the ‘left, right or centre’ categories. Hence, the regression model 

would need to be shortened to 622 individuals, significantly reducing the statistical 

strength of this analysis. Based on the very weak correlation to ‘SL choice’, and 

decreased statistical strength it would bring to the regression model, this variable was 

also omitted. 
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Figure 33. Variables included in the multiple regression model and their suggested 
interactions 

 

4.10.4 Results of the multiple regression analysis 

   All of the assumptions of the regression analysis were met, these have been outlined 

in Appendix E (pg. 262-264). The model below is based on 990 respondents (after 

removing outliers). The multiple regression model statistically significantly predicted 

‘intention to live a SL’ F(12, 977) = 125.638, p < .001, adj. R2= .602. Regression 

coefficients and standard errors can be found in Table 8 below.37 

 

 

 

 
37 Adjusted R2 is reported here because it is considered less ‘positively-biased’ than the common R2 
(therefore it is also generally smaller than R2) (Laerd Statistics, 2015b). In this study, R was .607.  
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Table 8. Multiple regression predicting intention to live SL from TPB, NAM, NEP, 
personality traits, normal and knowledge about SLs 

Variable B SEB β 

Intercept -0.78 0.25 
 

Subjective norms 0.08 0.02 0.09** 

PBC 0.04 0.02 0.04* 

Attitude 0.59 0.03 0.54** 

Personal Norms 0.10 0.01 0.19** 

NEP 0.00 0.01 -0.01 

Knowledge about SL 0.08 0.02 0.08** 

SLs are normal 0.03 0.02 0.02 

Extraversion 0.00 0.01 0.00 

Agreeableness 0.00 0.02 0.00 

Conscientiousness 0.02 0.01 0.03 

Emotional Stability 0.01 0.01 0.02 

Openness to experiences 0.05 0.02 0.07* 

Note. *p < .05, ** p < .001; B = unstandardised coefficient; SEB = Standard error of the 

                       coefficient; β = standardised coefficient. 

 

Summary 

   All of the items of the TPB (attitude, subjective norms and perceived behavioural 

control) were significant predictors of the dependent variable. Put simply, people’s 

perceptions that ‘important others’ want them to live more sustainably (subjective 

norms), people’s perception that SLs are within their control (perceived behavioural 

control), and people’s attitudes towards sustainable lifestyles exert some influence on 

people’s intention to live (or continue living) SLs.  

   The variable ‘attitude’ was by far the largest predictor in this model β= 0.54. The 

second highest ranked predictor was ‘personal norms’ β= 0.19. Given the underlying 

influences of both these variables (discussed in the last two sections), there is a potential 

that influencing people’s beliefs about SLs, and ascription of responsibility may result in 

a higher intention to live a sustainable lifestyle. Although ‘awareness of consequences’ 

is also one of the underlying contributors to ‘personal norms’, results from previous 
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sections have put into question its effectiveness as a policy strategy. We will return to 

these results in Chapter 5. 

   Environmental concern, as measured by the NEP, was not a significant predictor in the 

regression model (and even showed a slightly negative weight). This can potentially be 

attributed to the fact that the NEP measure here included only four items (‘technology-

fix’ was removed from the scale due a very low squared multiple correlation value of 

.070). Alternatively, environmental concern might simply not be a good predictor of the 

intention to live a sustainable lifestyle in comparison to the other explanatory variables. 

For instance, analyses undertaken in Section 4.9.11 also revealed weaker than 

anticipated links between ‘SL choice’ and the NEP. This is discussed in Chapter 5.  

   Knowledge about SLs was found to be a significant predictor of ‘intention to live a more 

sustainable lifestyle’ (β= .08). Combining these results with previous findings from 

Section 4.5.1 (pg. 118), there may be a benefit gained from informational campaigns 

related to sustainable living. This may be especially true for segments of Australian 

society representative of the SL2 members in this study, who ranked lowest in this 

regard. There are shortcomings to informational campaigns, however, that will be taken 

into consideration in future discussions.  

   How ‘normal’ a person perceives sustainable living to be was not a significant predictor 

in this analysis. Alternatively, bar graphs, KWt and Kendall’s tau results suggested that 

this variable may have some links to ‘SL choice’. As such, we still consider this variable 

to be a worthwhile ‘policy target’, but we acknowledge (in Chapter 5) that it may be less 

effective than some of the other policy strategies suggested by this work.  

   Openness to experiences was the only personality trait to show a significant result (β= 

0.07). This was also the variable with the highest Kendall’s tau coefficient (compared to 

the other personality traits) in previous analysis. There may be worthwhile methods for 

influencing people who rank higher on this trait (such as the SL3 and SL4 groups) to 

engage with ‘darker green’ sustainable behaviours. This will be discussed in Chapter 5.  
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4.11    SUMMARY OF FINDINGS  

   Before moving on to the next chapter, we have summarised the major results of this 

study in Table 9 below. This is to facilitate understanding and interpretation by the 

reader.  

Table 9. Summary of findings 

Research 
questions  

                                                         Summary of findings 

RQ1: How 
‘normal’ people 
perceive SLs to 
be 

• 46.2% of the sample either did not consider SLs to be ‘normal’ or were unsure. 
 

• Sequential increase in mean ranks (from SL1 to SL4), and Kendall’s tau coefficient, 
τb= .184, suggest (somewhat weak) links to the dependent variable ‘SL choice’. 

 

• 74.1% disagreed sustainable living is ‘embarrassing’. 
 

• The least normal behaviours were ‘attending environmental protests’, 
‘minimising consumption’, ‘sharing skills/knowledge about SL’ and ‘generating 
own energy’. These behaviours were the only ones to show statistically links to 
‘SL choice’.  

RQ2: Political 
orientation and 
links to 
sustainable 
lifestyle choice 

• There was a statistical association between political orientation and ‘SL choice’. 
However, only SL1 and SL4 showed large variations in political orientation. The 
two ‘middle groups’ had nearly identical voting preferences. 
 

• Left-wing and right-wing voters provided significantly different answers to 
‘attitude towards the economic consequences of a wide-spread adoption of 
sustainable living’. Left-wing voters had more positive attitudes, however, only 
13.9% of the right-wing voters believe SLs will ‘harm the economy’.   
 

• Ecological concern (measured by the four-item NEP), was statistically higher for 
the left-wing voters. 

RQ3: Perceived 
knowledge and 
beliefs about 
sustainable 
lifestyles 

• SL2 group was most unclear about what an SL actually is (35.2% agreed). 
 

• KWt and Kendall’s tau coefficient showed weak to moderate links between 
‘knowledge’ and ‘SL choice’. However, multiple regression revealed that 
‘knowledge’ was a significant predictor of ‘intention to live a sustainable lifestyle’. 

 

• Responses to open-ended questions suggested that the majority of members 
from all groups use predominantly ‘light green’ descriptors to define SLs. 

 

• Five of the ‘beliefs’ – (1) sacrificing enjoyable habits, (2) SLs too expensive, (3) SLs 
are healthier, (4) SLs require too much effort and (5) SL is a ‘hippie’ lifestyle – 
revealed hypothesised links to ‘SL choice’.  However, the majority of respondents 
in all SL groups agreed that ‘SLs are healthier’. Also, links to ‘sacrificing enjoyable 
habits’ were not very strong. 
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• There was no statistical association between ‘SL choice’ and the belief that SLs 
involve ‘left-wing political orientation’. 

 

• Attitude towards environment groups was significantly more negative for the SL1 
and SL2 members. 

RQ4: Which 
groups in society 
the participants 
attribute the 
most blame and 
responsibility for 
environmental 
issues  

• There was a greater tendency for the SL3 and SL4 individuals to attribute ‘blame’ 
and ‘responsibility’ for environmental issues to ‘governments, citizens and large 
businesses’; and to a lesser extent, science and technology. However, the 
statistical association between ‘SL choice’ and these variables was not very 
strong.  
 

• In both regards (e.g. blame and responsibility) the variable ‘citizens’ showed the 
largest differences in mean ranks and strongest links to ‘SL choice’. More 
specifically, the strongest statistical association was between ‘citizens should 
assume greatest responsibility for environmental mitigation’ and ‘SL choice’ (τb= 
.257). ‘Government responsibility’ showed second strongest statistical 
association to ‘SL choice’ (τb= .198).   
 

• Overall (all group scores combined), governments were ranked as the most 
responsible for environmental mitigation and scientists the least responsible. 
Large businesses were the highest ranked ‘contributor to environmental damage’ 
by all SL groups. 

 

• All SL groups were somewhat equally dissatisfied with Australian governments’ 
performance in promoting SLs. Surprisingly, SL4 members were the most 
optimistic about government performance.  

RQ5: Perceived 
barriers to SLs 

• Highest ranked barriers (all group scores combined) were: (1) high cost of green 
products, (2) insufficient government support, (3) insufficient public transport (in 
that order). 
 

• There was no statistical association between ‘income’ and ‘perceived high cost of 
green products’. 
 

• Longer working hours was associated with increases in the barriers ‘a lack of 
time’ and ‘a lack of knowledge’ to live more sustainably. 

 

• The barriers ‘hard to break unsustainable habits’, ‘lack of time’ and ‘lack of 
knowledge’ are more frequently experienced by the individuals who are not 
attempting to live a sustainable lifestyle (but the SL2 in particular). These are also 
the barriers with the strongest (but still weak) links to SL choice. The strongest 
statistical association was with the variable ‘hard to break unsustainable habits’. 

 

• Overall, however, there were weak statistical associations between ‘perceived 
barriers’ and ‘SL choice’.  

RQ6: Sustainable 
behaviours 

• All of the behaviours showed some statistical association to ‘SL choice’.  
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• The behaviour with the strongest links to ‘SL choice’ was minimising 
consumption; followed by avoiding biodegradables, avoiding packaging, 
researching bank investments and buying local (in that order). 

 

• SL4 was the only group to show statistically higher responses to all sustainable 
behaviours (in pairwise comparisons). However, there is room for improvement 
in some behaviours (especially in researching ethical bank investments and 
avoiding packaging). 

 

• SL3 and SL4 groups (but SL4 in particular) were found to have a significantly more 
environmentally friendly diet (based on higher percentage of vegans and 
vegetarians).  

RQ7: Theories 
and model 

Theory of Planned Behaviour and Personality Traits 

• As expected, there were strong links between ‘intention to live SL’ and ‘SL 
choice’. 
 

• Strong links were also found between ‘attitude towards SL’ and ‘SL choice’. 
 

• There was no statistical association between perceived ‘social pressure’ to live 
more sustainably and ‘SL choice’. Alternatively, influence from ‘important others’ 
revealed a statistical association ‘SL choice’. Both of these items relate to the 
‘subjective norms’ construct in the TPB. However, due to low internal 
consistency, the only item used to represent ‘subjective norms’ in the multiple 
regression model was ‘influence from important others’ (details on pg. 91). 

 

• There is a weak to moderate link between ‘SL choice’ and ‘perceived behavioural 
control’. Less sustainable groups (SL1 and SL2) more likely to feel SLs are ‘out of 
their control’ (that is, constrained by external forces). 

 

• Personality traits: Only important statistical association was between ‘openness 
to experiences’ and ‘SL choice’ (based on KWt and Kendall’s tau). ‘Openness’ was 
also the only personality trait to show statistically significant results in the 
regression model. 

Norm Activation Model 

• Contrary to the logic of the model, ‘awareness of consequences’ was negatively 
associated with ‘SL choice’ and ‘ascription of responsibility’. 
 

• Also unexpectedly, SL2 members showed the highest mean rank for ‘awareness 
of consequences’ while the SL1 members revealed the lowest. 
 

• Results for ‘ascription of responsibility’, on the other hand, revealed an expected 
positive (though weak) association with ‘SL choice’. 

 

• Both personal norms statements (e.g. moral obligation to live SLs and feelings of 
guilt about harming the environment) showed links to ‘SL choice’. Importantly 
(for future discussions), ‘moral obligation’ revealed a much stronger statistical 
association to ‘SL choice’ than ‘guilt’. 
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New Ecological Paradigm 
 

• NEP (measured by four items, refer to pg. 95 for details) showed a weak but 
significant association to ‘SL choice’.  
 

• The NEP item, ‘technology will ensure that we do not make the Earth unliveable’, 
showed no statistical association to ‘SL choice’. The item ‘overgrown population’ 
revealed a very weak link to ‘SL choice’. These two items were also the lowest 
ranked overall (representing a lower level of concern about these issues). Note: 
‘technology fix’ is reverse coded, a lower ranking means a higher belief that 
technology will mitigate environmental problems.  
 

• NEP was not a significant contributor in the multiple regression model.  

Multiple 
regression 
results 

Ascription of responsibility and awareness of consequences as antecedents to 
personal Norms 

• ‘Mediator A model’ (see pg. 58), which describes a sequential influence from 
‘awareness of consequences’ to ‘ascription of responsibility’ and personal norms 
(in that order) was not supported by our findings. There are latent influences on 
‘ascription of responsibility’ that do not stem (to a significant extent) from 
‘awareness of consequences’. 

Beliefs underpinning attitude towards SLs 

• Multiple regression results suggest that the beliefs (1) ‘SLs are healthier’, (2) ‘SLs 
require too much effort’, (3) ‘SLs are expensive’ and (4) ‘SLs are for hippies’ have 
a significant effect on ‘attitude towards SLs’. 

Multiple regression: full model 

• Significant predictors of the ‘intention to live (or continue to live) a more 
sustainable lifestyle’ were: subjective norms, perceived behavioural control, 
attitude towards SLs, personal norms, knowledge about SL and the personality 
trait ‘openness to experiences’.  
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4.12    SEGMENT GROUPS: MAIN CHARACTERISTICS 

   This section outlines the main findings that were relevant to each SL group and creates 

a general ‘profile’ in the bullet points below. In Chapter 5, we provide a more detailed 

discussion and policy suggestions relevant to each SL group.  

SL1 (‘not attempting to live sustainably at all’): 3.3% of total sample 

• Roughly 70% do are happy with their current lifestyle (do not want to ‘do more’ to 

help environment). 

• Least likely to perceive SL or behaviours as ‘normal’ and most embarrassed about 

living SL (though 51% still disagree they would feel embarrassed). 

• Highest percentage of right-wing voters.  

• Second most unclear about what SLs ‘actually are’.  

• Most likely to think SLs are too expensive, time consuming, require too much effort 

and involve a ‘hippie’ lifestyle (which they have a negative attitude towards).  

• Find information from environment groups most ‘annoying’.  

• Particularly less likely attribute the blame and responsibility for environmental 

mitigation to government, citizens, businesses, and to a lesser extent, science and 

technology than other groups.  

• Least likely to agree that governments promote SLs well, though, lowest ranked for 

‘insufficient government support’ as a barrier. 

• Lowest ranked on all sustainable behaviours (except ‘research bank investments’, 

second lowest ranking). 

• Most negative attitude towards SLs and lowest intention to live SLs. 

• Very little intention to live a sustainable lifestyle. 

• Do not feel social pressure or influence from others to live more sustainably. 

• Lowest ‘perceived behavioural control’ over sustainable living. 

• Least aware of lifestyle’s consequences on the environment. 

• Significantly lower ‘openness to experiences’ personality trait (than SL3 and SL4).  

• Feel very little guilt or moral obligation to live more sustainably and have the lowest 

environmental concern.  
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SL2 (‘not really attempting to live a SL but engage in one or two SL behaviours’): 19.3% 

of sample 

• 46.1% want to do ‘a bit more’ and 10.4% ‘a lot more’ to help environment. 

• Majority do not perceive SL as normal, though 71.5% would not be embarrassed if 

their ‘friends thought their lifestyle was purposefully environmentally friendly’. 

• Political orientation not a major factor for this group.  

• Most unclear about what sustainable living is.  

• Majority of members think SLs require too much effort and sacrificing habits. Many 

perceive SLs to be expensive. Views about ‘hippie’ lifestyles are somewhat divided. 

• Only 28% perceive information from environment groups to be ‘useful’.  

• Significantly lower responses (than SL3 and SL4) in regard to both ‘blame and 

responsibility’ of governments and citizens to address environmental issues. 

• 58% disagree that Australian governments promote SL well.  

• Highest ranked for the barriers ‘hard to break unsustainable habits’, ‘insufficient 

time’ and ‘insufficient knowledge’.  

• Second lowest ranking for all sustainable behaviours (except ‘researching bank 

investments’, lowest ranking). Also, smallest proportion of vegetarian/vegans.  

• A large portion (44.6%) are ‘neutral’ in their intention to live more sustainably. This 

is promising from a policy perspective.  

• Attitude towards sustainable living is also moderate to positive. 

• Lowest ‘subjective norms’ ranking. Very few of their peers think they should live 

more sustainable lifestyle.   

• Second lowest ranked for ‘perceived behavioural control’ over sustainable living.  

• Significantly lower ‘openness to experiences’ personality trait (than SL3 and SL4).  

• Most aware of ‘negative consequences’ of lifestyle on the environment.  However, 

second lowest ranking for ‘ascription of responsibility’ to live more sustainably.  

• Roughly half feel guilt and moral obligation to live more sustainably, and they 

showed somewhat moderate environmental concerns. 
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SL3 (‘somewhat committed to SL, but not major priority’) : 55.1% of the sample 

• Roughly 70% would like to do ‘a bit more’ and 9.4% ‘a lot more’ to help the 

environment. 

• Most think SL are normal and are not embarrassed to live SL. However, minimising 

consumption, attending environmental protests and sharing skills about SLs showed 

significantly lower ranking (less normal) than SL4 group.  

• Political orientation not a major factor.  

• Fairly knowledgeable about what SL means and hold a positive attitude towards 

environment groups. 

• Somewhat divided on their beliefs that SLs involve ‘sacrificing habits’, are ‘more 

expensive’, and require ‘too much effort’. Many do not think SLs are for ‘hippies’ 

(which they have a fairly neutral attitude towards).   

• Second highest ranking for attributing ‘blame and responsibility’ to governments, 

citizens, large businesses and science and technology. However, significantly lower 

ranking than SL4 in regard to ‘citizens should assume greatest responsibility’ and 

‘citizens contribute the most to environmental damage’.    

• Most do not think Australian governments promote SLs well. 

• Highest ranked for ‘insufficient public transport’ and ‘government support’ barriers. 

However, not statistically different from most other groups (except SL1).  

• Second highest scores for sustainable behaviours, though, most were significantly 

lower than SL4. 

• Very positive attitude towards SLs and high intention to continue living more 

sustainably.  

• Significantly more likely to feel ‘social pressure to live SL’ than SL4 group only.  

• Large majority feel that ‘sustainable living’ is within their control. 

• Second highest ranked for ‘openness to experiences’. 

• Second lowest ranked for ‘awareness of consequences’, yet second highest ranked 

for ‘ascription of responsibility’.  

• Strong sense of moral obligation, guilt and environmental concern.  
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SL4 (‘very committed to SL and make daily efforts to be green’): 22.4% of the sample 

• Roughly 45% want to do ‘a bit more’ and 17.4% ‘a lot more’ to help the environment. 

• Most likely to think SLs are ‘normal’ and the least embarrassed about living SLs.  

• Highest proportion of left-wing voters (63.6%), but also the least likely to state that 

‘SLs involved left-wing political orientation’. 

• Most knowledgeable about SLs and least likely to perceive SLs as ‘more expensive’, 

‘requiring too much effort’, ‘having to sacrifice enjoyable habits’ or a ‘hippie’ 

lifestyle.  

• Most positive attitude towards environment groups. 

• Highest ranking for ‘blame and responsibility’ in regard to ‘governments’, ‘citizens’, 

‘large businesses’, and ‘science and technology’.  

• Significantly less likely to experience the barriers: ‘breaking unsustainable habits, 

‘insufficient time’ and ‘insufficient knowledge’ than all other groups. Highest ranked 

barrier is ‘insufficient government support’. 

• Significantly higher ranked sustainable behaviours compared to all other groups 

(except turning of the light, similar response to SL3). Highest proportion of 

vegetarians and vegans.  

• Very high intention to continue living SLs and attitude towards SLs. 

• Significantly more likely (than all other groups) to have ‘important people’ in their 

lives who think they should live more sustainably.   

• Significantly more likely (than all other groups) to state that sustainable living is 

‘within their control’ and not constrained by external barriers.  

• Highest ranking for ‘openness to experience’.  

• Perceptions that their lifestyle damages the environment is not very high, though, 

they still showed the highest ‘ascription of responsibility’.   

• Most likely to feel guilt and moral obligation to live SLs, and highest degree of 

environmental concern.  
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5 DISCUSSION 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

   This chapter answers the research questions that were outlined in the introduction of 

this dissertation. The findings from Chapter 4 are interpreted and discussed in light of 

the literature reviewed in Chapter 2. In addition, the discussion below introduces new 

insights which emerged out of our findings, together with suggestions for future 

research.  

   A number of policy suggestions are outlined below, many of which are aimed at the 

less sustainable segments of society. That is because it could be argued that they need 

the most ‘encouraging’. At the end of this chapter, however, each segment group is 

discussed and policy suggestions most relevant to that group are provided.  

   This chapter has three main sections. The first (and main) section reflects on the 

findings of the research with regard to the research questions (RQs). As such, this section 

has been organised according to the RQs. After, we discuss the prospect of a degrowth 

scenario based on our findings. In the last section of this chapter, we discuss some of 

the limitations of sample segmentation and this approach can be practically applied by 

policy developers. 

5.2 RQ1: FACILITATING SUSTAINABLE LIVING THROUGH SOCIAL 

NORMALISATION 

   It has been argued thus far that people are more likely to adopt behaviours that they 

perceive as ‘normal’ (Rettie et al., 2014; Rettie et al., 2012). We extended this argument 

by suggesting that people will also be more likely to adopt lifestyles which they perceive 

as ‘normal’. As a reminder, a ‘lifestyle’ can be described as the summation of patterns 

of behaviour used in identity formation and differentiation from others (Giddens, 1991, 

p. 81). While sustainable lifestyles (SLs) are “not necessarily consistently sustainable 

across all social practices, [they] indicate an effort to live and consume sustainably” 

(Shirani et al., 2015, p. 58 [original emphasis]). Sustainable lifestyles are presumed to 

include a more extensive range of activities and meanings than sustainable behaviour, 
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for example, social interaction and ways of thinking about life (Backhaus et al., 2013; 

Giddens, 1991; UNEP, 2011b). 

   Previous studies suggested that sustainable lifestyles are normalising into mainstream 

society (e.g. being accepted as something that ‘most people do’) (Defra, 2008; Task 

Force on Sustainable Lifestyles, 2010). In the work completed here, almost half of the 

sample (46.2%) either did not consider SLs to be ‘normal’ or were unsure (suggesting 

that SLs can be further encouraged by repositioning them as more ‘normal’). Kendall’s 

tau results (τb= .184) also revealed a significant, though weak, statistical association 

between ‘SLs are normal’ and the dependent variable ‘SL choice’ (which is based on a 4-

point scale of people’s self-identified attempts at more sustainable living).38 On the 

other hand, the variable ‘normal’ was not found to be a significant contributor to the 

‘intention to live SLs’ in the multiple regression model. This may indicate that there are 

other, perhaps better, policy approaches than influencing people to perceive SLs a 

‘normal’. Lastly, all groups revealed that the majority of their members would not feel 

embarrassed if their friends thought their lifestyles were purposely environmentally 

friendly; thus, providing some indication that that attempts to normalise SLs may not be 

notably constrained by this sentiment (Defra, 2008). 

   Based on these findings, we conclude that there may be some benefits to promoting 

SLs via policies that seek to ‘normalise’ sustainable living (suggestions on how to do this 

are offered below). If sustainable lifestyles are to be encouraged, such policies are more 

likely to influence (potentially large) segments of Australian society, which are similar to 

the SL1 and SL2 members of our study. However, given the multiple regression results, 

these policies may be less effective than, for example, encouraging SLs by repositioning 

inhibiting beliefs (e.g. the belief that ‘SLs are too expensive’). Therefore, we provide a 

more laconic discussion on this topic compared to other, potentially more significant, 

variables of this study. To guide this analysis, we adopted the term “social 

normalisation” to represent a process “in which activities and products gradually 

become accepted as mainstream, normal, and everyday” (Rettie et al., 2012, p. 421).  

 
38 As a reminder, we stress the fact that Kendall’s tau coefficients (τb) are smaller than Pearson’s and 
Spearman’s (Croux & Dehon, 2010, p. 506; Laerd Statistics, 2016, p. n.p; Sheskin, 1997, p. 628; Siegel, 
1956, p. 221) (see Appendix E for details). Although we interpret the coefficient ‘τb= .184’ to be fairly 
weak, this information should be taken into consideration. 
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   Social normalisation strategies take many forms, but a common method has been 

through the use of popular television personalities (due to their ability to reach a vast 

number of people) (Clarke & Kitzinger, 2004; Rettie et al., 2012). For instance, discourse 

analyses have suggested that an important contributor to legalising same-sex marriage 

in Spain was the ‘normalisation repertoire’ that was perpetuated by popular television 

talk shows and the media (Clarke & Kitzinger, 2004; Peregrín, de la Rosa, & García, 2014). 

In their assessment, Peregrín et al. (2014, p. 24) revealed that televised “normalisation” 

was the “most commonly used” approach to promoting same-sex marriage. This 

normalisation process was based upon talk shows emphasising the similarities between 

same-sex and heterosexual marriages in an attempt to minimise ‘niche’ connotations of 

same-sex marriages. 

   Critics have pointed out that the normalisation narrative in Spain failed to celebrate 

the uniqueness of same-sex marriage (Clarke & Kitzinger, 2004). Nonetheless, same-sex 

marriage was eventually supported by a significant number of individuals and legalised 

in 2005. Although there were certainly many other factors that contributed to public 

support for this issue, it would be hard to imagine wide-spread acceptance for 

something that the majority perceived as ‘abnormal’.  

   In the case of sustainable living in Australia, social normalisation could also be 

attempted via popular television talk shows and the media. In the words of M. H. 

Huesemann and Huesemann (2008, p. 815) “[i]f television could transform the entire 

planet into a global materialistic consumer culture within just 50 years, it could also be 

used  to efficiently promote alternative non-materialistic lifestyles and sustainable 

consumption”. An example of a ‘narrative’ that could be presented on television, would 

be to position sustainable living as a lifestyle that is not reserved for any particular sub-

group (e.g. hippies, the wealthy, young people, left-wing voters and so on).39 

 
39 The intricacies involved with the pragmatic application of this idea are complex, but fall well within 
the realm of social marketing. To give an example: government funding could support a social marketing 
campaign that would be ‘sold’ to talk shows to be promoted, much like advertising for a product except 
the product in this case is a narrative. This is certainly a polemic topic and traditional marketing 
techniques have been criticised for being manipulative and promoting unethical behaviours (such as 
smoking). Nonetheless, an in-depth discussion on the socio-political implications of this suggestion lies 
outside the scope of the work completed here. Our findings simply indicate that social normalisation 
may have some positive benefits to promoting more sustainable living. 
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   To illustrate, the results of our study suggest that the SL1 and SL2 individuals are 

significantly more likely to associate SLs with ‘hippie’ lifestyles (which they have a more 

negative attitude towards) than the SL3 and SL4 members. Social normalisation efforts, 

therefore, could be directed at removing hippie connotations to SLs, to name one 

example. These results provide only a rudimentary investigation into the ‘types’ of sub-

groups Australians associate sustainable living with (e.g. hippies and left-wing voters). 

Further research on this topic may contribute towards social normalisation efforts.  

   Furthermore, contrary to same-sex marriage, sustainable living is less well defined. 

This complicates our understanding of ‘what’ is considered normal by our respondents. 

For instance, in Section 2.4.3 we discussed how it may only be ‘light green’ behaviours 

that are currently being normalised. This may pose as a problem for a degrowth scenario 

because normalising ‘light green’ (weaker) versions of SLs could lead to a form of social 

green washing where unsustainable habits remain legitimised (Shove, 2004, p. 118).  

   Indeed, the least normal behaviours in our study were (what we consider to be) ‘darker 

green behaviours’. These were ‘attending environmental protests’, ‘minimising 

consumption, purchasing only necessities’, ‘repairing goods instead of replacing’ and 

‘sharing skills/knowledge about SLs’. These behaviours (except for ‘repairing goods’) 

also revealed statistical associations to ‘SL choice’. Unfortunately, a more 

comprehensive list of behaviours would have added some depth to this investigation, 

and this was not possible in our survey. However, we note that in the work of Rettie and 

her associates (2012, p. 429), light green behaviours such as ‘recycling’, ‘reusing 

shopping bags’ and ‘using energy-saving lightbulbs’ were considered normal, while 

‘buying organic’ and ‘taking public transport’ received “no consensus”.40 Based on these 

findings, we suggest that social normalisation initiatives need to emphasise a more 

committed, or darker green, ‘version’ of a sustainable lifestyle than what is currently 

accepted as ‘normal’ by the majority (we will return to this issue below when discussing 

‘informational campaigns’).41 

 
40 ‘No consensus’ relates to instances where the binomial distribution included two frequency peaks 
(e.g. ‘normal’ and ‘not normal’) with at least 25% of responses in each.  
41 In further support of this, and to remind the reader, open questioning in our work showed that all SL 
groups used primarily light green behavioural descriptors to define SLs (e.g. ‘recycling’ and ‘using less 
water’). The SL3 and SL4 groups – but the SL4 members in particular – also used darker green 
behavioural descriptors (e.g. ‘minimising consumption’, ‘composting’ and ‘repairing items’) and more 
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5.3 RQ2: POLITICAL ORIENTATION AND POLICY FRAMING 

   A major reason for including the participants’ political orientation in our study was 

because environmental policy initiatives may be more effective if tailored according to 

political ideology (Brulle et al., 2012; Dharshing et al., 2017; Hardisty, Johnson, & Weber, 

2010; Neumayer, 2004). Chi-square tests revealed that a commitment to sustainable 

living was only associated with political orientation for those who are either very 

committed (SL4), or not committed at all (SL1). The majority of the sample (the SL2 and 

SL3 groups) showed nearly identical voting preferences (in their proportions of right, left 

and centre voters). As such, tailoring SL policies according to political orientation may 

be effective only for the members of society on the opposite ends of the ‘sustainable 

living spectrum’. 

   One of the ways to tailor policies to different voting groups (or any segment of society) 

is through ‘framing’. Message framing can relate to the “presentation of logically 

equivalent options in semantically different ways” (Van de Velde, Verbeke, Popp, & Van 

Huylenbroeck, 2010, p. 5542) (e.g. promoting a food product as being 75% ‘lean’ instead 

of having 25% ‘fat’). In essence, framing can emphasise certain aspects that are known 

to be appealing to a particular segment group, whilst excluding information that is 

known to be uninviting to that group. Through framing, the same policy proposal can be 

presented to two different segments of the public (e.g. left-wing versus right-wing 

voters) using slightly different wording. This results in each ‘version’ of the policy 

proposal to being more attractive to their targeted audience. 

   To illustrate, research by Dharshing et al. (2017) revealed that right-wing voters were 

significantly more likely to support an energy saving policy that was presented as a ‘tax 

rebate’ instead of a ‘subsidy’. Similarly, Hardisty et al. (2010) found that Republicans 

were significantly more likely to pay extra for products and services when the added 

carbon fee was labelled as an ‘offset’ instead of a ‘carbon tax’. The authors attributed 

this is to right-wing voters’ aversion to government taxes.  

   One framing possibility that was explored in our work was through the sentiment 

‘wide-spread adoption of SLs would harm/benefit the economy’. Left-wing voters are 

 
thoughtful terminology (e.g. ‘respecting’ others and the planet, being ‘healthier’ and a more ‘content’ 
lifestyle) to define SLs. However, these ‘darker green’ descriptors were used much less frequently. 
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presumed to have more a positive attitude towards the environment due (in part) to the 

belief that a pro-environment focus incurs positive economic consequences (Brulle et 

al., 2012; Neumayer, 2004). Therefore, it can be inferred that policies which emphasise 

the economic benefits of SLs may be more attractive and relevant for left-wing voters.42   

   While KWt results revealed a statistically more positive attitude (towards the 

economic consequences of SLs’) from the left-wing individuals, only 13.9% of the right-

wing voters showed a negative attitude towards this issue. As such, even though KWt 

results suggest otherwise, framing policies according to the economic benefits of 

sustainable living might represent a worthwhile policy approach irrespective of political 

orientation.  

   Previous studies have also indicated that right-wing voters possess a lower degree of 

‘environmental concern’ (as measured by the New Ecological Paradigm scale (NEP)) (R. 

E. Dunlap et al., 2001; McCright & Dunlap, 2011; Watkins et al., 2016). Our findings 

support these claims. Unfortunately, there is no clean-cut means of influencing people’s 

environmental concern and policy strategies regarding the NEP have been vague or – 

more commonly – they are not provided. In addition, debates about the multi-

dimensionally of the scale (see Section 2.5.3 for discussion), have also complicated the 

development of a ‘single policy’ approach to addressing the NEP.  

   Some authors have proposed that influencing people’s altruistic and biospheric values 

may lead to increases in environmental concern (Paul C. Stern et al., 1999). However, 

specific policy suggestions on how to influence these values have also been difficult to 

discern. Due to the lack of theoretical support on how to develop and implement policies 

related to the NEP, the safest option may be to implement informational campaigns 

directed at each of the NEP items themselves. For example, awareness campaigns that 

highlight the extent that ‘humans are abusing the environment’, or that provide 

predictions about the projected depletion dates of particular scarce natural resources 

(such as in the works of Heinberg, 2011;  and Donella H. Meadows et al., 2005).  

   The issue with ‘raising awareness’ is that its ability to bring about meaningful 

behaviour change has been questioned (Backhaus et al., 2013; J. Gardner et al., 2009; T. 

 
42 Given the degrowth framework of this study sustainable living is expected to benefit the economy in 
the long term. 
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Jackson, 2005b). Part of the reason for this is that awareness about environmental issues 

is already wide-spread (Markowitz & Shariff, 2012). There is even some evidence 

suggesting that too much information about environmental problems may be creating 

feelings of helplessness, scepticism and impartiality for some individuals (Feinberg & 

Willer, 2011; Landry, Gifford, Milfont, Weeks, & Arnocky, 2018; Levin, 1993). In our 

results, for instance, environmental concern (measured via the NEP scale) showed an 

insignificant and even slightly negative weight in the regression model (β= -0.01, p > .05). 

Therefore, as will be discussed in more detail below, SL policies may be more effective 

if directed at motivating behaviour instead of raising awareness. We will discuss this in 

Section 5.8.4 once more information has been provided.  

5.4 RQ3: REPOSITIONING BELIEFS: CREATING A ‘SUSTAINABLE LIVING’ 

SOCIAL IDENTITY 

   Included in the work completed here was an inquiry into the participants’ perceived 

knowledge and commonly held beliefs about sustainable living. Part of the aim of this 

inquiry was to assess the extent that ‘informational campaigns’ about SLs may benefit 

policy interventions.43 KWt and Kendall’s tau (τb= .197, reverse coded) tests revealed an 

association between ‘SL choice’ and perceived knowledge about what SLs ‘actually are’ 

(more commitment to SL was associated with more perceived knowledge about SLs). 

The variable ‘knowledge about SL’ was also a significant predictor in our regression 

modelling (β= .08, p < .001).  

   Further, our findings indicated that informational campaigns may be particularly 

beneficial for individuals in society who are similar to the SL2 members of our study. This 

is because the SL2 individuals are the least informed about what sustainable living is 

(and perhaps how to live more sustainably) and are also the most likely to perceive their 

lack of knowledge as a barrier to SLs (indicating that they have some desire to increase 

their knowledge) (see results in Section 4.7.2, pg. 137). This group also showed a 

moderately positive attitude towards SLs and demonstrated a moderate degree of 

‘personal norms’ (e.g. feelings of guilt and moral obligation to live more sustainably). 

Furthermore, 46.1% of this group stated they would ‘like to do a bit more to help the 

 
43 It will become clearer how ‘information campaigns’ differs from the previously discussed ‘awareness 
campaigns’. 
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environment’. Combining these results, we interpret the SL2 members to be receptive 

to, and likely to benefit the most from, information about sustainable living. The SL2 

group made up nearly 20% of our sample, to the extent that this number is 

representative of the Australian population, the benefits of informational campaigns are 

promising.44  

   Suggesting that ‘informational campaigns’ be used as a policy approach is perhaps too 

vague without addressing what, more precisely, informational campaigns should be 

informing. Below we attempt to address this topic. 

   Firstly, although a ‘sustainable lifestyle’ has no fixed definition, we consider this to be 

an advantage to encouraging this lifestyle. That is because sustainable living is a personal 

choice and flexibility in its definition may allow for a wider acceptance from different 

members of society, which may otherwise be discouraged by a homogenous 

interpretation. 

   To give an example, we draw from the literature on social identity theory. Prominent 

identity theorists have stated that our identities are drawn from both personal and 

social factors (Mead & Morris, 1934; Stryker, 1968; J. C. Turner et al., 1994). Personal 

factors relate to self-concepts that “define the individual as a unique person” (J. C. 

Turner et al., 1994, p. 454). While, “social identities are derived from the groups to which 

we belong” (Fielding & Hornsey, 2016, p. 2).  

   In building a social identity, people are influenced (in part) by the perceived similarities 

that they share with others (e.g. religious values, attitudes, habits and so on). This has 

been described as the perceived ‘ingroup’ of the individual (Wetherell, 1996). In 

addition, social identity is also influenced, or strengthened, by observing the perceived 

differences between ‘your’ social group and others (that is, we become more attached 

to our social peers and our identities by first acknowledging and then rejecting the 

differences we have with other groups, political orientation is one example) (Jenkins, 

2008). This has been referred to as the ‘outgroup’ (Wetherell, 1996). 

 
44 In regard to the other groups, the SL3 and SL4 members are more likely to benefit from information 

aimed at building their skills on how to perform a range of sustainable behaviours (as opposed to 
campaigns aimed at influencing their knowledge about SLs). The SL1 members are particularly disengaged 
from attempting to live more sustainably and are likely require more complicated integrated policy 
approaches.  
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   If we consider ‘a sustainable lifestyle’ to be a contributor to a person’s social identity 

formation, and that identities are partly strengthened by the perceived differences from 

others, it may be inevitable for informational campaigns to present and discuss SLs as 

something broad enough to be attractive to as many segments of society as possible (to 

minimise inter-group conflicts). Put simply, ‘sustainable lifestyles’ may need to forge a 

“superordinate identity” that “shift[s] the context from one of ‘them’ and ‘us’ to ‘we’” 

(Fielding & Hornsey, 2016, p. 7). This is in line with arguments above; which suggest that 

– for social normalisation to be successful – SLs need to be carefully positioned in a 

manner that is not exclusive to specific segments of society (e.g. hippies, the wealthy, 

left-wing voters and so on).  

   The issue with this broad approach to SLs is that some coherency in definition is 

certainly needed for ‘sustainable lifestyles’ not to lose meaning or become green 

washed by light green interpretations. Therefore, while the general concept of 

‘sustainable living’ may (or should) remain loosely defined, informational campaigns 

that (1) attempt to reposition the inhibiting beliefs that different segments of society 

have about sustainable living, and (2) educate people on how to live more sustainably 

may represent better policy targets (e.g. tips and ideas on how to perform a range of 

behaviours such as: composting, washing clothes on cold temperature, borrowing or 

hiring items instead of purchasing, video conferencing instead of travelling, setting up 

car share or using car clubs, buying second hand furniture and clothes, making own 

health products such as toothpaste, bulk purchasing to avoid packaging, and so on). 

   Regarding the inhibiting beliefs about SLs (e.g. ‘SLs require too much effort), we 

consider this to be one of the most important psychological factors that needs to be 

addressed to foster more sustainable lifestyles. According to the Theory of Planned 

Behaviour (Ajzen, 1991), beliefs underpin attitudes, and attitudes have consistently 

been found to be a significant contributor to behaviour (as a reminder, attitude was by 

far the largest predictor in the regression model of this study, β= 0.54). Also, and in a 

similar vein to previous arguments, the undefined and somewhat ambiguous nature of 

SLs may imply that there is a sound opportunity for policy to influence people’s beliefs 

and general understanding of SLs. This might be attributed to the likelihood that 

‘sustainable living’ can still be framed in a multitude of ways to different segment 
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groups. This wide framing may have otherwise been constrained by a more well-defined 

concept; one in which people already hold deeply embedded beliefs about its meaning.  

   In support of this argument, we note that Shirani et al.’s (2015) central conclusion was 

that people’s perceptions of sustainable lifestyles is unfixed and changes over time. This 

unfixed characteristic of SLs “raises positive possibilities, namely the potential for 

greater adoption of sustainable lifestyles” (Shirani et al., 2015, p. 70). One of UNEP’s 

(2011a) main conclusions, as well, was directed at people’s understanding of SLs. More 

specifically, the Australian segment of their trans-national report suggests that more 

attention be given to how “people recognise and define sustainability within the context 

of their lifestyles” (UNEP, 2011a, p. 9). The aim of this is to find “preferable terms” that 

are useful for framing sustainable living messages (UNEP, 2011a, p. 9). 

   In our study, the groups that were less interested in sustainable living were more likely 

to associate SLs with the belief items: ‘SLs involve higher costs’, ‘SLs require too much 

effort’ and ‘SLs involve sacrificing habits I enjoy’. 45  If, indeed, perceptions about 

sustainable living are unfixed (Shirani et al., 2015), and therefore susceptible to change 

via policy intervention, the belief items that were included in this dissertation may 

represent ‘target areas’ for policy intervention that seek to reposition these beliefs.  

   The work completed here included only a limited amount of ‘belief’ items in the 

survey. Policy strategies on this topic can benefit from future research that (1) is based 

on a large representative sample, (2) segments the sample into different degrees of 

sustainable living, (3) includes a more comprehensive set of beliefs, and (4) identifies 

which beliefs are statistically associated to each segment group.  

   Lastly, we discuss the results related to people’s attitudes towards environment 

groups. This inquiry was included to investigate the extent that environment groups are 

a viable approach to information dissemination (e.g. influencing people’s beliefs about 

SLs). Our findings revealed that the SL1 and SL2 groups showed a significantly more 

 
45 The belief item, ‘SLs are healthier’, was also shown to have links to SL (it revealed the highest weight 
in the multiple regression in Section 4.10.2, pg. 164). Nonetheless, only a small percentage of the SL1 
and SL2 groups (but the SL2 in particular) did not already hold this belief. Based on our data, it may be 
the case that framing SLs as a ‘healthier’ might indeed represent a worthwhile policy approach. 
However, influencing this belief might be less effective than repositioning the beliefs ‘SLs are too 
expensive’ and ‘SLs require too much effort’ for example. 
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negative attitude towards environment groups than the SL3 and SL4 members (nearly 

70% of the SL1 members find the information from such groups ‘annoying’). 

   In the literature review (Section 2.4.5, pg. 31) it was discussed how there may be 

potential gains (for sustainability) from promoting SLs via their ‘self-serving’ aspects (e.g. 

SLs will reduce stress and make you happier) (Bedford et al., 2004; K. W. Brown & Kasser, 

2005; Defra, 2011; Soper, 2008; UNEP, 2011b). Based on the limited success of 

promoting SLs for environmental reasons (which is a common approach by these 

groups), and the results outlined above, we suggest that environment groups can make 

themselves more ‘attractive’ to the less sustainable segments of society by emphasising 

the ‘self-serving’ benefits of SLs in their campaigns. As an example, by the promotion of 

sustainable living by highlighting the potential increased satisfaction that tends to be 

associated with these lifestyles (Boujbel & d'Astous, 2012; K. W. Brown & Kasser, 2005; 

Shaw & Moraes, 2009).  

   One potential drawback of this approach is that it may be questionable how 

‘committed’ to sustainable living a person will be if solely driven by self-serving motives 

(Etzioni, 1998). However, there is evidence to suggest that even those who are very 

committed to sustainable living often encompass both self-serving and altruistic 

motivations (Shaw & Newholm, 2002; Walther, Sandlin, & Wuensch, 2016).  

   To illustrate, we draw from the literature on ‘downshifting’ (Chhetri, Stimson, & 

Western, 2009; Etzioni, 1998; C Hamilton & Mail, 2003; Schor, 2001). Downshifting 

refers to individuals who have voluntarily reduced their income and/or work hours in 

pursuit of an increased quality of life (C Hamilton & Mail, 2003; Schor, 2001). 

Downshifting is often discussed in relation to more sustainable living due to the reduced 

consumption (and natural resource use) that is associated with the reduced income. 

Studies on people’s motivation for downshifting have found that self-serving motives 

(e.g. reducing stress from overwork, more time for oneself and more personal 

fulfilment) rank much higher than environmental or ethical drivers (Chhetri et al., 2009; 

C Hamilton & Mail, 2003). Representative samples in Australia have found that only 1% 

(Chhetri et al., 2009) to 7% (C Hamilton & Mail, 2003) of individuals ‘downshift’ for 

environmental reasons. Further (and importantly), there is also evidence that many 
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individuals who have downshifted, now possess environmental concern as a motivation 

to live more sustainably (Alexander & Ussher, 2012; Huneke, 2005). 

   Based on previous work by the author (Aidar, 2020) there is reason to believe that, 

although the initial motivation to downshift tends to be self-gratifying (e.g. reduce stress 

or job dissatisfaction), new motivations may develop – perhaps as a consequence of 

their new lifestyle (e.g. there is more free-time available to ‘bettering oneself’) – and 

these tend to be more ethical (for instance, live more spiritually or mindfully and 

environmental values). Based on this reasoning, there may also be reason to believe that 

‘attracting’ people to sustainable living via self-gratifying motives can result in the 

development of more altruistic and environmental motivations (which may help sustain 

a more long-term commitment to SLs).  

   This hypothesis requires further empirical testing and validation. Future studies are 

needed to investigate the extent that people who adopted more sustainable living to 

‘save money’ (to name one example) have changed in their motivations. 

      Before moving, a critical limitation to successfully applying the suggestions outlined 

above, which is also relevant to the discussions below, needs to be addressed. The 

willingness of governments to interfere with behaviours in the private sphere (e.g. at 

home), has been questioned be some authors (Mitchell & Palgrave, 2008; Shove, 2004; 

Söderholm, 2010). Governments may avoid backlash from the public by introducing 

environmental policies that are sustainably ‘weak’ (e.g. that often require minimal 

effort) (Mitchell & Palgrave, 2008; Shove, 2004). In this manner, governments are still 

seen as ‘doing something green’ but through a lower risk of reprimand from the public. 

In addition, Australia environmental policies have also been criticised for their lack of 

innovation and monitoring, poor implementation and abandoned initiatives (Crowley & 

Walker, 2012).  

   It hardly needs stating that the suggestions provided thus far, such as informational 

campaigns on ‘dark green’ behaviours, social normalisation efforts and policy framing 

via ‘economic benefits’ of SLs, may never materialise without at least some government 

support. However, providing background and discussion on the environmental policy 

trajectory in Australia is an enormous undertaking. There is both great support (K. L. 

Miller et al., 2014) and criticism (Crowley & Walker, 2012) for Australian environmental 
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governance, and the intricacies of this debate are outside the scope of our behavioural 

research. 

5.5 RQ4: BLAME AND RESPONSIBILITY OF ‘OTHERS’: WHO IS 

RESPONSIBLE FOR ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION? 

  The extent to which people ascribe the ‘blame and responsibility’ for environmental 

degradation and mitigation to different groups in society was included in this study 

because of suggestions that people are likely to be influenced by the actions of ‘others’, 

including public organisations (e.g. ‘if they don’t do it, why should I?’) (Axon, 2017; 

Defra, 2011; Kalamas et al., 2014; Thøgersen, 2005). For instance, it has been questioned 

whether some people lack the motivation to act more sustainably because they 

attribute this responsibility to ‘powerful others’ instead (Axon, 2017; Defra, 2011). 

Contrary to this argument, our findings showed that the SL3 and SL4 groups (the most 

committed to sustainability) were still the most likely to ascribe responsibility to 

governments and large businesses for addressing environmental issues.  

   Further, it has also been suggested that a higher perception that the actions of others 

is ‘environmentally damaging’ may discourage some people to live more sustainably 

(Axon, 2017). For instance, some citizens perceive government and business practices 

to be far more environmentally damaging than their own behaviour. As such, some 

individuals may feel unmotivated to act more ‘green’ because their actions are 

perceived as ineffective by comparison (Axon, 2017; Kalamas et al., 2014). Again, 

contrary to this argument, our findings showed that the SL3 and SL4 ranked highest in 

their perceptions that citizens, governments, businesses and science and technology are 

harming the environment.    

   These findings are promising to those who wish to encourage SLs since, contrary to 

some speculation, attributing responsibility to powerful others, and an increased 

awareness that ‘others’ are damaging the environment might not be linked to a lower 

commitment to sustainable living (the opposite was true in our study). One potential 

explanation for this, stems from the higher degree of ‘moral obligation’ and sense of 

‘personal responsibility’ demonstrated by the SL3 and SL4 groups (that is, results from 
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the Norm Activation Model). These feelings of personal responsibility, in turn, may 

outweigh the blame and responsibility that is also attributed externally.   

   A higher degree of moral obligation and personal responsibility may also explain why 

the variable ‘citizens should assume the greatest responsibility’ showed the strongest 

statistical association to ‘SL choice’ (e.g. increases in attributing responsibility to 

‘citizens’ was associated with a greater commitment to sustainable living) (see Section 

4.6.2, pg. 129). Some respondents were likely to interpret the variable ‘citizens’ as a 

proxy for their own behaviours (and not only related to an external ‘other’). This result 

is not surprising since it seems reasonable that people who attribute little environmental 

responsibility to citizens are also less likely to make committed attempts at SLs. 

Nonetheless, these findings highlight the potential benefit of policy to enhance people’s 

sense of responsibility for living more sustainably. In Section 5.8.4 below, when the 

results from the Norm Activation Model are presented, we will return to these findings 

and provide a final analysis on this topic. 

5.6 RQ5: ADDRESSING BARRIERS TO SLS THROUGH POLICY 

INTERVENTION 

   This section discusses people’s perceived barriers to sustainable living. As a reminder, 

‘perceived barriers’ were considered to be more closely related to psychological (as 

opposed to structural) constraints (refer to Section 2.4.6 for full discussion). However, 

in some instances, it is difficult to distinguish and assess the overlap between structural 

(e.g. lack of recycling facilities provided by governing bodies) and psychological barriers 

(e.g. lack of desire to recycle) (Ajzen, 2005; Blake, 1999; Lorenzoni et al., 2007). In the 

discussion below, we attempt to address this distinction as best as possible.  

Long work hours as a structural barrier to more sustainable living 

      It has been suggested that ‘longer working hours’ may be associated with perceived 

‘time constraints’ (Alexander, 2012; Schor, 2001) and ‘insufficient knowledge’ to live 

more sustainably (e.g. because individuals may not have time to learn about what they 

can do to live more sustainably) (Axon, 2017; Gifford, 2011). In support of these 

arguments, our findings revealed that the only two variables to be significantly 

associated with ‘working hours’ were the barriers ‘insufficient time’ and ‘insufficient 
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knowledge’. These barriers were also statistically associated with each other (e.g. 

knowledge constraints increase with time constraints). 

   It has been suggested that structural biases in the common work structure can create 

a ‘lock in’ effect, which enforces higher amounts of work hours, not allowing the 

employees to choose their hours of work, resulting in increased affluence and, in turn, 

more consumption and less leisure (Schor, 1998, 2001). Longer working hours have also 

been attributed to overconsumption because an individual feels more deserving of 

his/her goods after a stressful work week (Schor, 2001). Given the links found in our 

results, and due to the potentially far-reaching consequences that long working hours 

have on sustainability and people’s lifestyles (Kallis, 2013; Schneider et al., 2010), below 

we provide an analysis on this topic.  

   Firstly, it is acknowledged that criticisms of long working hours are far from new, and 

arguments have been positioned in relation to morality, health benefits and efficiency; 

as exemplified by The Ten Hours Movement of the early 1800’s (Carpenter, 1972). Other 

early critics include Karl Marx, who suggested that less working hours would lead to less 

material consumption, more social equality and increased wellbeing; and Henry David 

Thoreau, who suggested that it would lead to less consumption, enriched inner growth 

and more creativity (de Graaf, Wann, & Naylor, 2014, pp. 118-121). Lastly, in 1930 John 

Maynard Keynes provided his (infamous) prediction that technology and improvements 

in productivity would result in a 15-hour work week (within the century) (Zilibotti, 2008). 

It was expected that this reduced work week would contribute to a new (and improved) 

moral code in how people generally conduct themselves in society.  

   More recently, critiques of long working hours (in the paid sector) have been 

supplemented with discussions about the environmental benefits derived from reduced 

income (and the associated reduced consumption) (de Graaf et al., 2014). Prominent 

degrowth authors have also recommended shifts to the dominant work structures. As 

Schneider et al. (2010, p. 514) describe:   

Reducing working hours and the work-week and a basic income guaranteed for all, 
are basic proposals coming out of the degrowth community for a smooth transition… 
Their exploration and political development is [sic] bound to be one of the prime 
areas for degrowth research in the future. 
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   Proponents of this idea, however, point out that reducing work hours may require 

significant investment in social security and redistributive taxation (from shifting costs 

from labour to capital), leading to potentially severe ‘blows’ to the economy 

(Spangenberg, 2010). Though seminal works have put such arguments to question 

(Coote & Franklin, 2013; Hayden, 1999; Schor, 1998; Victor, 2008). In fact, there already 

exists examples of institutional reforms made in the favour of work-hour adjustments 

as illustrated by the Hours Adjustment Act 2000 of the Netherlands (now also in effect 

in Germany) (de Graaf, 2009). This act allows workers to reduce their hours to part time 

simply by asking their employers. The employees keep the same salary and benefits, and 

the employer can only refuse the employees’ request if the firm is going through a clear 

hardship (only 5% of firms have done so). This act has resulted in more than a third of 

the Dutch working part time, the highest ratio in the world (de Graaf, 2009).  

   The benefits from a reduction in work hours extends beyond reduction in material 

consumption, and studies have shown that less work also reduces a country’s energy 

use (and emissions) (see Rosnick & Weisbrot, 2007). Recent Australian studies have also 

argued for a reduction in the traditional 35-40 hour work week due to evidence 

suggesting that cognitive abilities decrease after 25 hours of work (per week) (Kajitani, 

McKenzie, & Sakata, 2016). Reducing work hours can also have a positive impact on 

workers’ efficiency. In an experiment at the Swedish company, Svartedalens, 

employees’ work hours were reduced from eight to six hours per day (while providing 

the same pay); aside from the crucial fact that some employees stated it was ‘life 

changing’, the company now reports reduced absenteeism, increased employee health, 

and increased overall efficiency (Alderman, 2016).  

   In summary, there is reason to believe that restructuring the common work week 

towards fewer hours will decrease consumption (and associated resource use), while 

increasing mental health and workers’ efficiency. Our findings also suggest that less 

work hours can contribute to more free time for individuals to devote to developing the 

skills needed to live more sustainably. Reducing working hours has been a major policy 

focus of the degrowth literature (Kallis, 2013; Schneider et al., 2010). Work hour 

restructuring has been argued to be economically feasible, however, it may be “socially 

explosive… unless placed within a political process legitimated by the majority” 
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(Schneider et al., 2010, p. 514). Indeed, like many aspects of degrowth, what it may lack 

is a desire from decision makers and much of the public to make it a reality.  

Difficulty breaking unsustainable habits as a barrier to SL 

   Kendall’s tau and KWt results revealed that ‘difficulty in breaking unsustainable habits’ 

was the variable with the strongest (negative) statistical association to ‘SL choice’ 

(though still weak (τb= -.213)). It is discussed in some length here due to the importance 

that this topic has received in the ‘sustainability’ literature. 

   A ‘habit’ is essentially a time and energy saving mechanism. Habits require minimal 

cognitive effort and, in some instances, even limited awareness during their practice 

(e.g. someone may arrive at home and turn on the light switch whilst being almost 

completely focused on another thought during this procedure) (Allom, Mullan, Smith, 

Hay, & Raman, 2018; T. Jackson, 2005b).  

   Habits are formed and reinforced through repetition and are said to occur in stable 

contexts (e.g. the environment where the behaviour occurs) (Verplanken & Roy, 2016). 

These two characteristics represent both a constraint and an opportunity for policy 

makers (whom wish to change people’s unsustainable habits). The ‘constraint’ is that 

the strength of a habit is partly drawn from the frequency of repetition, and attempting 

to interrupt highly frequent behaviours is inherently difficult (Dahlstrand & Biel, 1997). 

The ‘opportunity’ for policy arises from the (un)stability of the context when the habit 

is performed. When the context is disrupted (e.g. a person moves house or to a new 

work place) there is a greater potential for influencing people to reconsider their ‘bad’ 

habits and to form new ones. This has been described as the habit discontinuity 

hypothesis (Bamberg, 2006; Verplanken & Roy, 2016; Verplanken, Walker, Davis, & 

Jurasek, 2008).  

   In the ‘lifestyle’ context of this dissertation, it is important that this hypothesis be 

relevant to a wide-range of behaviours. However, the major studies that have tested 

this hypothesis have thus far focused on public transport use (Bamberg, 2006; Haggar, 

Whitmarsh, & Skippon, 2019; Verplanken et al., 2008; I. Walker, Thomas, & Verplanken, 

2015).46 Whilst smaller qualitative studies have focused on energy use (e.g. Shirani et 

 
46 This hypothesis has been tested in different ways but is usually assessed through longitudinal studies 
that provide incentives (e.g. discounts) and information about public transport use to people who are 
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al., 2017). The only exception is the most recent work from Verplanken and Roy (2016), 

who tested this hypothesis on 25 sustainable behaviours. In their longitudinal study, 

Verplanken and Roy devised a behavioural intervention promoting sustainable 

behaviour to ‘movers’ (people who had relocated homes within the past 6 months) and 

‘non-movers’. After the intervention, the ‘movers’ reported a significant increase in their 

sustainable behaviours (unlike the ‘non movers’). Importantly, the people who had 

moved in the past 3 months showed the biggest changes in behaviour, they authors 

deemed this the “window of opportunity” for habitual behavioural change (Verplanken 

& Roy, 2016, p. 131).  

   Our results suggest that difficulties with ‘breaking unsustainable habits’ may represent 

an important constraint to sustainable living (especially for the less sustainable 

segments of society). The habit discontinuity hypothesis may help policy makers address 

this issue to some extent. However, more research is needed to test this hypothesis 

under different context changes (outside of moving house and changing jobs). Also, 

future research may benefit from testing this hypothesis through a sustainable lifestyle 

framework. For example, by attempting to influence people’s beliefs about sustainable 

lifestyles during Verplanken and Roy’s 3-month ‘window of opportunity’. A similar 

suggestion was put forth by Verplanken et al. (2008) when the authors stated that 

context change may also help to activate people’s environmental values.47 A critical 

difference is that Verplanken and his associates assessed individuals who already 

possessed environmental values (to some extent), and suggested that context change 

can help to activate those existing values. We propose that context change, such as 

moving house or jobs, may also represent an opportunity to instil new beliefs and 

understanding about sustainable living. By adapting a similar methodology used by 

Verplanken and Roy (2016) into this context, future research could may benefit from 

this investigation.     

 

 

 
about to move house, or in transition, and to people who are in a stable context. After, the frequency of 
public transport use is contrasted between the people in stable contexts and people who have moved 
home.  
47 This argument is based on previous work by one of the authors (Verplanken & Holland, 2002). 
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Insufficient time and knowledge barriers  

   Kendall’s tau tests revealed that ‘insufficient time’ to live SLs and ‘insufficient 

knowledge’ showed the second and third strongest (but still weak) statistical 

associations to SL choice (respectively). In addition, pairwise comparisons revealed that 

the SL2 members were particularly more likely to experience ‘insufficient knowledge’ as 

a constraint. 

   Some authors have also speculated that these barriers may be associated with each 

other because ‘time constraints’ can equate to less time available to build skills and 

general knowledge about how to live sustainably (Axon, 2017; Gifford, 2011). While our 

results did reveal a statistical association between these two variables, our quantitative 

approach did not allow us to inquire into why they are associated. Nonetheless, it may 

be the case that wide-spread information campaigns, which educate people on how to 

perform a range of (preferably ‘dark green’) sustainable behaviours may benefit the less 

informed segments of society.  

   To quote Defra (2011, p.11), “[t]here are 1000s of behaviours that can contribute to 

sustainable living – many people are not sure of the ‘right’ behaviours; indeed civil 

society and other organisations can find it difficult to identify the areas to focus on”. 

Participants in Axon’s (2017, p. 16) focus groups, as well, were unsure about the things 

they can do to live more sustainably, stating that “[i]t's great to live sustainably, but that 

doesn't mean a thing if people don't know what they're supposed to be doing, when, 

how, and why!” and “[i]nitially people need to know what to do. They need to know how 

to do these things, when they need to do them, how frequently and how it benefits 

them”.   

   In regard to the types of behaviours that informational campaigns can focus upon, 

some examples can be found in Defra’s (2011, p. 13) ‘30 key behaviours’ (e.g. 

composting at home, proper food storage to minimise waste, borrowing goods instead 

of purchasing when possible and upgrading to a low flush toilet). Importantly, a number 

of Defra’s sustainable behaviours require government support and incentives (e.g. 

building of infrastructure, providing services such as kerbside collections, and 

subsidising solar panels, home insulation and heat pumps). In our research, ‘insufficient 

government’ support was the highest ranked barrier for all groups (except the SL4). If 
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this is representative of ‘actual’ lack of government support, then our findings indicate 

that Australia governments need to do a better job at facilitating more sustainable living. 

Unfortunately, a comprehensive assessment of Australian governments’ environmental 

performance is outside the scope of our behavioural study. Future research is invited to 

assess more specific constraints that people have in relation to sustainable living and 

government support.  

High cost and availability of green products 

   The perceived high cost of green products was the highest ranked barrier by most of 

the groups. The SL4 group was the only segment to provide a significantly different (and 

lower) response to this question. This suggests that individuals who are most committed 

to sustainable living might be more willing to pay the extra premium (assuming that 

higher cost is indeed a characteristic of green products (Hillis, DuVall, & ProQuest, 

2012)). In addition, the SL4 group showed the highest ranking for ‘a lack of green 

products’ as a constraint to sustainable living. In other words, these individuals desire 

more green products and are less adverted to their higher costs. 48  The SL4 group 

represented 22.4% of our sample. To the extent that this number is representative of 

the Australian population, this suggests there is a reasonable up-take of the products 

coming from ‘green innovation’ market (Dangelico & Pujari, 2010).  

Public transport as a barrier to SLs 

   Insufficient public transport was the third highest ranked barrier to sustainable living 

in our sample (groups scores combined, no segmentation). KWt and Kendall’s tau results 

indicated that all groups experience the barrier ‘insufficient public transport to live more 

sustainably’ somewhat equally. As expected, people living in ‘rural’ areas were 

significantly more likely to experience ‘insufficient public transport’ as a barrier 

(compared to urban and suburban dwellers). Taken together, these results indicate that 

‘public transport’ may represent more of a ‘actual’ constraint than psychological (e.g. 

‘psychological’ can relate to participants’ lack of motivation to take public transport 

resulting in a biased perception that there is insufficient public transport). In other 

words, investment in new infrastructure and expansion of bus routes may represent 

 
48 Importantly, higher income was not associated with either ‘SL choice’ or the ‘perceived higher cost’ 
barrier, which may have explained their potential willingness to pay more (Martínez-Alier et al., 2010). 
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more effective policy approaches than incentive schemes (e.g. discounts during peak 

hours). This conclusion is shared by previous Australian studies on this topic (Pink, 2010; 

Stopher, Moutou, & Liu, 2013).  

5.7 RQ6: SUSTAINABLE BEHAVIOURS: THE ROLE OF CONSUMPTION AND 

IDENTITY 

   There was a notable pattern in the groups’ responses, with a sequential increase from 

SL1 (lowest ranked) to SL4 (highest ranked) in all of the self-reported behaviours except 

for ‘turning off the lights when leaving the room’. The light green behaviours (e.g. 

recycling and turning off the lights) were the most practiced. Behaviours such as 

researching bank investments (e.g. potential for divestment), avoiding packaging and 

taking public transport were the least practiced. Again, this may illustrate the need for 

facilitating darker green ‘versions’ of sustainable living.     

   However, what we consider to be the most relevant finding in regard to RQ6 relates 

to the variable ‘minimising consumption, purchasing only necessities’. Out of all the 

behaviours assessed, minimising consumption showed the strongest links to ‘SL choice’ 

(Kendalls’ tau coefficient was τb= .356, while KWt showed largest sequential increase in 

mean ranks and significant differences). Minimising consumption is of particular 

relevance to this dissertation as it is a major focus of much of the ‘sustainable living’ and 

degrowth literatures. As such, below we provide a more in-depth analysis on this issue. 

   In the literature review, we used the IPAT equation to support the argument that green 

technology innovation (alone) is unlikely to mitigate the current rate of environmental 

degradation. Part of the reason for this, is due to the ‘rebound effect’, which suggests 

that increases in the efficiency of a product, do not lead to the same level of decrease 

in ecological impacts, since demand or use of that product (and other goods and 

services), will consequently go up with the extra income received from the increased 

efficiency (Greening et al., 2000, p. 289). It was also argued that population growth is 

certainly an issue that requires attention. However, some estimate that growth in per 

capita consumption is expected to expand eight to twelve times faster than population 

growth (Maniates, 2002). Hence, addressing (over)consumption may represent more 

effective approaches to sustainability. 
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   While governments have (to varying degrees) acknowledged the environmental 

impacts of consumption, much of the discussion is aimed at ‘sustainable’ consumption 

and buying differently (Princen et al., 2002). Seldom do governments, the mainstream 

media and the business sector (in Australia and elsewhere) focus on, or openly advocate 

for, consuming less (Alexander & Ussher, 2012; Røpke, 2005). Much on the contrary, 

there is reason to believe that promoting consumption remains a high priority for most 

governments,  and certainly for most large businesses (de Graaf et al., 2014).  

   From an economic perspective, consumption is undertaken by rational and informed 

consumers who seek to maximise their utility (Sanne, 2002). As such, ‘consumer 

sovereignty’ is a vital doctrine and should be protected. Meaning, governments and legal 

systems should not attempt to limit or shape consumer choices since they are private 

preferences better governed by market forces (Alexander, 2013). However, some would 

argue that consumer sovereignty is far from ‘protected’ and that demand has been 

manipulated through targeting people’s fears, sex drives and weaknesses (de Graaf et 

al., 2014).  

   A significant figure in consumer manipulation, although largely unknown by 

mainstream society, is Sigmund Freud’s nephew, Edward Bernays. Bernays is considered 

the founder of public relations and of mass-scale manipulative advertising (or what he 

terms ‘engineering consent’) (Tye, 1998). 49  To illustrate Bernays’ influence: he is 

attributed to instituting ‘bacon and eggs’ as the official American breakfast and to aiding 

the American Tobacco Company into breaking the taboo of women smoking in public 

places; opening the female market and significantly increasing tobacco sales (Tye, 1998). 

Bernays has publicly (and somewhat proudly) divulged about the success of his consent 

engineering techniques. As he claims, he was able to persuade individuals to behave 

irrationally and overconsume by linking products to their subconscious desires and 

feelings; essentially implementing the idea that you do not simply need a product for its 

instrumental use, but more importantly, you should want a product to feel better (for a 

full account of his ‘achievements’ see (Tye, 1998)). In addition to Bernays’ strategies, a 

number of other psychoanalysts have been known to exploit consumer anxieties, hidden 

desires and even sexual tensions (see Dichter, 1964 and other works by Ernest Dichter). 

 
49 The term ‘public relations’ was created by Bernays as a substitute for ‘propaganda’.  
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Engineering consent is well documented in the literature, and although it is perceived 

as intrusive and unethical, it is nonetheless a dominant aspect of advertising (Durning, 

1992). 

   If it is true that governments have not facilitated or advocated for consumers to 

consume less, and that there are pervasive marketing techniques ‘engineering’ 

individuals to consume more, why was ‘minimising consumption’ shown to have the 

strongest links to ‘SL choice’? That is, if all SL groups are subjugated to the same 

marketing techniques and other external influences on their consumption behaviour, 

what has influenced the more sustainable segments (but the SL4 in particular) to 

decrease their consumption levels? 

   The answer is likely to involve many of the psychological factors included in this study 

(e.g. higher environmental concern of the SL3 and SL4 groups, higher ‘ascription of 

responsibility’ to mitigate environmental impacts and so on). However, what we feel 

may be the biggest contributor to ‘minimising consumption’, and one of the major 

justifications for encouraging sustainable lifestyles (as opposed to specific behaviours), 

stems from identity formation.  

   It has been posited that consumption relates to identity formation, status, and 

competition. That is, people purchase things not only for the usefulness of the product, 

but also for the symbolic meaning attached to them (Benson, 2000; Dittmar, 2007; 

Fromm, 1976; Veblen, 2007; Zepf, 2010). This idea was deliberated over a century ago 

when Thorstein Veblen, in 1899, popularised the term ‘conspicuous consumption’. Since 

then, a range of academic fields have attempted to describe the underlying factors 

behind consumption, adding to Veblen’s work. From a socio-psychological perspective, 

Stephen Zavestoski explains that (as Karl Marx’s postulated) “who we are, is defined by 

what we produce” (2002, p. 145). In a system such as capitalism where people may have 

to sell their labour to a job they might not like; they in turn separate their identities from 

what they produce. This results in individuals seeking to derive his/her identity from 

consumption (Zavestoski, 2002). 

   From a more traditional psychological perspective, some authors propose that 

consumption coincides with a subject’s distress about his/her identity (Zepf, 2010). To 

borrow Freudian terminology, consumption relates to ‘ego’. Ego formation is ongoing 
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and necessitates everyday objects and routines to develop (Freud & Strachey, 1974). 

However, objects are unable to satisfy the ego of the post-modern subject (e.g. person), 

because post-modern subjects are filled with complex anxieties and greed that require 

more than objects to satisfy the ‘self’ (Nobus, 1998). This results in an endless process 

of seeking to fill a void (overconsumption) with precisely the things which are unable to 

fill this same void (Nobus, 1998).  

   In addition, anthropologists (Douglas & Isherwood, 1996) and sociologists (Bourdieu, 

1984) suggest that consumption is relevant to establishing or enhancing one’s social 

position; stating that an individual consumes to signal to other members of society 

his/her ‘taste’ and economic status. This often results in overconsumption because an 

individual is placed in an ongoing effort to keep up with, or surpass, ‘the Joneses’ (Schor, 

1998). Complicating the matter is evidence indicating that individuals who over-

consume are in denial about their habits, and project the blame (that society is overtly 

consumerist) onto other members of society (Schor, 1998).  

   Based on the socio-psychological perspectives presented above we can reason that, if 

consumption is used in social identity formation, and a subject self-identifies as a 

‘sustainable self’, then their identities are less likely to be strengthened through 

overconsumption. In fact, they may use anti-consumption as a means of meeting 

authenticity needs (Zavestoski, 2002) and signalling their distinguished (sustainable) 

social status to others (Bourdieu, 1984). 

   Social identity was discussed in previous sections of this chapter and will be discussed 

again in sections below. This is a recurring theme in our analysis which we feel may be 

of some value. This topic may also be one of the most relevant differences between 

studies that focus on sustainable behaviours versus studies that focus on sustainable 

lifestyles. Once more information has been provided below, we will provide a final 

discussion on this topic.  
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5.8 RQ7: A DISCUSSION ON THE THEORY OF PLANNED BEHAVIOUR, 

PERSONALITY TRAITS AND THE NORM ACTIVATION MODEL 

5.8.1 Theory of planned behaviour: perceived behavioural control and 

benefits of ‘integrated policy approaches’ 

   Regression modelling showed that all three of the variables in the Theory of Planned 

Behaviour were significant contributors to ‘intention to live a more sustainable lifestyle’ 

(attitude, perceived behavioural control and subjective norms). The variable ‘attitude’ 

was by far the largest predictor in this model β= 0.54; adding further support to previous 

arguments about the importance of repositioning people’s behavioural beliefs about 

sustainable lifestyles (as a reminder, behavioural beliefs underpin attitudes). 

   Perceived behavioural control (PBC) showed a relatively low (but significant) weight in 

the multiple regression β= 0.04, p < .05. Kendall’s tau result was also significant but 

somewhat weak (τb= .238).50 Based on the potentially weak to moderate influence of 

PBC on SLs, it was mentioned that ‘PBC policies’ may be more effective if included in an 

integrated policy program. Policy integration has been a key suggestion by the largest 

sustainable lifestyle studies reviewed in this dissertation (Backhaus et al., 2013; Defra, 

2008; Task Force on Sustainable Lifestyles, 2010; UNEP, 2011b). As the Defra (2008, 

p.78) report explains, “there is not one but a multiplicity of ways of promoting greener 

lifestyles, confirming the need for packages of mutually supporting measures”.  

   The term – ‘integrated policies’ –  is used broadly in the literature, but it generally 

relates to any ‘mixing’ of policy instruments (e.g. combining fiscal regulation with 

educational programs in a single policy intervention) or mixing of different ‘aims’ into a 

single program (e.g. attempting to influence behavioural beliefs while at the same time 

repositioning them as ‘normal’). Integrated policies could also relate to a “cross-sectorial 

approach that addresses complex factors like infrastructure, cultural and personal 

preferences, information communication, addressability and accessibility for all socio-

economic groups” (Backhaus et al., 2013, p. 72). Whatever the approach, the 

 
50 To remind the reader, PBC was assessed with the question ‘in general, do you think that living a 
sustainable lifestyle is ultimately up to you, or do you think that there are too many external barriers 
that get in the way (e.g. lack of affordable products, infrastructure, government support, etc.)?’.   
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overarching rationale is that the mix of methods must be mutually beneficial and 

increase each other’s efficacy.51 

   With regard to ‘perceived behavioural control’, this construct is also believed to be 

underpinned by a set of “control beliefs” that are (presumably) responsive to policy 

intervention (e.g. integrated policies) (Ajzen, 1991, p. 189). Control beliefs are “beliefs 

about specific factors that might or might not put the behaviour under voluntary 

control” (Trafimow et al., 2002, p. 105). They have also been described as “an 

individual’s perception of the availability of skills, resources and opportunities” 

(Mathieson, 1991, p. 176). Future research may benefit from identifying a more specific 

and comprehensive set of ‘control beliefs’ to provide a better understanding of the 

underlying factors of PBC (in relation to sustainable lifestyles).52 Based on the potential 

links between ‘SL choice’ and ‘PBC’ identified by our work, this is information may be of 

some value to future policy development. 

5.8.2 Theory of planned behaviour: Subjective norms 

   Subjective norms is a measure of (perceived) social influences on people’s behaviour. 

As a reminder, one item was used to assess this variable (e.g. most people who are 

important to me think I should live a sustainable lifestyle). In our study, subjective norms 

was found to be a significant contributor in the regression model (β= 0.09 (p < .001)) and 

Kendall’s tau test revealed a somewhat weak statistical association (τb= .238) to ‘SL 

choice’. However, although the Kendall’s tau coefficient was somewhat weak, pairwise 

comparisons disclosed statistically different scores between all groups except for groups 

SL1 and SL2 (suggesting this variable may be of some importance).53  

   In Section 4.9.4 we provided a potential explanation for the association between 

‘subjective norms’ and ‘SL choice’, stating that sustainable living is indicative of whom 

 
51 Integrated policies require a certain degree of creativity and expertise from (a team of) policy 
developers. As such, detailed integrated policy suggestions are beyond the scope of this dissertation. 
We have, nonetheless, quantitatively assessed several of the psychological factors that may be 
beneficial to such policies.   
52 In a sense, we have indirectly assessed some control beliefs in this study when participants were 
asked about the ‘barriers’ to sustainable living. For example, if a person perceives that ‘insufficient 
knowledge’ and ‘insufficient public transport’ are barriers to SL, this may also be interpreted as the 
individual’s beliefs of a lack of ‘skill’ and ‘resources’ available to live more sustainably. 
53 The statement ‘I feel I am under social pressure to live a sustainable lifestyle’ was also going to be 
included in the measurement of the subjective norm construct, but was removed due to a low internal 
consistency (see Section 3.7.7.1, pg. 91, for details) 
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we associate with and how we interact (Task Force on Sustainable Lifestyles, 2010; 

UNEP, 2011b). It is conceivable, therefore, that SL4 individuals will have more 

‘sustainable living’ people in their social network that – it can be assumed – encourage 

them to continue living this way. The opposite may also be true for the less sustainable 

groups (e.g. they have less sustainable living friends). Put simply, our findings indicate 

that the extent that an individual perceives him or herself as ‘sustainable living’ may be 

related to the proportion of their social referents who are also ‘attempting (or not 

attempting) to live more sustainably’. Put even more simply, it appears people of similar 

sustainable living social identities are ‘hanging out together’.   

   If it is possible that ‘sustainable living’ can act as a differentiating factor in social 

identity formation, as it was previously argued, then it may be unlikely that different SL 

groups will create social bonds and exert a positive influence on each other. Much to 

the contrary, some authors have argued that “[w]hen people come into conflict over 

environmental issues or resources, their social identities come to the fore. People 

stereotype each other in ingroup-favouring ways” (Fielding & Hornsey, 2016, p. 4).  

   To illustrate, research by Lorenzen (2014, p. 461) – which included 45 interviews with 

people attempting more sustainable lifestyles – revealed that participants expressed 

difficulty talking to ‘mainstream’ individuals stating “many” were called “granola head” 

or “tree hugger”. Research by Bliuc et al. (2015, p. 228) – who separated their American 

sample into climate change ‘sceptics’ and ‘believers’ –  found that these two groups 

were likely to show “hostility” towards each other which “could be understood as 

integrated expressions underpinning specific social identities”. In addition, other 

sustainable lifestyle research suggested their participants felt marginalised and judged 

by mainstream society (Ambrose, 2010; Cherrier, 2009; C Hamilton & Mail, 2003). 

   If a ‘sustainable lifestyle’ identity can be a source of conflict with different social 

identities, what can be done, through policy or otherwise, to encourage those who do 

not identify with sustainable living to want adopt SLs as part of their social identity?  

   One suggestion already presented above was for social normalisation strategies to 

reposition SLs away from any ‘niche’ connotations and attempt to create a wider-

reaching superordinate SL identity (e.g. through popular television programs). To 

explain a bit further, the essence of these campaigns is to convey normative messages 
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such as ‘sustainable lifestyles are being adopted more often than people think’ (P. 

Wesley Schultz, Nolan, Cialdini, Goldstein, & Griskevicius, 2007). This approach would 

refrain from describing the ‘SL adopters’ as some form of special, different or niche 

group.  

   Another approach is to use members from the same social identity group to convey 

sustainable living messages to one another (Fielding & Hornsey, 2016). For example, our 

research showed that the SL1 individuals were predominantly right-wing voters. As such, 

sustainable living information stemming from other right-wing voters is more likely to 

be well-received by the SL1 members due to overlaps in other personal attributes 

related to their political identities.  

   Another method suggested by Fielding and Hornsey (2016) is to promote pro-

environmental ingroup norms. Using SL1 members as an example again, there is 

evidence to suggest that emphasising positive injunctive norms (e.g. most right-wing 

voters approve of sustainable living) will overcome people’s negative descriptive norm 

beliefs (e.g. most right-wing voters are not attempting to live more sustainably) (P. 

Wesley Schultz et al., 2007; J. R. Smith & Louis, 2008).54 To be clear, the injunctive 

messages convey that others members of your ingroup would approve the behaviour as 

opposed to others ‘practice’ the behaviour (descriptive norm). This approach could be 

attempted via social marketing techniques such as televised messages or any other 

marketing tools. 

   In summary, there have been promising results supporting the effectiveness of social 

normalisation techniques that have been applied to combating binge drinking (Haines & 

Spear, 1996; Neighbors, Larimer, & Lewis, 2004), energy conservation behaviour 

(Dwyer, Maki, & Rothman, 2015), recycling behaviour (Viscusi, Huber, & Bell, 2011) and 

reducing plastic bags use (de Groot, Abrahamse, & Jones, 2013). Farrow, Grolleau, and 

Ibanez (2017) provide a list of 47 studies that have investigated the effects of norms in 

different contexts. However, all of these studies were behaviour-specific, none 

investigated the influence of social norms on lifestyle change.  

 
54 Descriptive norms relate to what people do (or what people think other people normally do) and 
injunctive norms relate to what ought to be done (or what people think they ‘should our should not’ be 
doing to gain acceptance from others) (Real & Rimal, 2007). Refer to Section 2.4.3 for a discussion.  
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   We propose that an effective social normalisation approach that is relevant to 

sustainable lifestyles is via people’s social identities. However, some researchers suggest 

that “there is still some way to go in testing … social identity-based solutions as well as 

providing social identity insights to address environmentally significant problems” 

(Fielding & Hornsey, 2016, p. 10). Given the relative infancy of sustainable lifestyle 

research, there may be great opportunities for studies to find innovative ways to 

incorporate ‘sustainable lifestyle’ and social identity with social normalisation 

techniques.  

5.8.3 Personality traits 

   In the literature review we discussed how personality traits have been found to exert 

influence on behaviours in a manner that some describe as “trait-relevant responses” 

(Ajzen, 2005, p. 2). This relates to tendencies to react in more or less predictable ways 

to given situations. Personality traits are also fairly unchanging over long periods of time 

(Cobb-Clark & Schurer, 2012; Robert R McCrae & Costa Jr, 1999; Robert R. McCrae & 

Costa, 1990). From a policy perspective this is beneficial because they can be a stable 

input for decision making (Cobb-Clark & Schurer, 2012).  

   For instance, there is empirical evidence from consumer marketing and psychology, 

which suggests that matching the framing of a message to the personality style of the 

individual increases the effectiveness of the message (Dillard & Harkness, 1992; Endler 

& Rosenstein, 1997; Gohary & Hanzaee, 2014; Hirsh & Dolderman, 2007; Kassarjian, 

1971; Moon, 2002). To illustrate, providing dominant messages such as ‘the Dodge Neon 

(a type of car) is definitely ranked too low’, instead of submissive messages such as 

‘don’t you think the Dodge Neon may be ranked too low?’, has been shown to 

significantly influence the dominant consumers’ preference to the product (see Moon 

(2002) for details). 

   In our research, ‘openness to experiences’ was the only personality trait to show a 

significant result in the regression model (β= 0.07, p < .05). This was also the trait with 

the highest Kendall’s tau coefficient (τb= .242) and largest sequential increase in mean 

ranks (suggesting a tendency for ‘openness’ to increase with ‘SL choice’ and, hence, a 

link to ‘SL choice’). This result parallels that of previous studies which revealed links 

between ‘openness’ and higher environmental values and concern (Farizo et al., 2016; 
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Hirsh, 2010; Hirsh & Dolderman, 2007; Markowitz et al., 2012; Milfont & Sibley, 2012; 

Nisbet et al., 2009).55 No previous study has assessed links between personality traits 

and self-identified attempts as sustainable living, so future research to is recommended 

to assess the validity of our findings.56  

   Based on these results, it is suggested that – following the logic of consumer 

psychologists – social marketing techniques may benefit from framing sustainable living 

messages in relation to the ‘openness’ trait. The characteristics associated with this trait 

include: enjoyment from learning new things, tendency to be imaginative, intellectual 

curiosity, appreciation of art and beauty, unconventionality, aesthetic appreciation and 

willingness to re-examine own values (Caplan, 2003; Farizo et al., 2016; John & 

Srivastava, 1999; Luchs & Mooradian, 2012).57  

   Framing sustainable living messages in a manner that inspires curiosity, for example, 

may be more effective to individuals high on the ‘openness’ score. This approach is likely 

to benefit individuals in society similar to our SL3 and SL4 members (who tend to be 

more ‘open’). More precisely, these messages might take the form of artistic illustrations 

(or other creative or curiosity-inspiring mechanisms) that educate individuals about how 

to perform different ‘darker green’ behaviours. 

   In relation to the SL1 and SL2 groups, their potentially less ‘open’ personalities may 

represent a challenge for policy makers. Prominent authors from neuropsychology have 

provided convincing evidence suggesting that individuals low on ‘openness’ possess 

innate characteristics that makes them less flexible to behavioural change (DeYoung et 

al., 2005). It is conceivable, therefore, that these individuals may be less willing to adopt 

a lifestyle that they perceive as different. As such, these findings inadvertently return us 

to previous arguments related to social identity and normalisation. That is, sustainable 

 
55 Depending on the study it was not solely ‘openness’ that was linked to environmental concern. The 
trait ‘agreeableness’ was, in many cases, found to be a significant contributor alongside openness.  
56 As an important reminder, the ‘Big Five’ scale used in this research does not infer that all personality 
characteristics are able to be condensed into five items. Rather, “these five dimensions represent 
personality at the broadest level of abstraction, and each dimension summarizes a large number of 
distinct, more specific characteristics” (John & Srivastava, 1999, p. 105). ‘Openness’ therefore, is 
composed of several related facets. 
57 For clarification, some authors have postulated that ‘openness’ is linked to environmental concern due 
to a higher desire to preserve the aesthetic value of nature (Markowitz et al., 2012). While others take a 
more moral stance and suggest ‘openness’ is linked to environmental concern due a “broader perspective 
on humanity’s place in the larger ecology” (Hirsh, 2010, p. 247). While less open individuals have a more 
conservative view about nature’s value (Hirsh, 2010). 
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living messages (aimed at the SL1 and SL2 members) need to be careful in presenting 

SLs in a manner that is perceived as a significant change to their identities (that is, 

something that is too drastically ‘different’). The intricacies of how to implement this 

through policy need further development of course, but some suggestions have already 

been provided above.  

5.8.4 Norm Activation Model 

   The results related to the Norm Activation Model (NAM) led us to suggest that policy 

interventions aimed at motivating feelings of responsibility and moral obligation may be 

more effective than blame-based interventions aimed at raising guilt and awareness 

that one’s lifestyle is environmentally destructive.58 

   It was previously mentioned was that awareness about environmental issues are wide-

spread in most societies. There is well-documented evidence that people are more 

aware of environmental issues today than two decades ago (Backhaus et al., 2013). 

However, this increase in awareness may be creating feelings of helplessness, scepticism 

and impartiality for some individuals (Feinberg & Willer, 2011; Landry et al., 2018; Levin, 

1993). In our findings, for instance, environmental concern (NEP) showed an 

 
58 This conclusion is based on the reasoning that, contrary to expectations, ‘awareness of consequences’ 
(AC) (e.g. ‘my lifestyle damages the environment’) was not statistically associated with ‘SL choice’. 
‘Ascription of responsibility’ (AR) (e.g. ‘only worth acting if others do too’), on the other hand, showed a 
significant but weak link (τb= .154, reverse coded). Importantly, AC and AR were also not statistically 
associated with each other. This suggests that feelings of responsibility were not originating (to a 
significant extent) from people’s awareness that their lifestyle damages the environment. The SL2 
members, for instance, showed the highest mean rank for ‘awareness’ but a significantly lower sense of 
responsibility than the SL3 and SL4 members. In addition, ‘moral obligation’ (τb= .434) showed a much 
stronger association to ‘SL choice’ than ‘guilt’ (τb= .261). As a reminder, ‘guilt’ and ‘moral obligation’ 
(combined) represent the construct ‘personal norms’, which had the second highest weight in the 
regression model (β= 0.19, p < .001). Lastly, results related to RQ4 revealed that out of the four variables 
assessed, ‘citizens should assume the greatest responsibility’ had the strongest links to ‘SL choice’. To 
some extent, it may be reasonable to assume that ‘citizens’ responsibility’ may have acted as a proxy for 
the respondents’ personal sense of responsibility (that is, they included themselves in their perception 
of who the variable ‘citizens’ was relating to). 
   Importantly, interventions aimed at ‘awareness’ and ‘guilt’ are not discarded as ineffective 
approaches, they are only discussed here as potentially less effective based on our findings. For 
instance, guilt is one of the items in ‘personal norms’, and personal norms was found to be a significant 
contributor to ‘intention to live SL’ (see Section 4.10). In addition, regression modelling in Section 4.10.1 
showed that AC and AR together explained a significant variance in PN. However, considering that 
‘moral obligation’ had a considerably higher Kendall’s tau coefficient than ‘guilt’, and that ‘awareness’ 
was not linked to ‘SL choice’, we suggest that ‘responsibility’ and ‘moral obligation’ may represent 
better avenues for policy makers. 
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insignificant and even (very) slightly negative weight in the regression model (β= -0.01, 

p > .05).  

   Some authors suggest that a shift from awareness-based campaigns towards more 

positive environmental messages may represent a worthwhile approach to encourage 

more sustainable living and behaviours (K. W. Brown & Kasser, 2005; Corral Verdugo, 

2012; Feinberg & Willer, 2011; Markowitz & Shariff, 2012). According to Markowitz and 

Shariff (2012, p. 245), this approach may also affect people’s moral judgments: 

Linking action on climate change to positive moral emotions such as gratitude 
and pride, as well as to improvements in one’s own well-being, may help combat 
the guilty-bias challenge … by decreasing defensive processing of what can, at 
times, be very dire, frightening information about the state of the world. In turn, 
this may allow individuals to recognize the moral nature of the issue in a 
sustainable and rewarding, rather than demotivating, manner. 

   Attention towards the benefits of using ‘positive’ approaches to encourage sustainable 

behaviours is certainly growing, but some argue that this line of research is still dragging 

behind its ‘negative’ counterpart (Chatelain et al., 2018; Corral Verdugo, 2012; Seligman, 

2005). A review by Corral Verdugo (2012, p. 651) indicated that “a negative bias” is 

predominant in the field of conservation psychology (this ‘bias’ relates to a tendency for 

studies to assess negative antecedents to sustainable behaviours). Verdugo 

acknowledges several empirical studies which suggest that negative emotions (e.g. guilt, 

shame, emotional discomfort and fear of environmental disasters) can and do 

contribute to sustainable behaviours. Nonetheless, the author argues that this 

(potential) bias in conservation psychology (and other areas of psychology) may be 

limiting a better understanding of how to utilise pride, morality and even self-gratifying 

motives (e.g. such as ‘happiness’) to encourage pro-environmental behaviours. The 

author terms this more positive approach the “positive psychology of sustainability” 

(Corral Verdugo, 2012, p. 651). 

   Below we adopt this positive psychology framework to address the question: how can 

positive messages influence people’s sense of responsibility and moral obligation to 

adopt (or increase their commitment to) more sustainable lifestyles?  
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Pride and effects on personal responsibility and moral obligation  

   It hardly needs stating that people tend to pursue positive emotions and avoid 

negative ones (Frijda, 2017). One such positive emotion that is gaining traction in the 

‘sustainability’ literature is pride.59 

   The influence of pride in environmental and prosocial behaviour has been tested by 

several studies (Bissing-Olson, Fielding, & Iyer, 2016; Han, 2014; Harth, Leach, & Kessler, 

2013; Leach, Ellemers, & Barreto, 2007; Thøgersen, 2006; L. A. Williams & DeSteno, 

2008). Recent empirical work has also suggested that the ‘pride’ construct should be 

added to the Norm Activation Model due to its influence on personal responsibility and 

moral obligation (Han, 2014; Onwezen et al., 2013).  

   With regard to policy intervention, an effective approach to influencing pride may be 

through ingroup norms. Pride has been shown to be influenced by social norms (e.g. ‘if 

the majority of my social group will be proud of achieving a goal, I will want to help meet 

that goal’) (Bissing-Olson et al., 2016; Harth et al., 2013; Tracy & Robins, 2007; L. A. 

Williams & DeSteno, 2008). To illustrate, Harth et al.’s (2013, p. 25) conclusion was that 

“[h]ighlighting the in-group’s environmentalism led to a pride that promoted support 

for further achievement in environmental protection. Pride was the only one of the 

three emotions [guilt and anger] to predict this more positive, forward-looking, 

motivation”. Further, Bissing-Olson et al. (2016, p. 151) conclusion was: “we found that 

pride, for people who perceive more positive pro-environmental descriptive norms 

[social norms], seems to be a more important predictor of pro-environmental behaviour 

than guilt”. 

   We propose that influencing moral obligation – through pride – may be most effective 

via Australians’ national identities (e.g. I am Australian); since this is the largest shared 

identity in the country (e.g. the largest ‘ingroup’). More specifically, messages can be 

 
59 Seminal work by Tracy and Robins (2004, 2007) describes and provides evidence for two facets of 

pride: (1) authentic pride, which is considered positive and stems from specific accomplishments and 
achievements; it arises out of ‘doing’ something (e.g. I am proud to have won the football game with my 
team); and (2) hubristic pride, which is considered negative and stems from beliefs about abilities and 
strengths; it arises out of ‘being’ something (e.g. I am the best football player I know). Authentic pride is 
discussed in the prosocial and environmental literature as benefiting moral behaviour. Hubristic pride is 
tied to narcissism and extrinsically motivated goals and behaviours (Carver, Sinclair, & Johnson, 2010). 
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framed around specific environmental goals and accomplishments that Australia’s has 

achieved. For instance, highlighting the fact that Australia achieved a number one 

ranking in Yale’s Environmental Performance Index for ‘air quality’; and was fourth 

highest ranked for ‘environmental health’ (Wendling et al., 2018). The underlying 

reasoning is: if Australians were guided by a positive and authentic sense of pride that 

their country is achieving (at least some) environmental goals, the studies 

aforementioned suggest that this sentiment may generate socially reinforced feelings of 

moral obligation or responsibility to be ‘more green’. Importantly, messages aimed at 

influencing pride should avoid statements such as: Australians ‘are’ more environmental 

than other countries. This is to avoid ‘hubristic’ pride sentiments (see footnote ‘59’ 

above).  

   This suggestion may sound too bold or – possibly – idealistic, but its feasibility might 

be exemplified by Sweden; a country that is praised for its environmental performance 

(Lundqvist, 2004). A representative sample of 4,000 Swedish adults revealed a strong 

sense of responsibility and personal norms to behave in more environmentally friendly 

ways (Jagers & Matti, 2010). A study by UNEP (2011a, p. 9), as well, revealed a high sense 

of environmental responsibility from their Swedish sample. There are certainly many 

factors driving citizen’s environmental responsibility in Sweden, such as their 

educational system (Hillbur, Ideland, & Malmberg, 2016). Nonetheless, future research 

may benefit from assessing the extent that Swedish citizens’ pride about their 

environmental performance (if truly existent) motivates more ecologically responsible 

lifestyles.  

   Lastly, it might be argued – and with good reason – that Swedish environmental pride 

can be justified, while Australia’s environmental performance deserves less praise. This 

is a delicate topic. To re-state a key argument: the motivational characteristics of guilt 

and awareness (e.g. ‘the Great Barrier Reef is under threat due to human activity’) are 

not discarded as ineffective policy approaches in this dissertation. However, for some 

individuals, these negatively-based emotions are not rousing individuals to engage with 

more sustainable behaviours or lifestyles. In line with some previous authors (see Corral 

Verdugo, 2012 for a review), we propose that increasing attention towards positive 

psychological antecedents to sustainable living and behaviours might contribute to a 

more balanced understanding by researchers.  
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5.9 A DISCUSSION ON DEGROWTH 

   Two topics that were discussed in this chapter, that are commonly debated in the 

degrowth literature, were the potential benefits associated with minimising material 

consumption and  reducing of the dominant work-hour week. This section introduces 

some other relevant degrowth topics and provides a final discussion on the prospect of 

a degrowth scenario related to our findings.60  

   Our results revealed that roughly three-quarters of the respondents are making at 

least some attempts at more sustainable living (the SL3 and SL4 groups). Most of the 

sample also expressed a positive attitude towards sustainable lifestyles (see Section 

4.9.3, pg. 145). In addition, the majority of the respondents (except for the SL1 members) 

are willing to do a bit, or a lot, more to help the environment. On the whole, these findings 

are promising since the notion of a ‘sustainable lifestyle’ seems to be fairly well-regarded 

by most Australians. This suggests that – should Australian governments want to 

facilitate a transition to more sustainable societies – there is a large segment of the 

population that can benefit from policies that enable (e.g. remove barriers to SLs), and 

encourage and facilitate people’s commitment to SLs (e.g. build green infrastructures 

and facilities, subsidise renewables, provide tax or financial incentives, provide 

education to build skills and ideas on how to live more sustainably).  

   Upon a closer look, however, only (roughly) 20% of the sample stated that they are 

‘very’ committed to SLs and that they are making daily efforts to live as sustainably as 

they can (the SL4 members). From a degrowth perspective, which requires a wide-

spread commitment to ‘dark green’ versions of SLs, these findings highlight the potential 

need for more serious efforts to be directed at encouraging sustainable living. More 

precisely, two ‘dark green’ behaviours that degrowth authors suggest require particular 

 
60 As a reminder, degrowth can be described as “democratically led redistributive downscaling of 
production and consumption in industrialised countries as a means to achieve environmental 
sustainability, social justice and well-being” (Demaria et al., 2013, p. 209). Degrowth overlaps with much 
of the post-growth literature. For instance, by arguing that uncontested economic growth is 
environmentally disastrous and impossible; that GDP is not an adequate measure of societal wellbeing; 
that economic crises are multi-dimensional containing embedded social and ecological issues; and that 
happiness does not increase proportionally with consumption (after a certain level of comfort is 
achieved) (T. Jackson, 2009; Schneider et al., 2010; van den Bergh & Kallis, 2012). However, perhaps the 
most distinguishing characteristic of the degrowth approach is its more explicit plea for a temporary and 
controlled economic contraction (‘temporary’ because economic contraction would halt after a certain 
lower level is reached) (Kallis, 2013). 
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attention are (1) engagement with activism (e.g. participating in or organising protests, 

boycotting, divestment, volunteering with community groups and so on) and (2) 

reducing material consumption (already discussed above) (Alexander, 2013; D'Alisa et al., 

2013; Latouche, 2009; Martínez-Alier et al., 2010; van den Bergh & Kallis, 2012).  

   With regard to the former, it was revealed in Section 4.3.2 (pg. 111) that the behaviour 

‘attending environmental protests’ was considered the least normal behaviour by all SL 

groups. Based on the possibility that behaviours which are considered ‘not normal’ are 

less likely to be practiced (Rettie et al., 2012), it might be the case that Australians are 

not engaging with environmental protests to the extent required for a degrowth 

scenario. This argument can perhaps be illustrated by previous research which 

suggested that – although Australia has a rich history of environmental protests 

(Tranter, 2010; C. Williams, 2006) – membership to the groups that organise these 

protests is extremely small compared to the Australian population; also, most of the 

members of these groups infrequently participate in protests, preferring to donate 

money instead (Tranter, 2010; C. Williams, 2006).61 

   Another behaviour investigated in this dissertation, which overlaps with activism, was 

‘researching bank, insurance provider and super funds to see if their investment 

practices are ethical and/or environmentally-friendly’. This behaviour was included 

because it was assumed that many people who inquire into such information do so to 

‘divest’ their money towards more environmentally friendly financial institutions. Our 

findings showed that this was the least practiced behaviour by all groups (see Section 

4.8, pg. 138). Should a degrowth scenario be desired by the population, then our results 

indicate that efforts can be aimed at encouraging more ‘environmentally friendly’ 

divestment practices. For instance, via the ‘artistic and creative’ illustrations (discussed 

prior) aimed at informing people about the behaviours associated with sustainable 

living.  

   Admittedly, our study offers a very limited account of activist-type behaviours. 

However, our findings provide some preliminary indication that even those people ‘most 

committed’ to sustainable living may not engage in activism to the degree that some 

 
61 Suggestion that Australia has a rich history in environmental protests stems in part from the often-
cited examples of the Lake Pedder and Franklin Dam campaigns of the 1970’s and 1980’s (respectively). 
These campaigns have been globally praised for their effectiveness and well-organised structures. 
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degrowth authors argue is necessary for a degrowth scenario. 62  More research is 

needed to investigate the extent that Australians engage in the types of activist 

behaviours and collective initiatives that are encouraged by the degrowth literature. 

Examples of such behaviours include: participating in policy processes related to 

sustainability or social justice (e.g. attending meetings on public policies or even joining 

the local council); petitioning about environmental or work-structure issues (e.g. income 

caps, shorter work hours, investment in renewable energies and so on); joining or even 

organising ‘transition towns’; attending environmental protests; boycotting; 

divestment; and volunteering with, or even organising, grassroots movements and 

community groups that specifically promote degrowth.  

   The importance of engaging with activism stems from (removing) the structural 

barriers in society that prevent people from living more sustainably (e.g. lack of public 

transport, lack of available or affordable green products, lack of renewable energy 

sources and so on). Degrowth authors have expressed scepticism about the intention 

and ability of large organisations and nation-states to invoke the initiatives needed for 

sustainability (Alexander, 2013; Demaria et al., 2013; Escobar, 2015). This is because 

(among many things) increasing globalisation, trade agreements and international 

regulations make sustainable initiatives complicated (Alexander, 2013). Therefore, 

socio-political efforts, including grassroots activism, might be required to “ensure the 

necessary conditions” for committed attempts at sustainable lifestyles to become wide-

spread (Kallis, 2013, p. 95).  

   In a different vein, our findings also showed that the NEP item, ‘technology will ensure 

that we do not make the Earth unliveable’, was the lowest ranked for all groups (a lower 

ranking equates to a higher agreement with this reverse coded item). There was also no 

statistical association between this item and ‘SL choice’ (that is, all groups agreed with 

 
62 A precise numerical value for the ‘extent’ that people need to engage with activism is not provided by 
the degrowth literature (for instance, by suggesting that ‘25% of the population needs to engage with 
activism’). There are, of course, inherent difficulties that complicate such a suggestion. Nonetheless, the 
importance of environmental and social justice activist behaviour has been deliberated by several 
degrowth authors (Buch-Hansen, 2018; Demaria et al., 2013; Kallis, 2013; Lloveras, Quinn, & Parker, 
2018; Martínez-Alier et al., 2010). The general ‘tone’ from these authors implies that civil society needs 
to become (much) more engaged with grassroots activism than what is currently the norm. Given that 
the activist behaviours in our study were, in both instances, the least practiced or perceived as ‘less 
normal’ (by all SL groups), we consider this to be an indication that our respondents do not engage with 
activism to the extent that appears to be advocated by the degrowth literature. 
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the technology statement somewhat equally). In Section 2.3.1 (pg. 18), we discussed 

how degrowth authors are critical of ‘techno-fixes’. This is due (in large part) to rebound 

effects (Kallis, 2013; Schneider et al., 2010).63 It has also been suggested that too much 

reliance on green technology may displace the responsibility away from people’s 

behaviour (e.g. ‘why bother to be green if technology can offset my behaviour?’) 

(Murray, 2011; Taylor & Taylor, 2007). 

   Green technology innovation is undoubtedly an important contributing factor to 

transitioning towards more sustainable societies. However, there is no clear answer as 

to the extent that ‘techno-optimism’ can be justified (Gonella et al., 2019). This is partly 

because of ambiguities associated with the broader meaning of ‘technology’ (e.g. what 

technology is trying to achieve and how). To illustrate, we quote from the work of 

Gonella et al. (2019), who synthesised debates from a conference dedicated to the role 

of technology in facing global energy problems (the Biennial International Workshop 

Advances in Energy Studies). In their conclusion, the authors stated:  

[T]he kind of optimism that the current debate associates to technology, based 
on the sustainable development-based mindset, appears senseless. It seems, in 
fact, to be based on the elusive use of both the concepts of technology and 
sustainability, that are put together for narrative purposes without an explicit 
conceptual assessment. On one hand, the factual role of technology and its 
beneficiary are almost never clearly addressed in the debate. On the other hand, 
the fact that any new technology will serve the cause of sustainability is not 
questioned whatsoever, without taking into account the social, political and 
ethical framework in which technology is supposed to be operated (Gonella et 
al., 2019, p. 463). 

   Due to these complexities, a critical assessment of the ability of ‘technology’ to bring 

forth ‘sustainability’ is outside the scope of this dissertation. Nonetheless, and of 

potentially greater relevance to this lifestyle study, we revisit arguments made in 

Section 2.3.1 about humanity’s ‘relationship’ with technology.  

   An early historian and philosopher has suggested that technology is a mere reflection 

of ourselves (Spengler, 1932). This is an argument that has also been raised by more 

 
63 A ‘rebound effect’, which is also referred to as Jevon’s Paradox, relates to the notion that 
technological improvements, which increase the efficiency of a product, do not lead to the same level of 
decrease in ecological impacts, since demand or use of that product (and other goods and services), will 
consequently go up with the extra income received from the increased efficiency (Greening et al., 2000, 
p. 289) 
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previous work (Murray, 2011). At the core of this idea is the suggestion that humanity 

must first develop a culture of sustainability and look ‘inwards’ before searching 

externally for solutions to environmental problems. However, for a wide-reaching 

‘culture of sustainability’ to develop, the vast majority of citizens (including all levels of 

decision makers, business owners, scientists, engineers, teachers and general 

consumers) would need to become responsible and moral individuals who place 

‘sustainability’ high on their priorities and values (importantly, degrowth also advocates 

for ‘social justice concerns’ to be placed as a high moral priority). If this scenario were 

to happen, green technologies would become a natural outcome of our behaviour, their 

unintended consequences might be more carefully assessed prior to development and 

rebound effects could be significantly reduced.64  

   Unfortunately, for degrowth proponents, it is precisely these types of ‘idealistic’ and 

somewhat utopian suggestions that lead some critics to discredit degrowth (Romano, 

2012; Sorman & Giampietro, 2013; van den Bergh, 2011). Given the relative infancy of 

the degrowth literature, however, future research can benefit from investigating people’s 

attitudes towards key degrowth proposals, such as: a temporary economic contraction 

coupled with a wide-spread reduction in material consumption, structural reforms to 

reduce the dominant work-hour system, income ‘caps’ to the very rich and an equitable 

redistribution of wealth within and across the Global North and South. Large 

representative studies that investigate these, and other degrowth ideas, may provide a 

better account of the extent to which a degrowth scenario can be termed ‘idealistic’.  

5.10  A DISCUSSION ON SAMPLE SEGMENTATION: LIMITATIONS AND 

PRACTICAL APPLICATION 

   In Section 3.6.1 we briefly discussed how there are limitations to the practical 

application of segmenting the public. In other words, how can policy developers and 

social marketers can identify and target the different segments in societies? In an ideal 

scenario, the segments would be clearly defined by their socio-demographic 

 
64 As a reminder, the literature reviewed in reviewed in Section 2.3.1 (pg. 18) suggests that the 
‘unintended consequences’ of technological innovations are rarely assessed prior to development. 
Hence, we argue that in a (hypothetical) wide-spread ‘culture of sustainability’ - that is consisted of 
environmental responsible and moral citizens - technological innovations might also be approached with 
greater foresight and responsibility. 
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characteristics, allowing for policies to be targeted to younger individuals, wealthy 

individuals, people that live in rural areas, and so on (Barnett & Mahony, 2011; Poortinga 

& Darnton, 2016). In the absence of well-defined demographical boundaries, a screening 

process is required (Poortinga & Darnton, 2016). Screening can involve surveying, or 

analyses of large datasets of the population (Barnett & Mahony, 2011). However, there 

are also limitations to these screening approaches. 

   First, depending on the context, it may not be possible for policy developers to include 

a survey, or any form of interaction with the public, to gather the information needed 

for screening. There are also instances when ethical and legal implications prohibit the 

collection and analysis of datasets on peoples’ behaviours (for example, via particular 

data-mining technologies used in social media programs) (Barnett & Mahony, 2011). In 

these instances, segmentation may not be possible or ethical. In the case of our study, 

clear demographical boundaries were not found between the groups (that is, there were 

no statistical associations between socio-demographical characteristics and ‘SL choice’). 

In the cases where ethical and legal implications also prohibit the analysis of the relevant 

dataset, then the segmentation approach used here cannot be applied in a practical 

context (the ethical and legal issues surrounding this topic are a multifaceted, for more 

detail see (Barnett & Mahony, 2011)).  

   Secondly, even when prior screening is possible, the pre-requisites needed to 

distinguish the segments may be overly complex, requiring an excessive amount of 

questions to be asked in a survey (Poortinga & Darnton, 2016). This can result in a survey 

that is too time consuming or impractical, which may discourage participation from a 

number of members in the public. In this regard, the approach taken by our study may 

represent a strength rather than a limitation. Sample segmentation was based on a 

single question asking people to rate the level of their commitment to sustainable living. 

The results of this study provided some indication that people are fairly consistent in 

their responses when they self-identify as attempting (or not attempting) to live a more 

sustainable lifestyle. Hence, this simple – but potentially very effective – segmentation 

approach may be more easily implemented by social marketers and policy developers.  
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6 CONCLUSION  

   A central research focus of this study has been that encouraging more comprehensive 

changes in people’s behaviour and time use (in the form of sustainable lifestyles (SLs)) 

may represent a novel and rewarding approach for progress towards more sustainable 

societies. Hence, the overarching research aim has been to identify the key psychological 

and behavioural factors that characterise and influence different levels of sustainable 

lifestyle choices in Australia. Based on this information, we recommended policies that 

may effectively help encourage and facilitate sustainable living to different lifestyle 

segments of the Australian population.  

   ‘Sustainability’ is a broad concept that can be interpreted in different ways (Pesqueux, 

2009; Wooltorton, 2012). In order to refine an operational definition of ‘sustainability’ 

and ‘sustainable lifestyles’ for this research, the degrowth scenario (Georgescu-Roegen, 

1971; Latouche, 2010) was used as the overarching theoretical platform. Degrowth 

emphasises the importance of reducing material consumption (one of the behaviours 

investigated in this research) and argues that ‘technology fixes’ may be insufficient to 

achieving a sustainable scenario. Degrowth also advocates for a temporary and 

controlled economic contraction as a precursory step to a ‘steady state’ economy. 

Lastly, the literature on degrowth was also used to help validate the argument that 

encouraging a wide-spread adoption of sustainable living in Australia (through policy 

interventions) is a likely ‘necessity’ for sustainability.  

   This research was guided by a moderate critical-positivist social research perspective 

(see pg. 71-73). That is, we tested associations between independent and dependent 

variables and drew conclusions (somewhat objectively) based upon the statistical results 

(the ‘positivist’ aspect); but also, our interpretations were influenced by a somewhat 

critical evaluation of potential hidden meanings behind the results (the ‘critical’ aspect). 

   The primary dependent variable was ‘SL choice’ and was based on self-identification 

methods. This variable was assessed via the question ‘are you attempting to live a more 

sustainable lifestyle?’ (ranked on a 4-point scale). This question was also used to 

segment our sample into four groups ranging from ‘SL1’ (those not committed ‘at all’ to 

sustainable living) to ‘SL4’ (those ‘very committed’ to sustainable living). This self-
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identity question provided four groups that were adequately distinct and consistent in 

their response patterns. The major explanatory (or independent) variables investigated 

were drawn from the Theory of Planned Behaviour, the Norm Activation Model, the 

New Ecological Paradigm scale and from the broader literature on sustainable living.  

   An important finding in our study is that roughly three-quarters of the respondents 

stated they are either somewhat, or very, committed to SLs (the SL3 and SL4 groups 

respectively). The majority of these individuals are also willing to do a bit or a lot more 

to help the environment. This suggests that Australian governments could well facilitate 

and enable ongoing efforts by people who have taken an interest in more sustainable 

living. However, only (roughly) 20% of the sample stated that they are ‘very committed’ 

to SLs. From a degrowth perspective, which requires a wide-spread commitment to 

‘darker green’ versions of SLs, these findings highlight the need for more serious efforts 

to be directed at facilitating and encouraging SLs.  

   The discussions in this dissertation have thus far been sectioned according to the 

research questions. In the next section, our conclusions are provided in a more 

integrated discussion combining the general themes of this work. After, we outline a 

final summary of the main characterisations and broader policy directions relevant to 

the four lifestyle segments of this study. This is followed by the last section of this 

dissertation, where we provide our final thoughts on the work completed here.    

6.1 MAIN FINDINGS AND CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE LITERATURE 

   The main findings of this work relate to people’s beliefs about sustainable living, social 

identities, social norms, and feelings of pride and moral obligation to live more 

sustainably. These topics are conceptually interlinked (as we discuss below) and future 

studies can benefit from integrating them into their framework for inquiring into 

people’s sustainable lifestyle choices. This section begins with our conclusions on these 

topics before turning to other general themes.  

   In regard to beliefs, previous work has suggested that people’s understanding of 

sustainable lifestyles is dynamic and changes over time (Shirani et al., 2015). Also, the 

notion of a ‘sustainable lifestyle’ is not tied to a fixed definition and can be interpreted 

somewhat differently by different segments in society. These characteristics of SLs may 
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imply that there is a sound opportunity for policy developers to influence people’s 

beliefs and general understanding of SLs. In other words, ‘sustainable living’ can still be 

framed in a multitude of ways to different segment groups. This wide framing may have 

otherwise been constrained by a more well-defined concept; one in which people 

already hold deeply embedded beliefs about its meaning.  

   Some framing strategies, based on our findings, can include altering people’s 

perceptions that SLs involve higher costs, too much effort and sacrificing habits they 

enjoy (this suggestion is mostly relevant to the less sustainable segments of societies). 

Previous works have also drawn similar conclusions (Bedford et al., 2004; Shirani et al., 

2015; UNEP, 2011a). However, discussions on how to alter inhibiting beliefs about SLs 

remain vague. In our work, it was suggested that social marketing (coupled with social 

identity, social norms and positive psychology techniques) may represent an effective 

approach to communicating about and promoting more sustainable living. 

   As a reminder, social marketing is an approach to social behavioural change that aims 

to benefit society (e.g. ‘don’t drink and drive’ ads, ‘reduce, reuse, recycle’ slogans, ‘4-

minute shower’ campaigns and so on) (Biroscak, 2018; Kotler & Zaltman, 1971). Social 

marketers may work in conjunction with governments and/or the private sector for the 

purpose of behavioural change (Biroscak, 2018). Hence, this approach requires political 

will and/or interest from the private sector who need to finance potentially costly 

interventions. With that said – should Australian governments or private enterprises 

want to promote SLs – our findings suggest that people’s understanding of SLs may need 

to be: (1) positioned in a manner that minimizes intergroup conflicts in social identities; 

(2) presented as ‘normal’ to minimise niche connotations; (3) promoted via positive 

psychological approaches and avoid feelings of guilt and fear. 

   Firstly, lifestyles may have more entrenched connections to self-identity than 

behaviour. In building a social identity, people are influenced (in part) by the perceived 

similarities that they share with others in their ‘ingroup’ and by observing the 

differences between their social group with the ‘outgroup(s)’ (Wetherell, 1996). To 

minimise inter-group conflicts, SLs may need to forge a superordinate identity, which 

changes the focus from ‘they’ to ‘we’. This is no easy task, of course, as outgroups are 

inherent to social identities. One potential approach, drawn from Rettie et al.’s (2014) 
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work, is to present SLs as something that is ‘normal’ and not reserved for particular 

groups (e.g. for hippies, left-wingers or wealthier individuals).  

   Social normalisation of SLs could be attempted using similar approaches to Spain’s 

normalisation efforts towards same-sex marriage (e.g. through popular television 

personalities and talk shows) (Clarke & Kitzinger, 2004; Peregrín et al., 2014). A major 

issue with this is that normalising ‘light green’ (or weak) versions of sustainable lifestyles 

could lead to a form of social green washing where unsustainable habits remain 

legitimised (Shove, 2004, p. 118). Social normalisation efforts, therefore, may need to 

be integrated with informational campaigns that educate people on how to perform a 

range of ‘dark green’ behaviours (discussed in the previous chapter).  

   Another approach that may minimise inter-group conflicts is to use members from the 

same social identity group to convey sustainable living messages to one another. For 

example, our research showed that the SL1 individuals (the least sustainable group) 

were predominantly right-wing voters. As such, sustainable living information stemming 

from other right-wing voters is more likely to be well-received by the SL1 members due 

to overlaps in other personal attributes related to their political identities. Another 

method, which was suggested by Fielding and Hornsey (2016), is to promote pro-

environmental ingroup injunctive norms (e.g. messages that most right-wing voters 

approve of sustainable living). To explain, injunctive messages convey that others 

members of your ingroup would approve the behaviour as opposed to messages that 

others ‘practice’ the behaviour (descriptive norm). 

   An important finding of this study was that interventions aimed at motivating feelings 

of responsibility and moral obligation may be more effective than blame-based 

interventions aimed at raising guilt and awareness that one’s lifestyle is environmentally 

destructive. There is well-documented evidence that people are more aware of 

environmental issues today than two decades ago (Backhaus et al., 2013). However, this 

increase in awareness may be creating feelings of helplessness, scepticism and 

impartiality for some individuals (Feinberg & Willer, 2011; Landry et al., 2018; Levin, 

1993). Our findings suggest that an alternative, and more positive, approach is to use 

feelings of ‘pride’ to motivate moral behaviour.  
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   This suggestion overlaps with our arguments on social normalisation and identities. 

For instance, pride has been shown to be influenced by social norms (e.g. ‘if the majority 

of my social group will be proud of achieving a goal, I will want to help meet that goal’) 

(Bissing-Olson et al., 2016; Harth et al., 2013; Tracy & Robins, 2007; L. A. Williams & 

DeSteno, 2008). Hence, influencing moral obligation – through pride – may be most 

effective via Australians’ national identities (e.g. I am Australian); since this is the largest 

shared identity in the country (e.g. the largest ‘ingroup’). More specifically, messages 

can be framed around specific environmental goals and accomplishments that 

Australia’s has achieved. The benefits of this idea, and its feasibility, can perhaps be 

illustrated by the high levels of moral obligation found amongst the Swedish population, 

a country praised for its environmental performance (Jagers & Matti, 2010; UNEP, 

2011a) (see Section 5.8.4, pg. 211 for a more detailed discussion on the limitations and 

further benefits of this). 

   To our knowledge, no research has integrated the all topics discussed above (beliefs 

about SLs, social identities, social norms and positive stimulants to moral behaviour) into 

a single framework for discussing and encouraging sustainable lifestyle choices. The 

work completed here provides a preliminary account of how these topics can overlap 

and be applied to the development of policies. Future work is recommended to better 

our understanding of the interconnectedness between these themes and to further 

refine a methodological approach to measuring them in research.   

   In addition to these four main themes (beliefs, social identity, social norms and positive 

stimulants to sustainable living), our research identified other topics that may be of 

interest to researchers, social marketers and policy developers. 

   The political orientation of the sample was only associated with sustainable living for 

those very committed to sustainability (the SL4 individuals who were more left-wing) 

and those not committed at all (the SL1 individuals who were more right-wing). The 

middle groups showed nearly identical voting preferences. These findings diverge from 

the previous literature reviewed that have indicated stronger links between political 

orientation and different facets of environmental attitudes (R. E. Dunlap et al., 2001; 

McCright & Dunlap, 2011; Unsworth & Fielding, 2014; Watkins et al., 2016). A possible, 

if not likely, reason for this discrepancy may be that these previous works inquired into 
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issues such as climate change and the environmental movement. In other words, these 

topics may be more politically divisive than the broader concept of ‘attempting to live 

more greenly’. Based on this limited but potentially important result, it is suggested that 

framing policies that encourage people to ‘live more sustainably’, whilst refraining from 

positioning SLs as being associated with climate change benefits and environmentalism, 

could be more receptive by a wider range of voters. In a similar vein, and contrary to 

previous works (Brulle et al., 2012; Neumayer, 2004), all voting segments (e.g. right, left 

and centre voters) revealed a very positive attitude towards the economic benefits of a 

(hypothetical) wide-spread adoption of sustainable lifestyles in Australia. Perhaps 

indicating that framing policies according to the economic benefits of sustainable living 

is likely to represent a worthwhile policy approach, irrespective of political orientation. 

   Our study also highlighted a range of barriers to sustainable living that policy makers 

can help to address. For instance, difficulty breaking bad habits was a significant 

hindrance for the less sustainable groups. A potential way of addressing this is through 

the habit discontinuity hypothesis; which states that habits are more likely to be altered 

during context change in people’s lives (e.g. moving to a new house or job) (Bamberg, 

2006; Verplanken & Roy, 2016; Verplanken et al., 2008). It was also discussed how a 

restructuring of the common work-week, towards a reduction in weekly work hours 

related to full time employment (e.g. to 25 hours), can lead to less material 

consumption, increased efficiency and more time available for individuals to devote to 

developing the skills needed to live more sustainably.  

   Some countries, such as the Netherlands and Sweden, have already experimented 

with this idea (Alderman, 2016; de Graaf, 2009). However, the feasibility of this 

suggestion relies heavily on Australian governments’ support and wide acceptance from 

the public. All of the lifestyle segments in our sample were dissatisfied with 

government’s environmental performance and indicated they do not have enough 

government support to live more sustainably. If these perceptions are reflective of 

‘actual’ lack of government support, then then our findings indicate that Australia 

governments need to do a better job at facilitating more sustainable living.  

   The personality trait, ‘openness to experiences’ was found to be an important variable 

in our study. This result parallels that of previous studies which revealed links between 
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‘openness’ and higher environmental values and concern (Farizo et al., 2016; Hirsh, 

2010; Hirsh & Dolderman, 2007; Markowitz et al., 2012; Milfont & Sibley, 2012; Nisbet 

et al., 2009). However, no previous study has assessed links between personality traits 

and self-identified attempts as sustainable living Individuals. People who rate high on 

‘openness’ tend to be more creative, curious and imaginative. Framing sustainable living 

messages in a manner that inspires curiosity, for example, may be more effective to the 

more sustainable segments of society (e.g. artistic cartoon illustrations that educate 

individuals about how to perform different ‘darker green’ behaviours). The potentially 

less ‘open’ personalities of the less sustainable segments pose a possible difficulty for 

policy makers. People who are less ‘open to experiences’ may be less flexible to 

behavioural change and doing things they perceive as ‘different’ (DeYoung et al., 2005). 

Therefore, and in a similar vein to previous arguments about social normalisation, social 

marketers and policy makers need to be careful in presenting SLs in a manner that is 

perceived as a significant change to their social identities. 

   Similar to previous works (UNEP, 2011b), many individuals in our study (the less 

sustainable segments) found the information provided by environment groups to be 

‘annoying’. These individuals also perceived sustainable living as too time consuming 

and expensive. In accordance with suggestions from Soper (2008), an effective, and 

perhaps more appealing, way for environment groups to endorse SLs may be through 

‘self-serving’ motives (e.g. ‘SLs will make you happier or save you money’). 

6.2 THE FOUR ‘SUSTAINABLE LIFESTYLE GROUPS’: A FINAL SUMMARY 

   This section provides a final summary of the main characterisations and broader policy 

directions relevant to the four lifestyle segments of this study. 

SL1 group (‘not attempting to live sustainably at all’) 

   This was the smallest segment in our study (3.3% of the sample, N=33). The SL1 

members revealed the most negative attitude towards sustainable lifestyles. They also 

showed very little intention to live more sustainably. These individuals have few 

members in their personal networks who can potentially influence them to live more 

sustainably and roughly half stated they would feel ‘embarrassed’ about living a SL. They 

are the least likely to perceive SLs as ‘normal’, and they also showed the lowest ranking 
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in regard to guilt and moral obligation to live more sustainably. Further, the majority of 

these individuals are happy with their current lifestyle and are not willing to ‘do more’ 

to help the environment. This group showed the largest percentage of right-wing voters 

(roughly 67%).   

   Our findings suggest that attempts at sustainable living by these members are less 

likely to occur without first addressing their (more negative) attitude towards SLs (and, 

hence, the beliefs underpinning their attitude). These individuals are particularly 

disengaged from SLs. As such, promoting self-gratifying beliefs (e.g. SLs will reduce stress 

and make you happier) might represent a worthwhile first step in ‘attracting’ them to 

more sustainable living (as opposed to endorsing SLs for environmental reasons). Given 

their political orientation, encouraging these individuals to live more sustainably can be 

attempted via messages that originate from other right-wing voters or party leaders 

(due to overlaps in their political social identities). For instance, if the leaders from major 

right-wing political parties in Australia publicly encouraged more sustainable lifestyles, 

there is a potential that individuals who are similar to our SL1 members may become 

more engaged. While the plausibility of this suggestion is somewhat questionable, our 

results (and social identity theory) indicate that this could represent an effective 

approach nonetheless. In summary, the SL1 members revealed low ranked responses to 

all of the key variables in this study and it is unlikely that they will make significant 

change to their lifestyle. Therefore, policies might be more effective if aimed at 

incremental and realistic forms of interventions (e.g. encouraging ‘light green’ 

behaviours and emphasising self-gratifying beliefs first).  

SL2 group (‘not really attempting to live a SL but engage in one or two sustainable 

behaviours’) 

   This was the second smallest segment in our study (19.3% of the sample, N= 193). 

Roughly half of these individuals want to do ‘a bit more’ to help the environment and 

they revealed moderate to positive attitudes towards SLs. Most of the SL2 members 

believe that sustainable lifestyles require too much effort and involve ‘sacrificing habits 

they enjoy’. These individuals were also significantly less likely (than the SL3 and SL4 

groups) to perceive SLs as ‘normal’. A large portion of this group is ‘neutral’ about their 

intention to live more sustainably and roughly half feel guilt or moral obligation to live 
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SLs. The SL2 members are the most uninformed about what SLs ‘actually are’ and they 

also revealed the highest ranking for ‘lack of knowledge’ as a barrier to SLs. The SL2 

members are also the most ‘aware’ that their lifestyle damages the environment and 

are significantly less likely (than the SL3 and SL4 groups) to ascribe the responsibility to 

‘citizens’ for addressing environmental issues. Their personality types also tend to be 

less ‘open to experiences’ than the SL3 and SL4 members. 

   Based on their somewhat positive attitudes and desire to do more for the 

environment, there is an optimistic potential for environmental policy makers to 

encourage these individuals to live more sustainably. In particular, these individuals may 

be susceptible to policies that attempt to reposition the inhibiting beliefs that they have 

about sustainable lifestyles (e.g. SLs require too much effort and sacrificing enjoyable 

habits). Based on their stated ‘lack of knowledge’ barrier, they may also benefit from 

informational campaigns that aim to better their understanding about ‘what SLs are’ 

and that educate them on how to perform a range of sustainable behaviours. As with 

the SL1 group, encouraging more sustainable living for some of these individuals can 

also be attempted via self-gratifying motives.  

   Potential barriers to encouraging the SL2 members stems from their social identities 

(which might not be tied to a ‘sustainable-self’), their low agreement that ‘SLs are 

normal’, the tendency for their personalities to be ‘less open’ and their potential 

disposition to ascribe ‘environmental responsibility’ externally. As such, other important 

policy strategies for this group relate to developing a ‘superordinate’ sustainable living 

identity (and all other social identity approaches discussed in Chapter 5), social 

marketing strategies (that attempt to normalise SLs), and positive psychology 

approaches such as influencing feelings of ‘pride’ (which may consequently influence 

feelings of moral obligation and responsibility).  

SL3 group (‘somewhat committed to SL, but not major priority in life’) 

   This was the largest group in the sample (55.1%, N= 552). Their attitudes towards SLs 

are positive, and they showed strong intentions to continue to live more sustainably. 

The large majority of these individuals also want to do more to help the environment. 

Most of these individuals expressed feelings of guilt and moral obligation to live more 

sustainably, and they are fairly knowledgeable about what ‘SLs are’. Their self-reported 
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sustainable behaviours were the second highest ranked overall, but their rankings were 

all significantly lower than the SL4 members (except for ‘turning off the lights’). Their 

perception that sustainable lifestyles are ‘normal’ is significantly higher than the SL1 and 

SL2 groups and they also tend to rank higher than these groups on the personality trait 

‘openness’.  

   From a policy perspective, the SL3 individuals are an important group. This is because 

these individuals are already somewhat committed to SLs and are willing to do more for 

the environment (and they represent the majority of Australians). Hence, should 

governments want to encourage SLs, there may be an opportunity for policy makers to 

(1) facilitate further commitment by removing barriers to SLs, and (2) encourage ‘darker 

green’ behaviours through informational campaigns that educate and build skills on how 

to live more sustainably (the importance of government intervention for this group can 

perhaps be illustrated by the fact that the SL3 members showed the highest ranking for 

the barrier ‘insufficient government support’). Based on their personality traits, creative 

and aesthetically pleasing messages may be an effective means of educating these 

individuals on how to perform different (preferably ‘dark green’) sustainable 

behaviours. There is also a potential for incentivising a greater commitment to SLs by 

strengthening these individuals’ moral obligation. For example, by applying the positive 

psychology approaches discussed prior (e.g. inducing authentic pride sentiments via 

social marketing strategies). 

SL4 group (‘very committed to a SL and make daily efforts to be green’)  

   The SL4 group was the second largest in our study (22.4%, N= 224). The members of 

this group scored higher on the vast majority of the psychological and behavioural 

factors of SLs. That is, they are the most ‘knowledgeable’ about SLs, showed the most 

positive environmental attitudes, highest intention to continue living SLs, highest 

perception that SLs are ‘within their control’, highest guilt and moral obligation to live 

SLs and highest score on the ‘openness to experiences’ personality trait. They were also 

significantly more likely (than all other groups) to have ‘important people’ in their lives 

who think that they should live more sustainably and ranked highest in all of the 

sustainable behaviours. This group also showed the largest proportion of left-wing 

voters (roughly 64%).  
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   These individuals appear to be highly motivated to live, and continue living, more 

sustainably. Addressing the barriers that may be constraining an even greater 

environmental commitment is likely to represent an important policy focus for this 

group. For example, the SL4 members are willing to pay a higher premium on green 

products and feel constrained that there are not enough green products on the market. 

As such, investments in green product innovation might help these individuals find 

alternatives to their current (potentially) less sustainable products. Importantly, these 

individuals were also the most likely to minimise material consumption ‘in order to use 

less resources and create less waste’. This is important because increased availability of 

green products may not necessarily equate to an overall increase in their material 

consumption (which would go against the degrowth logic).  

   Lastly, although the SL4 members ranked highest in regard to sustainable behaviours, 

our findings indicate that there is room for improvements in some respects (e.g. 

divestment behaviours, avoiding packaging and using public transport). In addition, 

open questioning indicated that these individuals use primarily light green descriptors 

to define sustainable living and most do not perceive ‘environmental protesting’ to be 

normal (an important behaviour in the degrowth literature). Although any form of 

sustainable living is encouraged, the degrowth framework of our study advocates for 

‘dark green’ commitments to SLs. As such, as with the SL3 members, policies that further 

encourage and educate these individuals on how to engage with ‘darker green’ 

behaviours are recommended. Importantly, and as mentioned (see Section 5.6), many 

sustainable behaviours require government support and incentives (e.g. building of 

infrastructure, providing services such as kerbside collections, and subsidising solar 

panels, home insulation and heat pumps). Put simply, governments may need to assume 

a greater responsibility to further encourage these, already committed, individuals.  

6.3 CLOSING THOUGHTS 

   There are inherent complexities involved with assessing the underlying factors of 

sustainable lifestyle choices, which required our research to adopt a broad approach 

and include several explanatory variables in the investigation. This approach mirrored that 

of the larger studies on ‘sustainable lifestyles’ such as those by Backhaus et al. (2013) and 
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Defra (2008). Even so, there are undoubtedly a number of variables that were not included 

in our inquiry, which are likely to contribute to the explanation of this complex topic. Over 

time, it is hoped that the core factors are identified and empirically validated so a more 

narrow and optimised framework can be used to measure and predict people’s sustainable 

lifestyle choices.  

   Based on the degrowth framework that was adopted, an unavoidable bias in this study 

was that we aimed for our policy suggestions to contribute towards a wide-scale 

adoption of sustainable living, until – ideally – SLs “become the effortless norm” 

(Backhaus et al., 2013, p. 27). It is perhaps a fair criticism to state that this, and the other 

degrowth objectives described in this study, are somewhat idealistic goals. However, 

our findings showed that the majority of our respondents, from across Australia, are 

already attracted to the notion of ‘sustainable living’ and want to do more to help the 

environment. This is a cheerful indication that there is a potential for directing Australian 

societies towards a greater commitment to sustainability, perhaps even degrowth.  

   History has shown that human beings are extremely adaptive, if the majority of society 

desired a degrowth scenario, or something similar, and combined our intellectual 

capacity to pursue it, there is no reason to believe that we would be unable to re-

organize social and economic models accordingly. The question that remains is whether 

the majority of society, including all levels of decision makers, will ever desire such a 

future?  
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APPENDIX A.   THE ONLINE SURVEY OF THIS STUDY 

The online survey used in this dissertation is presented below. There are three questions 

missing from the screen shot of the survey below: questions 2, 7 and 33. 

Question 2 was a purposely invisible question that contains a hidden algorithm relevant 

to the Pureprofile Company (e.g. it includes ‘TOKENS’ that helps them identify their 

respondents.) 

Question 7 was ‘I intend to continue living a more sustainable lifestyle’. This question is 

not shown because question 7 and 8 are dependent on a previous answer. It was only 

possible to choose one of these answers in the screen capture.  

Question 33 was ‘do you plan to have children’. This question was not shown for the 

same reasons outlined above (it is dependent on previous answer).  
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APPENDIX B.   SOCIO-DEMOGRAPHICAL DATA AND REPRESENTATIVENESS OF 

THE SAMPLE 

   The table below illustrates the socio-demographic data of the sample (n= 1,002). This 

data is compared with the results from the 2016 Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) 

Census (ABS, 2016). Note that, income data our work was based on 871 responses since 

some individuals did not wish to disclose this information. Also, to make the ‘age’ 

percentages comparable, the individuals that were below 18 years old were removed 

from the ABS data and the percentages were readjusted accordingly. Lastly, unlike the 

information for ‘income’ and ‘education’, a number of the data presented below are not 

based on the 2018 data. That is because, some of the 2018 information (e.g. gender, age 

and living location) were expressed to be ‘preliminary estimates and subject to change’ 

by the ABS.65  

 

Demographic Survey Data 
(%) 

2016 ABS Data 
(%) 

Gender 
  

Males 48.7 49.3 

Females 51.3 50.7 

Age 

18-24 11.7 12.1 

25–29 11.5 9.6 

30–34 12.3 9.5 

35–39 10.7 8.6 

40–44 11.1 8.3 

45–49 10.4 8.5 

50–54 10 7.9 

55–59 7.2 7.8 

60–64 5.5 6.9 

65–69 5.1 6.2 

70–74 2.7 5 

75–79 1.5 3.5 

80 or older 0.5 5 

 
65 For the 2018 preliminary data follow the  link below:  
http://www.ausstats.abs.gov.au/ausstats/subscriber.nsf/0/25CFC0B3DB6F25B9CA25836800133985/$Fil
e/31010_jun%202018.pdf  

http://www.ausstats.abs.gov.au/ausstats/subscriber.nsf/0/25CFC0B3DB6F25B9CA25836800133985/$File/31010_jun%202018.pdf
http://www.ausstats.abs.gov.au/ausstats/subscriber.nsf/0/25CFC0B3DB6F25B9CA25836800133985/$File/31010_jun%202018.pdf
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Living Location 

New South Wales 29.5 31.9 

Victoria 26.3 25.7 

Queensland 20.9 20 

South Australia 7.2 7 

Western Australia 10.9 10.5 

Tasmania 2.4 2.1 

Northern Territory 1.1 1 
Australian Capital 
Territory 1.7 1.7 

Marital Status 

Married/de facto 57.2 58.1 

Not Married 42.8 41.9 

 

Work Hours  

   Weekly work hours are illustrated in the table below. The ABS (2016) information was 

based on slightly different ‘bracket categories’ than the measures of our work. 

Therefore, our findings and the findings of the ABS were divided into two separate 

sections on the table below. 

Weekly work hours 
Survey Data 

(%) 

Weekly work 
hours 

ABS data 

(%) 

1-20 12.6 1-15 11.4 

21-29 8.6 16-24 10.1 

30-34 7.8 25-34 11.2 

35-40 26.4 35-39 19.0 

41 or more 15.4 40 or more 43.0 

Unemployed 21.9 Unemployed 6.9 

Other (self-employed, 
retired or carer) 

7.3   

 

   There is a notable difference in the number of ‘unemployed’ workers. This is 

potentially because a number of individuals from ‘professional online panels’ may be in-

between jobs and making ‘extra cash’ via the online panels in the meanwhile. Another 
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notable difference is that the individuals in this sample work less hours per week than 

the general Australian population.  

Education 

   The table below illustrates the results concerning the ‘formal level of education’ for 

the sample of this study. 

Formal Level of Education % 

High school or secondary school 32.4 

Started college but did not finish (and 
completed high school) 

7.6 

Tertiary Degree (e.g. University, college or 
polytechnic) 

51.4 

Post-graduate (e.g. Master or PhD) 8.6 

Other (common statements were 
‘certificate’, ‘diploma’ and ‘TAFE’) 

2.7 

 

  Regrettably, the items used to measure ‘formal level of education’ in this dissertation 

were not directly comparable with the ABS data.  The data from the ABS are much more 

detailed possessing many sub-categories. The most comparable results can interpreted 

from the ABS’ information concerning ‘certificate III and above’. In 2018, 62.3% of 

Australians had completed a ‘certificate III or higher’ (ABS, 2018a). Whereas, 60% of the 

respondents in the current study stated they had a ‘tertiary degree or higher’.  

Income 

   Collecting information for household income, and comparing it with the ABS (2018b) 

data, was not straightforward because acquiring this information can sometimes be 

confusing. For example, in the current study, there were two separate questions 

pertaining to income. One question relating to ‘personal income’ and the other question 

relating to ‘household income’ (see questions 35-36 in appendix A). 

   Individuals who stated they lived with parents, partners, husbands, wives or relatives 

were asked to provide both personal and household incomes. Alternatively, individuals 

who stated they ‘lived with housemates’ were only asked to provide their personal 
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income and not their household income. That is because they are not likely to contribute 

to or benefit from their housemates’ incomes, and because this information can be 

difficult (or at least sensitive) to gather in a share-house scenario. Individuals who stated 

they ‘live alone’ or ‘with children’ were also not asked about their household income 

because this was not relevant to them. As such, the personal income data provided by 

these individuals (the share-house individuals and those living alone) were analysed as 

‘household income’ with the rest of the sample.   

   Further, income information was collected through a range of income brackets (for 

example, “$20,001 to $40,000 per year” and so on). The ABS data (ABS, 2018b), on the 

other hand, provides an exact figure to represent median weekly gross household 

income. As such, comparison with the Australian population in only an estimate.  

   In the current study, median gross weekly income for the sample is between $1,155 

and $1,442. The Australian median gross weekly income, for full-time employees, is 

$1,438 (ABS, 2018b). 
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APPENDIX C.   COVER LETTER OF THE SURVEY 
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APPENDIX D.   SUMMARY OF QUESTIONS USED IN THE ANALYSIS OF THIS 

STUDY 

   The table below illustrates the questions that were used to in the analysis of this study. 

The questions have been organised according to their corresponding research question 

(and not in the order they are presented in the questionnaire). For the full questionnaire, 

see Appendix A. 

Research question (RQ) Description of content and purpose 

RQ1 – RQ7 
 

Identifies the four segment groups. 
Relevant to all ‘SL group’ comparisons in 
RQ1-RQ7 

1. Do you consider yourself to be living (or attempting to live) 
a more sustainable lifestyle?   

4-point scale: ‘Yes’ to ‘No’ 

RQ1 
Measures the extent that SLs and 
behaviours are perceived as ‘normal’. 

2.  Attempting to live a more sustainable lifestyle is 
considered ‘normal’ in Australia’ 

7-point: ‘Strongly disagree’ to ‘Strongly 
agree’ 

3.  I would feel embarrassed if my friends thought my lifestyle 
was purposefully environmentally friendly’ 

7-point: ‘Strongly disagree’ to ‘Strongly 
agree’ 

4. Rate the extent that you think [these behaviours] are 
‘normal – not normal’ in Australian society.  
(List of behaviours is then provided) 

4-point: ‘Not normal’ to ‘Normal’ 

RQ2 
Identifies the political orientation of the 
sample and their attitudes towards SLs 
effect on the economy. 

5. Which of the following political parties are you most likely 
to vote for? 

13 response categories from ‘Australia 
Labour Party’ to ‘Other’ 

6. Wide-spread adoption of more sustainable lifestyles would: 

Measures ‘attitude’ towards economic 
consequences of SLs 
7-point ‘Harm the Australian economy’ 
to ‘Benefit the Australian economy’ 

RQ3 
Measures beliefs about SLs and the 
degree of perceived knowledge about 
SLs  

7.  In my opinion, living a more sustainable lifestyle would:  
a. Involve giving up habits in my life which I enjoy. 
b. Involve left wing political inclination. 
c. Be more expensive than a non-sustainable lifestyle. 
d. Be a ‘hippie’ lifestyle. 
e. Be a healthier lifestyle. 
f. Require too much effort. 

Measures ‘beliefs’ 
7-point: ‘Strongly Disagree’ to ‘Strongly 
Agree’ 

8.    a. My opinion of 'hippies' is: 
b.    My opinion of people with 'left wing' political orientation is: 

7-point ‘Very Negative’ to ‘Very 
Positive’ 

9. I am unclear about what a more 'sustainable lifestyle' 
actually means. 

Measures ‘knowledge about SL’ 
7-point: ‘Strongly Disagree’ to ‘Strongly 
Agree’ 
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10. Using 5 or less descriptive words or a couple of short 
phrases, how do you describe a ‘sustainable lifestyle’?    

Measures ‘general understanding’ 
Open question 

11. I find the information provided by environment groups to 
be:  

Measures ‘attitude’ towards env. 
groups 
7-point ‘Annoying’ to ‘Useful’ 

12. Do you think that environment groups do an adequate job 
at promoting more sustainable behaviours and lifestyles? 

Measures ‘beliefs’ about environment 
groups’ performance 
7-point ‘Definitely not’ to ‘Definitely 
Yes’ 

RQ4 

Measures the extent that the SL groups 
ascribe the ‘blame and responsibility’ to 
‘others’, and perceptions of 
governments’ environmental 
performance 

13. Who do you think contributes the most to environmental 
damages?  

a. Large businesses do the most environmental damage. 
b. Citizens and their everyday habits do the most 

environmental damage. 
c. Governments (through a lack of 'green' policies) do the 

most environmental damage. 
d. Science and Technology do the most environmental 

damage. 

7-point ‘Strongly Disagree’ to ‘Strongly 
Agree’ 
 

14. Who do you think holds the greatest responsibility for 
addressing environmental issues?  

       (same list as above) 
 

7-point ‘Strongly Disagree’ to ‘Strongly 
Agree’ 
 

15. Do you think that Australian governments do an adequate 
job at promoting more sustainable behaviours and 
lifestyles? 

7-point ‘Definitely not’ to ‘Definitely 
Yes’ 

RQ5 Measures perceived barriers to SLs 

16. How often do you feel like: 
a. There are not enough 'green' products to enable you to live 

more sustainably? 
b. 'Green' products are too expensive for you to live more 

sustainably? 
c. You do not have the knowledge to live more sustainably? 
d. You do not have enough government support to live more 

sustainably (e.g. subsidies for solar panels, informational 
campaigns, financial incentives, etc.)? 

e. You do not have enough time to live more sustainably? 
f. There is not enough public transport for you to live more 

sustainably? 
g. Your 'unsustainable habits' are too hard to break for you to 

live more sustainably? 

7-point: ‘Very infrequently’ to ‘Very 
frequently’ 

17. If you would like to state any other 'barriers to sustainable 
living', please write them in the box below. (Optional) 

Open question 

RQ6 
Measure sustainable behaviours and 
dietary habits 

18. How often do you: 
a. Decide not to buy something because it has too much 

packaging? 
6-point ‘Never’ to ‘Always’ 
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b. Make an effort to buy things from local retailers and 
suppliers? 

c. Make an effort to buy less things in order to use less 
resources and create less waste? 

d. Take public transport instead of driving (average from the 
past year)? 

e. Turn off the lights when leaving the room? 
f. Refuse to use non-biodegradable plastic products like 

straws, balloons, plastic water bottles, takeaway coffee 
cups, disposable utensils, coffee pods, etc.? 

g. Recycle items rather than throwing them away? 
h. Look into the operation of your bank, insurance provider, 

mortgage provider and/or super fund to see if their 
investment practices are ethical and/or environmentally-
friendly? 

19. How would you describe your diet?  
6 response categories from ‘Typical, eat 
most foods - including meat’ to ‘other’ 

RQ7 
Measures TPB, Personality traits, NAM 
and NEP variables 

Theory of planned behaviour and personality traits  

20. a. Most people who are important to me think I should live 
a sustainable lifestyle. 
b. I feel I am under social pressure to live a sustainable 
lifestyle. 

Measures ‘subjective norms’ 
7-point: ‘Strongly disagree’ to ‘Strongly 
agree’ 

21. In general, do you think that living a sustainable lifestyle is 
ultimately up to you, or do you think that there are too 
many external barriers that get in the way (e.g. lack of 
affordable products, infrastructure, government support, 
etc.)?  

Measures ‘perceived behavioural 
control’ 
7-point: ‘Living sustainably is completely 
beyond my control’ to ‘Living 
sustainably is completely up to me’ 

22.  I consider 'sustainable lifestyles' to be: 
Measures ‘attitude’ 
7-point: ‘Worthless’ to ‘Valuable’ 

23. a. I intend to continue living a more sustainable lifestyle?: 
(only asked if response to question 1 was ‘Yes’ or 
‘Somewhat Yes’) 

b. I intend to live a more sustainable lifestyle?:  
(only asked if response to question 1 was ‘No’ or 
‘Somewhat No’) 

Measures ‘intention’ 
7-point; ‘Extremely Unlikely’ to 
‘Extremely Likely’ 

24. I see myself as:  
a. Extraverted, enthusiastic. 
b. Critical, quarrelsome. 
c. Dependable, self-disciplined. 
d. Anxious, easily upset. 
e. Open to new experiences, complex. 
f. Reserved, quiet. 
g. Sympathetic, warm. 
h. Disorganized, careless. 
i. Calm, emotionally stable. 
j. Conventional, uncreative. 

Measures ‘personality traits’ 
7-point: ‘Strongly Disagree’ to ‘Strongly 
Agree’ 

Norm Activation Model  

25. I believe my lifestyle, and the daily behaviours associated 
with it, is damaging the environment. 

Measures ‘awareness of consequences’ 
7-point: ‘Strongly Disagree’ to ‘Strongly 
Agree’ 
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26. It’s only worth doing environmentally-friendly things if the 
government, businesses and other people do it too. 

 

Measures ‘awareness of consequences’ 
7-point: ‘Strongly Disagree’ to ‘Strongly 
Agree’ 

27. a. I feel morally obliged to adopt a more sustainable 
lifestyle, regardless of what others do.  

b. I sometimes feel guilty about doing things that harm the 
environment. 

Measures ‘personal norms’ 
7-point ‘Strongly Disagree’ to ‘Strongly 
Agree’ 
 

New Ecological Paradigm (NEP) scale  

28. a. We are approaching the limit of, or have already 
surpassed, the number of people the Earth can support. 

b. Technology will ensure that we do not make the Earth 
unliveable. 

c. Humans are seriously abusing the environment. 
d. The so-called “ecological crisis” facing humankind has been 

greatly exaggerated. 
e. If things continue on their present course we will soon 

experience a major ecological catastrophe. 
f. If things continue on their present course, we will soon 

experience a major ecological catastrophe. 

5-point: ‘Strongly Disagree’ to ‘Strongly 
Agree’ 
 
Note: Sub-question 26f. is a ‘tripping’ 
question aimed at identifying 
individuals who were not paying 
attention to the survey.  
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APPENDIX E.   STATISTICAL APPROACHES OF THE STUDY: DESCRIPTION AND 

JUSTIFICATION 

Kruskal-Wallis test 

   Kruskal-Wallis test (KWt) is a non-parametric test that can be used with ordinal data 

(Kruskal & Wallis, 1952). More specifically, this test can be used to determine whether 

there are statistical differences between two or more groups of an independent variable 

on a continuous or ordinal dependent variable (Ruxton & Beauchamp, 2008a). In this 

dissertation, KWt was useful for identifying whether the responses of the different 

segment groups were statistically different (e.g. the SL groups). The following quote 

illustrates Siegel’s (1956, p. 184) explanation for using the KWt:   

Sample values [e.g. the responses from the different segment groups] almost 
invariably differ somewhat, and the question is whether the differences among 
the samples signify genuine population differences or whether they represent 
merely chance variations such as are to be expected among several random 
samples from the same population. 

   Researchers have issued caution about using the KWt because it has been widely 

misused in the social sciences (for detailed discussion see Ruxton & Beauchamp, 2008a; 

Vargha & Delaney, 1998). Much of this misuse stems from a failure to take into account 

the distribution of the data, which leads to an incorrect interpretation of the alternative 

hypothesis. 

   To be precise, the KWt is a test of stochastic homogeneity, and it is generally agreed 

that the null hypothesis for this test can be stated as “the distribution of the dependent 

variable is the same in the different populations to be compared” (Vargha & Delaney, 

1998, p. 170). However, depending on the data, the alternative hypothesis for this test 

should be interpreted in different ways: 

- If the distribution of the scores for the groups are symmetrical, have the same 

shape and have equal variance (they are visually inspected via a histogram or 

boxplot), then a central tendency approach may be used. The alternative 

hypothesis, or stochastic heterogeneity, can thus be stated as ‘the medians for 

the population are not equal’. This is similar to an ANOVA test, except ANOVA 

uses means instead of medians (Ruxton & Beauchamp, 2008a, p. 1084). From a 

social behaviour perspective, this condition is generally too restricting as it is not 
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uncommon for the data of the different populations to be either asymmetrical 

or have different shapes. Nonetheless, researchers frequently (incorrectly) 

interpret the alternative hypothesis using medians or means, even when the 

data distribution is dissimilar (Ruxton & Beauchamp, 2008a).  

 

- Alternatively, if the distributions of the scores for the groups have different 

shapes then the alternative hypothesis cannot relate to a central tendency (that 

is, you cannot report the median values). This was mathematically validated by 

Vargha and Delaney (1998). In this instance, the researcher reports that there 

are significant differences in distributions of the data and uses ‘mean ranks’ to 

suggest whether the distribution for one population is ‘higher or lower’ than 

another. The alternative hypothesis is, thus, that the distribution of the scores 

for the groups are not equal, or, alternatively, the mean ranks of the groups are 

not equal. However, precise numerical values (from the mean ranks) can only be 

interpreted as ‘higher’ or ‘lower’. In other words, the results should be 

interpreted as ‘X population has a higher mean rank than Y population’; as 

opposed to ‘X population is 1.4 times higher than Y population’ (based on the 

mean ranks score).   

  Because there is no numerical value that can validate whether there is a ‘true’ 

difference in shapes, inferences have to be made from graphs. Appendix G of this 

dissertation includes all the box plots used to evaluate whether the shape of the 

distributions of the data were considered equal or not. This is to provide transparency 

to the interpretation of the researcher. The reader should note that all of the KWt 

analyses in this dissertation relate to differences in shapes (e.g. not central tendency). 

There were a few instances where the box plots were fairly similar, but upon further 

verification through the use of histograms, it was decided that at least one of the groups 

did not share the same shape as the others. 

   For reference, results of the KWt will be presented as χ2 (df) = H-statistic, p = p-value. 

Note that, χ2 indicates that the test statistic (or H-statistic in this case) relates to an 

asymptotic, or 2-sided, test.   
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   Further, post-hoc testing was applied for the results that were identified as statistically 

significant by the KWt. Post hoc tests were used because, while the KWt indicates 

whether there exists a significant difference in the medians or shapes of the distribution 

of any of the population samples, this test does not specify which of the groups are 

different. Therefore, further testing was required to gain such information.  

   In this research, pairwise comparisons (e.g. comparisons between all possible ‘paired 

groups’ combinations) used Dunn’s (1964) procedure with a Bonferroni correction (this 

is standard in SPSS v24). Dunn’s (1964) procedure is similar to the post hoc analysis used 

in one-way ANOVAs. That is because group comparisons utilise the whole data set when 

making a specific pairwise comparison (e.g. when comparing [a] and [d], the information 

related to [b] and [c] is also taken into consideration). This is due to complicated 

mathematical validations and is a procedure that has been mathematically justified 

(Sheskin, 1997). 

Kruskal-Wallis test: limitations and further justification 

    One potential drawback with non-parametric tests, such as the KWt, is that they are 

sometimes less capable of ‘picking up’ on weaker interactions. This leads to some 

researchers to adopt parametric tests, such as ANOVAs, for their ordinal data (for review 

of previous works see Ruxton & Beauchamp, 2008a, 2008b). However, the use of 

parametric tests on ordinal data is highly contentious and has been deemed ‘incorrect’ 

by some authors (Knapp, 1990; Munzel & Bandelow, 1998; Ruxton & Beauchamp, 

2008a; Shah & Madden, 2004; Vargha & Delaney, 1998). After consultation with 

professional statisticians, the use of a one-way ANOVA was an option that was explored 

by this study, but ultimately not adopted due to the criticisms against its use with ordinal 

data.  

   Nonetheless, crucial to note for validity purposes, is that all of the analyses that were 

run with the KWt were also analysed via ANOVAs. This was done to assess the extent 

that these analyses would provide different results. Perhaps surprisingly, the vast 

majority (almost all) of the statistically significant results were the same. That is, both 

tests indicated statistical significances on the same variables and (most surprising) they 

both flagged statistical differences between the same segment groups in the post hoc 

tests. Albeit the p-values were not identical in all of the analyses, for instance, in some 
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cases ANOVA would yield a p < .001, whereas the KWt would show a p= .005. 

Nonetheless, both tests consistently identified statistical differences (and non-statistical 

differences) on the same variables. One probable reason for this, is due to the large 

dataset which resulted in the Central Limit Theorem coming into effect.66  

Kendall’s tau test 

   Kendall’s tau (KT) (Kendall, 1938) is a nonparametric measure of the strength and 

direction of association that exists between two variables measured on at least an 

ordinal scale. The null hypothesis of this test can be stated as ‘the correlation coefficient 

is equal to zero in the population’, or ‘the two variables are independent’ (Laerd 

Statistics, 2016). Whereas the null hypothesis can be stated as ‘the correlation 

coefficient is not equal to zero in the population’, or ‘there is an association (e.g. 

monotonic relationship) between the two variables in the population’ (Laerd Statistics, 

2016). 

   KT testing was applied to all of the statistically significant results of the Kruskal-Wallis 

tests. This was done to identify any significant associations between the ordinal 

dependent variable and independent variables; and to measure the strength of this 

association. For example, if the responses to ‘attitude towards SLs’ were statistically 

different between the SL groups, then KT test was applied to indicate whether ‘attitude’ 

tends to increase along with ‘attempting to live a more sustainable lifestyle (e.g. the SL 

groups)’; this was represented by a statistically significant Kendall’s tau correlation 

coefficient (illustrated with a “τb”). The use of KT as a form of post hoc testing with 

Kruskal-Wallis and other inferential statistical tests has been recommended in the 

literature (Laerd Statistics, 2016; Sheskin, 1997; Siegel, 1956). To quote Sheskin (1997, 

p. 627), “it is common practice to employ one or more inferential statistics in order to 

evaluate one or more hypotheses concerning the [Kendall’s tau] correlation coefficient”.  

   Kendall’s tau coefficients are based on the range of limits from -1 to +1, with stronger 

correlations near the ‘1’ values. However, KT’s coefficients are more ambiguous to 

 
66 ANOVAs were run by first creating box plots and removing extreme outliers. Then generating QQ plots 
of residuals and checking for normality. Then using Levene’s Test of Homogeneity. When homogeneity 
was met (p > .05), a classic ANOVA was run and Tukey’s post hoc test for multiple comparison (pairwise 
comparison between the groups) was used. When homogeneity of variances was violated (p < .05), 
Welch’s ANOVA was run with Games-Howell’s post hoc test for multiple comparison.  
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interpret because they are generally smaller than Pearson coefficients and Spearman’s 

rho (Croux & Dehon, 2010, p. 506; Laerd Statistics, 2016, p. n.p; Sheskin, 1997, p. 628; 

Siegel, 1956, p. 221); to illustrate: “[t]here are no hard-and-fast rules for assigning 

strength of association to particular values [of τb], but coefficients tend to be smaller 

than Pearson correlation coefficients” (Laerd Statistics, 2016, p. n.p); and “[a]s a general 

rule, however, the computed absolute value of τb will always be less than the computed 

absolute value of rs  [Spearman’s rho] for a set of data” (Sheskin, 1997, p. 628). In this 

research, Cohen’s (1988) proposed scale is adopted where .1 represents a small (or 

weak) correlation, .3 is a moderate correlation and .5 is a strong correlation. However, 

future discussions about the findings of this work takes into consideration the fact that 

KT generally reveals weaker coefficient values.  

   Furthermore, although KT provides different coefficient values than other correlation 

tests, it has “identical power [compared with Spearman’s rho] to reject Ho” (Siegel, 1956, 

p. 222). In other words, it is equally capable of ‘picking up on’ statistical significances as 

its nonparametric counterpart, the Spearman’s rho.  

   Spearman’s correlation was not used in the work complete here because of comments 

in the literature and professional statisticians who suggested that KT provides more 

unbiased estimates of the population parameter, is less (or little) affected by outliers, is 

more effective at dealing with asymptotic variances, and that the sampling distribution 

nears normality more effectively in this test (see Croux & Dehon, 2010; Sheskin, 1997; 

Siegel, 1956 for more in depth reviews).67 

Chi-square test of independence 

   The other test of association used in this dissertation was chi-square test of 

independence (sometimes referred to as chi-square test for r x c tables). This test is 

suitable for contingency tables that are larger than 2 x 2 (Sheskin, 1997); though it still 

only compares two variables against each other. The null hypothesis for this test can be 

stated as “the two variables are independent of one another”, or “there zero correlation 

between [the two variables]” (Sheskin, 1997, p. 210). The alternative hypothesis is that 

 
67 Analyses were also run using Spearman’s correlation and, as predicted, all coefficient values were 
higher. Kendall’s tau was adopted by this dissertation, nonetheless, due to its robustness. 
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‘the two variables are not independent’, or that ‘there is not a zero correlation between 

the two variables’.  

   This test is suitable for categorical (or nominal) data. It was used for measuring 

associations between the ‘SL groups’ and income, age, education and gender. Note that, 

while Kendall’s tau treated the four SL groups as ordinal, these groups were treated as 

categorical in the chi-square test of independence. Income, age and education were also 

condensed into ‘brackets’ and therefore treated as categorical data.  

   To test the strength of association for the chi-square results, Cramér’s V (also called 

Cramér’s phi coefficient) was used. Cramér’s V can range from 0 to +1, where .1 

represents a small effect size, .3 represents a medium (moderate) effect size and .5 and 

higher represents a large effect size (J. Cohen, 1988). 

Multiple regression analysis 

   Multiple regression has been a wide-spread approach to studies that have used the 

Theory of Planned Behaviour, Norm Activation Model or New Ecological Paradigm scale 

(or a mix of these) (Ajzen, 1991, 2002; Fielding et al., 2008; He & Zhan, 2018; Paul C. 

Stern et al., 1999; Zolait, 2014). This type of regression allows a researcher to predict 

(and consequently explain) a dependent variable (e.g. intention to live a more 

sustainable lifestyle) based on multiple independent variables (Tabachnick & Fidell, 

2007). 

   In the current study, multiple regression was based on three variables from the Theory 

of Planned Behaviour (TPB) (attitude, perceived behavioural control and subjective 

norms), the ‘personal norms’ variable from the Norm Activation Model (NAM), the New 

Ecological Paradigm scale (NEP) (e.g. the combined sum of the four items in Section 

3.7.7.2), the ‘Big five’ personality traits and two other variables that were drawn from 

the literature review. These variables were ‘SLs are normal’ and ‘knowledge about SLs’, 

which are discussed in more detail in Chapter 4. In total, there were 12 independent 

variables (IVs) regressed against the dependent variable. Given the large sample size, 

the ‘case-to-IVs’ ratio was well within the limit (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007). Further, it 

should be made clear that supplementing the TPB, NAM and NEP models with additional 

variables is not only common, but has been regarded as a superior approach due to the 

models’ simplistic structure (Darnton, 2008; T. Jackson, 2005b; Kollmuss & Agyeman, 
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2002; Sniehotta et al., 2014). However, a researcher must use caution as to not over-

complicate the analysis or overfit the model. Hence, we opted to adding only two extra 

variables to the already established models.  

   The justification for including a multiple regression analysis, in conjunction with the 

analyses described above can be described as follows: the initial, more descriptive, 

analyses provided a general but critical illustration of the data that allowed the 

researcher (and the reader) to gain a better understanding of the specific attributes of 

each variable. Alternatively, multiple regression combines, in a single analysis, 

numerous variables together to produce a result (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007). Without a 

‘background’ understanding of the variables included in a multivariate analysis, results 

can sometimes be interpreted without sufficient depth.  

   The procedure for running a multiple regression was undertaken through a rigorous 

review of the literature and was overseen by professional statisticians (Laerd Statistics, 

2015b; Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007). The following assumptions were met: 

- Independence of observations: as assessed by Durbin-Watson statistic (value 

must be close to 2). The Durbin-Watson statistic was 1.887 in this study. 

 

- Linearity between dependent and independent variables: as assessed by a 

scatterplot of the studentized residuals against the (unstandardized) predicted 

values (this scatterplot provided in Appendix I). To meet this assumption the 

scatterplot cannot form a ‘U’, or similar ‘bend’.   

 

- Homoscedasticity: as assessed by a scatterplot of the studentized residuals 

against the (unstandardized) predicted values. To meet this assumption the 

scatterplot cannot form a ‘increasing or decreasing funnel’, nor a ‘fan’ shape. 

Because the dependent variable was ordinal, this scatterplot does not form the 

ideal random scatter also expected for this assumption. Nonetheless, 

professional statisticians assured this was acceptable (given the nature of the 

data). Also, in the often cited book by Tabachnick and Fidell (2007, p. 127), the 

authors have stated that failure to meet this assumption does not invalidate the 

analysis “so much as weaken it”.   

 

- No multicollinearity: as assessed by ‘tolerance’ and ‘VIF’ values. Tolerance 

values should not be lower than .1 and VIF should not be greater than 10. In this 

study, the lowest tolerance value was .495 and highest VIF was 2.020 (for the 

variable ‘personal norms’). 
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- No unusual point: Outliers that were above +/- 3.3  standard deviations were 

removed (total of 12 outliers). Leverage points less than .2 are considered safe 

(Huber & Ronchetti, 2009), and in this study the highest value was leverage point 

value was .05. Influential points higher than 1, as assessed by Cook’s Distance 

value, should be investigated (Cook & Weisberg, 1982). In this study the highest 

value was .06.   

 

- Normal distribution of residuals: as assessed by histograms with a 

superimposed normal distribution curve and P-P plot (Appendix I). Aside from a 

slight ‘right-skew’, these were found to be within limits.  
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APPENDIX F.   CHI-SQUARE TABLES COMPARING SOCIO-DEMOGRAPHICAL 

DATA OF THE ‘SL GROUPS’ 

Gender 

 

  

Age 

Frequency Age  
% within SL group  
% within Age 

Younger (18-35) Middle (36-59) 
Older (60 and 

above) Total 

SL1 8 22 3 33  
24.2% 66.7% 9.1% 100.0%  

2.3% 4.5% 2.0%  

SL2 71 97 25 193  
36.8% 50.3% 13.0% 100.0%  
20.0% 19.6% 16.3%  

SL3 186 276 90 552  
33.7% 50.0% 16.3% 100.0%  
52.4% 55.9% 58.8%  

SL4 90 99 35 224  
40.2% 44.2% 15.6% 100.0%  
25.4% 20.0% 22.9%  

Total 355 494 153 1002  
35.4% 49.3% 15.3% 100.0%  

100.0% 100.0% 100.0%  

 

Frequency 

Gender  

 

% within SL group  

% within Gender Male Female Total 

SL1 19 14 33 

 57.6% 42.4% 100.0% 

 3.9% 2.7%  
SL2 103 90 193 

 53.4% 46.6% 100.0% 

 21.1% 17.5%  
SL3 263 289 552 

 47.6% 52.4% 100.0% 

 53.9% 56.2%  
SL4 103 121 224 

 46.0% 54.0% 100.0% 

 21.1% 23.5%  
Total 488 514 1002 

 48.7% 51.3% 100.0% 

 100.0% 100.0%  
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Income 

Frequency Household income per annum  

% within SL group  
% within Income Less than 

$20,000 
$20,001 - 
$40,000 

$40,001 - 
$75,000 

$75,001 - 
$100,000 

Over 
$100,001 Total 

SL1 3 6 9 3 8 29 

 10.3% 20.7% 31.0% 10.3% 27.6% 100.0% 

 4.7% 3.2% 3.8% 2.1% 3.5%  
SL2 9 25 45 37 48 164 

 5.5% 15.2% 27.4% 22.6% 29.3% 100.0% 

 14.1% 13.5% 19.2% 26.1% 21.1%  

SL3 32 110 117 81 123 463 

 6.9% 23.8% 25.3% 17.5% 26.6% 100.0% 

 50.0% 59.5% 50.0% 57.0% 54.2%  
SL4 20 44 63 21 48 196 

 10.2% 22.4% 32.1% 10.7% 24.5% 100.0% 

 31.3% 23.8% 26.9% 14.8% 21.1%  
Total 64 185 234 142 227 852 

 7.5% 21.7% 27.5% 16.7% 26.6% 100.0% 

 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%  

 

Education 

Frequency Formal level of education  
% within SL group  
% within Education High school or 

secondary school 
Started college 
but did not finish  

Tertiary 
Degree  

Post-
graduate  Total 

SL1 9 4 15 5 33 

 27.3% 12.1% 45.5% 15.2% 100.0% 

 2.8% 5.4% 3.0% 6.0% 3.4% 

SL2 63 17 95 12 187 

 33.7% 9.1% 50.8% 6.4% 100.0% 

 19.9% 23.0% 19.0% 14.3% 19.2% 

SL3 176 44 275 40 535 

 32.9% 8.2% 51.4% 7.5% 100.0% 

 55.7% 59.5% 54.9% 47.6% 54.9% 

SL4 68 9 116 27 220 

 30.9% 4.1% 52.7% 12.3% 100.0% 

 21.5% 12.2% 23.2% 32.1% 22.6% 

Total 316 74 501 84 975 

 32.4% 7.6% 51.4% 8.6% 100.0% 

 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%  
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APPENDIX G.   BOX PLOTS USED TO INTERPRET DISTRIBUTION OF DATA 

  Box plots relevant to the Kruskal-Wallis tests are presented below. These box plots 

illustrate the distribution of the scores for each SL group. In order to compare medians, 

all of the box plots have to have the same shape (though they can be located, or shifted, 

up or down on the box plots). This was not the case for any of the variables in this 

research.  

RQ1: ‘Normal’ 

Box plots: SLs are ‘normal’ in Australia (left) and SLs are embarrassing to me (right). 

 

RQ2: ‘Political Orientation’ 

Box plot: ‘Attitudes towards economic consequences of SLs’ (left) and NEP (right) 
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RQ3: ‘Beliefs’ 

Box plot: ‘I am unclear about what SLs actually means’.  

 

Box plots: SLs involve sacrificing habits (top left), SLs more expensive (top right), SLs are 

healthier (bottom left), SLs require too much effort (bottom right). 
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Box plots: SLs involve left-wing political orientation (left), SLs are a hippie lifestyle (right) 

 

RQ4: Behaviour of governments, business and citizens  

Box plots (who does more damage): Large businesses (top left), citizens (top right), 

governments (bottom left), science and technology (bottom right).  
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Box plots (who should assume greatest responsibility): Business community (top left), 

citizens (top right), governments (bottom left), scientists (bottom right). 

  

  
 

RQ5: ‘Perceived Barriers’ 

Box plot: ‘Income’ and ‘lack of time’ barrier 
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Box plots: ‘Work hours’ and ‘lack of time’ barrier (left), ‘work hours’ and ‘lack of 

knowledge’ barrier (right). 

 

Box Plot: ‘Living location’ and ‘lack of public transport’ barrier. 
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Box plots (SL groups): ‘Hard to break unsustainable habits’ (top left), ‘lack of time’ (top 

right), ‘lack of knowledge’ (bottom left), ‘lack of public transport’ (bottom right) 
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Box plots: ‘Lack of green products’ (top left), ‘lack of government support’ (top right), 

‘green products too expensive’ (bottom left). 
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RQ6: ‘Sustainable behaviours’ 

Box plots: ‘look into ethical/environmental operation of banks’ (top left), ‘avoid 

packaging’ (top right), ‘take public transport’ (bottom left), ‘refuse non-

biodegradables’ (bottom right). 
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Box Plots: ‘minimise consumption’ (top left), ‘buy locally’ (top right), ‘recycle’ (bottom 

left), ‘turn off lights’ (bottom right). 
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RQ7: ‘Theory and models’ 

Theory of Planned Behaviour box plots: ‘attitude’ (top left), ‘SN: I feel social pressure’ 

(top right), ‘SN: ‘most people think I should live SL’ (bottom left), ‘PBC’ (bottom right).  
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Personality traits box plots: ‘extraversion’ (top left), ‘agreeableness’ (top right), 

‘conscientiousness’ (middle left), ‘emotional stability’ (middle right), ‘openness to 

experiences’ (bottom left).  
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Norma Activation Model box plots: ‘awareness of consequences’ (top left), ‘ascription 

of responsibility’ (top right), ‘PN: moral obligation to adopt SL’ (bottom left), ‘PN: guilt 

about damaging environment’ (bottom right). 
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New Ecological Paradigm box plots: ‘Overgrown population’ (top left), ‘humans abusing 

environment’ (top right), ‘looming catastrophe’ (middle left), ‘technology fix’ (middle 

right), ‘crisis has been exaggerated’ (bottom left), NEP (bottom right).  
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APPENDIX H.   BAR GRAPHS 

RQ1: ‘Normal’  
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RQ4: ‘Blame and responsibility’ 

Statement: Who does most environmental damage? 
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Statement: Who holds the greatest responsibility for addressing environmental issues? 
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RQ5: ‘Perceived barriers to SL’ 
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RQ6: ‘Sustainable behaviours’
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RQ7: New Environmental Paradigm 
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APPENDIX I.   MULTIPLE REGRESSION GRAPHS 

   Below are the graphs that were used to assess the assumptions of the multiple 

regression analyses.  
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Intention (main multiple regression analysis) 
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